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THE

METHODIST QUARTERLY REVIEW.

' JANUARY, 1846.

EDITED BY GEORGE PECK, D. D.

Akt. I.
—" Du Pretre, De La Femme, De La Famille." Spiritual

Direction, and Auricular Confession ; their History, Theory,

and Consequences. By M. Michelet, Assistant Prof, in Faculty

of Letters, &c. Phila.: James M. Campbell & Co. 1845.

The present condition of Popery presents a singular combination

of weakness and strength. Weak in the. power of inherent and

prolonged vitality, it is yet strong, partly in the remaining forms

of a once vigorous life, and partly in that sudden and feverish

strength which is, perhaps, the last convulsive start of expiring

nature. So weak that it requires the aid of Austrian bayonets and

English frigates to retain possession of the very seat of its power :

it is yet so strong, that this very protection is given as the price of

its interposition to restrain Irish turbulence and German indepen-

dence. Like a huge and creeping parasite, it grew and twined

itself around the nations during the long night of the middle ages
;

<••.!>•! though strong arms have torn away many of its folds, and let

in the light of heaven ; and though a slow and sure decay is work-

ing at its root, yet the gnarled trunk and twisted branches still

retain their hold on the various ramifications that have sprung from

the yet living roots of the old Roman Empire, with at once the

tenacity of life and the rigidity of death. Its political element, the

Papacy, as a civil power claiming certain exclusive civil and poli-

tical rights, has become weak, imbecile, effete ; an image of gold

*ilh feet of clay : while its spiritual element, Popery, the mystery
of iniquity, the huge and fallen archangel of Christianity, still retains
j:.<s power over the minds and hearts of men. The scarlet-robed

queen, though degenerated into a wrinkled and shriveled hag, has
•till retained the privilege of her order, the terrific power of the

CUr&c.

Vol. VI.—
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6 The Reformation the Source of American Liberty. [Jan.

This spiritual element within a few years past has been quick-

ened into an amazing activity and semblance of life. This reviving

is seen in the solemn aping of its senseless mummeries in the

Puseyism of England and America ; in the pertinacious and arro-

gant assertion of its claims to the control of the French system of

education ; in the. growing exhibitions of its ancient intolerance in

France, Switzerland, Austria, and Sardinia ; in the infamous out-

rages upon the feeble Society Islanders ; in the vast and increasing

revenue of the Propaganda Society ; in the steady and persevering

effort, not so much to convert the heathen as to undermine and

supplant every Protestant mission on the face of the earth ; in the

secret but powerful agencies at work to cast the first seed into the

virgin soil of that great hot-bed of futurity, the Mississippi Valley;

and in the demands that are so boldly and insolently made for

peculiar privileges in the common-school education of some of the

states. These and many other facts indicate a return of unwonted
energy into the decaying system of Giant Pope; which wiser heads

than that of the dreaming tinker once supposed would ere this have
been wrapped in its scarlet winding-sheet and laid in the great

mausoleum of the past.

A natural result of this quickened energy of Popery, is a quick-

ened resistance to its imperious and exclusive claims. Accordingly
we find that in France the demand of the priests and Jesuits to

have the control of the university, or great national system of edu-
cation, has been met with firm and indignant opposition. The
priest has attacked the philosopher, and it is therefore not a matter
of wonder that the philosopher should retaliate upon the priest.

When the former has left his appropriate sphere and intruded upon
the domain of the latter, we cannot he surprised if the man of let-

ters should be provoked even " to carry the war into Africa," and
show that these high-swelling words were at the least, vox et pra-
terea nihil.

These remarks are necessary to explain one peculiarity of the

work before us. Since the French Revolution, such has been the

separation between secular and sacred things, that the men de-

voted to the one, have been almost necessarily presumed to be aloof

from the other. Even in those countries where the ministers of
religion are officers of the government, and the rulers of the state are

in some sense rulers of the church, there has been until recently

almost a tacit conventional understanding, that the spheres of

temporal and spiritual jurisdiction were totally distinct, and that

mutual intrusion was inadmissible. This state of things, however,

whether right or wrong, is evidently passing away. Religion is
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becoming daly a more active element in the civil and political

movements of the world, and of consequence, civilians and politi-

cians are rapidly becoming theologians.

The work of M. Michelet before us is one of the indications of

this new era We have here a treatise on polemics by a layman,

a philosopher, a professor in the university, and a distinguished

historian of France. Nor is this a flippant, shallow satire of the

Voltaire school, but the profound historical and logical analysis,

and earnest, thrilling appeal of a man who, whatever be his pri-

vate opinions on the subject of Christianity, has deeply pondered

and keenly felt a horrible evil. It forms a part of that controversy

which has been waged for some time with no little bitterness be-

tween the university and the priesthood of France. Its immediate

ocr.ision was some remarks which the author felt impelled to make

in the course of his historical lectures in the college of France.

These remarks excited the ire of the Jesuits and priests, and led

them to attack the distinguished lecturer with great acrimony and

virulence, both in public and private. He was assailed from the

pulpit and from the press, in the social circle and in the street.

Even his own house was not sacred from their insolent intrusion,

but was invaded by the pupils of the exasperated ecclesiastics, to

drown by vociferation and insulting noise the utterance of the truth

they were unwilling to hear and unable to answer. In sheer self-

defense, M. Michelet was forced to justify his allegations by an appeal

to the public through the press ; and the volume before us consti-

tutes a pnrt of this vindication. And well has he performed his

task. The folly that could goad and drive a man of his intellectual

force and historical attainments to the position of an assailant, in

the very face of positive, unrepealed laws on the statute book of

France, banishing from her soil the crafty, grasping, and turbulent

followers of Loyola, is shown, by the recent resuscitation and
>;r'.ual enforcement of these laws, and the sudden outburst of in-

dignant feeling against these ecclesiastical Machiavellians, to have
been but one of the symptoms of the prius dementat.
The object of the work is to develop something of the history,

theory, and consequences of spiritual direction and auricular Con-

xion in the ltomish Church of France. It consists of three

r*»ru. The first contains the history of spiritual direction during
'•'• >cvenleenth century. In this the author brings forward, as far

as delicacy on the one hand and justice on the other will warrant,
the theory of direction then first promulged. He gives a graphic
and lively sketch of the Quictists and Mystics of that period, with
proofs of the nature and tendency of their doctrines, even on such
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hearts as those of a de Chantal and a Guyon, a Fenelon and a Bos-

suet. Some of the developments of this period are startling, and

even horrible. The second part contains an elaborate and in-

genious discussion of direction in general, and particularly the form

that exists in the nineteenth century. It delineates the resem-

blances and differences between the. church, the confessional, and the

confessor of the middle ages, and those of the present day ; the tre-

mendous power of the system for evil on the heart of the confessor,

on the penitent, and through her on society ; the absolute power of

the director ; the internal condition of convents, and some of the

horrible scenes that have been there enacted. He establishes re-

sults by the most unanswerable reasoning on the admitted rules

that guide the confessor and director, and on undoubted facts that

are enough to cause every husband, father, and brother in France

to tremble. The description of the web that the priest slowly and

gradually weaves first round his victim and then round himself,

possesses a dramatic power of analysis and portraiture that thrills

the heart alternately with burning indignation, painful compassion,

and shuddering horror. The third part imbodies a brief sketch

of the family, what it is, and what it ought to be : defining the pre-

sent, and the proper position of the wife and mother ; and contains

an earnest appeal for maternal education.

Our object, however, is not to give any extended sketch of this

book, so much as to pursue a train of reflection to which it will

naturally give rise. We cannot but remember that the same system
essentially is existing and operating in our midst ; a system which by
its own profession is incapable of change, and which, therefore, in-

dorses with its own hand the fair and legitimate developments of its

principles elsewhere. And we cannot fail to consider that the same
tremendous engine thus applied to social ends, may also be directed

to civil and political ends with equal power. It therefore becomes
a problem of most absorbing interest, what would be the result of

such an application in a political system like our own ? The solu-

tion of this problem involves a very wide range of discussion, his-

torical, theological, and political, on which we cannot venture to

enter within the limits of the present article.

We propose simply to select from among the topics included in

this important inquiry, one, owing to its negative form among the

least invidious, though not least important in its bearing on the

general question, viz., the historical relation of Protestantism to

our free institutions. This we will discuss by maintaining the pro-

position, that the Reformation of the sixteenth century is the source
of American liberty. In order that we may have clearly before us
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the point of discussion, it may be necessary to explain somewhat

the terms of this proposition. It will undoubtedly be admitted by

every one, that there is a connection of cause and effect existing

between historical events as real as that which is found in any

other case. The movements of communities are related to each

oilier as actually as the movements of individuals, for the very reason

that they are but the aggregates of individual action. History when
written and read as it ought to be is not a confused heap of links,

but n chain : not a pile of building materials in which there is con-

tact without connection, but an edifice, vast and glorious, though

yet unfinished ; with much of the rubbish of the work yet scat-

\i red about it, and much of the scaffolding not yet removed: but

un edifice which, when it shall be viewed from the elevation of

Another world, will be found to have its foundations in the depths

of chaos and its culminating dome in the heights of eternity : and
like the tower of Pharos, whatever name be inscribed on its exter-

na! coating now, when all that is adventitious is removed, it will

be found to have engraved on its very structure the name of the

builder and maker, God. The philosophy of history and the use
of history consist in discovering and explaining this connection
of its events, and learning from them the laws of human action.

This connection in some cases is nearer, and in others more re-

mote, but in every case really and actually existing.

Now we alledge that such a connection exists between the Refor-
mation of the sixteenth century, and the American Revolution with
its happy results, in such a sense that had the former never occur-
red, the latter would cither never have been undertaken, or if un-
dertaken would have been unsuccessful.

^ e do not assert that the Reformation was the sole or direct
cause of this revolution; but simply that it was though a remote
ycl an important cause, or rather a necessary prerequisite or pre-
liminary movement, without which, or something analogous to it,

tins revolution could not have been effected. By this, we of
course do not mean that nothing but this precise movement could
have produced such a result ; but only that in point of fact it did dow

;
and that without some such great regeneration in human society

1 10 such result ever could have been attained.
'
i may be further remarked that we do not regard the Reforma-
m an isolated fact in history. We sometimes hear facts re-<W0 to the Reformation as their cause, simply because they are

po*f hoc, without inquiring whether they are also propter hoc: facts
men in truth arc the effects of causes entirely distinct, or of causes

•' Med with it only to a limited extent. The Reformation was
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itself avast effect, produced by the combined action ofmany causes:

causes, some of which traced their source to the fountain that was
unsealed on Calvary, or higher still, to that which gushes in its

living purity from beneath the eternal throne ; and some of which

came up from the dark depths of the dark ages, or deeper still, from

the lurid caverns of the pit : but causes, all of which tended to this

one great result, and mingled their forces in producing it to an ex-

tent of which we are now, perhaps, incapable of judging. In turn,

this effect became a cause. Soon some of the combined elements

became disentangled, and each produced distinct results by its

independent operation, but still the great resultant of these forces

rolls on : as the ocean continues to heave and swell in its billowy

might long after the winds that first aroused its deep tossings have

spent their force and been lulled to rest, or have swept onward to

rave and rage over mountain, and forest, and field.

The American Revolution, although occurring on this side the

Atlantic, was strictly a European event. It was the result of the

advance of society and the evolution of free principles in northern

Europe. It was occasioned by European acts of oppression. It

was achieved by men, many of whom were born on the soil of

Europe, and most of whom owed much of their energy to that

stern, unquailing Saxon spirit that was bequeathed them by their

fathers. It was rendered so speedily successful by European sym
pathy and assistance. In one word, had not Europe been what it

was, America never would have been what it is. Europe of the

fifteenth century, instead of Europe of the eighteenth, would have
made the American Revolution another war of the peasants, and
its fate a counterpart to that of Poland. Hence, whatever tended

materially to modify or shape the state of society in Europe
before 1776, exerted at least some influence on that memorable
period. Had this infant Hercules come earlier to the birth, he
would either have been still-born, or have been destroyed by the

serpents sent by Jealousy and Hate to strangle the young giant in

his cradle.

In further endeavoring to establish the proposition thus explained,

we propose to show that the Reformation, in its character as a mere
religious movement, prepared the way and secured the success of

this great civil and political revolution : that, as a great movement
of the human mind, freeing itself from the trammels of ancient

authority, it found one of its earliest and most signal developments
in the American struggle for independence : and also, that in its

direct influence on the men to whom the success of this work under
God is to be referred, it produced those characteristics of mind
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and soul, to which that success is iiistrumentally to be ascribed.

]f tlic.se points are fairly made out, the main proposition may be

considered as sufficiently established.

Our first position is,, that the Reformation was a revival of the

religion of the Bible : that this religion is favorable to liberty ; and

therefore that its establishment in America, by the legitimate action

of the Reformation, tended to secure the liberties that were de-

manded in the war of the revolution, as well as inspire the feelings

by which this demand was prompted.

On the first member of this proposition we need not enlarge ; for

if any one denies that the Reformation was what the name implies

»t !.> have been, an improvement in religion, and a revival of the

n I : 'ft of the Bible in contradistinction to that of tradition and the

< hurcli, this is not the place to argue the point, even if argument

were all that such a mind needed. It is not pretended that the

religion of the Reformation was spotless and perfect, but simply

that it was a closer approximation to the religion of the Bible. Nor
is it even necessary to our purpose, to maintain that this religion of

the Bible is the most perfect possible type of religion; but merely

that this is the religion of the Reformation. Even a candid Ro-
mrui Catholic will admit, as F. Schlegel has virtually done, that

the Reformation was a nearer resemblance to the religion of the

Bible than that which preceded it; he will only alledge that it is

defective because the Bible is not the only rule of faith. Nor do
we assert that the motives of all the reformers were either pure or

purely religious; that no personal or political feelings mingled in

their motives : but simply that the great result, after subtracting all

.
attendant evils, has been in favor of the uncorrupted religion of the

word of God. This is a position that will be disputed by few, and

disproved by none; for "the Bible, the Bible, is the religion of
1'.- -lants."

Can there be any serious doubt about the truth of the second
branch of this argument, that the religion of the. Bible tends to

promote genuine and wholesome liberty ? Who can read the ser-

in< n on the Mount, or some of the Epistles, and not. feel that the

»pirit there breathed is a spirit of freedom and equality? The
paltry distinctions of wealth and rank, the haughtiness of power,

-

1
the willfulness of tyranny, are alike adverse to its principles

•
I hoatile to its success. Its high and commanding declaration

'\ " Do unto othrrs as you would that others should do unto you."
• rule is addressed to all, and therefore asserts what is common

to all. But it most plainly implies that the rights every man claims
from another, are the rights every other may claim from him

:
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which is only true on the manifest assumption that the rights of all

(in the relative sense in which the rule alone is applicable) are
equal. Thus the golden rule is the very seed from which grew
the Declaration of Independence. There is not a ground on which
tyranny rests its claims that is not destroyed by the Bible. Tramp-
ling upon the silly boast of hereditary nobility and royal blood, it

declares that " God has made of one blood all nations of men that
dwell on the earth." Sweeping away the tinsel and pasteboard
partitions of society, it asserts that, in the presence of the King of
kings, " the rich and the poor meet together, and God is the author
of them all." The essence of tyranny is the claim of the one or
the few over the many : the essence of religion is the equal rights
of all. The demand of tyranny is, Submit and believe ; the ex-
hortation of religion is, " Examine all things and hold fast that which
is good." •

But why attempt a proof of this point from general considerations,
when we have facts the most clear and undoubted that bring us to
the some result ? Where do we find free principles now prevalent
in the world ? Is it in Turkey, once the terror of Europe? in China,
with her polished arts and thronging millions ? or in the continent
that once boasted a Memphis and a Carthage ? Is it where Pagan-
ism and Isiamism have sway, that we find the rights of the many
admitted and respected

; the wholesome administration of law and
justice sustained

; and the protection of person, property, and repu-
tation secured? Did not the crescent of the prophet rise in a storm of
rapine and blood, culminate in pride and tyranny, and thenceforward
gleam coldly down on the prostrate and trampled rights of man ?
Do not the millions of Paganism prostrate themselves before the
crushing car of despotism ? Arc not liberty and Christianity marked
by the same geographical boundaries ? Why this clearly-marked
outline, if there be no positive and actual influence exerted by the
one upon the other? The causes arc not solely referable to the
different religions, but in the investigation of these causes we will
be able to trace so many of them either directly or indirectly to this
source, as to warrant us to regard it as the decisive agency. There
is a more profound influence at work here than the tricks of states-
manship and the blustering of war : an influence heaven-born and
heaven-directed, which, moving in the deep pulsations of the mighty
heart of society, gave strength to the strong arm, and light to°the
clear head, whose results we sec thus palpably set forth to our
view.

But we have not yet reached the limits of our proposition, which
is, that the particular form of religion revived by the Reformation
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tains keep watch over the beauty below ; and the same old Tiber
continues to pour the tide from his mighty urn, as when the tramp

of the Roman legions echoed round the world : but the spirit of

Rome has departed. Can any one fail to discover the reason of this

departure ? Look also at Spain. Was she not once a great and pow-
erful nation ? Did she not wield the destinies of Europe and infant

America ? Did not her fleets and argosies cover every sea ? At the

very period of the Reformation was not her Charles V. at once the

Napoleon and the Mohammed of Europe ? Yet rejecting the Re-
formation and striving to crush it, has not the curse of Almighty

God seemed to rest upon her? Do we not think of Spain now as

we do of one of her strutting hidalgocs, with a longer pedigree than

purse ; with a sense of dignity and importance in exact proportion

to the utter absence of all that could justify and support it ; stalk-

ing in slate abroad and starving in rags at home ? Has she not been

the victim of alternate anarchy and misrule ? Is not Protestant

Britain to a great extent free and powerful, while Papal Spain and
Portugal are crushed with tyranny, or rent with faction? Is not

Protestant Prussia really free, though nominally under an absolute

sovereign ; while Papal Austria is as despotic in fact as in form ?

Is not Protestant Saxony free in fact, while Papal Sicily is enslaved?

Will not Holland make the same comparison with Belgium, and
Switzerland with southern Germany? Is not Edinburgh, with not

one half the natural advantages of Plorence, immeasurably the

superior of the Tuscan metropolis, though once the home of the

Medici, and the literary emporium of the world? Can all this be

either accidental, or the result of causes distinct from religion ?

. But can we not see the same facts at our doors ? Why has Pro-

testant North America become free and powerful, while Papal
South and Central America have become but a scene of anarchy

and confusion in a similar attempt ? Is it because of a different state

of society ? But what produced this difference ? Is there any point

of difference affecting this question, not distinctly traceable to the

direct or indirect religious influence to which they were respectively

subjected ? We know that Popery, when in the ascendant, has
always refused to educate or elevate the masses, and breathe into

them that noble spirit of self-reliance, or rather God-reliance and
truth-reliance, without which free institutions are impossible. It is

true De Tocqueville argues the democratic, tendency of Popery,
from its placing all men on a level before it, and demanding their

submission. But he might on the same grounds prove the demo-
cratic tendency of death; or show that the Eastern despot, who
tramples on all necks but his own, is an apostle of freedom. It is
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precisely this demand of a blind subjection to an earthly sovereignty,

temporal or spiritual, that makes Popery the unchangeable foe to

genuine liberty.

In view of these facts, can any one suppose that there was a

single nation, before the time of the Reformation, in which such a

revolution as the American could have been effected? And since

the Reformation, has there been any government not influenced by

its principles, in which such a step could successfully have been

taken ? If no!, we arc led inevitably to the conclusion that unless

the American colonies had possessed the very religion they did, to

give form to their characters and habits; and unless the great pow-

c is of Europe had been under the same influences, we might infer

very different issue to the struggle. Either combination would

have prevented victory, or victory ended in anarchy. We are

therefore from these considerations at liberty to conclude, that the

Reformation, regarded simply as a religious movement, was a ne-

cessary prerequisite to.the American Revolution, and was so closely

connected with it as, in a modified but still accurate and important

tense, to be called the source of American liberty.

Our next position is, that the Reformation, as a great movement
of the human mind to throw off the trammels of ancient prescriptive

authority, found its earliest and fullest political development in the

American Revolution.

No one, who is at all acquainted with the history of the Reforma-
tion, ran consider it as simply a religious movement. It was so,

)>• rhaps, to a great extent in the minds of Luther, Melancthon, and
Calvin, when it first arose : but it did not and could not long remain
unmixed with other elements. It was not merely a revolution in

the church, but also in the state ; and indeed in the very mind and
feelings of society. It was a great uprising of the human mind
against authority, and a struggle for liberty of thought, speech, and
action. Indeed, it was impossible that it could be otherwise, from
the very nature of the system it was designed to throw off. Popery
wis not merely a form of religion, but a vast politico-religious

iystem, which claimed supremacy over all human governments;
asserting its right to create and depose kings; to divide and allot

MngUoms, and even to dispose of the undiscovered regions of the
t*nh, according to the sovereign will of the successor of St. Peter,

• -
Ihe secret decrees of the Vatican. This political power had

1
r «<:>!nr,.'s been great and absolute, and claiming as it did to

conic from God, and to be exercised according to his infallible
guidance, its influence for weal or for wo was tremendous. Nor
were its claims merely civil or political. It claimed an authority
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and assumed a jurisdiction more deep and wide than that, asserted

by any government- on earth. Asserting as it did a constant and

infallible guidance by the Spirit of God, and professing to be his

vicegerent on the earth, it extended its authority to the very soul,

and under the awful penalty of eternal retributions demanded the

submission of thought itself to the decrees of popes and councils.

Hence science was regarded as inimical to this absolute fettering

of thought, and Galileo was permitted to review his astronomy in

the prison of the Inquisition, for presuming to know what the church

had not taught. The Romish theologians of Paris solemnly de-

creed " that religion was undone if the study of Greek and Hebrew
was permitted." A fair specimen, perhaps, of the spirit of the

Papacy at this time, in reference to these pursuits, may be con-

veyed in an extract from a book published by Conrad de Heresbach,

a grave and respectable writer of this period. Speaking of this

point, he says, "A new language has been invented which is called

Greek : guard carefully against it ; it is the mother of every species

of heresy. I observe in the hands of a great many people a book
written in this language, which they call the New Testament : it is a

book full of thorns and vipers. With respect to Hebrew, it is cer-

tain, my dear brethren, that all who learn it, are instantly converted

to Judaism." This was the prevailing spirit of the Papacy before,

and even at the time of, the Reformation. Jt is true Leo X. and
some of the cardinals were patrons of literature and the arts ; but
they by no means represented the spirit of the church, and even
they began soon to suspect that they had committed an. error in

giving any countenance to this partial development of a form of

science, which, cherishing as it did an enthusiasm for antiquity,

was one of the forms least dangerous to the church. Popery thus

ranked herself against the rising spirit of inquiry and thirst for

knowledge that had begun to move throughout Europe. This was
to her a most fatal error. There was a current setting strongly
toward the emancipation of thought that could not be successfully
resisted. The dispersion of so many Hellenists as were scattered
through Europe by the fall of Constantinople; the consequent re-

vival of classical studies
; the discovery of printing; the improve-

ments in painting and engraving
; the changes in the relations of

nations produced by the discovery of America and the southern,
passage to India; the introduction of gunpowder into war, and the
compass into navigation, produced a swelling of the tide of thought
to wider expansion, that would have shivered and swept away in

its onward flow broader and mightier barriers than the decayed
and enfeebled embankments of the Papacy. As it, however,
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attempted to restrain and curb the proud waves of this swelling

lorreat, the Reformation became ipso facto the channel in which

flowed'this enlargement of mind, and thus assumed its mixed cha

racter. It became thus, by this position of Popery, a revolt of the

awakened mind of Europe against absolute authority in matters of

thought, civil and religious, and an assertion of the liberty in both

secured by the Bible.

That this movement tended toward liberty, cannot for an instant

be doubted. How could it be otherwise? The instinctive logic

of the mind was, if the tyranny of priests be wrong, why not that

of kings ? If it be intolerable in religion, why not in politics? Was

\\ wroti" in the greater, and right in the less? Indeed, the mere

wjllnlrawal of the coercive jurisdiction of ecclesiastics was itself

ft gri'.-i: advance toward liberty. It was the removal of one species

of authority, and the substitution of nothing in its stead.

There was another and more important advance made in popular

emancipation. In the attempt to overthrow the external symbols

of the Romish worship, the people began to feel their might and

appreciate its value. The tiers etat, in time to become so terrible

to tyrants, began to feci the pillars of their prison house and test

their strength. Before, like a giant charmed and fettered by a

spell or a talisman, they had meekly bowed to the will of their

masters : but now, like that giant, when it became manifest that he

had been mocked and chained by words, they turned in fury on

their oppressors. Hence, in the war of the peasants in Germany,

their demand was first, freedom from the tyranny of priests ;
and

next, freedom from the oppression of their feudal lords.

Indeed, the Reformation was forced in self-defense to assert the

right of free inquiry, liberty of speech, and popular freedom. It

had no sooner arisen than it met with persecution. In order to

miow the injustice of this persecution and defend their opinions,

liberty of thought, speech, and action, were indispensable to the

reformers; and hence, strongly asserted and maintained. The

first books written against the absolute power of governments were

written by Protestants. The Puritans of England, the Huguenots

of Trance, and the Hutch and German reformers, were the bold

idvocatcs of the rights of the people. To this ground they were

forced in sheer self-defense by their persecutors. Whatever be the

I • :i of the fact, it still remains true, that the reformers promulged

the crcat truths of freedom and popular rights, and to them are to

U; traced the results of these truths as wc find them speedily be-

ginning to be developed. It is true, like a powerful medicine, the

first effects on the body politic were violent and exhausting, as we
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see in the thirty years' war, the war of the Swabian peasants, the

excesses of the Anabaptists of Germany, and of the Fiftli Monar-

chy men of England. But these eruptions and spasms are to be

charged rather on the morbid humors of the diseased and corrupted

system, than on the remedies applied for its cure.

But although the immediate effects of this resurrection of the

mind of the world may have been apparently evil, its ultimate

effects were not only good, but they tended by a necessary pro-

gression to prepare the way and secure the success of the Ameri-

can Revolution. The treaty of Westphalia, which is the charter

of the liberties of modern Europe, was the direct result of the

Reformation. Then followed the check on the grasping ambition

of Austria; the rise of liberal views and extension of rights in

France, under Henry of Navarre ; the firm establishment of the

Helvetian republics; and the two revolutions in England by which

the rights of the people were so much extended: all of which were

not only the results of the Reformation, but. the establishment of

•principles which were essential to the success of the American

struggle. . If to this we add the great awakening of mind effected

by it, in which every department of thought produced its giants,

national jurisprudence became a science, and popular rights an

acknowledged entity, the point in question will be still more firmly

established. The latter part of the sixteenth and the seventeenth

century produced more men of gigantic girth and stature in every

province of intellect, more discoveries of importance to the human
race, and established in northern Europe more great ideas and

principles concerning popular rights, than any period of time since

the creation of the world. The spirit of enterprise thus created in

England produced the establishment of British power in India; and

this exerted, perhaps, a more direct influence on the success of our

revolutionary struggle, than men commonly suppose. Laying aside

all national prejudice, it might perhaps be difficult fur an intelligent

mind to show, that if British relations in India had been different

in the latter part of the eighteenth century ; if her hold there had

been less precarious, and the hopes of France to obtain this glitter-

ing prize less sanguine, the revolutionary struggle might not have

been more serious, at least, if not less successful.

It may, perhaps, be difficult for us to estimate the precise obliga-

tion of the American Revolution to this general awakening of mind
produced by the Reformation : but can any one doubt the fact ?

Would such a revolution have been dreamed of before the Refor-

mation? Would it have been projected since in any country that

had not shared in this resurrection of mind ? Would it have been
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attempted, even by Englishmen, before the two great revolutions

of the middle and end of the seventeenth century, in which so

many popular rights were established? and were not these revolu-

tions the direct result of the Reformation ? Or if attempted, is not

its fate illustrated in that of France, which, maddened by the cruel

abuses of Popery, confounded it with Christianity, and in rejecting

the impiety of men, renounced all piety to God ; and not content

with retaliating the cruelties of the revocation of the edict of Nantes

and St. Bartholomew's eve, having once tasted blood, like an in-

furiated tiger continued to gorge its horrid appetite until, wearied

with its bloody banquet, it sought refuge and quiet in the very cage

: iters from which it had escaped? Or would it not have been

a parallel to the fate of the South American revolutions, which,

attempting to apply the principles of the age to those who were
behind its spirit, have shown that there is a deeper spring of political

prosperity than the strife of war or the shifts of statesmanship are

able to reach ?

In the nature of things it was necessary that this general out-

bursting of thought and feeling, caused by the Reformation, should

have ultimately a channel in which to discharge its waters. Such
a channel was the American Revolution. There was none pre-

viously that can be fairly regarded as the receptacle of these foun-

tains. The only events that can at all claim to be so regarded, are

the revolution which beheaded the first Charles, and that which

dethroned the second James. These movements, although memo-
rable and important, were yet not full developments of this free

spirit of the Reformation ; for many lingering remnants of ancient

tyranny, civil and ecclesiastical, remained, some of which are not

yet extinct. As there was no other event in the world earlier than
the American Revolution that can lay any claim to be considered

a development of these new and important principles ; and as in the

nature of things some such development was as necessary as a chan-
nel to a fountain, and as the American Revolution did rest on pre-

cisely the principles asserted by the Reformation, we'are necessarily
led to regard it as that development. This great event gathering in

its mighty tide the mingled waters unsealed by the hands of Luther,
Calvin, and Knox, swept onward like our own father of waters;
»t firnt struggling with opposing difficulties, but soon swelling and
,

- ' »ing in the majesty of its resistless might until it became the
' :• r half a world. Hence, in the same sense in which we

«scrl Christianity to be the source of many of the elements
of modern civilization, or any one great historical event the
cause of another in which it found its natural development,
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may we assert that the Reformation is the source of American

liberty.

The last point to be discussed, which must be treated with more

brevity than it deserves, considering its intrinsic importance and

its value in the argument, is, that the American Revolution is under

great obligation to the Reformation, owing to the direct influence

exerted by that event, or its legitimate consequences, on the minds

and souls, the habits and feelings, the principles and maxims, of

those who were the chief actors in thatvastand glorious achievement.

It is an interesting fact in our early history, that the first colony

ever planted in North America was planted by the direct influence

of the Reformation. Half a century before the landing of the Pil-

grims, and a quarter of a century before Raleigh attempted to colo-

nize Virginia, a colony was planted through the energy of the brave

and devoted but unfortunate Coligny, who afterward perished in

the massacre of St. Bartholomew's eve. In May, 1562, a colony

was founded at Port Royal Inlet, now embraced by the county of

Beaufort, S. C, and a fort built which was called Carolina, in

honor of Charles IX., the subsequent murderer of so many thousand

brave and unsuspecting Protestants. The object of this colony

was to give a place of refuge to the persecuted Huguenots, who,

from the time that Francis I. opposed the Reformation because he

thought it destructive to monarchy, had been the objects of dislike

and ill-disguised persecution. The object of its noble founder was
to establish a vast French Protestant empire in the new world,

which should fully imbody the great ideas of the Reformation.

Had not this plan been frustrated by the frenzy and cruelty of

Popery in the assassination of Henry IV., the revocation of the

edict of Nantes, the bloody massacre of St. Bartholomew's eve,

and their subsequent results, the project would probably have been

successful ; and America, instead of being an offspring of England,

would have been a child of ancient and chivalrous France, to whose
warm and generous impulses it has always had more affinity of feel-

ing, than to the cold reserve and stately pride of the haughty and

self-styled mistress of the ocean. And we may remark in passing,

that it can be shown with undoubted clearness, that but for these

same causes, by which the Reformation was so nearly crushed in

France, the French Revolution in its bloody form would most

likely never have occurred ; the structure and character of the

French government would have been entirely different, and the

destinies of the world would not have been written in blood and

hell-fire as we now see them recorded. These speculations, how-
ever, we forbear.
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But although this effort was frustrated by the blind and bloody

zeal of the Jesuits of France and Spain, we know that afterward,

when France, by the revocation of the edict of Nantes, not only

murdered thousands of her Protestant children, but drove more

than five hundred thousand of her best and bravest subjects to seek

beyond her limits an asylum of freedom to worship God, the new

world became a place of refuge for the persecuted of the old. The
children of the Huguenots in the struggle of the revolution re-

lained their ancestral love of freedom ; and in the halls of congress,

and on some of the hotly-contested fields of the south, left the sanle

testimony of ihc Protestant spirit of antagonism to tyranny, that yet

i fckfl in the blood of their martyred fathers from the vine-clad

Hills of sonny and beautiful France. Thus the Huguenot spirit,

v. i.jch was in part the imbodied spirit of the Reformation, a spirit

< : high and ardent longing after freedom of thought, of speech, and

of action, untrammeled by priestcraft or kingcraft, engrafted on a

national and hereditary jealousy of England, produced in its influ-

ence on many of the colonists that indomitable love of liberty, and

that steady resistance to the encroachments of British oppression,

that were the animating spirit of the revolution.

But when we think of the men who gave character to the revo-

lutionary struggle, we instinctively turn to the land of the Pilgrims,

and on Plymouth Rock we see the fire kindled that proved the

beacon" of the world. Had New-England not been what she was,*

old England would not have been what she is ;—the rival instead

of the mistress of America. The spirit of the revolution first ap-

;• ired there, because it had been there planted by the men who
forsook home and fatherland for "freedom to worship God." Its

f'.r^t -unbodied organizations were there formed, for there had
!. ugland first sown the dragon's teeth that were to spring up armed
men. The first victims that bled on its green altar were the chil-

dren of the Pilgrims. The first giant blow that sundered the bonds
uniting the oid world and the new, was struck on the soil that

enshrined the hallowed dust of the Pilgrim fathers.

It is a curious fact, perhaps sufficiently authenticated, that in

' nscqucncc of the civil and ecclesiastical oppression of Charles I.,

I ' monarch "who never said a foolish thing and never did a wise
- while the same persecuting spirit was still rife that drove the

: :, i lathers in 1G20 to seek a grave in the wilderness, rather
-. a homo in oppression, Oliver Cromwell and the immortal

I

I

xiifHlcn, m 1637, were actually on board a vessel in the Thames
b in I to New-England. The vessel was prohibited from sailing
bj an order ol council, and Cromwell and Hampden ordered back,

Vol. VI.—

2
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soon to put the heel on that government that had thus placed an
>

interdict on them.

Whether this be true or not, there was yet many a "village Hamp-

den," and many a Cromwell, " guiltless of his country's blood," in

that noble band of emigrants, and they left their own high and free

spirit as their most priceless legacy to their children.

There is no one, who knows anything of the history of this pe-

riod, that knows not, that the Puritan was at once the child of the

Reformation and the child of liberty. From the persecutions of the

infamous house of the Stuarts, whose maxim was, " No bishop, no

king ;" and from the free air of Genevan liberty and republicanism,

they imbibed on the one hand a hatred of tyranny, and on the other

a love of freedom. It is true there arc those who make themselves

merry at the expense of the Roundhead : and the whine, the cant,

and the oddities of these men are all that they can see worthy of

their notice. But they who do not look at men with the eyes of a

dancing-master or a fop, can see in the Puritan some of the noblest

lines of the human character. Wherever we see him, we find the

same great traits of lofty purpose, unshaken faith, patient reliance

on the truth, and undying love of liberty. John Hampden, that

pure and lofty spirit who combined the tongue of a Henry with the

heart of a Washington, was a Puritan. John Milton, that man of

fire, whose love of liberty was a consuming passion, and who

would have been the greatest patriot and the greatest statesman

of his age, if he had not been the greatest poet, was a Puritan.

The men who enacted the most important parts in the two great

revolutions of England, and by whose treasure and blood their

most valuable results were secured, were Puritans. The Puritan

imbodied the soul of the Reformation, and bequeathed it to his

descendants, who in the Hancocks, the Adamses, the Otises, the

Wr
arrens, and the Franklins of the revolution were worthy of the

lofty and unflinching spirit of their fathers.

Nor were these the only elements mingling in this mighty pro-

duction of the advancing history of the world. " God sifted three

nations for seed to sow this virgin soil." There mingled with the

conscript fathers of the republic, who traced their ancestry to the

Huguenot and the Puritan, the children of the men who on ike

level plains of Holland wrested from the bigoted Philip the heritage

of the Reformation. The descendants of these men inherited this

glorious patrimony, and asserted it at Saratoga, White Plains,

Monmouth, and Princeton.

Thus, in the Huguenots of the south, the Puritans of New-

England, and the republican emigrants of the United Provinces in the

2*
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middle states and New-York, all of them men cradled in the prin-ciple of the Reformation, and men who gave the tone to Ame ican
liberty, we have the d,rect influence of the Reformation in pro"

J ouffJZ ng
'
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not done with the struggle of 1520. Let this land become deeply

imbued with the pure and plastic spirit, with the piety, the

morality, and the free soul of the Reformation, and the hallowed

structure of our liberties, erected in such troublous times, may bless

the eyes and gladden the hearts of future generations. But let the

contrary be the case, and the star that rose like that of Bethlehem,

to lead the weary wanderer westward to a glorious destiny, shall

set in darkness and blood, the last hope of a wretched and down-

trodden world.

Art II —Essay on our LonVs Discourse at Capernaum, recorded

in the Sixth Chapter of St. John. By Samuel H. Turner,

D. D., Professor of Biblical Learning and Interpretation of

Scripture in the General Theological Seminary of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church ; and of the Hebrew Language and

Literature in Columbia College, New-York. Harper & Bro-

thers, S2 Cliff-street, N. Y. 1845.

The popular mind of this country, though commonly considered

enlightened, is certainly not a very reflective mind. We read

much ; but do we think much ? Newsprints, pamphlets, books, and

publications of every imaginable sort, arc continually passing

through our hands. But do we stop to deliberate over their con-

tents ? Does not the incessancy with which we have to keep swal-

lowing down this endless variety of intellectual food, necessarily

.forbid

3

any wholesome digestion of it? Then, again, our pursuits

and our habits as a people rather indispose us to silent, accurate,

reflection. The very activity of which we boast is fatal to critical

inquiries of a speculative nature ; for it is chiefly a mechanical,

out-door activity. We rise from our beds in the morning—perhaps

catch up our Bibles, and read a chapter as we dress ;
but the rat-

tling of rail-cars, the giddiness of motion, the anxieties of business,

the°din and bustle which everywhere surround us, quickly dissi-

pate the impression of what we read, and by noon it is well if we

can recollect the place at which we opened.

Or, if ever we do study and search, it is generally for some

result sensibly affecting ourselves, either immediately or more

remotely. Knowledge is rarely acquired for its own sake. " This

machine at which 1 am laboring, I wish to get a patent for, and

make my fortune by it." " This address which I am preparing, I

expect to deliver to-night before an applauding assembly." " This
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book which I am writing, I shall secure by copy-right, and intend

it shall bring me bread, if not fame." " This treatise which I hold

in my hand, and in which I have marked certain paragraphs, con-

tains valuable hints for the improvement of my farm or garden;"

and so on. Utility is the guide which directs our studies; and

utility with us is money. Of show, also, our American ambition is,

ftfu-r all, sufficiently fond.

Wo sec the same thing in the productions of the pulpit. How
miserably inane are most of the sermons we hear—now, not even

"moral essays" composed with care; but a few long apostrophes

without ihcir points, pressed home with all the unction of a fault-

Sri,* decorum, and brought to a solemn close in twenty-five minutes

In- ihe watches of the gratified audience. Instead of the catecheti-

i
' discourses of St. Ambrose, and other of the ancient fathers, an

i our long, and in which the whole congregation received questions

and gave answers out of Scripture, we have now a few rhapsodi-

cal, windy periods, to feed souls with. Let any mistaken young
preacher attempt " rightly to divide the word of God ;" let him dare

to be solid, thorough, Scriptural, and close—not to say learned

—

and iiis yawning hearers will go away, exclaiming, "How dull!"

"How insufferably tedious !" The truth is, sound, scholajlike, and,

withal, practical preaching is not relished now-a-days ; the folks

must have their dinners ; and not even the luxury of painted win-

dows, delicious music, and stuffed pews can sustain them through

more than half an hour's sitting at the very utmost.

It the justice of these observations be denied, then how comes it

that we are so easily deceived ? How comes it, that Ave are so

quickly imposed on by every doctrinal novelty, however absurd?

—

"Judca and all Jerusalem going out" after such prophets as Mil-
lar, Matthias, Joe Smith, Owen, and others ! Errors, too, on the

other side of the line find a congenial soil in our midst. It would
fectn that radicalism and superstition could not possibly grow to-

gether in the same field; and that, if the tendency of our democratic
institutions be not, as we would fain hope, toward the former of
these extremes, it must certainly restrain us from approaching the
latter of them. Such, however, is not the case. Disguise it as

r may, there is among us a growing taste for the splendid

I
- : 'pltcmalia of superstition. Grand edifices, sonorous music,

j
".'M.> evolutions, pictorial robes, pleasant perfumes of the

>t:^ incense, and all the other "pomp and circumstance"
of <tmrch parade, have ever been attractive to the popular mass.
' bey " touch, taste, and handle" these things, just so fast as they
can lind company enough at their side to wipe off the blush occa-
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sioned by their Puritan recollections. As for the doctrines con-

cerned, gone arc the good old days when parents were not ashamed

to carry their Testaments and their catechisms in their pockets,

that they might teach their precious contents " to the child, when

they lay down and when they rose up, when they sat in the house

and when they walked in the way with him." Novelty takes.

Foreign importations are fashionable—as well in creeds as in

clothes. Newman's Hagiology and Puscy's sacramental mysticism

are belter than the heir-loom of our religious fathers. This thumbing

of our Bibles has got to be a dull business. True, the dogma may

startle us a little at first, because new; but it is plausibly defended;

we do not remember any Scripture texts which are against it; it cer-

tainly is beyond our comprehension—but so is the Trinity ;
repeated

views render it familiar; from being familiar it becomes agreeable;

and so, when circumstances and influences are sufficiently propi-

tious, we then embrace it. Certain it is, as may be seen from statis-

tics, that the distinctive tenets of the Romish Church are and have

been, for the last ten years, gaining far beyond the ratio of the national

census. There is no body of Christians in the land whose churches,

colleges, schools, and asylums, arc multiplying- at the rate of theirs.

It is entirely untrue, to say that only foreigners compose their

assemblies. A proportion of these, and in the cities a pretty hand-

some proportion, consists of native Americans ;
who sit gazing at

their seductive pageantry, and who care little what doctrine is de-

livered, so long as they are delighted with the sensuous system of

sights and sounds which is displayed around them. Our sons and

daughters may be found in all their seminaries. A fondness for

their peculiar style of worship is extending itself to other sanctua-

ries, not called by their name ; and many of their usages are often

defended by those who do not yet profess ostensibly to conform

thereto. And our republican antipathy, not against their persons,

but against their superstitious practices, appears to be fast dying

out. We arc, on the whole, gradually loosening our hold upon the

ground which we once chose for ourselves. The 'thing may be

slow, may be insensible in its progress ;
but it is nevertheless

taking place.

Now, at a time like this, it is not enough merely to circulate the

Scriptures—even the Papists arc doing this in their Douay. They

must be preached, expounded, taught, and enforced. Those pas-

sages of them which arc alledged in support of false doctrine, should

be examined, critically explained, and presented in the form of short

treatises ; and the people be induced, if possible, to read them. A
tract, pointedly written on each of the most important texts it* con-
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troversy, is, perhaps, what most of all things we need just now.

And it is a gratifying sight, when our Biblical critics can so far rise

above the influence of their academic habits, as to be able to touch

cleverly the point at issue; and will, moreover, condescend to write

something smaller than folios, and in a dialect which we can under-

stand, a.s well as in a size which we can afford to buy. Such a

book is now before us ;—may it find readers !

The discourse at Capernaum has often been abused to the

support of iransubstantiation. Wrest this and two or three more

pin cs from its supporters, and not a shadow of a color for this

itroua di gma is left. The sixth of John is, however, the locus

•'
; li j* most imperatively urged in its favor; and Dr. Turner

"
;. i* done a good work" in clearing it from the sacramental meshes

« . . .

;

i have been cast around it, and placing the chapter in its true

light before us. .
•

The fir^t part of his Essay is an examination of Dr. Nicholas

Wiseman's four lectures on the discourse, published not long
••' in England, and more lately in this country, by Eugene Cum-

miskcy of Philadelphia, with its oriental quotations printed in a

manner sufficiently amusing to the learned.

Tins Dr. Wiseman is a sort of Magnus Apollo, " or great man,"'

as wc say, in the Romish communion—having, some time prior to

his present work, given to the world a course of lectures on the
" Principal Doctrines and Practices of the Catholic Church;" while

his book on the connection of revealed religion with the natural

sciences has earned him no little celebrity among those who are not

t x icily aware how easy it is to make a book when one has a good
library. If we mistake not, he has received a cardinal's cap ; he is

all • distinguished for the suavity with which he entertains Protest-

uuirers after "Catholic truth;" insomuch that individuals ofthis
dcx ription frequently resort to him from that side of the water, and
i >m< t::ncs also, as we hear, from this. His manners, as well as
hii explanations, are, we infer, well calculated to soften down the
features of the church of which he seems to be a kind of public

«
i
rcscntative. It may be proper to add, that he is a member of

ciety of Jesuits.

Hut how comes Dr. Wiseman to attempt the proof of transub
'-

• illation on such ground as this ? Is it exactly in character for a
; *n Catholic divine to come before the world with a critical

I Scripture in his hand? Can he be ignorant how un-
friendly his church is to this mode of proving her doctrines? Does
Uiat church ever encourage—except when compelled by the force
ol cjrcumslances—these appeals "to the law and the testimony?"
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Are not the decisions of popes and the decrees of councils her infal-

lible tribunal ? M ust not we be silent, and believe as we are bidden ?

Father Simon, one of their most celebrated writers and one of the

greatest oriental scholars of his age, has even asserted,—with re-

gard to the Old Testament at least,
—" that a greater part of the

Hebrew words are equivocal, and that their signification is entirely

uncertain ;" and that, " for this reason, when a translator employs

in his version the interpretation which he thinks the best, he can-

not absolutely say that that interpretation expresses truly what is

written in the original. There is always good ground to doubt

whether the sense which he gives be the true sense, because there

are other meanings which are equally probable." Again: "The
Protestants do not consider, that the most learned Jews doubt al-

most everywhere concerning the proper signification of the Hebrew
words, and that Hebrew lexicons composed by them commonly
contain nothing but uncertain conjectures." This was said with

the specious view of recommending traditional authority, and was
intended to drive us either into infidelity or into the Church of

Rome. It is true, Bossuet repudiated this assertion of Simon,
affirming that it went to undermine Christianity itself.* But the

bishop of Meaux, it will be remembered, was a Jansenist. The
collected voice of the Church of Rome would have.then sanctioned,

and would unquestionably now sanction, the doctrine of Richard
Simon, as it respects not only the Old Testament, but the whole
of the sacred writings. Her principle ever has been, and is now,
that the people should not be invited to read the Scriptures criti-

cally, if at all. Tradition must reach over our shoulder as we
read, and point out with her finger the meaning of " that which is

written."

We say, then, that Dr. Wiseman has not acted agreeably with
the esprit du corps of his church. We are not used to hear Scrip-

lure quoted and appealed to by such mouths. It looks too much
like the devil, coming, as Burkitt quaintly says, "t'o Christ with a

Bible under his-arm," when he quoted averse from the Psalms,
" It is written," &c. And whether the cardinal really thinks his

own church too dogmatic, or whether lie finds it expedient to con-
form a little more to the genius of the age, and so would humor
our Protestant pertinaciousness, or whether he honestly believes
that such an absurdity as transubstantiation can be defended on
Scripture grounds

; in cither case, such a procedure is not con-
sistent, is not homogeneous, with the system he maintains ; it is a

• Campbell's Third Preliminary Dissertation.
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piece of new cloth stitched upon an old garment ; and the success

of the enterprise is what might have been expected, from one who

ventures on ground with which he is not very well acquainted, and

on which he cannot with any consistency tread.

The gist of the whole controversy lies in the nine consecutive

verses, beginning with the 51st and ending with the 59th of the

chanter. Before and after this portion, all agree that there is no

intended reference to the sacrament. " Dr. Wiseman admits, that

until the 4Sth or 51st verse, 'the discourse refers entirely to be-

H in Christ ;' and that on this point * Protestants and Roman

Catholic* arc both agreed."'—Essay, p. 3. Plow, then, comes

. .- !. >rd all nt once to change the subject, without giving the least

stimation of it? How comes he to pass from a general doctrine to

.-. particular institution, without saying a single word to apprise his

hearers thereof? Dr. Wiseman, however, tells us that such is

really the fact. He finds this transition; and the stepping-stones

of it are the 4Sth, 49th, 50th, and part of the 51st verses. Here the

great Teacher is detected gliding tacitly over from the subject of faith

m general, to that of the sacrament in particular. A number of

arguments arc invented to support this transition. That there is

anything in the language expressive of such a change, he does not

pretend. But for a case of similar silence he goes to Matt, xxiv,

xx\ ; where the Saviour passes from the destruction of Jerusalem

to the destruction of the world in the last day, without verbally

announcing the change of subject. But there, Christ speaks as a

| r phet—here, as a preceptor: there, like one of those ancient

-
i rs, lie sweeps the whole vista of future time at a glance—here,

he is discoursing familiarly to the multitude. The cases, therefore,

. re i«>t parallel.

Another argument for his transition is the difference of phrasc-

<
' v\. " Our opponents," he says, "suppose the phrases in the two

•ns of the discourse to be parallel, and to refer equally to faith.

By this reasoning it will follow, that to eat his flesh, verses 54-57,

means the same as to possess the bread of life mentioned in verses

32, 33, :J5;" whereas, after showing that " the phrases which occur
••;> the lirst part of the discourse were calculated to convey to the

i i I those who heard the Saviour the idea of listening to his

''•' c« and believing in him, and the more so as he had posi-

tively explained them in this sense," he affirms, "that after the

• Hon a l« tally different phraseology occurs, which, to his hear-
er*, could not possibly convey that meaning, nor any other save that

</ a real eating of his flesh and drinking of his blood."—Essai/,

pp.21, 13.
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Now, must a speaker, in treating the same subject, necessarily

restrict himself to the same set of words ? Must he, in illustrating

one and the same truth, confine himself to one and the same figure?

May he never, while he continues his original proposition, vary his

tropes, or other particulars of his style ? If so, our orators and our

preachers would be found tedious indeed !

Among Dr. Wiseman's points of this phraseological difference are

the two following:—"So long as Christ speaks of himself as the

object of faith, under the image of a spiritual food, he represents

this food as given by the Father, verses 32, 33, 39, 40, 44 : but

after verse 47 he speaks of the food, which he now describes, as

to be given by himself. ' The bread ivhich I ivill give is my flesh,

which I will give for the life of the world,' verse 52. ' How
can this man give us his flesh to eat,' verse 53. This marked
difference in the giver of the two communications proposed in the

two divisions of the discourse points out that a different gift is

likewise intended." To this Dr. Turner very pertinently replies :

—

" That whether the language of verse 51, 'The bread which I will

give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world,' be ex-

plained of the atonement made by our Lord, ' in his own body on the

tree,' or in reference to the Romanist doctrine of the real presence
in the eucharist, the orthodox believer in the trinity would hardly
deny, that in either case the Father might well be said to be the giver,

while the blessing is equally t tic gift of the Son. The 'marked dif-

ference in the giver,' therefore, is rather apparent than real ; and no
inference can be drawn from it in favor of a ' different gift.' Both the

sacred persons give the same thing, which may therefore be stated as

the gift of each. The author's language, ' If faith is the gift in both

communications,' need hardly be animadverted on, as its inaccuracy is

doubtless attributable to haste or inconsideration. Faith is the instru-

ment by which the blessed donation is received. No sound Protestant

considers it as the gift itself."

—

Essay, pp. 17, 18.

Again:—"The difference here discernible between the givers is

no less marked regarding the effects of the gift. To both are attri-

buted the having everlasting life, and being raised up at the last

day. But beyond this there is a marked distinction. In the first

part of the discourse our blessed Saviour always speaks of our

coming to him through the attraction or drawing of the Father," &c.
"But after the place where we suppose the transition made, he
speaks no longer of our coming to him, but of our abiding in him
and he in us. And this is a phrase which always intimates union
by love. . . . . Something, therefore, is here delivered or instituted

which lends to nourish and perfect this virtue, (love,) and not faith.
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And what institution more suited to answer this end than the blessed

eueharist? The topic, therefore, is changed, and a transition has

taken place." In answer to this pretty reasoning Dr. Turner

says :

—

" A plain man would think that ' the difference in the effects' cannot

be very 'marked,' if such blessed consequences as 'having everlasting

life, and being raised up at the last day,' are equally the result of each.

Does Dr. Wiseman mean that 'beyond this there is a marked distinc-

tion V . . . He allows everlasting life to be the effect of faith, while, at

iho same time, he implies that a union with Christ by love, taught

exclusively in the latter part of our Lord's discourse, is an effect quite

different from and beyond it. Does he mean to teach us, that everlast-

ing life, the legitimate 'effect' of faith, is attainable without a union

with Christ, and that such union draws after it some other ' effect,'

Rome higher benefit 1 ' Something,' says he, ' is here delivered or in-

b'.ituted which tends to nourish,' &c. Undoubtedly, there is something

here delivered and taught which does more directly tend to nourish and

perfect love, and that something is ' a true and lively faith,' such as

Paul describes, Ileb. xi, 1 ;
' which stirreth and worketh inwardly in

the heart.'* Why then should we suppose that the topic is changed T

Why is not the same living principle acting in all its holy energy upon
the object which, most of all, is likely to call forth its efficiency, that

is, the one sacrifice of Christ's body and blood, still to be regarded as

the sole topic of our Lord's discourse throughout ? There is evidently

no reason for supposing a change of subject at all ; but, if there were,

the newly-introduced topic would be, by the author's own showing,
' a union with Christ by love.' Any special reference to the eucharist

would be, I do not say inadmissible, but certainly unnecessary."

—

Essay, pp. 18-21.

There are several other nice distinctions adduced by Dr. Wise-
man, which arc obliterated with equal ease by the pen of his exam-
iner. Certain statements occur in his collation of passages in this

chapter, altogether too loose and inaccurate for any one professing

to he a Biblical critic.

This last remark is true also of statements about the versions.

Take as a specimen what he says of the Syriac version of the New
Testament. His aim is to show, that, in the languages of the East,
" to cat the flesh of a person, invariably signifies, when spoken
metaphorically, to attempt to do him some serious injury, principally
by calumny or false accusation;" and, therefore, that "such was
the only figurative meaning which the phrases could present to the
audience at Capernaum." He says, then, " that the name Stafiokoc

(devil) is translated throughout the Syriac version of the New

* See Homily entitled " A Short Declaration," &c.
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Testament by kt$ <», ochel Jcartzo, the eater of flesh." Dr.

Turner says:

—

« The fact stands thus :—The word SiafioXoq occurs in the New-

Testament thirty-eight tunes ; in nineteen of which the Synac version

does not employ this expression, but four others. Once, Luke-nix 12

it uses a compound term, denoting enemy; once, Acts x, 38, the word

for «*cfcd or rail; three times, in Revelation, a word synonymous with

impostor, deceiver; and in fourteen other places, [he gives the texts,] the

word Satan The representation of Dr. Wiseman is true only of the nine-

teen other places in which the word didfio/.og is found."—Essay, p. 25.

How far inaccuracies like this can consist with the character of

a true scholar, the reader must judge for himself.

Dr Wiseman adduces Tholuck in support of his imaginary ' tran-

sition ;" saying " that an acute modern Protestant commentator has

observed, that it is manifest that our Saviour cannot have been under-

stood to continue the same subject at verse 51." Dr. Turner says :—

«
It would be unjust to Tholuck, to allow him to be understood

as expressing the view which this statement naturally implies. He

is explaining the whole passage from verses 51 to 59 inclusive;

and on citing the latter half of verse 51, 'And the bread which I

Will crive is ray flesh, which I will give for the life of the world he

remarks that '"the language ical <5e, denoting a more extended de-

velopment of the thought, shows that Christ does not here express the

same which he had declared before.' Tholuck's very next words are,

—
« Having represented, in general, his appearance m humanity as a

divine food he now intends to show in what sense it is so particularly.

If his intention had been to express by these words only the very same

idea before conveyed, no reason can be given why he should change

the quite clear expression, " 1 am the living bread," for the somewhat

obscure one, « I will give you my flesh." The future " / will give' refers

to something yet to take place.' Ho means Christ s death, as he after-

ward explains it. The. same judicious distinction between the general

thought and a more particular development of it had been clearly stated

on the preceding page, where the profoundly learned and pious author

remarks, that « an accurate examination of the whole connection, and

of the particular phrases employed, shows that a more .special meaning

must be connected with these expressions, namely, that Christ having

before only in a general way represented his incarnation as a divine

living power, now makes prominent what was able, in a sense altogether

peculiar, to convey that power of life-that is to say his redeeming death

as the crowning point of his redeeming life.' Had Dr. \\ iseman read

the work to which he refers, in confirmation ot his own imagined tran-

sition to a new section of our Lord's discourse I And ll so, does he cal|

this representation of his author's views a fair one V'—lb., pp. 11, 12.*

* Dr. Turton, his transatlantic opponent, had charged him with a similar

misrepresentation uf that prince of modern commentators, TitUnann. How docs
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Wiseman labors at this "transition" throughout from the begin-

ning of his first to the end of his second lecture, and there he at

last ({iiils it.

The. argument of his third and fourth lectures may be stated

briefly as follows :—

1. The multitude whom our Lord was addressing were all sin-

cere and ardent seekers after truth.

2. He delivered something which they could not understand;

ihcy took offense at it; and some of them even "went back and

walk* d no more with him."

3. Thai something was the eating of his flesh and the drinking

,
- n i, Mood—" this is a hard saying; who can hear it?"

•i. Our Lord's " constant practice was, whenever his expressions

were erroneously taken in their literal sense, and he meant them

to be figurative, instantly to explain himself, and let his hearers

know tiiat his words were to be taken figuratively."

5. lie made no such explanation in this case, which, for the sake

of Raving the disaffected from apostasy, he certainly would have

done, had any figurative elucidation been possible.

6. Ergo, he must have intended these words in the literal sense

of them ; and, ergo, the eating of his flesh and the drinking of his

blood, is to eat and drink them in the sacrament of transubstan-

Uation.

our friend "Wiseman clear himself! Why, verily, thus :
—" I quoted the Mele-

temata Sacra. 1 suppose the learned professor v.'as unacquainted with the

v ork ; so, like a good controversialist—certainly not like a good scholar—he

pcK-s to another work of Tittmann's, and from that attempts to confute me. This

it hi i Commentary on St. John. Now in this, Tittmann, being a Protestant,

tell q rots our Lord's discourse Protestantly, and says, ' apud nostros,' that is,

mi »i .' German Protestants, there is no doubt that no reference is here in-

«-.•-:<! i.t the blessed sacrament. . . . The words from the Meletemata are

t> clear aa those from the Commentary ; nor will any quotation from the latter

in*\!!.!.t!r the former."

On this, Dr. Turner gravely remarks :
—"The scholar will know what to

lhink of this. The merely general reader will hardly believe me, when I

fc*snrc him that the Meletemata Sacra is the same book as the Commentary ;

lhai the very words, 'apud nostros,' (to' which the learned author adds, 'nee

•
.

1 v. mm doctum esse potest,' showing that he had no idea of limiting the

"• '•" 'German Protestants,') occur on p. 212 ; and, moreover, that the

> vj-.ted by Wiseman is that of Lcipsie, 181G, the title-page of which is

4
• »a :—

« Caxoli Christiani Tittmanni, Theol. Doct., etc., etc., Meletemata
> :.: x site «,'• ittmu ntarius Exegetico-Critico Dogmaticus in Evangelium Joan-
i • Now what is this but a piece of tergiversation for which any school-boy
v.. M deeenrc to be soundly flogged!
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* What a fine-looking argument is here ! What a pity to knock it

in pieces ! He assumes that the audience at Capernaum was a

school of "ardent and enthusiastic hearers."—No such thing.

"He confounds two distinct facts, namely; the feeding mentioned

in Matt, xv, and Mark viii, with the one which is narrated in John vi,

and which gave rise to the discourse recorded in the same chapter.

We are told, John vi, 22, 23, that 'the people came to Capernaum,

seeking for Jesus, the day following' the miraculous feeding; conse-

quently they had enjoyed a good meal the day before. If they were
the ' ardent and enthusiastic hearers ' which it is all-important to his

argument to represent them, how conies Christ to open his discourse

with such a charge as this :
—

' Verily, verily, I say unto you, you seek

me because ye did cat of the loaves and were filled V To these ' ardent

and enthusiastic hearers
1

he solemnly says :
—

' Ye have seen me and

believe not,' verse 37. He intimates to them in terms not obscure,

that they are not under the Father's influence ; for they 'murmured at

him because he said, I am the bread which came down from heaven;'

and they went on to ask among themselves, contemptuously, ' Is not

this Jesus the son of Joseph, whose father and mother we know? 5 &c.
Dr. Wiseman has totally misapprehended the character of these men;
he has confounded them with others,.who appear to have been of a

different disposition, by identifying two distinct and independent facts
;

and this in a 'Theological Course of Lectures delivered at Rome, and,

in order to do ample justice to the line of argument pursued,' not only

repeatedly delivered, but published, and of course revised and prepared

for the press."

—

Essay, pp. 42, '13.

But it is written, that " many of his disciples went back and

walked no more with him." Well, must this necessarily have been

because they could not comprehend the problem of transubstan-

tiation, expressed in the words, " Eat my flesh," &c? Was not our

Lord at this time in the zenith of popular favor, occasioned by

the splendid wonders he had lately wrought? Might there not have

been some, following in his train and calling themselves his disci-

ples, who did this from mercenary motives, arising from the wrong
views which they had of his mission and kingdom, and whose dis-

cipulary attachment would then terminate on the discovery of their

mistake ? May we not suppose that a crucified Messiah, a feeding

on him by faith in the heart, and a life of continued self-denial,

would be enough to offend such disciples? Or must we suppose

that they rejoined the fickle multitude, only because they could

not solve the mystery of the real presence ! Of this we may rest

assured, that if they had been Christ's disciples in reality, as they were
in name, if they had been in truth God's children born from above,

they would not have stumbled at anything which their Master might
have propounded. But finding that he was to be a Saviour and a
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king, in a very different sense from what they had imagined

when they joined the company of his followers, they were

disappointed; and for this it was, that these "disciples went

away and walked no more with him :"—they had "no root in

ihemsclfcs."

Thus the first and principal assumption—the docile dispo-

sition of the hearers—on'which this fine argument is based, is

utterly false, and the whole superstructure falls to the ground.

Such an error might have been pardonable in Coleridge,* who was

not ft professed divine; but is it so in one who, like Cardinal Wise-

in m, sets up for an expounder of the word of God ?

V,r j> that other assumption of his, that our Lord always ex-

. J himself whenever his hearers mistook the literal for the

t./iintive sense, true. Dr. Turner says :

—

'• Undoubtedly, our Lord did very often explain his meaning. But

to infer from ordinary practice a universal invariable usage, without a

iinjjlc exception, cannot be admitted. There might be strong reasons,

at; ! not always ascertainable by us, for omitting explanation in particu-

I >r i:ases. It was chiefly to those who were really in search of the

truth, th.it he was at the pains to explain himself. ' Unto you it is

piven to know the mysteries of the kingdom of God; but unto them

lint are without, all these things are done in parables.' ' Without a

parable spake he not unto them, and when they were alone he ex-

pounded all things to his disciples.' Mark iv, 11, 34. In Matt, xvi,

4, indignant at the people's continued want of faith, notwithstanding

the most direct evidence, he declares that no sign should be given them

but that of the prophet Jonas, without explaining wherein that sign

consisted; and in xxi, 27, he expressly refuses to tell 'by what au-

thority' he acted. The cases in John ii, 19, 20, and in iv, 10-15,

where his figurative language is misunderstood, and he adds nothing

explanatory of it, are examined by Wiseman; who then, in express

w '% and with singular inconsistency, abandons the very rule which
':•• had set out on his 107th pa^e, namely; that 'our Lord's constant

practice was to explain himself/ &c.: and now, on pp. 117, 119, he

mvs,—' I have never said that our Saviour was bound to answer the

objections of the Jews ; but I have examined his practice only when he

Jui answer or explain, and have found that his conduct was precisely

'•hit of an upright and honest teacher, who corrected mistakes and en-

i 1 his doctrines without fear. But in the case of John ii, he deems
<•' <>;h! to give no answer at all, and the passage only proves that our

?"•*•>.our sometimes declined answering an objection,' (he should have said

<»; liming a figure.) . . . The avowed abandonment of his own principle
' •< ly precludes tho necessity of a more minute examination of his

irk."

—

Essay, pp. 30, 31.

See his "Aids to Reflection."
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The following is a curious specimen of the way in which a hasty

man will sometimes get taken in his own snare. He says, " Our
Lord makes a distinction between eating his body and drinking his

blood ; a distinction without any real signification or force, if he be

not speaking of the real presence ; for to partake of the blood of

Christ by faith, adds nothing to the idea of partaking of his body ;"

—an unlucky statement, which his acute examiner thus turns back

upon him :

—

"If there really be such a significant and forcible distinction, and if

the command to drink the blood is as unlimited as that to eat the flesh,

on what ground of Scripture or reason do Dr. Wiseman and his coad-

jutors withhold the blood from the people, that very blood which has

such a distinctive force and significance/
?"—Essay, p. 34.

But it is now time that we give some attention to our essayist's

own exposition of the discourse. As has been already observed,

the onus of the entire controversy lies within the compass of

verses 51-59 inclusive. " Except ye eat the flesh and drink the

blood of the Son of man," &c:—the question is, Is there anything

in the laws of Biblical criticism which forbids our interpreting this

language of faith? that is, "the duty and the rewards of a living

faith in the Redeemer, with the fuller and more distinct develop-

ment, however, than had been before made, of the atoning sacrifice

which was to be effected by his death, and the necessity of this

faith acting on it, in order to secure the pardon of sin, the mystical

union of the believer with his Lord, and, by consequence, his attain-

ment of present spiritual life, of future resurrection, and of eternal

happiness."

Nothing is more common in the Scriptures than to apply words,

denoting food and drink, to the devout reception of moral and reli-

gious truth into the mind. " Thy words were found, and I did eat

them ; and thy word was unto me the joy and rejoicing of my heart."

Jer. xv, 16. " Son of man, eat that I give; eat this roll; cause thy

belly to eat, andfill thy bowels with this roll that I give thee." Ezek.

ii, 8; iii, 1-3. Wisdom personified says, " They that eat me shall

yet be hungry, and they that drink me shall yet be thirsty,"—shall

be desirous of more. Eccles. xxiv, 25. Similar language abounds

in the Book of Canticles.

"The same figure is employed by the later Jewish writers. Thus

the rabbins say, that ' every eating and drinking mentioned in the

Book of Ecclesiastes refers to the law and to good works ;'* and

* "This is a quotation from the Midrash Kola-loth, and has been repeatedly

cited by commentators."
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Maimonides employs similar language when he speaks of ' filling

the stomach with bread and meat,' while he means to express the

idea of • knowing what is lawful and unlawful.'* Passages have

been cited also from the Talmud, in illustration of our Lord's lan-

guage, and to them I must now request the reader's attention, and

the more particularly, as they are commented on by Dr. Wiseman,

who quotes them from Lightfoot."

Dr. Turner, whose Talmudic studies have been extensive, here

follows with an extract from this rabbinical Thesaurus, which is

curious in many respects, but which want of space compels us to

omit, save that portion of it which more immediately relates to the

subject in hand:—

'

; Rab says Israel are about to eat the years of

the Messiah. Says Rabbi Joseph, true ; but who eats of him ? Do
Hillck and Billekf eat of him 1 in opposition to the words of Hillel,

who said, there is no Messiah ; for a long time ago they ate him in

the days of Hezekiah." Rashe's gloss on the words, " Israel are

about to eat the years of the Messiah," is, " Israel are about to eat

the abundance of the times of the Messiah."

Lightfoot comments on this passage—which he cites together

with its gloss—thus :
" Behold eating the Messiah, and yet no com-

plaints upon the phraseology. Hillel is, indeed, blamed for saying

thai the Messiah was so eaten that he will no longer be for Israel;

but on the form of speech not the slightest scruple is expressed.

For they clearly understood what, was meant by the eating of the

Messiah ; that is, that in the days of Ezechias, they became par-

takers of the Messiah, received him with avidity, embraced him
joyfully, and as it were absorbed him."J

Dr. Wiseman, who apparently owes to Lightfoot all he knows
of the Talmud, after getting from him the passage in question, thus

disputes his comment thereon as above given:—"The Jewish
doctors themselves did not understand the words of Hillel in Light-

foot's sense. These are the words of the Talmud :
' Rab said,

Israel will cat the years of the Messiah. (The gloss explains this by
the abundance of the times of the Messiah will belong to Israel !)

Rab Joseph said truly, but who will eat of it? (the abundance.)

* " Jad Hazakah, Grounds of the Law, cap. iv, ad fin., fol. 7, vol. i, Am-
itenUo) edition."

t Two judges of ancient Sodom, as Rashe thinks.

1 Sec Pittnun's edition, vol. xii. p. 296, Heb. and Talmud. Exercitations
Bpoa St. John. In the older editions of Liirhtfoot these Exercitations are
called hi s Hebraicae Hor« ; in that of Rotterdam, 16S6, see vol. ii, p. 626; in

that of London, 1GS1, vol. ii, p. o^i.

Vol. VI.—

3
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Will Chillek and Billek eat of it? This was said to meet the say-

ing of Hillel,' &c."

The reader will please to take notice that the parentheses, italics,

and capitals, in this place are all Dr. Wiseman's. He continues :

—

" The rabbins, therefore, understood the words of this doctor, not

as applying to the Messiah, but to the abundance of his times

;

and then the figure is not in eating, but in the word Messiah. Did

they understand him rightly? Then Lightfoot's interpretation is

totally wrong, and no parallelism exists between these words and

those of our Saviour ; for he certainly did not mean to inculcate

the necessity of eating the abundance of his times. Did they mis-

understand Hillel, and was it only Dr. Lightfoot who first arrived

at his meaning? Then it follows that Hillel, in these phrases,

departed from the intelligible use of language, and consequently

ceases to be a criterion for explaining it."

This lofty pa>an is raised over Lightfoot on a foundation utterly

fictitious. In order to destroy the inference resulting from Rab's

expression, " But who shall cat of him?" and from Hillel's, "They
ate him in the days of Hczckiah," Dr. Wiseman has introduced

Rashe's gloss in the place of the important words in these phrases,

and has left them as though they had been originally spoken by Rab
and Hillel just as he has altered them. The pronoun it, by which

he translates the original Hebrew suffix in, is printed in capitals,

—as if to make his dishonesty or stupidity more glaringly conspi-

cuous—and this it is made to relate to its supposed antecedent,

"abundance" Thus, for "cat of him" we have "eat oiit;" and

for "they ate him" "they ate it" all along.

This Rashe (his full name is Rabbi Solomon Jarchi) was, as

the learned well know, a glossist, or sort of scholiast, on the

Talmud, who lived no less than eleven hundred years after Rab
and Hillel ; and yet here is Dr. Wiseman giving us his gloss on

their words, as the very words which they themselves had written

—and that too, when, not their meaning simply, but their par-

ticular phraseology is the very point at issue. In the language

of the essayist, " What would be thought of a professor of

Greek, who, in expounding Homer, should lake an imaginary

antecedent to one of the great poet's pronouns out of his com-

mentator, Eustathius, and particularly when another antecedent,

and the true one, had already been expressed by the bard him-

self?"

—

Essay, p. 88, seq.

Dr. Wiseman should be counseled to keep out of the Talmud
in future ; such excursions do him no honor. There are those

here, if there are none at the English college at Rome, who are

3*
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able to detect his mendacities, and to follow him into these waters

of rabbinic lore far beyond his own depth.*

After all, Avhat would be gained even if these phrases of " eating

the Messiah" really were as he represents them? Docs not Christ

himself—in the part of the chapter not under debate—virtually say

the same thing? Does he not speak of a certain bread that must

be eaten in order to life ; and then does he not expressly declare

that he is that bread ? And is not, therefore, to eat that bread, to

cat him? Are not Christ and the bread identically the same thing

under different names? And is not the same word, eat, equally

applicable to both ?

Hut Dr. Wiseman contends, that even if the phrase, "to eat the

Messiah," could mean "to receive and embrace him, the expres-

sion to eat the flesh of the Messiah is totally different, and that the

least departure from established phraseology plunges us into ob-

scurity and nonsense."

To this wholesale assertion Dr. Turner replies :

—

" That words and phrases often take their determinate meaning from

the particular occasion and circumstances which gave rise to their use,

by which also their meaning is often modified; so that all ' obscurity'

is thereby removed. Our author does himself recognize the principle

here stated, and I am happy to confirm its correctness by his authority.
1 Philology is not conducted merely by taking the abstract meaning of

words and applying them to any passage, but by studying them in pe-

culiar circumstances.'—P. 127. The case before us proves the truth

of this ; for it is undeniable that some of the best critics and commen-
tators, both of ancient and modern times, have agreed in giving to the

expressions, ' to eat the flesh and drink the blood of the Messiah,' a

meaning which, Dr. Wiseman says, implies a ' departure from estab-

lished phraseology,' without either ' obscurity' or ' nonsense.' There
is, in truth, neither nonsense in the meaning, nor necessary obscurity in

the language which conveys it. The ' bread' to be eaten is expressly

declared by our Saviour to be his fiesh. It is evident, therefore, that

eating the bread, in verses 48, 50, 51, is identical with eating the flesh.

\\ httever the one means the other must also mean. , The language,
1 except ye eat,' &c, in verses 53-56, is suggested by that in which
the objection is couched, in verse 52, ' How can this man give us his

flesh to eat?' To which the words, 'and drink the blood,' are added,
simply to particularize, so as to denote a thorough partaking; and the

whole is an amplification of the thought before expressed, in verses 51,

52, namely, the ' eating of the bread which came down from heaven.'
And in verses 56, 57, 58, the phrases, ' eateth my flesh and drinketh

• It is remarkable that Dr. Turton, who answered Wiseman's Lectures in

England, makes no mention either of his perversion of this place in the Tal-
mud, or of his misrepresentations of the Syriac version, Tholuck, or Tittmann.
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my blood,' « eateth rne,' ' eateth of this bread,' are manifestly identical

in meaning. The amplification may be illustrated by Eph. v, 30, where
the apostle, after stating of true Christians, that they ' are members of
Christ's body,' immediately adds, in order to show more particularly

the intimacy of the union intended, ' of his flesh and of his bones.'

(Compare the language of the Israelites to David,— ' We are thy bone
and thy flesh.') To suppose that he intends to denote a personal
identity thereby, would be a monstrous extravagance, unsupported by
Scripture, and tending directly to a species of pantheism ; and, more-
over, contrary to the marriage relation which gives occasion to the
language."

—

Essay, p. 78, 79.

Dr. Turner says above, that the language of our Lord, " Except
ye eat the flesh," &c, is suggested by that of his opponents, " How
can this man give us his flesh to eat?" &c. : he says also on page

82 of his Essay, that " he adopts [in the use of this figure] the very

terms of his opponents." Now we think that this is hardly correct,

—that is, if we understand him aright. Our Lord was certainly

the first to use the term, "jlesh ;" for their question, " How can this

man," &c, was raised upon that which he had said immediately

before—" The bread which I will give is myJlesh, which I will give,"

&c. He was, also, the first to use the word cat,—though not in

immediate connection with "flesh." This, however, would natu-

rally follow from what he had before said. Their question is the

logical conclusion from his foregoing propositions. They were" to

eat of a certain "bread:" that "bread was his jlesh, which he would
give," &c: they then ask, "How can this man give us his jlesh

to eat?" &c.

This, however, is not a matter of much importance. The last

paragraph we have quoted from the Essay imbodies the solution

of the whole chapter. The clause, "The bread which I will give

is my flesh, which I will give," 6c c, is the vinculum which unites

the one part of the discourse with the other, and shows that they

both mean the same thing ; that is, faith in the atonement which
Christ was to make in his own person on the cross. How can it

be said, that the " bread," spoken of in the former part of the chap-

ter, signifies a different thing from the " flesh," spoken of in the

latter? that the "bread" is Christ in general received by faith,

while the "flesh" is Christ specifically received, in the sacrament
of the real presence, by the mouth? when Christ himself makes
them identical the one with the other, saying, "The bread which
I will give is ray flesh, which I will give for the life of the world."
Tittmann concedes that the Protestant interpretation is not after

the imts loquendi of Scripture. But is the Romish interpretation

any the more so? Dr. Wiseman, however, greedily snaps at this
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concession of Tittmann, and then pronounces, " that we must not

admit any expression to be figurative, which is not figurative ac-

cording to the established phraseology of Scripture." Now what

is this but saying," that Christ cannot use language which is alto-

gether peculiar to himself? That he cannot adopt a figure or a

form of speech, unless he has a specific example of it somewhere

else in the Bible ? This is rhetoric with a vengeance ! Such nice-

tics would better become the mouth of a Lord Kaimes than that

of a theologian. A Yery good reason can be given why this phrase, -

" to cat the flesh," &c, is a figure for which no exact parallel can

he found in the Bible elsewhere ; namely, because there is no

Jesus Christ, either before or after the four Gospels, present on

carlh to use this figure in his own proper person. What patriarch,

what prophet, what king, what any one of the inspired writers was
there, besides Christ, who could use this language in any sense

whatever ? Indeed, the nsus loquendi is as much against the figure

of " bread," as applied to a person, as it is against the figure of

"flesh," so applied. For who but Christ could ever have said this

of himself, (we mean Jiguratively)—"I am the living bread which
came down from heaven, of which if a man eat he shall never die ?"

Plainly, then, if the figurative sense of the word "flesh" is to be

rejected, because no precisely similar phrase can be found else-

where, so also must the figurative sense of the word " bread " be

rejected, for the same reason. Only Christ could use these terms

in any sense, whether figurative or otherwise, in their application

to a person ; because to him only as a person—the great atoning

person—were they in any sense applicable.

If it be asked, why he should have changed from the figure x>f

"bread" to that of "flesh," it undoubtedly was (as Tholuck says)

to denote more distinctly the propitiation which he was to make
by offering himself up as a sacrifice,—the word sacrifice generally

conveying the notion of flesh, the flesh of the victim which is" im-
molated, and Christ also being to have his flesh pierced and his

blood shed on the cross. We say, "to denote more distinctly his

propitiation;" for the idea had all along been implied under the

figure of bread ; only he brings it out more openly under the new
figure of " his flesh."

J lie truth ig, bread and flesh, being the two staple articles of
tool, and uniting their significations in the word meat, are the same
general figure employed throughout the chapter. When our Lord
•ay«, "The bread which I will give is my flesh," &c, his hearers
immediately catch at the word flesh, murmuring, "How can this
mai; give us ?" <fcc. Christ then holds on upon the word, and " in-
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sists upon the necessity of their doing what they regarded as im-

practicable and absurd, in order to obtain spiritual life ; he enjoins

it with a strong asseveration, with particularity of expression,

employing the words, ' drink the blood, as well as, ' eat the flesh

of the Son of man.'

"

*

" The increased strength and boldness of the terms will appear

natural to all who patiently attend to the circumstances. They are in

analogy with other Scriptural representations, of which I shall adduce
a single instance. St. Paul, delineating the inward working of the

natural mind, when reason is acting on the subject of religious obliga-

tion, and the conscience is in some measure alive to a regard to it,

while at the same time the grace of the gospel is wanting, uses the

language, ' I consent unto the law that it is good.' This simply expresses

acquiescence in its excellence. But afterward, becoming more warmed
with the subject, and desiring to state as fully as possible the com-
pleteness of this acquiescence of reason and conscience, he employs a

stronger term, ' cvvqdojiai, I delight in, or am pleased with, the law of
God, after the inner man.' The expressions, 'eat the flesh and drink

the bood of the Son of man,' when considered in relation to the lan-

guage, ' eat me,' are similar to the latter word of St. Paul in relation to

the former. In each case both expressions designate the same thing,

the one being only more fervid and energetic than the other."

—

Essay,

pp. 82, 83.

The general objections which lie against the Papal, or indeed

any sacramental view whatever, of these verses, are stated by the

essayist with perspicuity and force. There is one, however, which
he appears not to have brought out in all the amplitude and strength

which he might have done, had not his effort been principally a

critical exegesis of the chapter itself. It is the a priori utter im-
probability that our Saviour should have been discoursing on such
a subject under such circumstances. The sacrament of the holy
supper is a subject proper to be pressed, not upon the unregene-
rate, but upon those who have attained to somewhat in the divine

life. Repentance, faith, knowledge, and religious affection are all

previously necessary, (in what particular measure of them we
say not,) in order to any profitable introduction of this mystery.
Accordingly it was not instituted -by Him whose death it was to

commemorate, until the night before that death, and then only in

presence of the twelve, and in the retirement of "an upper room.15

And yet, as Dr. Wiseman would have us believe, here is our
Saviour, a whole year prior to his death, urging the obligation and
the benefits of this ordinance upon a carnal, captious assemblage
of persons, who as yet were destitute of the very rudiments of the
religion of the cross

; who, as their language shows, were as igno-
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rant of the true character of Christ, of the great end for which he

came into the world, and of the means by which he was to accom-

plish it, as it was well possible for men to be ; who understood

well enough what it was to have their stomachs filled with loaves

and fishes, but for the spiritual bread which feeds the soul, had, as

Augustin saith, "the jaws of the heart languid; with open ears,

were nevertheless deaf, and though they saw, yet remained blind."*

CrcJat Judaus Apella—non ego. Jesus Christ was a judicious

teacher. He always chose his topics, as well as the style of treat-

ing them, in reference to the character of his auditors. And it is

worthy of note that, save the place here alledged, there is not in

the whole four Gospels another allusion to this ordinance discover-

able, till its final institution at the close of our Lord's earthly

career.

It is commonly imagined that the early fathers of the church

take the sacramental view of John vi ; and, further, that this view

is definitely declared by them in the form of set expositions. Now
such is not the fact. The fathers have left no formal treatises on

the chapter—like this of Dr. Wiseman, for example ; they never

handle it dogmatically, or controversially; and, moreover, what

they do say favors the Protestant rather than the Papal interpreta-

tion. To say the least, their verdict is so far from being deci-

sive in itself, that " modern theologians differ in their views of the

exposition given by these fathers of the chapter under considera-

tion ; some contending that they understood it directly of the

eucharist, while others maintain that they only apply part of its

language to this sacrament." In this opposition stand Johnson

and Waterland, two of the most eminent divines of the English

Church ; the former, " conceiving that the fathers never doubted

but that the mystical, or sacramental, sense was that which the Sa-

viour primarily intended ; while the latter held, that they only some-

times applied what our Saviour there says to the sacrament, having

first interpreted it, in its original designation, of faith. This dis-

tinction he thinks important." "For example, the words, 'except

ye eat the flesh,' &c, 'you have no life in you,' do not mean di-

rectly, that you have no life without the eucharist, but that you have

no life in you without participating in our Lord's passion. Never-

theless, since the eucharist is one way of participating in the pas-

sion, and a very considerable one, it was very pertinent and proper

to urge the doctrine of that chapter, both for the clearer under-

standing of the beneficial nature of the eucharist, and for the

* Quoted in the Essay, p. 46.
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exciting of Christians to a frequent and devout reception of it.

Such was the use which some of the early fathers made of John vi.'*

But we are not left in this matter to the representations of others.

Dr. Turner, whose philological studies have evidently not been

pursued at the expense of patristic researches, has hunted up

everything written on this chapter by the most celebrated fathers

of the first four centuries ; and having translated the extracts, has

incorporated them in Part III of his Essay, accompanied by their

originals; so that, the reader can form his own opinion on the point.

Most probably, however, nearly every one will acquiesce in the

conclusion which he himself has drawn :
—" That the obscurity of

the inspired page is not always removed by the expositions of even

the best of these writers ; and that the interpretation may chance

to be no clearer than the text, and equally to require philological

investigation and antiquarian research."

The following passage from Ignatius, with the remarks of our

essayist thereon, we think worthy of quotation :

—

" ' Let no one deceive himself; unless any one be within the altar he
is deprived of the bread of God.'''' It is assumed by Johnson as unde-
niable that Ignatius uses this language of the Lord's supper :

' By call-

ing the eucharist the bread of God lie clearly refers to John vi, 33 ; it

is certain that by that phrase he means the eucharist.' But so far is this

from being certain, that it does not appear even probable. The lan-

guage is used in the same sense as in the verse referred to ; that is to

say, of Christ himself, who came from God to be the author and sus-
tainer of spiritual life to us. This alone would be sufficient reason for

applying to him such figurative language ; but inasmuch as the phrase
is frequently used of sacrifices under the law,f it, doubtless, is chosen
with the intention of representing him as also the gTeat sacrifice whereby
alone God is propitiated. In John vi, 33, our Saviour calls himself, and
afterward Ignatius calls him, ' the bread of God,' as he was a sacrifice

for the sins of the world, and to be mysteriously eaten as such. Some
will no doubt think that Johnson's opinion is favored by the word ' altar.'

But it is a mistake to suppose that Ignatius intends this word to desig-
nate the Lord's table. That author understands it of the ' altar-room,'

by being called up into which, and there ' eating the sacrifice,' he says,

that ' Christian people are dignified beyond the old peculium,' (the Jews,)
and 'within which all communicants did unquestionably, in Ignatius's

time, go, in order to receive the eucharist:' although afterward, 'they
were prohibited from entering the altar-room.' lie avoids the absurdity

of the literal meaning of persons being within an altar, by giving a
sense to the word which is wholly unfounded, and by adhering to a
literal meaning of the whole clause, alike unworthy of the martyr and

* Epistle to Ephesiana. M^hf irlaruaOo £uv/m/t.k/L

f Leviticus ixi, C, 8, 17. 22 ; XAii, 23.
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his subject, and inconsistent with the peculiar circumstances under

which he wrote. There is hardly any reason to doubt that here, and in

the three other places in which the term occurs, Ignatius uses it in a

figurative sense for the church, or for Christ himself, in connection with

whom, as around an altar or in a temple, all spiritual blessings do, as it

were, cluster. That in the place just cited he means the church, is

evident from the preceding context, and from that which immediately

follows. The whole passage runs thus :
' How must I esteem you

happy who are so intimately united with him, (the bishop,) as the church

is with Jesus Christ and Jesus Christ with the Father, that all things may
accord in unity! Let no one deceive himself. Unless anyone be within

the altar* he is deprived of the bread of God.' To the Magnesians he

says, ' There is one Lord Jesus Christ, than whom nothing is more
excellent. Run together, therefore, all as to one temple, as to one
altar, as to one Jesus Christ.' Cap. vii. To the Trallians— ' He that is

within the altar is pure.' Cap. vii. In both these places the meaning
is also plain. In the only remaining one in which the word occurs, in

the Epistle to the Philadelphians, it might be understoood of the Lord's

table, and has often been so explained. See Suicer's Thesaurus, under
dvotao~7}ptov, ii, 1, d; Parkhurst's Greek Lexicon, No. II, and Tho-
luck on Heb. xiii, 10. The words are these :

—
' There is one flesh of

our Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup for unity in his blood, one altar.'

Cap. iv. Still I cannot but think that a careful attention to the context,

and particularly the chapter next preceding, will satisfy the reader that

the meaning already suggested is preferable. The apostolic man is

urging those to whom he writes to unity, and the term altar may with
as much propriety be understood of the church as of the Lord's table

;

and the probability that such is its meaning here is strengthened by the

fact that such is the undoubted sense of it elsewhere. The context is

as follows:—'As many as shall repent and come to the unity of the

church, these shall be God's, that they may live according to Jesus
Christ. Be not deceived, my brethren. If any one follow a schis-

matic, he shall not inherit the kingdom of God. If any walk after a
different opinion, he is not in harmony with Christ's passion. Be care-
ful, therefore, to use one eucharist; for there is one flesh of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and one cup for unity in his blood, one altar.' It is very
surprising that any one should wish to give to these places a meaning
which refers chiefly to what is material or local."

—

Essay, pp. 1 12, 113.

Let the reader also mark well the language of the following, ex-

tracted from the writings of Augustin :
—" They said to him, ' What

shall we do that we may work the work of God V For he had said
lo them, ' Work for the food that doth not perish, but endureth to

eternal life.' 'What shall we do?' say they; 'by observing what
shall we be able fully to perform this precept? Jesus answered
and said to them, < This is the work of God, that ye believe on
linn whom he hath sent.' This, therefore, is to eat the meat which
colli not perish, but endureth to everlasting life. Why do you pre-
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pare the teeth and stomach? Believe and thou hast eaten*—no one
fulfills the law but he who is aided by grace, that is, the bread which
comes down from heaven. Love is the fulfilling of the law, the

compendium of it, as the apostle says ; love, not of money, but of

God—love, not of earth, not of heaven, but of him who made
heaven and earth. Whence is this love to man ? Let us hear him:
The love of God, says he, is poured forth into our hearts by the

Holy Spirit whom he hath given us. The Lord being about to

give the Holy Spirit, called himself the bread which came down
from heaven, exhorting us to believe in him. For to believe in

him, this is to cat the living bread. He who believes, is invisibly

nourished, (literally, fattened,) because he is invisibly born again."

That the sacramental interpretation of John vi should become
prominent was, of course, to be expected, just in proportion as the

religious condition of the church tended to the external and cere-

monial, in contradistinction to the inward, and the condition signified

by the typical adumbration. And such was really the fact. Yet,
even in those periods of comparative ignorance, which we have
probably been too apt to turn away from with disgust, as the dark
ages, unworthy of notice, in which nothing is expected to be found
which will repay the trouble of search, glimpses of the pure ray
may be seen, proving that the " holy light" was far from being
quenched ; and that the same blessed Spirit who beamed upon the

soul of the beloved disciple, still " shone inward," and taught the
hearts of his faithful people. .Let any one read the commentary
of the venerable Bcde, of the eighth century, on our Lord's dis-

course at Capernaum, and while he will recognize the sacra-

mental interpretation, he cannot fail to perceive also, that the leading

current of the author's mind sets toward the spiritual : "Moses gave
you not that bread from heaven, but my Father giveth you the true

bread from heaven. That manna was significant of the imperish-

able meat, and all those signs were of me. My signs ye loved
;

what was signified thereby ye despise.

—

And the bread which I
will give is my flesh, c$-c. Whosoever will live, let him believe in

Christ, let him eat spiritually the spiritual food, and become incor-

porated with the body of Christ, and let him not be a corrupt mem-
ber meriting excision; let him be fair and sound, fit for his Head."
Then he proceeds, in the words of St. Augustin, "to eat that food
and to drink that drink is this, to abide in Christ and to have Christ

abiding in us. He, therefore, who docs not abide in Christ and in

whom Christ does nut abide, beyond a doubt, does not spiritually

.
* Ut quid paras denies ct ventrem* Credo et mauducasti. In Johan. Evanc.
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cat his flesh, although carnally and visibly he may press with his

teeth the sacrament of Christ's body and blood, but rather eats and

drinks the sacrament of so great a thing to his judgment, because,

impure, he presumes to approach to Christ's sacraments, of which

no one but the pure can worthily partake."* In another place he

explains the last-cited verse both of the eucharist and of the atone-

ment on the cross: "This bread the Lord then gave when he

delivered the mystery of his bodyand blood to the disciples, and

when he offered himself to God the Father on the altar of the

cross."t

The sacramental view is prominent in the exposition of the Bul-

garian metropolitan of the eleventh century, Theophylact, although

lie does not entirely lose sight of the spiritual and higher sense :

" The bread which I will give, <§-c. Here he evidently speaks

of the mystical reception of his body. But indicating his right,—for

not as a slave (servant, dovXog) and inferior to his Father, he was

crucified, but willingly,—he says, ' I will give my flesh for the life

of the world,' &c. But consider that the bread which is eaten by

us in the mysteries is not a type of the Lord's flesh, but the flesh

itself: for he did not say, the bread which I will give is the type

of my flesh,—but, is my fiesh. For, through the mystical blessing

and the addition of the Holy Spirit, it is transformed by inexplica-

ble (literally, ineftable, drropp//Totc) words to the flesh of the Lord.

And now, therefore, the bread is changed into the Lord's body."

But still he docs not forget the necessity of an inward character

correspondent with the holiness of the sacramental elements.

" When, therefore, we hear the words, ' Except ye eat the flesh of

the Son ye have no life,' it becomes us, in receiving the divine

mysteries, to have unwavering faith, and not to inquire into the

manner: for the animal man, that is, he who is led by human
and carnal, or natural reasonings, doth ' not receive what is super-

natural and spiritual,' and therefore has no conception of what the

spiritual food of the Lord's flesh means."! Let us look now at the

language of the celebrated abbot of Clairvaulx in the twelfth cen-

tury. St. Bernard speaks of " a three-fold reception of the body

and blood of the Lord. The first is both sacramental and spiritual, of

which the Lord says, He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood

Br^viarium Evangelii D. Joannis, cap. vi ; Opera, Colon., torn, v, col.

500,510.

t I). Thorns Aquinatis Doct. Angel. Ord. Praxi. Opera, Venet. 1775, 4to.,

torn, iv, p. -129
; Super Joannis Evangelium Catena, cap. vi.

+ Commentarius in Joannem, cap. vi. Opera, Yenet. 1754, torn, i, pp. 593-595.
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dwellcth in mc and I in him. And again : He that eateth me shall live

on account* of me. The second, which is only spiritual, as the Lord
himself says again, The flesh profiteth nothing, it is the spirit that

quickeneth : as if he had said, If ye understand a carnal reception only

without grace, it is of no use, but rather injurious: but the spiritual

without the carnal quickeneth thee. Of the third, which is only

sacramental, the apostle speaks, when he says, He that eateth and

drinketh unworthily, eateth and drinketh judgment to himself, not

discerning the Lord's body; that is to say, not distinguishing it

from other food."f

The view taken by the celebrated Council of Trent on the bear-

ing of John vi, on the eucharist, is not without interest. The learned

divines of the Tridenline Synod well knew that they could not

maintain the sacramental interpretation on the ground of a consent

of fatliers. In the course of the discussions which arose on the

subject of giving the cup to the laity, this chapter was appealed to

in order to show that our Lord speaks indifferently of eating his

flesh and drinking his blood, and also of simply eating his

flesh ; and hence it was inferred that the latter virtually compre-

hends the former. But in opposition to this it was urged, that

" many fathers understood those places in St. John, not of sacra-

mental, but of a spiritual eating of Christ's flesh and drinking of

his blood ; and therefore the council should not indirectly sanction

the opposite interpretation : Che in quel testo di S. Giovanni in-

tendevasi da molti Padri non il mangiamento e il bevimento sacra-

mentale, ma lo spirituale dclla carne c del sangue di Christo : Si

che non conveniva al Concilio statuir obliquamente la contraria

interpretazione."| Cardinal Scripando, who presided on that occa-

sion, remarked, that there were two controversies connected with

the discourse in that chapter of St. John ; one, with the heretics,

on this point,—whether the communion in both kinds was therein

'divinely commanded and made necessary for the salvation of all the

faithful;—and the other, among the Catholics themselves, whether

the discourse related to sacramental or spiritual communion :—that

even allowing St. John to speak of the former, the inference that

the cup was absolutely necessary to salvation was erroneous :—
and that the proposed decree decided nothing in reference to the

* It is remarkable that the abbot has given the usual meaning cf the original

Cta with an accusative, propter.

f Instructio Sacerdotis de tribus prtecipuis mysteriis, cap. xii. Opera, Paris.

1719, vol. ii, col. 518.

t Istoria del Concilio di Trento, scritta dal Padre Sforza Palt.avicino,

Rom. 1057, cap. xi, lib. xvii, p. -103.
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second of the two controversies. The "modest" cardinal, as

JPallavicini calls him, should have stated the point somewhat differ-

ently; for the controversy was not, whether the cup is absolutely

ncccssary to salvation, but whether the command to drink it is

not as plain and obligatory as that to eat the flesh, and therefore

the drinking of the one as certainly necessary to salvation as the

eating of the other. After much consideration and discussion it

was agreed, that in reference to our Lord's discourse, the decree

should be amended by adding the words, "however among the

various interpretations of the holy fathers and doctors it may have

been understood ; comunque fra le varie interpretazioni de' Santi

Padri c de' Dottori s' intenda."* This passed by a majority of

twenty-six; eighty-three voting in favor of the amendment, and

fifty-seven against it. The minority did not maintain that the chap-

ter related directly to the eucharist. They took the ground, " that

it was not in character with the dignity of the council to say any-

thing about the uncertainty of the meaning of so celebrated a por-

tion of Scripture, and by express terms to leave it doubtful ; and

that it would be more decorous to adhere to the original form of

the decree, and not to mention the second controversy at all. Alle-

gavano questi, non esser dignita del Concilio, recando un capo si

celebre della Scriltura, toccar la dubbieta del senso, c insieme las-

ciarla con aperte parole in sospeso: Maggior decoro serbarsi nella

prima forma, in cui non si menzionava la controversia."f

The correctness of this statement of the views and action of the

Council of Trent is candidly admitted by Dr. Wiseman.! The
learned Mr. Johnson, too, has certainly the best reason for saying,

" It is evident that the Council of Trent did not believe the discourse

in the sixth chapter of St. John to speak strictly of sacramental
eating and drinking."^ But he is undoubtedly in an error, when
he gives the following as an "especial" cause why they did not

limit the meaning of the discourse to the sacramental exposition :

—

" Because it was apprehended, that if John sixth were taken as

meant of the eucharist, it must follow, that it was absolutely neces-

sary that the people must communicate in both kinds :" for the

language of Cardinal Seripando, already quoted, expressly disclaims

frucli an apprehension, inasmuch as it denies the inference to be
well founded. It is indeed true, as the author remarks, that " our

Istoria del Concilio di Trento, scritta dal Padre Sforza Pallavicino.
Rom. 1G57, cap. xi, Kb. xvii, p. 409. f Ibid.

X Lectures on the Real Presence, Lect. v, pp. 163-1G5.

y The Unbloody Sacrifice and Altar Unveiled. London, 1718, part ii, chap, u,
eec. i:i,p. 151.
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Saviour declares it to be altogether as dangerous to omit the drink-

ing of his blood as the eating of his flesh ;" and the correctness of

the conclusion he draws as to the necessity of the cup, would be

undeniable if the eucharist were the direct subject of the chapter.

But that the divines of the council would allow this conclusion is

quite another matter. The inference drawn from the indifferent use

of the phrases eating the flesh and drinking the blood, and from the

former alone, namely, that this comprehends the other, shows that

they would not; and it is plain that the presiding cardinal expressly

denies it. The result is irresistible, that the leading theologians

of the Church of Rome, at that period, knew well that they could

not claim a consent of fathers for the sacramental interpretation of

John sixth.

A calm and candid attention to these particulars in the history

of the interpretation of this chapter, and also in that of the Council

of Trent, could not fail to be instructive to certain theologians, who,

after assuming a consent of fathers in behalf of some favorite expo-

sition, whereon some equally favorite dogma is thought to be sus-

tained, ring the changes on their no less favorite, but no less ideal,

catholicity. We limit the term ideal to that spurious catholicity

which takes it for granted, that there is a regular, uniform stream

of concurrent exposition running down from the apostolic times to

the middle ages. A catholicity in the great and leading doctrines

of the gospel, and in the facts and institutions which serve to deve-

lop and prove them, we delight to recognize and avow. It brings

out the church of Christ as the glorious witness of God's truth,

"the pillar and ground" of the faith, against which "the gates of

hell shall not prevail." It sets up " the standard for the nations," and

thus publicly calls them to flock to the banner of that mighty Con-

queror whose " rest shall be glorious." It kindles on the shore of

the ever-troubled ocean of mistiness and doubt that lofty beacon-

light, which, supplied with the holy oil of the sanctuary, shall never

go out, but burn, and flame, and blaze, in its own celestial splendor,

until its divine warmth and illumination shall have dissipated error,

and it shall have animated and attracted to itself all the tempest-

tossed and perishing. But it is plain to every considerate person,

that this catholicity must in the very nature of things be general.

With the present constitution of the human mind, and the neces-

sary diversity of education and circumstances, it would require a

constant miracle to he otherwise. And a patient examination of

authorities will show any one who will take the trouble to look for

himself, that what a priori might be expected, is the real historical

truth. On innumerable passages of the Bible the interpretations
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of ihe fathers vary as much as those of modern times. Indeed,

among the several instructive results of a careful study of the

fathers, we consider it not the least, that it shows a wide diversity

of opinion on many topics, highly important though not essential to

the gospel scheme, to have been allowed to prevail without dis-

turbing the harmony of the church. Herein we plainly see the

true principle of toleration ; and in this view, as well as in some

others, the boasting self-sufficiency of the nineteenth century may
profitably lake a lesson from the modesty of the first three.

It is idle to talk of a universal consent of the church in the in-

terpretation of Scripture, any further than in a general and popular

way, so as to comprehend merely fundamental doctrines. " I see

plainly and with mine own eyes," says the immortal Chillingworth,

" that there are popes against popes, councils against councils,

some fathers against others, the same fathers against themselves,

a consent of fathers of one age against a consent of fathers of

another age, the church of one age against the church of another

age."* This is no mere flourish of rhetoric. It is the result of long-

continued and patient investigation, the solitary labor of which, the

busy, bustling, go-ahead divines of the present day have no ade-

quate conception of. It may be ridiculed; that needs neither

knowledge nox study : it may be sneered at ; that requires only

impudence : it may be denied ; that calls for nothing but hardi-

hood. But to prove its untruth,—ah ! hie labor, hoc opus est; and

this we are well assured is too sudorific an exercise to be under-

taken.

In truth, however the en-pui-iara deoXoya may talk 'about this

matter, the thoughtful, serious, well-trained theologian, of what-

ever creed, will hardly deny the correctness of our position. Ex
uno disce omnes. Even Moehler, who has contrived to throw a

sort of charm over several of the errors of Popery, and, thus attired,

to exhibit them in favorable contrast with his caricature delineation

of Protestantism, is candid enough to acknowledge, that Catholic

interpretation does not extend beyond general topics. " The inter-

pretation of the church does not descend to the details which must
claim the attention of the scientific exegetist.f Thus, for example,

it does not hold it for a duty, nor include it in the compass of its

rights, to determine when, by whom, and for what object the Book
of Jub was written, or what particular inducement engaged St.

* Religion of Protestants a Safe Way to Salvation, chap, vi, sec. 5G. Works,
ninth cd. Lon. fol. 1727, p. 271.

t -1 he translator might have employed the simple word expositor.
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John to publish his Gospel, or the apostle Paul to address an Epis-

tle to the Romans. As little doth the church explain particular

words and verses, their bearings one on the other, or the connection

existing between larger portions of a sacred book. In short, the

domain of her interpretation extends only to doctrines of faith and

morals."—" Whoever takes the pains to study the writings of the

holy fathers, may without much penetration discover, that while

agreeing perfectly on all ecclesiastical dogmas,{\)* they yet expa-

tiate most variously on the doctrines of Christian faith and morality.

The mode andform most strikingly evince the individuality of each

writer." " Except in the explanation of a very few classical pas-

sages,! we know not where ice shall meet with a general uniformity

of Scriptural interpretation among the fathers, further than that

ALL DEDUCE FROM THE SACRED WRITINGS the Same doctrines of

faith and morality. More extensive philological acquirements,

and the more abundant aids of every kind which modern times

furnish, enable us, without in the least degree deviating from the

unanimous interpretation of the fathers, to explain many things in

a better and more solid manner than they did."| Better and in a

more solid manner : no intelligent reader will entertain the least

doubt of this.

After quotations from the primitive tomes, the essayist proceeds

to present a splendid array of more modern authorities in favor of

the anti-sacramental interpretation. Among which, not to mention

the German reformers, stand the names of Whitby, Hammond,
Beveridge, and even of some eminent critics in the Papal com-
munion itself, as Erasmus, James Capel, and Cameron. WT

e must
pass them all by, however, and content ourselves with a small por-

tion of that which he has produced from the writings of Archbishop

Cranmer ;
" to which great and good man few divines of any age

are comparable for acquaintance with patristical and scholastic

theology, as well as for careful study of the Scriptures themselves,

and whose representations of the views of the early writers of the

church, therefore, merit very particular attention."

* For example, Dr. Moehlcr, that of the true time of keeping Easter, the

"perfect agreement" in which is illustrated by the controversy in the second

century between Victor of Rome and the eastern bishops ; also, on the validity

of heretical baptism, which gave rise to the disputes between Stephen of Rome
and St. Cyprian of Carthage in the third!

!

f That is, such as have a direct bearing on the subject to be proved or

illustrated.

X Symbolism, by John Adam Moeiilek, D. D., New-York, 1844, pp. 367,

309, 372, 373.
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In arguing against Dr. Richard Smyth, who alledged the sixth

of John in defense of transubstantiation, Cranmer says :

—

" There can be nothing more manifest than that, in this place, Christ

spake not of the sacrament of his flesh, but of his very flesh. And
that, as well for that the sacrament was not yet instituted, as also that

Christ said not in the future tense, 'The bread which I will give shall

be my flesh,' but in the present tense, ' The bread which I will give is

my flesh ;' which sacramental bread was neither then his flesh, nor
was then instituted for a sacrament, nor was afterward given to death
for the life of the world.

" But as Christ, when he said unto the woman of Samaria, ' The
water which I will give shall spring into everlasting life,' he meant
it neither of material water nor of the accidents of water, but of the
Holy Ghost, which is the heavenly fountain that springeth unto ever-

lasting life ; so likewise, when he said, ' The bread which I will <nve

is my flesh which I will give for the life of the world,' he meant it

neither of the material bread, neither of the accidents of bread, but of his

own flesh ; which, although of itself it availeth nothing, yet being in

unity of person joined to his divinity, it is the same heavenly bread
which he gave to death upon the cross for the life of the world."

" But your understanding of the sixth chapter of John is such as was
never uttered of any man before your time, and as declareth you to be
utterly ignorant of God's mysteries. For who ever said or taught before
this time, that the sacrament was the cause why Christ said, If we eat
not the flesh of the Son of man, we have no life in us ? The spiritual

eating of his flesh and drinking of his blood by faith, by digesting his
death in our minds as our only price, and ransom, and redemption from
eternal damnation, is the cause wherefore Christ said, that if we eat
not his flesh and drink not his blood, we have no life in us ; and if we
cat his flesh and drink his blood, we have everlasting life. And if

Christ had never ordained this sacrament, yet should we have eaten
his flesh and drunken his blood, and have had thereby everlasting
life, as all the faithful did before it was ordained, and do daily when
they receive not the sacrament. And so did the holy men that wan-
dered in the wilderness, and in all their lifetime very seldom received
the sacrament, and many holy martyrs, either exiled or kept in prison,
did daily feed of the food of Christ's body, and drank daily the blood
winch sprang out of his side, (or else they could not have had everlast-
ing life, as Christ himself said in the Gospel of St. John,) and yet they
were not suffered, with other Christian people, to have the use of the
sacrament."

—

Vol. VI.—

1
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Art. III.—A Drama of Exile: and other Poems. By Elizabeth
B. Barrett. 2 vols. New-York: Henry G. Langley. 1815.

There are many who regard the chief end of poetry to be amuse-

ment or recreation. They think it well enough, in the intermissions

of life's toil, to spend a few leisure moments in listening to the soft

melody and the harmonious numbers of the poet's song. Now this

is a most false and lamentably low estimate of the design and use

of poetry. It is true, there are songs of a nature peculiarly fitted

for the hour of the soul's repose from action; such as have magic

power

" To quiet the restless pulse of care."

But poetry has a higher object than this. It is the language of the

soul's loftiest aspirations and its deepest feelings. It has power to

nerve the warrior's heart to action in the great moral, as of old it

did in the physical, strife ; to support us when the agony of suffer-

ing is heaviest, and to cheer and elevate our spirits when life's

mysteries envelop us in their darkest gloom. Nor is its ideal

false. We all need that heart-faith in the ideal to which poetry

lends strong aid. Every pure ideal of the soul is but a more
distant real. Our brightest imaginings of it cannot deceive us. If

earth never realizes what it calls our dreams, yet shall they all have

a sure fulfillment in that belter land, the extent of whose glories

" it hath not entered into the heart of man to conceive." No : the

imagination is not " a fraud upon the reason ;" but the winged
messenger of the soul, that in its flight stretches far out ever the

ocean of mystery, and brings from beyond a promise and assurance,

bright, though but a symbol, of the future.

Greatly has man suffered from the separation of aesthetics and
theology. The true and the beautiful are one. " What God hath
joined together let not man put asunder." Let poetry join herself

to Christianity, and then shall she receive a depth, a sublimity, and

a truth she never knew before; while she lends her own loveliness

and beauty to Christianity. It is one of the most encouraging

signs of the age, to find how much more earnest our literature, and
especially our poetry, is becoming. Our best poets no longer con-

tent themselves with the stirring songs of battles ; the old legends
of chivalry ; the oft-told tale of " lady won in courtly bower ;" or the

mere description of the outward beauties of nature;—but take man
as their theme, and from the daily struggles, joys, sorrows, and
hopes of life derive their inspiration. Humanity is the poet's sub-

4*
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• ject. Christianity has gradually infused itself into our literature,

and given it a deeper spiritualism.

At the very head of this class of spiritual poets we should place

Elizabeth Barrett. There are no two qualities more manifest in

her than intensity, and deep religious feeling. One of the most

gifted of our American writers calls her the " strongest woman that

has yet written." We not only agree with this praise, but think

intensity the fitter word to characterize her power; and esteem her

without a rival in this quality among our living poets of either sex.

The impress of Christianity is on almost every piece in the volumes

before us ; while the main poem is on a mighty theme, akin to that

for which, in solemn prayer, Milton invoked the inspiration of the

heavenly muse. It is most eminently true of Miss Barrett, as

evinced in all her works, that

—" Sion hill

Delights her most, and Siloa's brook that ilow'd

Fast by the oracle of God."

She is the most subjective and personal of our poets ; and at the

same time has been but recently known at all beyond the imme-
diate circle of her friends. As she says herself, her poetry is "the

completest expression of her being ;" and it is therefore necessary

to a full enjo)Tment of it, that we should know something of her

history. Fortunately, in addition to what we can learn from her

preface and from her poems, Mr. Home, in his " Spirit of the Age,"

has furnished us with the main facts of her life. And, certainly,

had her poems no other interest, we should hope to enlist the

reader's sympathy for them, when we state that they are the produc-

tions of one, confined for years by a hopeless sickness to her solitary

chamber, scarcely seen by any but her own family, and compelled

often to pass days, and even weeks, in almost total darkness. Those
who have themselves enjoyed, or perhaps still better, have im
parted to some poor invalid the holy consolation and heroic cheer

of Miss Martineau's " Life in a Sick Room, ' will be interested to

know that the friend to whom the letters are addressed is one

who was then her companion in affliction, and, unlike her, seems
destined yet to pass long years in the vale of sorrow,—Miss Bar-

rett. Yet from her sirk-room she has sent forth her poems, written

with no feebleness of spirit, but with a strength to which suffering

seems to have lent a stimulus,—though she herself tells us, " If this

art of poetry had been a less earnest object to me, it must have
dropped from exhausted hands before this day." Of the variety

and extent of her acquirements, authorities concur in saying that
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she is one of the most learned and accomplished scholars among
the writers of England; having a thorough knowledge of Greek,

even to the mastering of the immortal Plato; a critical knowledge

of the oriental languages, necessary to a thorough reading of the

Bible in its original tongues ; and at the same time " as wide and

diffuse acquaintance with literature, that of the present day inclu-

sive, as any living individual." It is with such varied attainments

and extensive culture, with the influence of suffering in developing

her genius, and character, sanctified by the deepest religious faith,

that she has devoted herself with unwearied labor to those poetical

productions which, at the same time, have consoled her in her own
affliction and elevated her thoughts above 'the body's sufferings

;

while they have secured her a loving memory and an affectionate

gratitude among a circle of friends daily increasing in number, and

established a poetic reputation which time will largely increase.

With the exception of a few miscellaneous articles, translations,

etc., in various periodicals, her first publication was entitled, " The

Seraphim, and other Poems;" and was issued in 1838. Of this

there has been no American edition. Her other work, which we
propose to notice, was given to the American public,—for whom,

she says, " I have felt a love and admiration as long as I have felt

proud of being an Englishwoman, and almost as long as I have

loved poetry itself,"—some little time in anticipation of its publica-

tion in England.

The "Drama of Exile" is a poem of about one hundred and

"twenty pages : the foundation being blank verse, interspersed with

chants and choruses of irregular metres.. The object of the work,

as stated by herself, is, " the new and strange experience of the

fallen humanity, as it went forth from Paradise : with a peculiar

reference to Eve's allotted grief, which, considering that self-

sacrifice belonged to her womanhood, and the consciousness of

being the organ of the fall, to her offense,—appeared to me im-

perfectly apprehended hitherto, and more expressible by a woman
than a man." The time occupied is the twilight after their expul-

sion from Eden ; and the action of the drama is not too long for

this space, when we consider that we have scientific reasons for

believing twilight before the flood to have been longer than at pre-

sent; besides, Miss Barrett's poetic excuse, that she can "never,

for her part, believe in an Eden without the longest of purple twi-

lights." The scene commences where Milton closes ; when the

guilty pair

—"hand in hand with wand'ring steps and slow,

Through Eden took their solitary way."
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They are seen in the distance, flying along from the sword-glare

which shut them for ever out of Paradise, and seeking the wilder-

ness before them. Lucifer opens the poem with a taunt on Ga-
briel, the keeper of the gate. Gabriel bids him depart. Lucifer

claims the earth for his ; and exclaims,

" Here's a brave earth to sin and suffer on !

It holds fast still—it cracks not under curse

:

It holds like mine immortal. Presently

"We'll sow it thick enough with graves as green
Or greener, certes, than its knowledge tree.

* * * * The red sign

Burnt on my forehead, which you taunt me with,

Is God's sign that it bows not unto God:
The potter's mark upon his work, to show
It rings well to the striker. I and the earth

Can bear more curse.

Gabriel. miserable earth

!

ruined angel

!

Lucifer. Well ! and if it be,

1 chose this ruin : I elected it

Of my will, not. of service. What I do,

I do volitient, not obedient."

The reply of Gabriel to the boasted independence of Satan, is, for

its metaphysical acumen, (though Miss Barrett has generally chosen
more to display feeling than logic,) worthy of Milton—we had
almost said worthy of the personage who uses it.

" Spirit of scorn !

I might say, of unreason ! I might say,
That who despairs, acts ; that who acts, connives
With God's relations set in time and space

;

That who elects, assumes a something good
Which God made possible ; that wlto lives, obeys
The law of a Life-maker."

At length Gabriel asks Lucifer whether he ktfows aught of the
future of mankind ; he replies,

"Only as much as this :

That evil will increase and multiply
Without a benediction.

Gabriel. Nothing more

!

Lucift r. Why so the angels taunt ! What should be more ?

Gabriel God is more.
Lucifer. Proving what?
Galr"l- That he is God,

And capable of saving."
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Unheeding this intimation of God's gracious providence, Satan

at length goes his way, leaving this terrible threat behind him

:

—" I assert my will.

And peradventure in the after years,

When thoughtful men bend slow their spacious brows
Upon the storm and strife seen everywhere
To ruffle their smooth manhood, and break up
With lurid lights of intermittent hope
Their human fear and wrong,—they may discern

The heart of a lost angel in the earth."

Now is heard the " chorus of Eden spirits ;" and the " spirit of

the trees," the "river-spirits," the "bird-spirits," and the "flower-

spirits," chant their mournful, plaintive farewell, and the awful
" never-more," to tbe hearts of the exiles. This imbodiment of the

feelings suggested to Adam and Eve by the thought of the joys of

nature left for ever behind in Paradise, and its expression in the

spirits' voices is most exquisitely beautiful and pathetic; while it

is full of poetic power.

Adam and Eve are now first introduced as pausing a moment in

their flight as they reach the extremity of the sword-glare. Here
Eve bitterly bewails her transgression, and especially reproaches

herself as the cause of the curse to Adam. She beseeches him to

put her straight away and seek God's mercy thereby ;
—"thy wrath

against the sinner giving proof of inward abrogation of the sin."

Adam replies, that he is "deepest in the guilt, if last in the trans-

gression ;" having also sinned against the " last best gift of God,"

his Eve ; and comforts her, declaring it is God's will they should

bear the curse together. Eve recovers her strength, and tells him,

" Because I comprehend
This human love, 1 shall not be afraid

Of any human death."

Yet she now confesses that all day long in their desolate journey

this prayer had trembled on her lips :

" O Lord God !

(Twas so I preyed) I ask Thee by my sin,

And by thy cur.se, and by thy blameless heavens,
Make dreadful haste to hide me from thy face,

And from the face of my beloved here,

For whom 1 am no helpmate, quick away
Into the new dark mystery of death !

I will lie still there ;'l will make no plaint;

I will not si»h, nor sob, nor speak a word,
Nor struggle to come back beneath the sun.
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Where peradventure I might sin anew
Against thy mercy and his pleasure. Death,

O death, whate'er it be, is good enough *

For such as I.—For Adam—there's no voice,

Shall ever say again, in heaven or earth,

It is not good for him to be alone.

Adam. And was it good for such a prayer to pass

My unkind Eve, betwixt our mutual lives ?

If I am exiled, must I be bereaved .<"'

Eve confesses that "'twas an ill prayer ; it shall be prayed no more ;"

ami taking courage, the woman's heart within made strong by

Adam's love, she declares,

" Since I was the first

In the transgression, with a steady foot

i I will be first to tread from this sword-glare

Into the outer darkness of the waste ;

—

And thus I do it."

As they go on, a faint song of the "invisible angels," the love-angels

that ministered to them in Paradise, breathes a sad lament; but yet

with tender pity assures them, that though " this pur© door of opal

God hath shut between us," that still,

" Yet across the doorway,

Past the silence reaching,

Farewells evermore may,
Blessing in the teaching,

Glide from us to you."

As the tones of the angels die away, Satan meets Adam and Eve.

Most beautifully, with a single stroke of the pen, has Miss Barrett

here delineated the trusting, confiding nature of woman, and her

instinctive disposition, since she was first overcome, to ever cling

closer to man in the hour of danger. Eve calls to Adam,

" Adam ! hold

My right hand strongly. It is Lucifef

—

A7id we have love to lose."

Lucifer proceeds to taunt them ; his first salutation is,

" Now may all fruits be pleasant to thy lips,

Beautiful Eve ! The times have somewhat changed
Since thou and I had talk beneath a tree

;

Albeit ye are not gods yet."

It is here that we are almost inclined to place the greatest power
of the drama ; in this picture of Satan coming to taunt the guilty
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world bears on their account. This reproach is full of terrible

power. One of the spirits represents the animals, and the other

nature ; and from them both there comes a " groan of the whole
creation," awful in its solemn accusation. It is a most forcible

conception of the bitter feelings of remorse which Adam and Eve
must have experienced, when they looked abroad on the world so

lately filled with God's best blessings everywhere, and saw all now
cursed ; and felt, bitterest of all, that it was for their sake. No
fancy picture is this representation of the reproachful voice of the

world ; deeply must it have entered the soul of the exiles. Miss
Barrett's design here is highly poetical, for it has the poetry of

truth ; while its execution is powerful. Their wail gradually

changes to bitter invective and threats. How eloquent is their

voice—here is the eloquence of sorrow :

" Fust Spirit. I feel your steps, wandering sinners, strike

A sense of death to me, and undug graves !

The heart of earth, once calm, is trembling, like

The ragged foam along the ocean-waves :

The restless earthquakes rock against each other ;

—

The elements moan 'round me—" Mother, mother"

—

And I wail

!

Second Spirit. I wail, I wail ! I shriek in the assault

Of undeserved perdition, sorely wounded !

My nightingales sang sweet without a fault,

My gentle leopards innocently bounded
;

We were obedient—what is this convulses
Our blameless life with pangs and fever pulses ?

And I wail!"
©

Now changed into defiance, here is the eloquence of their scorn.

" First Spirit. And we scorn you !
* * *

And the elements shall boldly
All your dust to dust constrain

;

Unrcsistedly and coldly,

I will smite you with my rain !

From the slowest of my frosts is no receding.

Second Spirit. And my little worm, appointed
To assume a royaj part,

He shall reign, crowned and anointed

O'er the noble human heart."

No wonder the agony of such reproaches was terrible; and that

Eve, feeling her " punishment greater than she could bear," should,
after in vain beseeching them to be gentler, exclaim,

" I choose God's thunder and his angels' swords
To die by, Adam, rather than such words."
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But the violence of the earth-spirits at length rouses up the hu-

man passions of Adam, and he says to them,

" Do ye scorn us? Back your scorn

Toward your faces gray and lorn

As the wind drives back the rain,

Thus I drive with passion strife.

• *#*•#
By my free will that chose sin,

By mine agony within

Round the passage of the fire
;

By the pinings which disclose

That my native soul is higher

Than what it chose,

—

We are yet too high, spirits, for your disdain."

Still the spirits claim their triumph :

" We triumph—triumph greatly,"

When ye lie beneath the sward

!

There my lily shall grow stately,

Though ye answer not a word."

Adam at length charges them into silence :

" Down to obedience— I am king of you!"

But the spirits laugh him to scorn, and mock him yet more bitterly :

" Ha, ha ! Thou art king !

With a sin for a crown,
And a soul undone."

—

At last, wearied and exhausted with these reproaches, and with

the words of Lucifer, who, while the spirits were speaking, comes
again and adds another pang to their suffering, scorning their

"petty griefs," Adam makes his appeal to God and his •power. Eve
appeals to his pity; and prays for a token of the promised seed;

for now
" My soul is bruised before the serpent's head."

Soon Christ appears in a vision, and stills the rebellious voice of

creation. He shows the earth-spirits man's supremacy though
fallen, and bids them serve him yet

:

" Be ye to man as angels be to God,
Servants in pleasure, singers of dolight,

Suggesters to his soul of higher things

Than any of your highest. So at last,

He shall look round on you, with lids too straight

To hold the grateful tears, and thank you well.
• * • • «

Go serve him for such price."
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Christ then commands Adam " to bless the woman, for it is thine

office." Thus commissioned, Adam foretells to her the future, with

its sufferings, its joys, and its promises ; and exclaims,

"—Henceforward, woman, rise

To thy peculiar and best altitudes

Of doing good and of enduring ill,

—

Of comforting for ill, and teaching good,

And reconciling all that ill and good

Unto the patience of a constant hope,

—

Rise with thy daughters ! If sin came by thee,

And by sin, death,—the ransom—righteousness,

The heavenly life and compensative rest

Shall come by means of thee. If wo by thee

Had issue to the world, thou shalt go forth

An angel of the wo thou didst achieve
;

Found acceptable to the world instead

Of others of that name, of whose bright steps

Thy deed stripped bare the hills. Be satisfied

;

Something thou hast to bear through womanhood

—

Peculiar suffering answering to the sin

;

Some pang paid down for each new human life
;

Some weariness in guarding such a life

—

Some coldness from the guarded ; some mistrust

From those thou hast too well served ; from those beloved

Too loyally, some treason ; feebleness

Within thy heart, and cruelty without

;

And pressures of an alien tyranny,

With its dynastic reasons of larger bones

And stronger sinews. But, go to! thy love

Shall chant itself its own beatitudes,

After its own life-working. A child's kiss,

Set on thy sighing lips, shall make thee glad :

A poor man, served by thee, shall make thee rich

;

An old man, helped by thee, shall make thee strong ;

Thou shalt be served thyself by every sense

Of service which thou renderest. Such a crown
I set upon thy head,—Christ witnessing

With looks of prompting love—to keep thee clear

Of all reproach against the sin foregone

From all the generations which succeed."

This is a most vivid and affecting picture of woman's mission on

earth. Though given here by Adam, none but a woman could have

been its author ;—from the deep experiences and the inmost re-

cords of her heart, alone, could it have proceeded Eve's reply is

full of angelic, patient submission :

" I accept
For ino and my daughters this high part
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Which lowly shall be counted. Noble work
' Shall hold me in the place of garden rest

:

And in the place of Eden's lost delight,
Worthy endurance of permitted pain

;

While on my longest patience there shall wait
Death's speechless angel, smiling in the east
Whence cometh the cold wind. I how myself
Humbly henceforward on the ill I did,

That humbleness may keep it in the shade."

Christ is now gradually transfigured before them into humanity,
and gives them the promise of his future coming as their Saviour,
and of his suffering for their sake on earth. As he leaves them he
gives a parting blessing for their support

:

"—Henceforth in my name
Take courage, O thou woman,—man, take hope!
Your graves shall be as smooth as Eden's sward,
Beneath the steps of your prospective thoughts;
And one step past them, a new Eden-gate
Shall open on a hinge of harmonv,
And let you tbrouqh to mercy. Ye shall fall

No more, within that Eden, nor pass out
Any more from it. In which hope, move on,
First sinners and first mourners. Live and love,
Doing both nobly, because lowlily

;

Live and work, strongly,—because patiently !"

The earth-spirits now, obeying the Saviour's voice, renew to
man their " homage-oath once broken," and ask his forgiveness

;

promising instead of scorn and injury, gentleness, kindness, and
solace

:

" Ye shall find us tender nurses
To your weariness of nature

;

And our hands shall stroke the curses
Dreary furrows from the creature."

There is then a final vision of the last taming and conquering of
the "wild horse of death," by the Saviour; it is full of terrible
strength and of glorious triumph: but we have no room for ex-
tracts.

Thus soothed by natures influences and harmony again, and
sustained by the holy promises of Christ, the agony of sorrow is
lifted from the exiles' hearts; and with "sadness that is calm,
not gloom," they commence their life-pilgrimage. The chorus of
the » invisible angels " attends them, ami the last strain cheers them
with sweet consolation
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"L. E. L.'s Last Question" is a beautiful poem founded on an

expression in one of her last writings sent home :—" Do you think

of me as I think of you ?" The closing turn of the sentiment, by

which the Saviour is represented as making this appeal to each

one of us, is peculiarly touching. " Crowned and Buried" is a

most magnificent picture of Napoleon's grandeur in life, and of

his grave in death ; and at the same time is most just and discrimi-

nating in its view of his character.

" I do not praise this man ; the man was flawed

For Adam—much more, Christ !
—

*
*

* * * But since he had

The genius to be loved, why let him have

The justice to be honored in his grave."

As a specimen of intensity offeeling, we know nothing to surpass

the following from the " Cry or the Human." Before such love as

this, even the most hallowed phrases of earthly affection seem

cold and lifeless. After reading what follows, one may well feel

that the solemnity of our marriage service can never again impress

us as it was wont with its promise of life-long faithfulness.

" We sit together, with the skies,

The steadfast skies, above us :

We look into each other's eyes,

—

4 And how long will you love us?'

—

The eyes grew dim with prophecy,

The voices, low and breathless

—

'Till death us part'

—

O words, to be

Our best for love the deathless !

Be pitiful, dear God!"

After all, however, we think our copy of Miss Barrett will testify

that the Sonnets arc our favorites, by exhibiting marks of most

frequent reading. We would especially advise all readers to begin

with these, rather than undertake the "Drama" at first. They are

the most personal of all her poetry. Though deeply tinged with

the coloring of her suffering life, they are full of Christian conso-

lation and heroism. It has been well said of a poet whose admirers

claim for him the highest place among his contemporaries, Alfred

Tennyson, that "he comes out of'himself to sing a poem, and goes

back again : or rather sends his song out from his shadow under

the leaf, as other nightingales do ; and refuses to be expansive to

his public, opening his heart on the hinges of music." In this

characteristic, which we think belongs to no true poet, Miss Bar-

rett is precisely his opposite; and in these Sonnets, particularly,
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she has indeed given us her " heart and life in them." They could
never have been written except by one made strong through suf-
fering by the sanctifying influences of exalted, ardent, Christian
faith. Their mere titles will afford some idea of their nature:—
" Grief," " Tears," " Substitution," " Comfort," " The Look, 1

(Christ's on Peter,) "Futurity," " The Soul's Expression," "k
Thought for a Lonely Death-Bed," etc. Our choice of the few
of these we can give here as specimens has wavered and vasciJlated
so much, nearly as much as a mother's would if called to select
from her children, that we almost let chance determine.

Thank God, bless God, all ye who suffer not
More grief than ye can weep for. That is well-
That is light grieving ! lighter, none befell,
Since Adam forfeited the primal lot.

Tears
!
What are tears ? The babe weeps in its cot,

The mother singing : at her marriage bell,
The bride weeps : and before the oracle
Of high-faned hills, the poet hath forgot
That moisture on his cheeks. Commend the grace,
Mourners, who weep ! Albeit, as some have done,
Ye grope tear-blinded, in a desert place,
And touch but tombs,—look up ! Those tears will run
Soon, in long rivers, down the lifted face,
And leave the vision clear for stars and sun.

"comfort.

Speak low to me, my Saviour, low and sweet
From out the hallelujahs, sweet and low,
Lest I should fear and fall, and miss thee so
\Vho art not missed by any that entreat.
Speak to me as to Mary at thy feet
And if no precious gums my hands bestow,
Let my tears drop like amber—while I go
In reach of thy divinest voice complete

&

In humanest affection—thus, in sooth,
To lose the sense of losing ! As a child,
Whose song-bird seeks the wood for evermore,
Is sung to in its stead by mother's mouth ;

I ill, sinking on her breast, love-reconciled,
He sleeps the faster that he wept before."

Lowell well says, " The first voice that is heard after the read-
ing ol good poetry comes ordinarily from the shallowest heart in
ic company Such poetry as the above we cannot praise. It

*tirs thoughts that lie too deep."
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We have aimed not so much to eulogize Miss Barrett, as to let

her' speak for herself. We have also purposely forborne to notice

any faults of style or otherwise, because we are a firm believer in

the propriety of Coleridge's maxim:—"Never admit the faults of a

work to persons incapable of appreciating its beauties :" and as we
think the public yet insensible to the merits of these poems, we
deem it not only the most pleasant, but the most appropriate work
of the critic to call attention to their beauties. If we have suc-

ceeded in introducing her to the heart of one loving friend, who
will give her the same warm homage of grateful tears she has

already won from others ; better still, if we have introduced her

to a sister in suffering, who may from her receive consolation, and

learn better the holy lessons of the sick-room ; we shall have been

more than abundantly repaid.

We hope the publishers will feel themselves justified in soon

giving us an American edition of the " Serajj1ri7n" also ; for, al-

though on the whole these volumes exhibit greater maturity of poetic

power than the earlier work, yet there are in it a few pieces that

can hardly be surpassed. P.

Middlctown, Conn.

Art. IV.— 1. General Catalogue of Books, Tracts, <J-c. New-
York : Lane & Tippett.

2. Fifth Annual Report of the Sunday- School Union of the M. E.

Church. Also an arranged Catalogue of the Sunday- School
Publications and Tracts. New-York : Lane & Tippett.

3. Twenty-First Annual Report of the American Sunday-School
Union, for establishing Sunday- Schools, and circulating Reli-

gious Publications. Philadelphia: published by the Society.

4. Twentieth Annual Report of the American Tract Society;

presented at New-York, May 7, 1845 ; shoiuing the Successful
.Results of the Society's Labors in our own and Foreign and
Pagan Lands. With Lists of Auxiliaries, Directors, and Mem-
bers for Life, Publications, <jc New-York : D. Fanshaw.

5. Seventh Annual Report of the Board of Publication of the

Presbyterian Church in the U. S. of America. Presented to the

General Assembly, May, 1S45. Phila.: Joseph P. Engles.

Every religious denomination has its literature, and we have ours.

The history of our literature dates with the commencement of our
history as a Christian scot. Mr. Wesley had no sooner found him-
self at the head of a growing religious community, than he besan
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to provide for their intellectual and moral cultivation all the
means which his learning and piety could command. He not only
preached the word, and employed helpers in this work, but com-
menced the publication of books and tracts upon all the important
topics, the understanding of which was necessary to enlighten
the piety of the people, and give them weight in society.

&

His
object was to make knowledge cheap, and to bring down to the
common people the means of intellectual and moral cultivation
which were by no means general among that class. He wrote and
published much original matter; and reviewed, corrected, and
abridged a great number of works which were scarce and difficult
of access. His miscellaneous works, and his Christian Library show
a zeal and diligence in furnishing reading for the people, in the
providence of God committed to his charge, which are perhaps
without a parallel. His works, original and selected, embrace a
great variety of themes, and cover almost the whole field in divi-
nity, history, poetry, philosophy, grammar, medicine, &c. Some
of his tracts and abridgments are now of no great value—particu-
larly those upon philosophical, scientific, and speculative subjects—
as they are superseded by such as are more complete, and include
modern discoveries and improvements. But that they were ad-
mirably suited to the wants of the people for whom they were
provided, and rendered essential service to the cause of -eneral
improvement, no one will deny.

It is not our object to criticise these publications, or to speak of
their merits, but merely to allude to them as evidence that our
eminent founder felt and acted upon the conviction, that "it is not
good that the soul should be without knowledge ;" and that he
strenuously exerted himself to make the Methodists an intelligent,
as well as a pious, people, and that he encouraged the cultivation
of Jctters among them to the greatest possible extent.

The literature of the denomination has continued to expand
with the increase of our numbers and resources. The want has
*oon brought on the supply; so that though we have become
a numerous and influential people on both sides of the Atlantic.
we have not suffered from a paucity of authors qualified to
M.pp

y us with all that has been desirable in the form .of denomina-
tional literature. Several men of learning and literary taste com-
menced

I

their career under Mr. Wesley's eve, and ultimately added
Ihe.Productions of their pens to the stock of books which he him-
selfhad published. And down to the present time the Methodistsna c produced their fair proportion of good and useful authors.mi there have been among them many eminent scholars and

Vol. VI.—

5
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critics who have contributed to the stock of general literature, we

do not assert; though there are a few such of whom we should

not be ashamed to speak, But that we have never wanted for

writers who have been able to write creditably and usefully, and

that our denominational literature has kept pace with the progress

of the denomination, is what we maintain ; and, that we have al-

ways had authors who would not suffer by a comparison with those

of other denominations of Christians. In these remarks we refer

to the Methodists generally, embracing those in both Europe and

America.

Numbers one and two, at the head of this article, embrace the

publications of our Book Room in this country, and though a perfect

analysis of them is not at this time intended, we wish to notice

some general features which they present.

The Sunday-School Union of the Methodist Episcopal Church is

but an infant institution. We have in the Report an account of two

interesting anniversaries, and portions of the correspondence with

the society. The latter shows in a clear and strong light the des-

titution of certain sections of our work, as to the means of success-

fully prosecuting the business of Sunday-school instruction. The

"applications for aid" are constantly becoming more numerous

and pressing. The receipts of the treasury have, as yet, been

comparatively small ; but it is to be hoped that the facts and argu-

ments set forth in the Report will have a tendency to awaken an

interest upon the subject, and to call forth something like adequate

efforts to supply our destitute schools with books.

The catalogue of Sunday-school books shows a considerable

advance in the number and variety of our Sunday-School publica-

tions, thirty-nine new books having been added to the list under the

management of our present diligent and enterprising editor. We
think this department will soon fully meet the wants of our growing

Sunday-school interest throughout the country.

The catalogue of tracts shows that we have a tolerable supply

of this kind of cheap literature. The number of tracts, and the

variety of topics of which they treat, arc respectable, and will con-

tinue to increase. These tracts, bound, constitute a choice family

library which every Methodist family would do well to possess.

A classification and synopsis of the catalogue are given as fol-

lows :

—

" We are prepared to furnish our tracts, in packages, according to

the classification, at the following prices, each package being neatly

enveloped in a cover, upon which the numbers and titles of the several

tracts are printed :

—

5*
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I. Miscellaneous Tracts, 664 pp., in two packages, 22 cents each.

II. Tracts Awakening and Inviting, 296 pp., 20 cents.

III. Tracts on Christian Graces and Duties, 348 pp., 23 cents.

IV. Doctrinal and Controversial

:

i 1 Divinity of Christ and Character of God, \

A < 2 Eloction, Reprobation, and Perseverance, > 453 pp., 30 cts.

( 3 Baptism and Lord's Supper, )

( 4 Church Organization, }

B < 5 Popular Errors, > 440 pp., 30 cts.

( 6 Repentance, Faith, and Holiness, )

V. Narratives, 642 pp., in two packages, 21 cents each.

VI. Temptations and Vices, 236 pp., 15 cents.

All. The Sabbath and Sunday Schools, 92 pp., 6 cents.

VIII. Advice and Duties, 264 pp., 17 cents.

1X-X. On the Circulation of Tracts and on Education, 78 pp., 5 cts.

XI. For Seamen, 76 pp., 5 cents.

XII. On Missions, 76 pp., 5 cents.

XIII. On Infidelity, 112 pp., 7 cents.

XIV. Ten choice Sermons of Mr. Wesley, 152 pp., 10 cents.

A complete set of our tracts, amounting to nearly four thousand pages,

either put up in numerical order, or distributed in packages, as above,

will be furnished for $2.50. They may also be had, neatly bound in

volumes, at $5.25."

—

Fifth Annual Report of S. S. Union of the M. E.
Church, p. 37.

The general catalogue is mostly theological and miscellaneous.

Our cxegetical works are ample and of acknowledged merit ; though

there seem to be strong indications of a call for a popular commen-
tary somewhat of the class of Barnes' Notes. Such a work, ably

and faithfully executed, would, doubtless, meet with a ready sale.

We need also a small work upon Biblical exegesis for candidates

for the ministry. As for didactic, polemical, pastoral, and practical

divinity, our catalogue is exceedingly rich. A condensed system

of theology for the use of candidates for the ministry seems to be a

desideratum.

As for history we have something of that character ; but we want

a good history of the church. Our biographical department is

well furnished. And if we may refer to the works of our authors

which are published at other establishments, and constitute a

portion of the general literature of the country, we can speak

of "Travels in," " Observations upon," and " Sketches of," foreign

countries, which would be creditable to any denomination. We
only regret that the works of Fisk, Olin, Durbin, and Kidder,

could not have been issued at our own press. But such is the

commission allowed by order of the General Conference, and which
tbc agents have no power to modify, that authors have not the en-
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couragement at our establishment that they meet with elsewhere.

This we most deeply regret, and hope, for the credit of the establish-

ment, if for no other reason, the next General Conference may take

the matter into serious consideration, and if possible apply the

appropriate remedy.

As to periodical literature, wc have, perhaps, all the publica-

tions which are necessary. Besides the Christian Advocate and

Journal of New-York, and the Western Christian Advocate of

Cincinnati, we have several local weekly papers, ably edited and

well sustained. The Quarterly Review is, we are happy to say,

increasing its patronage, an evidence that it is both needed and

appreciated. The Ladies' Repository, published at Cincinnati, is

a monthly magazine ably edited and well sustained. The Sunday-

School Advocate, according to the Report, now has a circulation

of "fifty thousand copies, having increased forty thousand within

the last eight months ;" a sure evidence of its adaptation and use-

fulness. And the Missionary Advocate, a vehicle for missionary
'

intelligence, is widely circulated and eagerly read by the lovers of

the missionary cause throughout the land.

With this hasty sketch of the materials with which our literature

is made up, and the departments it supplies, we shall proceed to the

accomplishment of our principal object in this paper ; and that is,

to urge the importance of the circulation and reading of our excel-

lent books. In doing this we shall first present some views upon

reading in general.

The greatest provision which God has made for the illumination

and expansion of the human mind, is reading. All we can learn by

conversation and observation is comparatively little. Many important

subjects can only be understood imperfectly, and many others can-

not be understood at all, except through the medium of books.

And how ample is this instrumentality of human improvement! It

brings us into contact with the wisdom of all countries and of all

past ages—through it wc are able to listen to the instruction of

philosophers, prophets, apostles, and of God himself, upon the most

important topics. Wc hold communion not only with Socrates

and Plato, Luther and Melancthon, Wesley and Fletcher, but with

Paul, James, John, and even with Him who spake as never man
spake. How we may best profit by this wonderful provision, is a

question of no ordinary moment ; and to its solution we propose

in this article to direct a few remarks.

1. Our reading should be select.

There is much useless and injurious matter written and pub-
lished, as well as that which is good and profitable. Consequently,
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it is a dictate of common prudence to strive to separate the precious
from the vile.

In doing this, we should, first, discard all those writings which
are either useless or injurious. None will question the necessity
of this course in relation to the latter class. Bad books, like other
" evil communications, corrupt good manners." Contact with error
and corruption, in the form of written discourse, is more dangerous
than in any other form. Evil, stereotyped, as it is more perma-
nent, so it is more potent, than when it takes the fugitive form of
conversation or example. Hence, if considerations of safety re-
quire that we should shun bad society, much more do these con-
siderations require that we should shun—even thrust from us with
pious horror—all bad books.

But there are those who, though they fully concede all this, still

plead for reading which is designed merely to amuse. We will
admit that relaxation from severe toil of body and mind is neces-
sary to the health of each—that severe study, long protracted, ex-
hausts the energies of both the intellectual and physical systems.
Mental and bodily relaxation is consequently a duty as much as a
privilege. But we maintain that it is possible to turn even our
moments of necessary relaxation to good account—to make them
tributary to our menial and moral improvement. A want of proper
discretion in this matter often results in the aggravation of evils we
are striving to cure. As there are forms of bodily relaxation which
enervate the physical system, and disqualify it for vigorous and
efiective labor, so there are modes of mental relaxation which un-
hinge the mind, and render it incompetent to all healthy functions.
So far as mere amusement is concerned, it may well be doubted

whether we have time for it. If life is longer than is necessary for
the accomplishment of its great ends, then may we squander awav
the surplus after having finished all we have to do. There is read-
ing which is both amusing and improving. A sound discretion, and
a proper sense of our accountability to God for the improvement
of our precious time, will always direct us to this when we find it

necessary to swing off from that severe mental and physical toil

winch, when long protracted, injuriously affects the nervous system.
But we cannot^ give the least license' to what is popularly called
bght reading." Much of this is not only useless, but positively

injurious. We refer particularly to the popular novels of the day.
\N e cannot occupy space to present our views at large upon this

topic. After all we have heard said in favor of works of fiction, we
must say as a class, we protest against them. They unduly exciteuw sensibilities, and give them a preponderance over the reasoning
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faculties. With the young, especially, the imagination needs to be
curbed and disciplined. The excitement of fiction is too great for

the susceptibility and ardor of the youthful mind, and its continued

action results in a morbid sensibility. Jt is useless to urge here

that there are many works of fiction which arc of good moral ten-

dency. It is the habits of thought and feeling which fiction begets

which constitute the great mischief. No one in a sound condition

of the moral faculties will plead for the profane and licentious pro-

ductions of some of our popular novel-writers. They only plead

for the better sort of novels—religious novels—or such at least as

impart lessons of moral instruction.* And to this position in the

* Mrs. Sigourney says: "Works of imagination usually predominate in the

libraries of young ladies. To condemn them in a mass, as has been sometimes
done, is hardly just. Some of them are the productions of the finest minds,
and abound with the purest sentiments. Yet discrimination, with regard' to

them, is exceedingly important, and such discrimination as a novice cannot
exercise. The young should therefore ask guidance of an experienced and
cultivated mind, and devote to this class of reading only a moderate portion

of time, as to a recreation. Frequent and long indulgence in it creates dis-

gust at the patient acquisition of solid learning, as compound and poignant
dishes destroy a relish for plain and healthful food. It forms habits of desul-

tory thought, and uproots mental discipline. It makes it an object not to read
and remember, but to read and be amused. So the fanciful palate is pleased,
and the imagination pampered, while the hungering judgment, to borrow Covv-
per's simile, ' looks up and is not fed.' Among works of this description,

those which are denominated novels of deep and stirring interest are calcu-
lated to heighten in the young mind those powers which need no excitement.
In the language of Mrs. Hannah More,

—

' They add fresh strength to what before was strong.'

Habits of excursive fancy, and illusive views of life, are not salutary in their

influence on those whose business it is to reason, and to act ; to bear and to

forbear. If such works ever exercise a beneficial tendency, it must be in the
season of age, when torpor is stealing over the faculties, when' the feelings

need quickening by touching the nerve of early and tender association, and
memory would sink into lethargy, were she not awakened by the heart. They
can no longer mislead the traveler when his journey is accomplished. He can
compare their highly-colored delineations with the sober truth of life's 'thrice-

told tale,' and be safely entertained. Yet there is no need for the young to

exhaust the cordials of age. Ii is wiser to be busied in furnishing a full store-

house for that approaching winter, where the errors of seed-time cannot be
corrected, nor the sloth of Ii irvest repaired; when the mind, in its weariness,
is too feeble to dig, and in its j^verty, to 'beg will be ashamed.'"—Letters to

Young Ladies.

Hero is a general dissuasive a^mst novel-reading. The cases in which
it is allowed are, to the young, as a mere " recreation ;" and then, only "under
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abstract we would not object. But what, if by this kind of reading

an appetite for fiction is created which becomes more and more

craving, and finally so morbid that it requires the abominable trash

which corrupts and blasts whatever it touches ? It is not the use

of a single drop nor a single glass of wine that constitutes the evil

of intemperance ; but if one drop should create an appetite for

stimulating drinks, and should thus constitute the commencement

of a train which should lead to habits of gross intemperance, it is

not to be judged of in the abstract. In forming an opinion of the

character of the fust act, we must look at it in its connection with

ulterior consequences. >
•

And we maintain that when young persons, especially, commence

novel-reading, the probability is so strong that they will go from

good to bad, and from bad to worse, as to make the experiment

exceedingly hazardous. How many young persons of both sexes

have been totally spoiled by the novel-reading mania ! How many

students in our boarding-schools and colleges have, through this

mischievous agency, lost all relish for study, and finally become

totally disqualified for severe mental toil of any kind ! To this

class of young people, history, travels, and poetry, arc dull, " very

dull," the study of languages and philosophy "horrible," and that

of mathematics " absolutely beyond all endurance !"*

the guidance of an experienced and cultivated mind ;" and to the old, " when

torpor is stealing over the faculties." Perhaps, under such circumstances, a

slight attention to work:* of fiction may be admitted. But for young persons,

without this wise supervision, and old ones, whose faculties are not becoming

torpid, according to our excellent, fair adviser, this species of reading is dan-

gerous, and may be pernicious. But no admission is made here at all, so far

as the grosser kind of novels are concerned. These are to be. unconditionally,

and in all cases, proscribed, as " evil, only evil, and that continually."

* '" There has been considerable difference of opinion in regard to the effects

produced upon the mind by fictitious narratives. "Without entering minutely

upon the merits of this controversy, I think that it may be contended that two

evils are likely to arise from much indulgence in works of fiction. The one

is a tendency to give way to the wild play of the imagination—a practice most

deleterious both to the intellectual and moral habits. The other is a disruption

of the harmony that ought to exist between the moral emotions and the conduct

—a principle of extensive and important influence. In the healthy state ol' the

moral feelings, for example, the emotion of sympathy excited by a tale of sorrow

cu^iUobe followed by some efforts forthe relief of the sufferer. When such re-

lati.ni.H in real life are listened to from time to time without any such efforts,

thf emotion gradually becomes weakened, and that moral condition is produced

which we call selfishness or darkness of heart. Fictitious tales of sorrow

apl«-ar to have a similar tendency—the emotion is produced without the cor-

resj.oijdirj£ conduct ; and when this habit has been much indulged, the result
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Some mistaken parents permit, and even encourage, their chil-

dren in this species of reading, to keep them from idleness and give

them a relish for books. But all experiment shows that novel-

reading does not beget a taste for general reading : instead of this

it wholly vitiates the taste and the moral feelings. Indeed, our

children may better run the streets and read nothing, than pore

over tales of love and murder, and become familiar with the gross

and profane language and monstrous characters which are found in

the most popular works of the class. He who would put into the

hands of his children the works of Bulwer and Sue* to preserve

seems to be, that a cold and barren sentimentalism is produced, instead of the

habit of active benevolence. If fictitious narratives be employed for depicting

scenes of vice, another evil of the greatest magnitude is likely to result from

them, even though the conduct exhibited should be shown to end in remorse

and misery ; for, by the mere familiarity with vice an injury is done to the

youthful mind, which is in no degree compensated by the moral at the close.

Imagination, therefore, is a mental power of extensive influence, and capable

of being turned to important purposes in the cultivation of individual character.

But to be so, it must be kept under the strict control of reason and virtue. If

it be allowed to wander at discretion through scenes of imagined wealth, am-
bition, frivolity, or pleasure, it tends to draw the mind from the important pur-

suits of life, to weaken the habits of attention, and to impair the judgment. It

tends in a most material manner to prevent the due exercise of those nobler

powers which are directed to the cultivation both of science and virtue."

—

Dr.
Abcrcrombie.

* One of the translators of " The Wandering Jew" admits that the author,

M. Sue, " holds doctrines which are as utterly unphilosophical as they are

irreligious and immoral. M. Sue, in a word, is a Fourierite, and as such, he
brings forward boldly all those monstrous tendencies of that false philosophy,

as its avowed principles, which thinking men have long discovered and ab-

horred as its ulterior and necessary consequences. In short, he admits openly,

that by social regeneration, he understands the abolition of the marriage tie

—

the holiest and purest thing on earth—and the substitution for it of association

or concubinage, to be adopted at will, and cast aside on weariness ; and that

between persons of all ranks and colors. In short, he admits openlv, that to

the establishment of this new philosophy, the previous demolition of the whole
structure of Christianity is necessary."— Translator's Pre/., Winchester's ed.

These are the facts, and yet the translator says he " does not esteem the

hook dangerous" for the reason, that " all that is necessary to the overthrow of
evil and immoral sophistries, is, that they should be seen and understood. The
moment the poison is confessed the antidote is ready,—the poison itself is its

own antidote."

Now, though we admire the candor of Mr. Herbert, the translator, we wholly

object to his philosophy. There are cases in which "the poison is not tho
antidote," and this is one of them. It might as well be said that a man m3y
put fire into his bosom, provided he sees the glowing of the burning coals.
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them from idleness, or from bad associations, would prevent a less

evil by the substitution of a greater one.

The abundance and cheapness of this kind of literature make the

danger the more alarming. The poison is so plentifully scattered

abroad, that it requires no little care and wisdom to avoid contact

with it. Sixpence, and sometimes a single penny, is sufficient to

procure a tale which contains a world of evil. We would not pur-
chase infected goods because they are cheap—wc would not send
our children to the race-ground, the theatre, or the gambling table,

though they might enjoy the privilege without charge. But " popu-
lar literature" is so " cheap," in these days of improvement, that wc
must have an abundant supply. Our cupboards and centre-tables

must be heavily laden with the precious commodity, without special

reference to its character. Better admit the most deadly enemy
into our houses—the plague would be comparatively harmless,
because it would only expose our families to the momentary pangs
of dissolution, whereas bad books ruin their souls for ever.

In answer to all this, it is urged that there is truth in fiction, and
that we should converse with truth wherever we find it. There is

sweetness in arsenic, but is this a reason why we should feed upon
it ? The error is the more dangerous because it is mingled with
truth. There is something of truth and some exhibition of virtuous

example in the worst of the novelists. But this docs not sanctify
the mass of corruption which lies but partially concealed under
them.

The novelists are thought by many to be the best models of style,

and are recommended on this account. But models of thought and
feeling are infinitely more important than models of style. If an
easy, flowing style, is to be purchased at the hazard of vitiated moral
feelings, the price is far too great for the gain. We might better

sec no more elevated specimens of style than those contained in

our common English version of the Bible, and the Old English
and Puritan writers, than go for more refined ones to the sinks

of romance. It is not, however, true that the novelists only

use the English language in its purity and richness. We have
history, poetry, philosophy, ethics, theology, and indeed everything

necessary to be known, in as pure and elegant English as can be

found. In the mass of English literature before us wc have all

classes of style necessary to be consulted as models of literary

taste without the aid of novelists. But we must dismiss this sub-
ject without cither exhausting it fully, or relieving our own burdened
feelings. AA hat we have said is the result of much observation
and reflection, and has been presented from a strong sense of duty.
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The following views on the ruinous influences of the grosser sort of

novels upon the public taste and morals are as just as they are point ed

:

" Talcs of humor or extreme caricatures of individuals, or of society,

or of current customs and impressions— embellished with the most
grotesque pictures, and set forth with all the whims and oddities which
the most eccentric fancy can invent—these constitute the burden of

the press and of the mails. And they appeal never to the thinking

man. They call for no previous knowledge, except of the art of read-

ing, and some of them may dispense even with this, so eloquent and
intelligible is the language of their broad and graphic pictures to the

most uncultivated senses. Anything like sober thought or rational

inquiry is exiled from the province which this class of publications has
usurped.

"
' Vain is the attempt to check the stream of these books that now

pours from the press. They come forth as a torrent which no effort

can stay. Their circulation far surpasses that of any production of the

day ; in millions they are printed, by millions read. There is no check-
ing the flood of this evil. Formerly they were luxuries for the luxu-

rious, but now they are for the mass. For a shilling the poor may know
and sympathize with as much of the romantic villany of London, the

refined and elegant debauchery of Paris, as in former times the rich for

his guinea. Pollution is cheapened, corruption has a wide circulation

at a small expense ; on the centre-table of the city drawing-room, on
the rough-hewn boards of the log-cabin, these books have their posi-

tion ; everywhere through our country they scatter moral decay. What
can bid this plague to cease ? Certainly not the efforts of the individual

Christian.

" ' The appetite for fiction craves no morality ; at the present dav it

does not even require the decent veil and semblance of it which was
wont to be cast over these productions. Their authors may be men of
the loosest and vilest habits : still, if they only have a vivid imagination,

their works are read greedily by all classes ; read to the destruction

of all moral feeling, to the utter overthrow of all principles, to the ex-
citement of all evil passions. Men talk of drunkenness—the effect and
operation of these books is a perpetual drunkenness of heart and head.

" ' And who are they upon whom this evil influence is poured out?
Principally the young. The girl and the boy just starting into life with
their feelings fresh, their imaginations lively, these, over the whole
country, are the mass of our novel-readers. They gloat over the pages
of Pulwcr, and learn to admire his heroes, who are thieves and swin-
dlers, his heroines, who are prostitutes in sentiment and feeling. They
sympathize with the bandits and street villains of Sue, the buffoonery

blackguards of Marryatt. For the young are the shilling copies ; with
the young is the market for the millions of these productions ; it is the

pocket money of the boy and girl that keeps the press teeming with
cheap novels."'

—

2lst Arinual Report ofthe Amcr. S. S. Union, pp. 36, 37.

Secondly. In our reading, from among the good books which are

before us, we should select the best. It is impossible for any one,
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and certainly for persons in ordinary circumstances, to read all the

good books which are at hand. The world is full of books, and

there are many excellent works which no one man will ever com-

mand the time to peruse. As life is short, and it becomes us, who

must so soon give an account to God for the manner in which we

have improved our time, to make the best possible use of it, that

book which will impart the most substantial improvement—that

will best assist us in preparing for the great ends of our being

—

should be our first book. The Bible is the book of books, and of

course should come in first. Then, as we proceed with human

compositions, we should exercise a sound discretion. Here wc

may be asked, how a person in ordinary circumstances shall know

which are the best books. Let him use all reliable sources of in-

formation. In addition to the advertisements, notices, and criti-

cisms of the religious press, let him secure a competent and faith-

ful friend who will give him counsel. That young person who has

a wise and safe adviser, to whom he or she can go for direction as

to the best reading, is happy indeed. And we fear that few

realize the importance of such a counselor. Most persons

proceed in their reading without any plan or the least precaution,

when in fact there is nothing in this world, aside from what directly

concerns the interests of our souls, in which we so much need

advice as in relation to our reading. As there is nothing which

acts so powerfully upon our understanding and heart, and tends so

directly to form our character and fix our doom, so there is nothing

in which a mistaken course is so eminently hazardous. We say

again, then, and with emphasis, that those who have the right kind

of advice, as to their reading, are happy.

And here we must be permitted to say, that a great responsibility

rests upon the ministry. A minister of Jesus Christ is a shepherd

of the flock, and is bound by the nature of his office to supervise

the reading of the people committed to his charge. He must

point them to, and as far as possible furnish them with, profitable

reading. He must, as need requires, warn them against danger-

ous books. And it is hardly necessary to add, that he should

have an acquaintance with books which will enable him to do this;

and if he has not, he is but poorly qualified for his work. Bad
reading will subvert his hearers faster than he can build them up.

Preaching the word and the exercise of discipline will be found

inefiY'Ctual remedies for the evils which flow from constant' com-

munion with bad or doubtful authors. Let your people read every-

thing, or read at random, and you will soon be " shepherds in

whose mouths are no reproofs." Our excellent Discipline forbids
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" the reading of those books which do not tend to the knowledge

or love of God." How can we, as pastors, see that this rule is

observed, without having some acquaintance with the literature

which our people have access to, and exercising a supervision over

the subject ! Of course we do not mean by supervision an inquisi-

torial search for heretical books, nor the exercise of discipline

when the books read are not immoral. We mean that the shepherd

of the flock should instruct the ignorant, warn the unwary, and

correct and reprove the wayward, especially in relation to reading,

with greater wisdom and diligence than in relation to other matters,

as it is really of greater importance than almost anything else. As
for those who would think it too small a matter to seek advice of

the preacher, or any one else, as to their reading, the probability is,

that their habits arc already fixed ; or at least that they have strong

predilections for a species of literature which is already sapping the

foundations of their moral sentiments and feelings : it is scarcely

to be hoped that they will ever be reformed. It is melancholy to

see how many superficial Christians there are in the churches.

And how many of these have been made what they are by bad or

unprofitable reading, the day of eternity will reveal. And if any

have been spoiled through the neglect of pastoral oversight, it will

be sad indeed for those implicated in such neglect.

2. Our course of reading should be comprehensive. We should

not confine ourselves to one or two classes of books ; much less

should we be satisfied with mere periodical and miscellaneous

reading. Some, though they have a taste for reading, and read a

great deal, read nothing but history ; others confine themselves

principally to poetry ; and others read nothing but " the papers."

Those who only read one class of books may acquire a considerable

amount of one kind of information ; but they cannot have so tho-

rough a knowledge even of their favorite branch, by confining

themselves wholly to it, as they would have by dividing their atten-

tion between that and several other branches. For instance, to read

poetry to profit, we must have some knowledge of theology, of

history, and of philosophy. The mind must be instructed in gene-

ral principles and general science, fully to enter into the spirit of

any one branch of study. There is a natural dependence of all the

different branches of knowledge upon each other. And if it were
not so, no one branch of knowledge would fully qualify us for the

great duties of life. Periodical reading may fill our heads with

scraps of knowledge, but will not give us a consistent, comprehen-
sive, and harmonious view of anything. Hence, we should take as

wide a range as possible through theology, history, philosophy,
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poetry, &c. Having become grounded in these branches by read-

ing and studying books more or less extensive, as time and means

will allow, we are then prepared to profit by the sketchy and fugi-

tive matter found in the periodicals of the day. We thus have a

nucleus around which we can gather, from all the various sources

of information, parcels and scraps of knowledge, and thus continue

constantly to enlarge the aggregate amount. We can then classify

and lay aside for use in the storehouse of memory, according to

the laws of philosophical association, whatever we learn from read-

ing, experience, or observation.

To persons who are engaged in business, and who have made no

experiments in this way, it may seem impossible to command the

time to read so much as this would require. But a little patience

and perseverance, they will find, will encompass the object. Wc
have books in which the elements of knowledge are so compressed

and simplified, that they are soon read and easily understood. Most

persons waste time enough in useless employments, or reading at

random, to master the elementary works upon the different branches

of practical knowledge in the course of every year or two. So

small, easy, and cheap, are the books upon almost every variety of

topic at the present time, that there can scarcely be an apology for

any one under ordinary circumstances, who has reached mature

age, who is entirely ignorant in relation to them.

3. We should reflect and study upon what we read.

Mere reading is not a source of improvement. If a person wishes

merely to amuse himself, he may as well read, if he can find suffi-

cient gratification in the employment, as to do anything else ; and

his object will be answered when he has killed the necessary amount

of surplus time, though he should not remember a single sentence

he has read for five minutes. But if improvement is the object of

reading, then it is necessary to understand and to remember what.

we read. And it need not be urged, because it is perfectly obvious,

that we can neither understand nor remember anything without

fixed, continuous attention, and patient reflection*. A book that is

not worth studying is not worth reading. Ordinarily, a book that

has not something in it that is worth carefully storing away in the

storehouse of the mind, is not worth one of our precious moments.

And hence there can be no apology for careless reading. But that

it is a very common evil to devour books without digesting them,

none can doubt. There are multitudes who are always reading,

and never the wiser for all they read. Indeed, their reading spoils

instead of improving them. It makes them conceited, and stuffs their

heads with visions and shadows. They have read so many books
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—perhaps whole libraries—surely, think they, none are so wise as

we. I, says one of these " hopeful blockheads," have read more

than any forty of my neighbors, and certainly I must know forty

times as much as any of them ! And yet they scarcely have a defi-

nite idea of the subject treated, or of the title-page of any book a

month after it has been laid by !

Dugald Stewart says :
—

" Nothing has such a tendency to weaken,

not only the powers of invention, but the intellectual powers in gene-

ral, as extensive reading without reflection. Mere reading books

oppresses, enfeebles, and is with many a substitute for thinking."

We will now invite attention to several reasons which urge us

—

both the ministry and laity—to increased diligence in reading and.

study.

1. An understanding of our doctrines and ecclesiastical polity,

which cannot be attained without much reading and study, is

especially necessary at the present time.

Under any circumstances, and at all times, our system requires

reading and thought in order to test its efficacy and feel its power,

to the desirable extent. Unless we understand our system, its in-

fluence upon our character and habits will be slight; and we can

by no means understand it well without much reading and patient

investigation. A man who cannot read at all—even a child or an
unenlightened savage—may so far understand the truths of the

gospel as to form a basis for saving faith. But that our faith may be
rational, comprehensive, strong, and steady, a more perfect know-
ledge of the gospel is necessary. This remark will apply with all

its force to that form of Christianity called Methodism. Though
it is as simple and as near the primitive pattern as it can well be

made, still it requires analysis, comparison, and judgment, in order

that it may be fully appreciated, felt, and applied. An unread and

unreflecting man may very honestly embrace any form of religious

truth, and may by the mere strength of his feelings adhere to it

with great tenacity. But as he is not an enlightened, so he can-

not be an influential, disciple of any religious school : nor will he
be proof against the shafts of infidelity or heresy. To be able to

make a firm stand against the onsets of sophistry and prejudice,

he must always be able to give a reason for the hope that is in him
with meekness and fear. lie must have at command a reason for

embracing one form of Christianity rather than another, which will

be of sufficient weight to show that he is moved by convictions

rather than impulses, or he will be likely to resemble a wave of the

sea driven by the wind. Stable enjoyment, uniform practice, and
moral power, are not to be attained by accident. Nor will the idle,
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ihc thoughtless, or the merely impulsive Christian ever attain to

the enviable position which these qualifications secure. Would

we "grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus

Christ,"—would we " be steadfast, unmovable, always abounding

in the work of the Lord,"—would we " let our light so shine that

others may behold our good works and glorify our Father which is

in heaven,"—and would we "put to silence the ignorance of fool-

ish men,"—we must know " whereof we affirm," we must be

enlightened Christians and enlightened Methodists.

The influence of a Christian denomination is not to be estimated

by the number of heads it counts. " Knowledge is power," and

will be to the world's end. We may boast of our million of mem-
bers, and our enemies will smile at our impotency, unless our piety

'is enlightened. The world knows the difference between sense

and sound—an array of masses, and an array of intelligence. And
our efficiency in the great work of spreading Scriptural holiness

throughout the world will be found to be in exact proportion to our

moral power ; and that power will always be modified by our

knowledge of the principles of Christianity in general, and of

Methodism in particular.

But the exigences of the times especially call for an intelligent

investigation of the foundations of our faith—for a wide diffusion

of the elements of all useful knowledge among our people, and

especially among the young, who are rapidly coming upon the stage

of action. The world is in motion : many are running to and fro,

and knowledge is increasing. A mighty conflict of principles is

going on in the world. Error is rife, sin is bold, men are imagina-

tive, and everything seems hastening on to some great crisis.

Shall Methodism—the purest and most efficient system of spread-

ing the gospel—be stultified by masses of ignorance, now, just at

the time when, above all others since the days of the Wesleys, her

peculiar institutions in all their primitive simplicity, enlightenment,

and power, are called for by the most urgent necessities? When
the wisdom and spirit which animated her great founder, and

breathed through her institutions, are eminently necessary, shall her

vital power be diminished or remain stationary, through the indif-

ference of Jier disciples and supporters to her earliest lessons of

instruction? Shall a division of the sacramental host who are mar-

shaled and equipped for the van—the front of the battle—fall back

and stand in the rear, among the slain and wounded ? Where,

where is the spirit of our fathers—the militant aggressive spirit

which characterized the great Wcsleyan reformation of the last

century ? We must come forth,' and take an elevated stand.
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We must grasp the sources of knowledge, and direct its movements
wisely. We must study the tactics of the opposing hosts, and throw
up an impenetrable shield against all their fiery darts.

Some suppose that Methodism has done its work : that the design

of divine Providence in its origination was, that it should arouse

the world, and then leave the work of its renovation to others : or

at most, if it is permitted at all to live, that its mission is wholly to

the poor and the vulgar : that it needs no schools or colleges, and

should have no books but the Bible. We can never be converted

to this theory. We maintain, that as Methodism is more strictly

primitive and apostolical, it is better adapted to carry out the

apostolical commission, under all possible circumstances, than

any other form of Christianity : that it is as well suited to the

rich as the poor, to the philosopher as the savage ; and that it can

avail itself of the spirit of the age, and keep pace with the march
of mind, without at all losing its primitive character, or leaving its

doctrinal track. That the world has now greater need of it than

ever, we have no doubt ; and we are equally confident that if it

fulfills its destiny it will not only continue, but be increasingly

prominent and efficient in the work of the world's evangelization.

2. Another reason why we should give increased attention to

books, is, that our sister denominations are doing so.

The evangelical churches arc making truly commendable exer-

tions to give power and influence to their literature, and to cherish

and increase the love of reading among themselves. Their publi-

cations are multiplied, and arc sought after and read with avidity.

Our Calvinistic brethren have three principal publishing establish-

ments, which issue annually a multitude of publications, which are

by various active and systematic agencies circulated throughout

the country. The following are the issues of the American Tract

Society* :

—

" The depositary's statement shows that there have been printed
during the year (exclusive of the American Messenger, and the Society's
Annual Keport and occasional documents) 400,500 volumes, 5,529,500
publications, 157,018,000 pages; and circulated 374,757 volumes,
5,626,610 publications, 152,727,220 pages, being 61,255,773 pages
more than in the preceding year. Total circulated since the for-

mation of the society 2,493,643 volumes, 78,96S,243 publications,

1,544,053,796 pages."

—

Twentieth Annual Report ofthe American Tract
Society, pp. 18, 19.

• This society is sustained by Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Reformed
Dutch, Baptists, and Low Church Episcopalians ; all agreeing in what they
denorninate "the doctrines of grace."
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„ The American Sunday-School Union publish a portion of their

books in the form of a library for Sunday schools, day schools, and

families, so exceedingly cheap as to promise a very wide circula-

tion. The following is a statement of the project, and it has since

been completed :

—

" "We are upon the eve of publishing a library well suited to a large

class of Sunday schools, as well as for families, daily schools, &c,
especially for those whose means of supply are limited. It consists

of one hundred bound volumes, from 72 to 252 pages, and will be

sold for ten dollars. It would be quite impracticable to sell the

separate volumes which compose this library, at the prices they bear

in this collection. But by having them printed on less expensive

paper, and dispensing with some items of embellishment, we are ena-

bled to put the collection as a whole at this price. ' The ten dollar
library' is substantially bound with muslin backs and marble sides,

each volume regularly numbered, and ready to distribute, with twenty-

five catalogues for the use of the school. We have the satisfaction to

believe, that considering the size and number of the books, this is by
far the cheapest collection, in this form, which has ever been pub-

lished in our country."

—

Twenty-first Annual Report of the Amer. S. S.

Union, pp. 21-23.

The following is the statement of the Presbyterian Board of

Publication :
—

'

r

"During the year ending March 30th, 1845, the Presbyterian Board
of Publication have added to their catalogue twenty-eight new books,

amounting in all to 53,000 copies, varying in size from royal 8vo. to

32mo., and in price from four dollars to four cents. Of these works
eighteen are sabbath-school books, peculiarly suited in style, size, and
price, for the use of children.

" They have also printed 71,500 volumes of new editions from stereo-

type plates."

—

Seventh Annual Report of the Board ofPublication of the

Presbyterian Church, p. 3.

We here have a glance at the efforts of one year to furnish the

country with popular reading, made by several Calvinistic associa-

tions. But a more complete view will be afforded of the power
of their system, by noticing the plans which are adopted to circulate

these books. They have established a system of " eolportage,"

which is designed, when completed, to cover the whole country,

and to introduce their libraries, single volumes, and tracts, wher-

ever they can be sold ; and among the poor and destitute, books

and tracts are gratuitously bestowed. Here is the statement of the

results of this system :

—

" It will be seen that one hundred and forty-three colporteurs, volume
agents, and superintendents of eolportage, have been engaged in the

Vol. VI.—

6
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society's service during the whole or a part of the year, in twenty-four

states and territories, (including Texas,) exclusive of those in the ser-

vice of the society at Boston, and other branches and auxiliaries ; of

whom one hundred and three are still employed. Of the whole number
three colporteurs have been devoted to the Welsh, Irish, and colored

poi ulation ; three to sailors and seamen ; four to the French ; twenty-

six to the Germans, (including converted Romanists,) and a hundred
and seven .chiefly to the destitute native population. The total number
of families visited exceeds one hundred and fifty-three thousand, with
most of whom the colporteurs have had religious conversation or prayer:

not far from forty-seven thousand families, who were previously desti-

tute of all religious books except the Bible, were each supplied with a
book like Baxter's Call gratuitously, and several thousands with the

Bible or Testament, by sale or gift. The total circulation of volumes
exceeds three hundred and seventy-four thousand, including twenty-

four thousand sets of D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation."

—

Twen-
tienth Annual Report of the American Tract Society, p. 51.

The following will give the details of the system more fully,

and will show what the probable results will be when it is fully

developed :

—

" Mr. Seely Wood, reporting the labors of his associates in the

western and south-western states, writes :

—

" ' It may not be uninteresting to the friends of the colporteur enter-

prise to know that since 1811 the work has been commenced in forty-

four counties in Ohio, exclusive of the Western Reserve ; forty-five

counties in Indiana; fifty-five in Kentucky; twenty-one in Tennessee,
exclusive of the eastern portion ; twenty-two in Illinois ; thirteen in

Missouri ; nineteen in Arkansas, and eleven in Mississippi ; and since

that period, including the circulation of two or three volume agents,

209,510 volumes have been circulated, of which 57,288 have been
granted to the destitute.

"
' To carry forward the work efficiently in the counties where it has

been commenced, and to occupy as many more counties within the

same period of time, we need a large increase in the number of well-

qualified laborers. Large portions of Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Arkan-
sas, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Kentucky, should be occupied the

present year.'

" The interesting details of western colportage are classified in the

subsequent pages of this document. We insert in this connection sim-

ply the statistical results of the labors on the field superintended by
Mr. Wood. The aggregate of sales is 45,624 volumes, amounting to

SI 1,400 93, and of grants about 18,000 volumes, besides tracts, making
5,590,710 pages in all, amounting to $3,727 14.

"OHIO.

" Mr. Solomon Sala, who has labored in Tuscarawas, Stark, Holmes,
and Coshocton counties, reports the sale of 1,980 volumes amounting
to $495 05, and the grant of 005 volumes of the value of $99 56.

6*
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" Rev. C. Danforth commenced his labors in November, in Highland

county, ami has visited 460 families ; conversed and prayed with 405
;

sold 456 volumes, and granted 300 to the destitute ; found 66 families

without the Bible, 60 of whom he supplied. A portion of his time has

been employed in raising funds.

" M r. David Rothen, laboring among the German population in Putnam
and adjoining counties, reports from April to August, (when his labors

were interrupted by sickness.) that he visited 534 families, sold 217
volumes, and granted 358 to the destitute. He has resumed his labors

with encouraging prospects.
" Mr. Geo. F. Yahnke (German) reports the sale of 674 volumes and

the gift of 264 volumes to the destitute in Pickaway, Ross, and Pike

counties.

" Mr. Philip Lacker has visited more than 1,000 families in Montgo-

mery, Preble, Warren, Butler, and Miami counties, Ohio, and Wayne
county, Indiana; and has circulated 1,386 volumes by sale, amounting to

$31829, and granted 1,675 volumes of the value of $212 34. He has

made it a point to supply as far as possible every destitute family with

the Scriptures, and has distributed 41 English and German Bibles, and

68 English and German Testaments.
" Mr. Thomas Spencer reports that he has sold 2,528 volumes, and

supplied 606 destitute families gratuitously, in Laurence, Pike, and

Gallia counties. He has distributed a number of Bibles, and about

300 Testaments. He frequently lectured four and five times a week
on the subject of temperance, and found it profitable at the close of his

lectures to distribute temperance tracts and books.
" Mr. Leger Ritty, laboring among the German population of Ohio,

reports that he has received S155 99 for publications sold during the

year, and that he has granted books and tracts to destitute Romanist

families, to the value of $198 66. Many encouraging statements from

his letters will be found in subsequent pages of the Report."

—

Ibid.

pp. 65, 66.

We do by no means present these facts for the purpose of op-

position or censure. We would not have the country alarmed at

these formidable efforts to spread books and to make converts.

The books in the main are good, and the colporteurs. are self-denying,

godly men, and are doing a great and good work, and one in which

we most heartily bid them God speed. Our object is to excite emu-

lation, or, if possible, to awaken the Methodist mind in the country

upon the subject of increasing the circulation of our own books.

Wc see that if our books are not procured and read by our people,

others will be. And, however valuable may be the publications

of these associations for those who are attached to the Calvinistic

churches, who of us will question whether ours are not better for

us—for our churches and congregations? In one instance, a col-

porteur in the south-west circulated " sixty volumes at a camp-meet-
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ing." And in another instance, it is stated by a colporteur, that "an
aged Methodist found a copy of Baxter's Call twenty miles below

his place of residence, and was so well pleased with it, that he

borrowed it ;" and he proceeds to say :
" When I came to his house

he had just finished reading it, and said of it, ' That book is all

marrow.'"

Now, the books distributed at the camp-meeting, doubtless, did

much good, and Baxter's Call was good food for this " aged Metho-

dist." We rejoice in these interesting facts, as heartily as any one

else can. We do not note them for the purpose of fault-finding.

By no means. But they arc worthy of note for other reasons.

They teach us, that with suitable efforts our own books might be

much more widely diffused, and they teach us also, that if we will

not supply the people who wait upon our ministry with books, our'

enterprising brethren of the American Tract Society will do it for

us. And if our people cannot get Baxter's Call and the Saint's

Rest, abridged by Mr. Wesley—as we publish them—why then

let them get them from the colporteurs, as published by the Ameri-

can Tract Society. And if they cannot have Wesley's Sermons,

and the Lives of Bramwell, Mrs. Rogers, Carvosso, &c, then it

is, doubtless, a great blessing for them to have the practical works
of Doddridge, Flavel, and President Edwards. But why will our

people "go abroad". for food when they "have a feast at home?"
We fear our excellent system is not always so fully carried out as

it might be : that we too often content ourselves with preaching

to the people, and gathering them into the church, without supply-

ing them with the means of spiritual health and comfort when we
are absent from them: that after housing them in the church,

we, in too many instances, leave them to get books as best they

may. Andif, indeed, there is anything better than our own publi-

cations, then let them go out of the market, and let us give up the

publishing business. But what intelligent Methodist believes this?

Who among us believes that there is anything in the language
better calculated to impart sound Scriptural views of the plan of

salvation, to awaken the consciences of sinners, and to build up
believers in the faith of the gospel, than the writings of our own
divines? Whoever may prefer other books, ours are best for us;

and, indeed, we believe they are among the best books for general

circulation. And yet there is a strange apathy among us in rela-

tion to their circulation. But we must return from this digression.

The principal use we intended to make of the facts above pre-
sented, was to show that the religious communities around us are
giving increased attention to their own literature, and that the re-
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suit will bo that the portions of the community which adhere to

them are likely to be well instructed in religious truth in general,

and in their own peculiar views. The great mass of the publica-

tions which these associations are publishing and circulating with

*o much diligence occupies general ground; and, so far as it goes,

will continue to elevate the standard of religious knowledge among

the people—particularly among the young. A portion of the pub-

licalions of the Presbyterian Board is strictly denominational ; and

presents the doctrines and polity of the Presbyterian Church in

all their strength. Among these are the Confession of Faith,

larger Catechism, Calvin's Institutes, Green's Lectures on the

Catechism, Questions on the Confession of Faith, Miller on Ruling

Kldcrs, Scott's Translation of the Synod of Dort, Scott's Force of

Truth, Dickinson on the Five Points, Owen on Indwelling Sin,

Sfvui^rass on Sanctification, &c. Such books, freely circulated and

diligently read, will arm and equip the people, even the young, for

defense and aggression; and will not fail to give them a decided

advantage over us, unless we are equally well read in the general

principles which we hold in common with them, and in our own
distinctive doctrines and polity. If the Calvinistic churches are

prepared to converse intelligently upon the great principles of

Christianity, and also upon their own distinctive doctrines and

usages, and we are unread, the result will be that while they are

Rtrong in their positions, we shall be weak in ours. It will be of

little avail to us that we have the argument on our side, if we are

ftot able to wield it ; nor shall we be able to maintain our influence
otcr the public mind. Those who are the better read will carry
wj'.h them the portions of the community which wield the strength
s^l influence of the country: and whatever advantage we may have
ot« them in point of Scriptural truth and consistency, they will do
Ac most good and will exert the greatest influence over the public
mind. The truth always suffers in unskillful hands. And if we
" uld not suffer that beautiful system of doctrines and' polity which
our fathers drew from the Scriptures, and set forth with such admi-
T*b.e simplicity, to be disparaged and to lose its appropriate influ-

Jftce, we must study it, understand it, and thus be prepared to

"*Wi maintain, and defend it. A bad defense often dishonors
' truth, and a poor representative disgraces a good cause. Is

*
!

'<' .'.y reason why the Methodist people, old and young, should

\V " WCl1 rCad nS any °tllCr reliSious community in the land?
*e »ec none. And yet we fear that we may fall behind our enter-

J

*•:
g brethren of other churches in the average progress of religious

knowledge. If it should be so, it will be our own fault. It will
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not be the fault of our literature, but of our disposition. It will be

because we have no heart to improve the price put into our hands

to get wisdom. Let us learn by the examples around us. Let us

not sleep in the midst of so many fellow Christians who are wide

awake.

3. Another reason which should stimulate us to increased exer-

tions in reading, is the multiplication and destructive influence of

errors and heresies in the land.

The most extravagant and ruinous doctrines are propagated with

a zeal which puts to shame the most earnest and truth-loving of

our evangelical churches. And as truth in all its forms and phases

has its literature, so has error. And why, if error has its apostles

and martyrs, should it not also have its literature ? Rome in

some circumstances has condemned the press, but now in this'

country, where her votaries will read something, she is hard at

work to provide reading which may not be. tainted with heretical

pravity. Where Bibles are so thickly strewn that "the faith-

ful" cannot avoid them, the Douay Bible, always accompanied with

notes, is permitted. And where people will think and must reason,

"the Catholic faith" is argued, and plausible, but most sophistical,

apologetic productions are circulated in abundance. These are

calculated—as they are often, we fear, designed—to deceive the

simple. And the influence they sometimes have over those

who are not read in the controversy is really lamentable. The
unblushing confidence with which the Jesuitical defenders of

Home assert their heresies, takes some minds by surprise. They
are subdued by the fiery eyes of the lion, and surrender without

a struggle.

Puseyism is Romanism under a new guise. Its arrogant as-

sumptions of ministerial power, church exclusiveness, and sacra-

mental grace, are the very essence of Popery. And these dogmas
are boldly and industriously propagated in books and periodicals,

numerous and various.

We need scarcely mention Millerism, Mormonism, and other

similar offshoots of fanaticism, all of which have their various

publications.

It must be obvious that from these sources the "unlearned and
unstable" will be constantly exposed to ruinous deception. They
are the individuals who fall an easy prey to the different forms of

error. It is not always the true policy to suppose that novel and
strange conceits are so absurd that they will deceive nobody, and
so leave them to themselves. Honest and good people arc often

strangely beguiled from the simplicity of the gospel, and utterly
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and irrecoverably ruined before their shepherds are aware of the

mischief.

What is to be done under all these perils, but to increase the

action of the machinery which is to produce the means of know-

ledge, and to scatter those means plentifully among the people ?

The safety and efficiency of Protestantism consist in the diffusion

of her literature. Her principles bear the light of investigation,

and always have full scope where the mists of ignorance and false

philosophy are dispelled by the pure light of her literature. Let

the Bible and the writings of the great Protestant authors but be

familiar to the people, and they will be covered as with a coat of

mail against the shafts of the abettors and teachers of heresy.

4. Such a course of reading and study as we insist upon will

constitute a strong barrier against the aggressions of a corrupt

literature. .

Let the mind be furnished with wholesome nutriment, and it will

nauseate the trash which is afloat. There will be no appetite for

the foolish fictions—as false to nature as they are corrupt in prin-

ciple—which are published and circulated in abundance. Mere
maxims of prudence and warnings will not keep from our family

circles the objectionable publications of the day. Reading is a want

which all but mere muck-worms feel. Habits of .sober thought

and profitable reading only can naturally be expected to prevent

injurious contact with bad or unprofitable books. But w~e must

bring this article to a close.

We will conclude first by urging our people—one and all, old

and young—to an increased and earnest attention to our own litera-

ture. Our books and periodicals should be more extensively cir-

culated among our people. We see too few of our own excellent

publications upon the shelves and centre-tables of our friends.

And we are often led to inquire, what are the authorized agents

of our publications doing to furnish the people with them ? Too
many of the orders which our agents at the Book Room receive

from the preachers are evidently made up of books which they design

for their own use. It is well for us to read ourselves,—and it is to be

feared that too many of us read but little ;—but shall we not also

provide for the people? Does not this come within the range

of our regular pastoral duties?* Indeed, unless we can per-

suade our people to read, they will make but poor Methodists.

* It is worthy of serious inquiry, whether, in the places where the preach-

ers do nothing in the way of circulating our publications, some system should

not be instituted to do this work by means of colporteurs. We should like to

»e* the experiment made in all our large cities.
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A brother who has recently circulated a large number of

Wesley's Sermons among his people, informed us, a few

days since, that he already began to see the fruits. His

people were evidently improving in religious knowledge. He
could perceive it in their prayers, in their exhortations, and

in their religious conversation in class-meeting and elsewhere.

Wc have in our societies multitudes of new recruits, who need

more theological knowledge—who are but poorly acquainted with

our literature. They need not only encouraging and admonishing

upon the subject, but to be told that such, and such books are on

sale at the Book Room, and they can be furnished with them if they

wish. And we must be permitted to say that, in consequence of

the neglect of this, we have serious fears that our Methodism is

degenerating. Could we wake up our ministry upon this sub-

ject we should gain a leading object. What changes might not

be effected in one short year by a vigorous effort upon the part

of the preachers to circulate our books, and to induce the people

to read them ?

Some will say they have no time to read. Nonsense ! Who does

not know that time can always be found to do what we very much
desire—what we love to do, and will do ? If the time, which is

lounged away, whilcd away, gossiped away, was improved in

profitable reading, what great and glorious results would follow

!

If our young people would but spend a tithe of the time which
they now occupy in making and receiving calls, and various other

forms of mental dissipation, in reading the writings of Wesley,
Fletcher, Clarke, Watson, &c, how much better members of the

church would they become, and how much would their religious

comforts increase, and their prospects for heaven brighten ! Let

the ministry look to this matter : let parents awake to the great

moral and religious interests of their offspring : let all consider the

subject as it personally concerns them, and a great and general

reformation of character and habits cannot fail to follow.
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Art. V.— 1. New Method of learning to read, write, and speak

a Language in Six Months ; adapted to the German. By H. G.

Ollendorff. 3 vols. 8vo. London: Whittaker & Co. Reprinted

with Additions. By G. J. Abler, A. B. New-York: Appleton

& Co. 1846.

2. A Practical Latin Grammar, adapted to the Natural Opera-

tions of the Mind, on the Plan pursued in the Public Schools

of Germany. By L. E. Peithmann, LL. D. London : Orr &
Smith.

3. A New Latin Delectus.—A New Greek Delectus.— Constructive

Exercises for teaching Greek from the Beginning by Wri-

ting. By Alexander Allen, Ph. D. London : Taylor &
Walton.

4. Smith's Latin Exercises for Beginners. London : Taylor &
Walton. 1840.

5. Henry's First Latin Book.—A Second Latin Book and Practi-

cal Grammar. By Thomas Kerchever Arnold, M. A., Rector

of Lyndon. London : Rivingtons.

6. A Practical Introduction to Latin Prose Composition.—A
Practical Introduction to Greek Prose Composition. By T. K.

Arnold, M. A. London. Reprinted: Boston, James Munroe

& Co.

7. The Ciceronian : or the Prussia?! Method of teaching the Ele-

ments of the Latin Language ; adapted to the Use of American

Schools. By B. Sears. Boston : Gould, Kendall & Lincoln.

1844.

8. .-1 Grammar of the German Language ; arranged into a Neiv

System on the Principle of Induction. By Charles Julius

JIi:mpel. New-York: Harper & Brothers. 1843.

9. First Latin Grammar and Exercises on Ollendorff's Method.

By W. II. Pennock, Corpus Christi College, Camb. London:

Whittaker & Co. 1844.

"We do amiss," said John Milton, "to spend seven or eight

years in scraping together so much miserable Latin and Greek, as

might be learned otherwise easily and delightfully in one."* This

*vas in the year of our Lord 1644. " I will frankly confess that I

•i»i *;td when I reflect upon the condition of the study of languages

among us. We spend six or seven years in Latin and Greek, and

* Letter to Hartlib : Prose Works, p. 99.
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yet who of us writes,—still more, who of us speaks them with fa-

cility ? I am sure there must be something wrong in the mode of

our teaching, or we should accomplish more. That cannot be

skillfully done, which, at so great an expense of time, produces so

very slender a result." So spoke President. Wayland in A. D.

1830.*

Fifteen years have elapsed, and the day for such lamentations is

not over. It is still the case, in too many of the schools of our

country, that the chief result of all the instruction given in the

ancient languages is to disgust boys with Greek and Latin. And
even of the strong minds that are not to be subdued by years of

drudgery, there are few, very few, who ever obtain a real mastery

of the languages, and these few gain that end, not in consequence

of the system generally pursued, but in spite of it. " ' Cursed be

he,' say the rabbies, ' that keepeth a pig, or that teacheth his son

Greek.' If Latin had been included in the anathema, many a poor

boy in Christian countries might have wished himself a Jew, that

so he might have come under the benefit of the saving maledic-

tion."!

Let us follow one of the unlucky wights who is doomed to this

seven years' apprenticeship; worse than Jacob's bondage to Laban,

and worse rewarded. He leaves home for the first time, sad

enough ai parting from all the pleasant things of life, yet not half

'so sad as he would be, if he knew what is before him. The first

thing to be learned is Latin; and he is put at it, after the most
orthodox fashion, with no tools but a grammar of dry vocables. He
is to learn a language,—a thing to be spoken and written,—and
he begins, by trying to hammer into his brain a set of (to him)

perverse and monstreus forms, without meaning or object, called

declensions and conjugations. After a few months of this pleasing

recreation, he gets out of the thicket of etymology, well rubbed
and scratched, to be sure, yet perhaps sound in wind and limb.

Now, at least, he will get into a green pasture, and even catch

a glimpse occasionally of a flower-bed. Not a bit of it. He is

plunged at once into a dreary wilderness, ycleped syntax, and
driven with whip and spur "through thick and thin, over hills

and dales, precipices and stumbling blocks, in the dark,"]: until

the breath is fairly out of him. By this time the poor fellow is

* Lectures before the American Institute, vol. i.

, f London Quarterly Review, vol. xxxi, p. 100.

% Preface to Samuel Hoadley's Accidence, 1758.
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pretty well convinced that Latin is nothing more nor less than an

ingenious device of severe parents for the torture of boys ; and that

schoolmasters are only a new sort of Spanish inquisitors. But if

the pedagogue is thoroughly orthodox, he has only been playing

with the poor fellow's nerves thus far ; the peine forte et dure is

yet to come. The unlucky lad finds, that although he has been

pronouncing Latin words for months, he has always been pro-

nouncing them wrong; and the proper correction is now to be

applied in prosody, in the study of which attractive science he stores

his head with a strange medley of longs and shorts, with long lists

of crabbed words and ban-en formulas, and with divers sets of

verses in rueful Latin, not more rueful, however, or unintelligible,

than the elegant English which accompanies them,—and after all,

pronounces naturally enough, just as he had been in the habit of

cluing from the beginning. Well, indeed, might the old gramma-

rians take as the motto of their wearisome books,

" Per varios casus, per tot discrimina rerum, .

Tendimus in Latium."

But the boy has got through his grammar, in some way or other,

and must now begin to read. A book is put into his hands, say

Nepos or Cesar,—or, if the teacher be a greater blockhead than

common, Cicero's Orations, or even Virgil, as if difficulties enough
could not be found in the language itself, without adding those of

oratorical or poetical diction. All translations are things forbid-

den, and the boy must go to work as if he were a Champollion
deciphering Egyptian hieroglyphics, to make sense out of the

unknown pages before him, with no other aid than a dictionary for

the' meanings of the words, and the lumber of grammar with which
his head is crammed for their structure. Slowly and painfully he

toils at his task, and at last grinds out a clumsy version, in which
he has no confidence himself, but which he hopes will satisfy the

pedagogue, and that is his only object. This course is continued

for another year, with occasional exercises in that most atrocious

of absurdities, making bad Latin into worse, and the neophyte is

pronounced " ready for college."

To college, then, he goes. After an examination which, in nine

cases out of ten, is altogether perfunctory, he is admitted fresh-

man, and spends a year in the same, or very nearly the same, kind

of study as before. He meets the classical tutor once a day,

—

together with twenty or thirty other boys,—reads a scrap of Latin

or Greek from the author assigned, answers a question or two in
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syntax, and the hour's work is over. So three years more are

passed, and the student leaves college with his diploma, to be

sure, but with little more Latin and Greek than when he com-

menced his course. Even the best of the graduates of most of our

colleges are unable to translate Demosthenes, Tacitus, or even

Cicero, ad operturam libri. The same may be said of English

graduates. " Examine," says Bulwer,* "the average of young men
of eighteen ; open a page of some author they have not read, and,

parrot-like, got by heart ; open a page in the Dialogues of Lucian,

in Statius ; ask the youth to construe it, as you would ask your

daughter to construe a page of some French author she has never

seen before. Does he not pause, does he not blush, does he not

hesitate, docs not his eye wander abroad in search of his accus-

tomed ' crib,' docs he not falter out something about lexicons and

grammars, and at last throw down the book, and tell you he has

never learned that; but as for Virgil and Herodotus, there he is

your man ?" And as for speaking or even writing Latin freely,

the thing is almost unknown as an ordinary result of school and
college training. Years, money, and labor enough are spent, but

there is no fruit.

"We arc aware that the unnatural mode of teaching which we
have hastily noticed is not now in as general use as it once was,

and that there has been great improvement, within the last fifteen

years, especially. But we doubt, exceedingly, whether the im-

provement is as great as has been supposed. We could name
several institutions in New-England, and a few out of it, in which
a more rational method is pursued, but we fear that the list would
be a very small one. In many instances, too, where the orthodox

plan of grammar, dictionary, and ferula has been abandoned, the

worse evil of loose and superficial study has been introduced, and

although the scholar is saved from many painful hours and painful

blows, lie gets, after all, but little learning for his labor. It cannot

be said, that either in this country or in England there are any

clear ideas of teaching widely diffused among cla'ssical instructors;

but one thing is certain, and gratifying too,—there is a widely dif-

fused conviction of the inefficiency of our common systems, and

an active search for something better. Abundant proof of this is

afforded in the multitude of elementary books either borrowed from

the German or made upon the soil, that have been sent forth of late

years, in few, or none, of which is the old system of grammatical

drudgery adopted. It is clear that a better day is coming, both in

* England and the English, vol. i, p. 168.
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England and America ; and the books named at the head of this

article are its latest precursors.

All the various modes of teaching languages that have been pro-

posed, however much they may differ in detail, may be reduced to

two,—the orthodox method, alluded to above, which gives the pupil

grammatical principles first, and the language afterward,—and

what lias been called the concrete method, in which the language

is made prominent, and the grammar subordinate. The principle

of the first method is thus stated briefly by Walch, Convenit cum

ratione, quod prius intelligenda sit lingua, quam loquendo et scri-

bendo vsurpaada, quoniam multo facilius est viteUigcre, quam

scribcrc aut loqui:* the theory of the second by Erasmus, Lingual

fucilius usu, quam prazceptis et lectione scriptorum cognosccndce.

\Yc need not say that, out of Germany, the spirit of the former

method is still almost universally prevalent, and that all attempts to

substitute the latter, or even a modification of it, have been cried

down, nntil a few years past, as dangerous innovations.

It may surprise many who have not investigated the subject to

learn, that nearly all the schemes which have been stigmatized as

innovations,—the empirical! methods of Hamilton, Jacotot, Ollen-

dorff, &c,—are in reality founded, to a greater or less extent, upon

principles advanced centuries ago; and advanced, too, even by the

very founders of those English seminaries which have so long kept

up the worst absurdities of the orthodox school.| The system of

instruction extant in the days of Erasmus, when Latin was the

language of common intercourse among the learned, was in many
respects the reverse of the modern grammar and dictionary plan

In all the grammar schools founded in the time of Henry \ III.,

Latin was intended to be taught colloquially. The views .of Eras-

mus were fully adopted by Dean Colet, who founded St. Paul's

School, and also by Cardinal Wolsey. The following remarks

are quoted from Colet in the Essay before referred to :

—

" Latin speech was before the rules, and not the rules before the

Latin speech. Wherefore, well beloved masters and teachers of

grammar, after the parts of speech, read and expound plainly unto

your scholars good authors : and show to them in every sentence

what they shall observe, warning them to follow and do like, both

in writing and speaking: and be to them your own self, also

• Hist. Crit. Latinae Linguae, iii, G.

f We do not use the word in a bad sense.

\ See Essay on a System of Classical Instruction. Lond. 1830.
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speaking with them the pure Latin very present, and leave the

rules."

The Eton Latin Grammar is founded upon one originally drawn

up for the use of St. Paul's School, of which Wm. Lily was the

first master. The original preface to that grammar (said to have

been written by Wolsey himself) sets forth the same principles as

those advanced by Colet, and enjoins that boys be taught grammar
"not by rote, but by reason ;" that all the forms of words should

be thoroughly learned " by plain and divers examples and continued

repetitions:"—so that even the Eton Grammar itself, stumbling

block as it has been to thousands of English boys, was originally

intended for oral and practical teaching. Fifty years afterward,

Ascham developed substantially the same views in his Scholemas-

ier. But, by degrees, the use of Latin in ordinary discourse was
dropped to some extent ; and, partly on that account, and partly

on account of the multiplication of reading books, the oral mode
of instruction fell into disuse, and the grammar and dictionary plan,

—the silent dullness of the dead letter of books,—took the place of

the animated voice of the living teacher. By the time of Milton,

there was full reason for his severe attacks upon existing methods:

he saw the evil clearly, and proposed the remedy. In the letter to

Hartlib, before quoted, he says:

—

" If, after some preparatory grounds of speech by their certain

forms got into memory, striplings were led to the praxis thereof in

some chosen short book lessoned thoroughly to them, they might

then forthwith proceed to learn the substance of good things and
arts in due order, which would bring the whole language quickly

into their power. This I take to be the most rational and most
profitable way of learning languages, and whereby we may best

hope to give account to God of our youth spent therein."

John Locke went further toward empiricism than any of the

opponents of the grammatical method ; and certainly his views

must be considered ultra in detail, although the general principle

is undoubtedly correct. "If grammar," says he, "ought to be

taught at any time, it must be to one who can speak the language

already: how else can he be taught the grammar of it? I know
not why any one should waste his time, and beat his head about

the Latin grammar, who does not intend to be a critic, or make
speeches and write dispatches in it. When any one finds in him-

self a necessity or disposition to study any foreign language to the

bottom, and to be nicely exact in the knowledge of it, it will be

time enough to take a grammatical survey of it."* It will appear

* John Locke on Education.
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\n what follows, that we do not adopt Locke's views fully: yet his

advice was pertinent to the state of instruction in his time. All

advice, however, no matter from what quarter, was thrown away
upon Eton and Westminster. To be sure, translations of the

miserable Latin in which the grammars were composed were put

into the boy's hands,* but they had still to commit to memory the

barbarisms of Propria qua maribus, As inprcesenti, Verba dwidi ct

reddendij &c, and to treasure up scores of euphonious and useful

jaw-breakers, such as Asyndeton and Polysyndeton, Oxymoron
and Onomatopoeia, with the elegant doggerel before alluded to

under the name of Prosody.

Nevertheless, better books were produced, even during the long

and deadening sway of orthodoxy in England. One of the best

elementary works, indeed, that we know of, is. "The Natural Me-
thod of Teaching, being the Accidence in Questions and Answers,"
by Samuel Hoadley, Master of Brookhouse Grammar School, of

which we have before us the eleventh edition, 1758. In the preface

to this book may be found almost every good notion of Hamilton's

system, or Jacotot's, or of the latest German methods ; as for in-

stance the following :

—

" All that was here intended was
" 1. To give so many Examples as were judged necessary to

give light to the rules and to direct the practice under them.
" 2. To propose Rules, true, plain, and directive, but those only

the main and general ones.

" 3. To make Exercises and Imitations so easy and many, as

might certainly introduce an habit of performing every operation

aright.

" 5. To cause the same words to be fetched over again in the gen-
ders, comparisons, declensions, and syntactic rules ; and so to fix

them that they be in no danger of being lost.

"11. To read to the child so much as we judge fit at a time, and
to require him to read it after us with exactness, well observing the
quantity, accent, &c, of every syllable.

Even in "Watch's time the absurdity of using a grammar written in a fo-

icign language was perceived : Prczcepta grarnmatir.es tlcbcnt esse conscripta

Wrnacti/a ejus qui studct Unguis perdiscendis. Hist. Crit. Prolegom., p. 6. Yet
it »s not a long time since we had none but Greek and Latin lexicons, so strong
was the persuasion that the road to classical learning must be thorny in order
»«> be thorough.

\ Kven so great a man as Dr. Arnold of Rugby could not free himself from
5tta.:hracut to these old forms.
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" 13. To put him upon getting all that perfectly by heart which is

absolutely necessary; but the Imitations are only to be turned by
word of mouth from one language to the other," &c. P. 6.

Rules worthy to be inscribed in golden letters in every school-
room !*

Little or no advancement was made in elementary teaching in
England during the eighteenth century. The grammar schools
and universities produced a few great scholars it is true, but the
mass of the graduates knew little or nothing of Latin and Greek,
and threw away what little they had, as soon as they left the clois-
ters.. Teachers went on after the old mumpsimus, despising na-
ture and worshiping formulas ;—and schoolboys continued in their
Egyptian bondage, suffering daily flogging because they could not
make bricks without straw. Up to a very late period, the English
system was mechanical, rather than intellectual; and our American
system, so far as we had any, was a copy of the English.

In the year 1S17, James Hamilton, an Englishman who had
been educated in France, revived the method of Locke in a series
of books first published, we believe, in New-York. There was a
good deal of the charlatan and more of the enthusiast about Hamil-
ton yet he succeeded in making a great stir for a time. He went
to England and gamed the support of many able men, and among
them of Sydney Smith, who set forth the claims of the system
with his usual wit and ability.! But it was a failure after all : and
although the system has been revived, in a modified form, at the
University of London, under the auspices of some of the ablest
scholars m England, and is divested of many of the objections to
which it was justly liable in Hamilton's unskillful hands, it has not
come into general use, nor do we think it ought to. It errs just as
tar on the side of laxity, as the orthodox method does on that of
severity. I he memory of the student is not advantageously exer-
cised, as its substitute is always under his eye; false notions of the
idiom of the foreign language are almost inevitable

; and, what is
worst of all, from the parrot-like nature of the training, the power
of discrimination and combination, for the cultivation of which the
judicious study of languages is so admirably adapted, is left entirely

* " If all malicious fiends and men" (said Hoadley, in reference to the school-
books of his time) " were met in consult to contrive a way to learning, of end
less trouble to the master and vexatious toil to the scholar, they coukfnot havt
found one worse than we have."

f Edinburgh Review, vol. xliv.
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undeveloped. In the hands of skillful and accomplished men, such

u Professor Long and Dr. Smith, these difficulties may be sur-

mounted ; but they still belong to the system, and must, we think,

for ever prevent its being generally adopted in schools.

Sonic ten years ago, it seems, Captain Basil Hall, of famous

memory, first found out how to learn German. He had tried it

again and again, but always found it impracticable until he stum-

bled on Herr Ollendorff, who was teaching German at the time

in Paris, and who led him along not by the nose, but by the mouth,

most gently and delectably, into a sufficient knowledge of that no-

blest of modern tongues. As the captain has always been distin-

guished for his gratitude, he repaid the skillful teacher a hundred-

fold, by a puff in " Schloss Hainfeld," that made him at once a

mm of notoriety and fortune.

" After six months' close application, I can venture to pronounce,

that by Mr. Ollendorff's method alone, so far as I have been able

lo understand the subject, can this very difficult, but very charm-

ing language be taught without confusion. By it the scholar ad-

vances step by step, understands clearly and thoroughly everything

he reads, and as he goes on, he becomes sensible that all he learns

he retains, and all that he retains is useful and practically applica-

ble. At the same time, he scarcely knows how he got hold of it,

*o slightly marked are the shades of daily progression; and so gen-

tle is the rise, that he feels no unpleasant fatigue on the journey.

Of course, the student is called upon to exert no small degree of

; tiient application, and he must consent to devote a considerable

portion of his time to this pursuit; but he will have the encouraging

conviction, that every particle of effort is well bestowed."

Everybody in Paris began to learn German a la mode aVOUen-

<!"rjf, and in all German towns you might find Englishmen and

Frenchmen thumbing the "New Method," and repeating its thou-

m:iJ phrases with commendable perseverance. In 1S38 the sys-

tem was introduced into England by the publication of the " New
Method of learning to read, write, and speak a Language in Six

Months,for the Use of Schools and Private Teachers;'" and although
ihe complete work extended to three octavo volumes, and was sold

al An enormous price,* it soon acquired a great circulation. We

• 1 <!<->ting i» penerally worse paid than any other kind of labor : but it seems
\±\\ wh#-n anv particular teacher becomes the rage, he takes revenge on the

fmMx, ia4 '* put* money in his purse." We see from an advertisement at the

i
5 ( Hen Ollendorff's second volume, that he teaches German in London at

'•' -
i

i Mat [.rice of X1C 10s. sterling per quarter!

Vol. VI.-7
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have before us the fourth edition. Nor was the reputation of the

work confined to Europe : many copies were imported into this

country, and of late the demand has been so great, that an Ameri-

can edition has been brought out in excellent style by the Messrs.

Appleton, with the addition of a clear " Systematic Outline of Ger-

man Grammar," prepared by Mr. Adler, of the University of New-
York. Nor has this success been by any means undeserved ; the

book certainly goes further in smoothing the rugged road to Ger-

man than any other book extant, and that too, not by attempting to

dispense with the industry of the pupil, but by making all his in-

dustry profitable. It takes all that is good in the Hamiltonian

method, by giving the words to be used at once to the student, and

not sending him to the dictionary to hunt them out; and it involves

Jacotot's best principle of fixing the forms of the language by con-

stant repetition, and supplying grammatical principles only as they

are required. These are its chief excellences, and they are essen-

tial to any good system. Mr. Ollendorff himself has not always

kept them sufficiently in view ; nor is his arrangement of the mat-

ter by any means the.best that could have been devised; and, more-

over, the conversational method seems to us too exclusively

employed : yet the book, especially with Mr. Adler's appendix, is

infinitely better adapted for use as an introduction to the German
language than any other that we know of, and we hope it will

obtain a wide circulation.

We had intended to speak at some length of Hempel's German
Grammar and Manesca's French Course, which go upon the same

general principle as Ollendorff's book, and are deserving of great

commendation, although the value of the former is diminished by

the use of many German phrases not idiomatic ; but our limits will

not allow us to dwell upon them. There is one feature, however,

distinguishing Mr. Ollendorff's method from either of them, which

is too important to be passed by, viz. ; that he causes his students from

the beginning to translate. English into German, rather than German
into English, first giving them the words to be used, with a sentence

as amodel, and then causing them to frame such sentences themselves

by imitation. The structure oflhe English language is known to them,

that of the German is not: therefore, in translating, as is commonly

done, from German into English, the unknown is given to find the

known ; while in rendering English into German, the knoivn is given,

the unknown to be sought, and all the elements necessary for the so-

lution are afforded. All teachers arc aware of the value of this ex-

ercise, but never before has provision been made, in a printed book,

for carrying it on so thoroughly and completely.
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It may be considered an innovation, but we avow our earnest

conviction that the dead languages, especially in the elementary

pari of the course, should be taught in the same way: that writing

Latin, and the formation of Latin sentences extemporaneously,

should be relied upon mainly for the early training, and that

translation from Latin into English should be deferred until

the student has acquired a tolerable knowledge of the forms of

the language and of its syntax. Exercises of this kind, under

the name of extemporalia, are introduced in the very lowest

class, the scxta, in most of the German gymnasia, and consti-

tute one great cause of their success in giving boys a mastery

of language. Sentences, adapted to the progress of the pupil, and

illustrating the idioms of the language as well as its etymology and

syntax, are given out by the teacher in the vernacular, and required

to be rendered into Latin orally, on the spot, by the pupils. But

as the mass of teachers in this country are not prepared to carry on

exercises of this kind- efficiently, we need books furnished with a

stock of them ready for use.

It is to meet this very need, that most of the elementary Greek

and Latin books mentioned at the head of this article have been

prepared. In nearly all of them the impulse of Ollendorff's system

can be traced to a greater or less extent. The first in the field, so

far as we know, confessedly drawn up on the principles of that

system, was Arnold's Greek Prose Composition, which appeared

in 1S3S. The preface states that the

" principles trusted to in the book are those of imitation and very fre-

quent repetition. It is at once a syntax, vocabulary, and exercise-

book ; the syntax being in substance that of Buttmann's excellent

School Grammar.— It is due to Mr. Ollendorff to state that the publi-

cation of a work like the present was suggested to me by the advan-

tage 1 myself derived from the use of his book. I had originally

drawn it up exactly on his plan ; but the probable expense of

publication has deterred me, for the present, from publishing it in

that shape."

Mr. Arnold's book took the popular tide at the flood. He con-

tinued to strike while the iron was hot. The first book was speed-

ily followed by another, of Latin composition, on the same plan,

and both treatises (shade of Dr. Buzby !) were introduced into

Eton, Harrow, and Rugby, on a day which (all school-boys will

V,rec) ought to be marked with a white stone. Of all Arnold's

-*enes we consider the Greek Prose Composition to be the best;

and wc have given it a sufficient trial to be well acquainted with
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its qualities. It is far from being faultless, yet certainly no book

of its kind in the language can compare with it.*

These were not strictly elementary books, and did not afford

full scope for the Avorking of the system. Mr. Arnold proceeded,

with more than convenient speed we should think, to issue his

Greek Accidence, and Henry's First Latin Book, designed for

the use of beginners in the languages. We regret to be compelled

to say that these are executed in a careless and slovenly manner;
the Greek Accidence, especially, would be very difficult to teach,

in its present form. Henry's First Latin Book begins with the

accusative case of nouns of the third person singular of a few
tenses of the verb, thus affording the pupil the means of framing

sentences at once. But the book is almost without method, and
thus lays itself fairly open to the charge so commonly brought

against works of the kind, of cherishing the memory of the student

at the expense of his discrimination.!

The books of Allen and Smith, as might be expected from their

scholarship, are of a higher order than Arnold's on the whole,

though the principle of repetition is not so constantly brought into

play. Smith's Latin Exercises for Beginners is a model of excel-

lence, both in point of arrangement and completeness ; how far it

was suggested by Ollendorff's method we do not know, but the

following extract from the preface will show that it has imbibed

its spirit at least :

—

" These Exercises are intended for the use of pupils who have not
yet learned anything of the Latin language ; and they form, at the
same time, a grammar, vocabulary, and exercise book. It has been
found by experience that man}' advantages result from this mode of
teaching the language. It relieves the learner at the commencement
of his study from the drudgery of committing to memory the declen-

* A neat edition of this book lias been published by Munroe & Co., Boston.

We regret that the American editor has made some changes in the book for

the worse : but yet it deserves our cordial recommendation as the best book
of the kind in the market.

t Mr. Arnold's series further embraces Ldtin Prose Composition, Part II

;

Longer Latin Exercises, Parts I and II ; Introduction to Latin Verse Com-
position, and Materials for Translation into Latin. These books are prin-

cipally compiled from Grotefend, Grysar, Krebs, and Hand, and contain a
large amount of excellent matter. As our purpose in this article is to restrict

our attention to elementary books proper, we say nothing of these for the
present, except to remark that as a series, Mr. Arnold's books lack coherency,
and show plainly, what was the fact, thai he did not " see the end from the
beginning" of his labors. Yet he is deserving of great praise for the immense
advances that he has made on all hi3 English predecessors.
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sions, conjugations, and rules of syntax, which, under the common
system, he is obliged to do before he can translate an English sen-
tence into Latin ; and, at the same time, it gives him an interest in
the subject, which is the best guaranty for his progress. No form is
required to be learned till it is actually wanted in the composition of a
sentence

;
and the examples, which are given under each rule, are so

numerous that the pupil will find it difficult, even if he wishes, to for-
get the lesson he has been taught.—It may, perhaps, be thought by
some teachers that there are too many examples given under each
rule, and that the same words are repeated too frequently. It should,
however, be recollected, that since boys usually begin to learn Latin
at an early age, it is necessary to make the exercises as simple and
easy as possible

;
and if I have erred in this respect, most teachers

will allow that I have at least erred on the safe side." P. 4.

Allen's GreekDelcctus is founded on Kuhner's Elementary Gram-
mar;* indeed, its selections are taken wholly from that work. As
it loses sight almost entirely of the great principle of constant re-
petition, and presents too many forms at once to be learned by the
pupil, we cannot class it among the new elementary books, although,
like everything of Kuhner's, it is excellent in its kind.
Most of the London University books adopt the crude form

theory, and employ it, ab initio, in elementary instruction. We
are not insensible of the value of this theory in explaining the for-
mation of the languages to which it is applied, and regard its com-
plete development as one of the most beautiful and perfect results
of modern etymological research ; but after long and careful ob-
servation, we are compelled to believe it not only inappropriate to
an early stage of instruction, but certainly embarrassing to the
beginner. To take one instance out of many,—the formation of
masculine nouns in us, commonly said to be of the second declen-
sion, but which, in this system, are crude forms in o ; e. g. do-
minus. The pupil is told that the crude form is domino, and that
to form the nominative and accusative, must be changed into u

;

to form the vocative, into e; the genitive, into i. How much more
simple is it to tell the boy that the word, in each case, consists of
two parts, the stem, which remains unaltered, domin, and the case-
ending, us, i, or 0, as it may be, which needs only to be affixed to
the stem ? In this matter, and others of the same kind, we incline,
after all that has been written upon the subject, to follow the opinion
of Zumpt, whose excellent practical judgment cannot be disputed :

" In regard to etymology, it ought not to be forgotten that the

* F.lementargramniruik dcr Griechischen Sprache, nebst eingereihten Ubun-
Bwufgaben zum Ubersetzenausdein Grieschischen ins Deutsche, und aus dem
lVui*ehen ins Griesehische.
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Latin language is something which has been handed down to us

in a given form, and which is to be learned in this given form.

It would have been easy to go back to certain primitive forms

which constitute the first elements in the formation of the language,

and thereby to explain many an irregularity in the mixture of

forms ; but in teaching a language which is learned not only for

the purpose of training the intellect, but of speaking and writing

it, the eye and memory of the pupil ought not to be troubled with

hypothetical or assumed forms, which he is expected to forget, and

which he is rather apt to take for real forms."*

This last sentence states a principle which ought to characterize

every elementary book in languages :

—

it should lay nothing before

the pupil which he is expected to forget. How few of our grammars
are constructed on this principle ! Instead of presenting only the

ordinary forms of the language, they give, almost without excep-

tion, both in etymology and syntax, forms which the student will

hardly meet with in ten years of reading, making no distinction

whatever between the common and the rare. Until this defect is

remedied in the books themselves, "the teacher will need to exer-

cise great care and judgment in selecting for young students only

that which essentially belongs to the common forms of speech."!

But, on the other hand, we arc fully convinced that everything

which the student ought to remember should be communicated to

him at as early a period of his course as practicable ; and that all

the doctrines of etymology, which will assist him in catching the

spirit of the language, and in forming habits of comparison, analysis,

and generalization for himself, should be learned as fast as oppor-

tunities occur. Science should go hand in hand with -practice, in

the acquisition of a dead language especially. Of how many words,

for instance, is a boy made master at once, when he learns the

value of the formative endings, fas, tus, io, His, bilis, &c. ; and

how rapidly his power of analysis and generalization grows in the

practice of word-building when the materials are once placed in

his hands ! Yet the very opposite doctrine is n'laintained, not

merely by Hamilton and his school, but by advocates of what Ave

have called the orthodox method, on theoretical as well as prac-

tical grounds. Some years ago, an able writer (who, although one

of the Pharisees, seems to have imbibed a good deal of the clas-

sical spirit) uttered the following oracular wisdom :—" A boy,

beginning the study of the Latin language, with the variations of

the different cases, if he is bright, will ask, What is the origin of

* Preface to Grammar, E.i Schmitz, 1845, p. 8.

f Introduction to Ciceronian, B. Sears, p. 22.
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these cases? what relation they have to each other? A judicious

instructor, instead of entering into a part of the philosophy of lan-

guage, thence to prove the necessity of the existence of cases, will

tell him to wait a short time, receive merely this fact, the existence

of cases, and hope for a fuller understanding with the progress of

his knowledge."* A judicious instructor will do no such thing:

but will rather seize with eagerness the opportunity of fixing in the

mind of such a " bright boy" a clew to the whole difference between

English and Latin on the score of inflections ; he will give him

the value of a case-ending, and tell him that he can apply it not

merely to the one word which he has learned, but to hundreds

besides. What "judicious teacher" has not seen the eyes of a

"bright boy" light up with kindling enthusiasm as such a compre-

hensive truth has, for the first time, flashed upon his mind ? It is

ilie profound remark of Goethe, that " education consists in ob-

serving wants, and satisfying them;" and the supply should be

afforded just when the want is observed.

We are happy to find these views confirmed by a high authority

in our own country. In the plan of instruction prefixed to the

41 Ciceronian,"! the doctrine of constant imitation and repetition is

constantly insisted upon ; but the necessity of fixing accurate

etymological notions in the pupil's mind at the outset of his course

is enforced with equal earnestness. We know not where we

could find a greater amount of practical wisdom on the subject of

elementary teaching than is compressed into the Introduction to

this little volume ; and we are persuaded that if its methods could

be generally pursued in our schools, a few years would show a

great improvement in our classical training. The character of the

system may be seen from the following passage :

—

" A moderate quantity of the purest and best Latin prose, in selec-

tions, is made the basis of the pupil's knowledge of the language. The
selections are arranged systematically, both with reference to the sub-

jects and to the construction of sentences. The study of these is to

commence simultaneously with that of the grammar, and to be carried

on, first, by an ordinary preparation on them, then by committing them

to memory; and, finally, by very frequent reviews. What is thus

learned is to be made the life and soul of all grammatical instruction,

the germ of all future acquisitions in the language. It is believed that

not far from a hundred pages can be selected, mostly in short and

perfect sentences, from the works of Cicero, which shall contain the

* American Quarterly Review, No. xii.

f Taken from Meiring and Remacly's Lateinisch.es Momorirbuch, oder

Stelleo, &c, aus Cicero. There is a larger selection adapted to Ruthardt's.

l' ,f'»—the Loci Merr.oriales of Gossrau, Kallenbach, and Pfau.
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substance of the ordinary forms of the Latin language. The perfect

mastery of all the principles involved in these, would not only secure
the most exact mental discipline, but lay the most solid foundations

for future attainments in philology. It would place one, as it were,
in the capital of a country, and render it easy for him to make excur-

sions in any direction, at pleasure."—Pp. 2-4.

As the editor remarks, this plan is only in a modified sense

original ; even the radical principle itself seems to be only a

modification of Jacotot's Epitome ; but its development in a form

at once scholarlike, and very convenient for practice, is its great

merit. We hope the book will get into extensive use.

The suggestions given in pages 34 and 35 of the Introduction,

in regard to extemporary constructions on model sentences, bring

the plan of the Ciceronian within the scope of the system of in-

struction advocated in this article. But wc are satisfied, that in

the present slate of our American schools, a preliminary grammar,
presenting only the ordinary forms of the language, and well fur-

nished with models of good Latinity, and with English sentences

to be turned into Latin, on the basis of the models thus furnished,

is absolutely necessary. With the objections of Mr. Sears to the

practice of boys " writing Latin without a model of Latinity in

their minds," we fully concur; and, therefore, we abominate those

elementary books which give exercises full of modern and bar-

barous words, and fill the minds of pupils with bad Latin. Yet
we are not sure but that there is danger of running to an extreme
of carefulness, in permitting the pupil to write no exercises, until

he can " be placed within the language." Within the language,

at the beginning, he cannot be ; and it seems to us that the only

way in which he can acquire such an interior position is by con-

stant practice ; and we believe, too, with Zumpt, that at first "it
is advisable to pay attention to variety of expression, rather than to

particular neatness or elegance."* Indeed, we should, if it were
possible, be willing to bring back the old custom (which is still

preserved, to some extent, in the German schools) of causing the

recitations of students to be carried on in Latin, just as soon as

they learn enough of the language to begin its colloquial use ; not

having before our eyes the fear of bad Latinity, which caused the

Bembos and the Manutii of a former age to reject, in writing, every
wrord or phrase for which they could not find authority in Cicero,
and to eschew all Latin speech, for fear of corrupting their taste

and debasing their style. We may yet need another Cicerwnanus^

* Grammar, ninth edition, p. 10.

t Awork of Erasmus, principally directed against the purism ofItalian scholars.
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if Italian purism is again to be revived under Teutonic auspices.

While we admit, then, that the pupil should be furnished only

with classical models, he should be trained, by imitating them

from the beginning, both orally and in writing, to freedom in the

use of words.

One great defect in the ordinary books of exercises is, the absence

of all rules, or even examples, illustrative of the arrangement ofwords

in Latin ; there are, indeed, some dozen of these books lying before

us, in which the matter does not appear to have been thought of at all,

and some of them even claim it as a merit that the lessons to be

construed are arranged precisely according to the English idiom.

The method of study proposed in the Ciceronian would remedy

this evil ; and the little works of Messrs. Pinnock and Arnold

attempt to provide against it, by furnishing simple rules of position

adapted to the successive stages of the pupil's progress. There

is an admirable chapter on the subject in Krebs s Guide, but it

belongs to a very late period of the course ; and the same remark

will apply to the extract from Crombie's Gymnasium, (much less

just and accurate than the article in Krebs,) which is affixed to

Dr. Anthon's Latin Prose Composition; besides these, no Ame-
rican book that we know of affords any really available assistance

of the kind to the student. The evil is kept up by the practice

pursued in many schools of construing, as it is called,—which

means, picking out the words of a Latin or Greek sentence in the

order of the English, fixing the attention of the learner on " Eng-
lished Latin and inelegant English," and doing as much as pos-

sible to prevent him from catching the foreign idiom and mastering

it. The experience of years has shown us the advantage of

'causing beginners to translate Latin or Greek in the order of the

original, observing, at the same time, all idiomatic phrases, and

giving them an idiomatic turn in the rendering. After such a

direct translation, the pupil should be required to make a free

version of the entire sentence of the original into an entire sen-

tence of the vernacular. The advantage of this last exercise is

admirably set forth by Dr. Arnold* in an article in the Quarterly

Journal of Education,! from which we select the following pas-

sage :—
" Every lesson in Greek and Latin may, and ought to be, made

a lesson in English. The translation of every sentence in De-

mosthenes or Tacitus is properly an exercise in extemporaneous

English composition ; a problem, how to express with equal

* Of Rugby,—not tlic author of the classical school books.

t No. vii. Reprinted in Applcton's edition of Arnold's Miscellanous Works.
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brevity, clearness, and force, in our own language, the thought

which the original author has so admirably expressed in his. But
the system of construing, far from assisting, is positively injurious

to our knowledge and use of English ; it accustoms us to a tame

and involved arrangement of our words, and to the substitution of

foreign idioms in the place of such as are natural ; it obliges us to

caricature every sentence that we render, by turning what is, in

its original dress, beautiful and natural, into something which is

neither Greek nor English, stiff, obscure, and flat, exemplifying

all the faults incident to language, and excluding every ex-

cellence."

All very true ; not a bit too severe upon construing, and very

correct as to the true way of reading Demosthenes or Tacitus.

Boys should not read Demosthenes or Tacitus until they have

learned the Greek and Latin idioms, both in regard to the use and

arrangement of words and phrases, so that they can take the sense

of their author just as he expresses it, reading him, rather than

translating him. But we cannot concur, even with Dr. Arnold,

in recommending the exclusive practice of this mode of rendering

with beginners ; believing, not without good reason, that they will

not perceive the foreign idiom and arrangement, unless they first

translate in the foreign order. This is a very different thing from

construing ; but it is a very different, thing also from Dr. Arnold's

method of free rendering. Our views on this subject are con-

firmed by Dr. Peithmann, whose admirable elementary books

have not received the attention they deserve. In the Preface to

his Practical Latin Grammar, he remarks,-—

" If it is an admitted principle, that to enter into the spirit of any
language we must be enabled to think ami to feel in that language, the

common practice of construing Latin appears incongruous with the
natural process of the mind. A translation from a foreign lancuace
should, therefore, be not only a true verbal analysis, but exhibit as
near as possible the proper position of words and clauses in a classical

sentence. The more it arrests the attention of the learner by its

remoteness from his own language, the more will it impress on his

mind the idiom and construction of the language he is acquiring; the

less will it act upon his English phraseology and his accustomed man-
ner of dressing his thoughts, which is but too often the case in the
common method of construing. The observation of a great philologist

and critic,* the more barbarous your translation the better, was therefore
the result of an accurate inquiry into the proper method of teaching
languages. But when there is any doubt whether the learner, while
he perceives the sense of single words and clauses, understands the

» A. W. Yon Schlceel.
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a"gregate meaning of the whole, the master should immediately pre-

sent a general view of the sense, as near as possible, in the Latin

arrangement. It is, however, evident, that this natural manner of

translating can only be effectually resorted to when we proceed on

progressive principles, as in this Grammar, commencing with the

most simple phrases and constructions, and proceeding, by easy gra-

dations, to more complicated periods."—Pp. 7, 8.

Dr. Peithmann's Grammar is marked by another excellence,

which cannot be too strongly commended, namely, attention to the

quantity of syllables from the beginning. He says,—
#

" Though it is obvious that, in the order of nature, we acquire the

sound and sense of a word at the same time, and that sound and sense,

when once acquired, are ever after almost inseparable
;
yet the com-

mon grammars reverse the order which nature has pointed out, and,

instead of beginning with pronunciation, furnish the learner with rules

(at the end) to correct the vicious utterance which he has acquired in

his passage through the book. But years consumed in the practice

of versification are often unable to effect this. To enable, therefore,

the youthful learner to acquire that correctness of pronunciation which
stamps the accomplished scholar, this Grammar begins with the general

rules of pronunciation, and points out the quantity of words by constant

denotation of their syllables. The special rules have been simplified and

compressed into three pages, at the end of the etymological part."—P. 5.

We have thus examined a number of elementary books, and

developed principles not generally in use in American schools.

Although we have spoken with freedom of the results of the less

effective methods of teaching to which we have referred, it must

not be supposed that we consider the classical teaching which our

schools have afforded in past time to have been valueless. On the

contrary, there has necessarily been much mental growth from

the labor expended in acquiring even a small amount of knowledge

under such unfavorable circumstances ; our only objection is, that

the circumstances are made unnecessarily unfavorable ; that the

amount of knowledge and of mental discipline secured are by no

means in proportion to the pains and toil expended. Our boys

spend as many years generally in their course of training prepara-

tory for college as do the youth of the German Gymnasia ;
yet one

of the latter, after his six years' education, goes to the university

at seventeen or eighteen, able to read almost any Latin or Greek
author, to write Latin, and even speak it with tolerable fluency,

and to listen intelligibly to the Latin lectures of a Hermann
;
pur-

sues his classical reading, along with all his other studies at the

university; and afterward keeps up his acquaintance with the lan-

guages of antiquity to the end of life ; while an English or Ameri-
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can bachelor of arts, as we have said before, generally throws his

Latin and Greek books away as soon as he gets his diploma.

The system which leads to these results must be wrong ; this,

indeed, is acknowledged in almost every quarter, and various plans

of improvement are pointed out. The teachers of America are a

laborious, useful, and honorable class of men : God forbid that

any word of ours should be considered as disparaging them ; for

it is to them that we look, not with doubt or hesitancy either, for

the accomplishment of all the great improvements that we hope for.

We nowconclude with a brief summary of principles developed

more or less fully in the course of the foregoing remarks.

1. The object of studying languages is twofold :

(1.) The acquisition of the languages themselves; and,

(2.) The mental discipline gained in acquiring them. No good
teacher will lose sight of cither of these ends.

2. No language can be thoroughly acquired without the outlay

of much labor and time. All schemes which promise to dispense

with such outlay must be pronounced visionary and chimerical.

3. But labor without fruit docs not contribute to mental cultiva-

tion. Labor is easy if there is method in its expenditure and fruit

as its result. Labor and pain are not necessary companions :

learning should not be " wrung from poor striplings like blood
from the nose, or the plucking of untimely fruit."*

4.- The grammar of a language cannot be understood until the

language itself is at least partially acquired.

5. The vernacular may be learned, so far as its use is concerned,

without grammar : a foreign living language may be so learned,

but never so thoroughly, nor even so rapidly, as with grammatical
aids. In the study of a dead language grammar is indispensable.

6. "A grammar intended for beginners should be framed alto-

gether differently from one intended for the higher classes, both in

the distribution of the matter and in the mode of presenting it.

Those who think that the pupil should use the same grammar from
the beginning of his course to the end, are quite in error.

v
t

7. In elementary books, or in teaching, no etymological form
nor grammatical principle should be presented to the pupil without
an immediate application thereof to practice, which should be kept
up, both orally and in writing, from the very first lesson.

8. The all-important rule of practice, in the acquisition of lan-

guage, is imitation and repetition. This is no new invention ; all

good teachers have known and used it ; but yet it has been but
slightly employed in elementary books heretofore.

• Milton. f Kuhner.
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9. Models for imitation should be simple at first, and gradually

made more complicated ; but they should always be selected from

pure authors, say, in Latin, from Cicero and Cesar.

10. The pupil's ear should be trained to correctness from the

beginning, and the simplest rules of prosody learned and applied

as soon as possible. For this purpose, the quantity of all syllables

should be marked in elementary books, and attention to it should

be strictly enforced by the teacher.

1 1 . The foreign idiom, both as to the use and arrangement of

words, should be made familiar to the pupil by constant practice.

Nothing can be more hurtful than exercises in which foreign words

arc used in the idiom, and according to the arrangement of the

vernacular.

12. In elementary training, translations from the foreign lan-

guage should be made in two ways :— 1. Directly, in the order of

the original as far as possible ; 2. Freely, in that of the vernacular.

The first is essential to the study of the foreign language ; the

second may be made an excellent exercise in our own.

13. The early reading should be in simple authors. No greater

fully can be committed than to put Cicero's Orations or Virgil's

yEncid into the hands of a boy who cannot write a sentence of

simple Latin prose.

It will be perceived that we have confined our remarks to works
strictly elementary, and to processes adapted to the earliest stage

of instruction in languages. Our range has been wide enough,

perhaps, even with this limitation, to weary out readers ; should it

appear to be otherwise, however, and our discussion be deemed
anything else than a bore, we hope to take up, at a future time,

the question of secondary and higher instruction,—its objects and
its methods. It will be observed, also, that we have noticed none
of the elementary Greek and Latin Grammars that have been
published in this country, of which many are admirable in their

kind, while others are quite the reverse. We' have purposely

avoided discussing the merits of any that we could not commend ;

and even of those (and their name is legion) which are really

valuable in other respects, there are none prepared on the precise

system whose merits it is the object of this article to develop.
" e have left untouched, also, a number of German works which
have fallen under our notice : to take them in would have opened
nn almost illimitable field, which we have not time to traverse at

present.

Carlisle, Nov. 15, 1845.
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Art. VI.— Observations in the East, chiefly in Egypt, Palestine,
Syria, and Asia Minor. By John P. Dubbin, D. D., late
President of Dickinson College ; Author of " Observations in
Europe," &c. Two vols., 1 2mo. Pp. 317 and 299. New-York :

Harper & Brothers. 1815.

The publication of two volumes of " Observations in Ine East,"
after the recent inundations from that quarter, would seem to be
a bold enterprise, and would indicate no ordinary degree of moral
courage in the author. Yet here we have them, got up in the
best style of the Harpers, with maps, plates, plans, and cuts in
abundance, on steel and on wood, with typo that does not make
the eyes ache, on paper so fine and white that it does,—two hand-
some and readable volumes, full of amusement and instruction.
He who first explores an untrodden field can easily make a

book, for a lively imagination can furnish embellishments for the
facts, and if hard pushed, the facts themselves

; but he who follows
in the track of Burckhardt, Laborde, Wilkinson, Lane, Stephens,
Robinson, and Olin, not to mention a liost of others, has a more
difficult task to perform. He undertakes to lead us through a do-
main which we have traversed again and again with trustworthy
guides, till we are half persuaded that we should find ourselves
little at fault if we should undertake the journey without any <mide.
We know something already of the highways and byways, the
scenes and scenery, the men and women, the manners and cus-
toms, past and present, of " the land of the sun ;" and we hold our
conductor to a strict reckoning and a straight path, unwilling to
accord him " ample room and verge enough." We are decidedlv
in haste as we pass along; and wonder why Mehemet Ali has not
made a railway from Cairo to Jerusalem, and compelled all tra-
velers to exchange the camel for the car. We almost believe
this would be the greatest of his improvements, .and a benefaction
to the world. We throw a familiar side-glance at Pompey's Pillar
and Cleopatra's Needle, as we do at the shops in Broadway when
we are hastening to the " Buok Concern." We have no longer
any patience with monkish legends which credulous tradition pours
wholesale into more credulous ears, and our indifference is shock-
ing to the holy fathers. We could even count the ripples on the
surface of " Old Nile." as we sit in our study, were it not rather
dull business

; could feel quite at home taking a whiff from the
hookah of our venerable friend Tualeb, in his Tawara tent • and
enjoy a comfortable siesta on the summit of Cheops.
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In this mood, we confess that we opened these volumes with
some slight misgivings

; not indeed with the malice aforethought
in which critics indulge when they mean to slash, for our authors
" Observations in Europe " had conciliated our good graces, and
taught us to regard him as a clever writer, as well as a capital
compagnon du voyage; but with a lurking suspicion that oriental
raw material for book-craft had all been worked up, and in conse-
quence of that suspicion a certain predisposition not to be pleased.

In these misgivings we have been pleasantly disappointed. Dr.
Durbin indeed sees what others have seen, and describes what
others have described

; but he takes his own stand-points, looks
through his own spectacles, and groups the objects in the panorama
before him so skillfully as to throw an air of novelty over familar
scenes. lie docs more. His visit to the sites of the Apocalyptic
churches, and his descriptions of what may be called the fragments
of "the seven golden candlesticks," are comparatively now to
American readers

; and form, in our opinion, one of the most
interesting portions of the work. He also gives us, in several
well-considered chapters, much valuable information in regard to
Ihe history and government of Mehemet Ali, the present sTate of
Christianity in the East, the condition and prospects of the Jews,
the internal and external relations of the Ottoman empire, and the
progress and character of the various Christian missions in the
countries through which he passed. Although he disclaims travel-
ing as a discoverer and an antiquary, he has proposed an ingenious
hypothesis in regard to the topography of the route of the Israelites
in their exodus from Egypt, which we believe has not been sug-
gested by any previous writer. The reader will probably dissent
irorn some of the author's opinions on these subjects ; but he will
fn-.. them presented candidly and fairly, with becoming respect for
the views of his predecessors, and without any airs of assumption
or dogmatism. Wc shall revert to some of these topics in the
course of the present article.

Dr.Durbin's qualifications as a traveler, and a writer of travels,
are of a high order. He is a careful and accurate observer, readily
acquires distinct impressions of objects, and an almost intuitive
comprehension of their significance, which he generally conveys
«o his readers with clearness and force. He has resolution and per-
severance to perform extra toil that he may see with his own eyes

;

and whether he is dripping with rain, or blistered with sunshine,
»c always keeps them open. He has sufficient excitability to be
brought up to the proper pitch of enthusiasm, (as travelers feel
'
icmselves m duty bound,) when he treads upon soil consecrated
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by glorious or holy memories ; and enough of historical knowledge

to draw around such spots a cluster of rich associations. He gives

continual evidence of a liberal and catholic spirit, when he speaks

of sects and creeds which -differ from his own ;
and a cosmopolitan

kindness of heart which does not permit him to represent the cus-

toms and conduct of men as absurd, ridiculous, or wicked, because

they do not harmonize with his occidental notions of propriety.

In this respect he is the antipodes of those British tourists in

America whose narrow vision can discover no merit beyond the

limits of their island home, who grumble because they do not find

the elegances of London among the miners of the Aheghames ;

and clamor for "roast beef and plum-pudding in the cabins of

the western prairies. He is also free from that credulity which

swallows whatever is plausible, and has a stomach for anything;

as well as from that skepticism which delights to spread the fog

of its native atmosphere over the best-authenticated facts In a

word, our traveler is a man of good common sense with a fair

share of discrimination, and just faith enough Willingly wou d

we have been one of his "young companions o whom he so

often and so kindly alludes, even at the risk of losing a milk-

white charger," because " altro signore molto grande.
_

Dr Durbin, however, has nothing of the poet in his constitution,

and would probably look upon the whole « Parnassian rabble as

fools or madmen. The suggestions of his mind, therefore, never

take the form which holds us spell-bound in the delicate imager

and intense feeling of Lamartine, and in the living, breathing

sketches of the author of ESlhen. Those writers transfer to the

scenes and objects which they describe the hues of their own

sp its; and by thus blending the subjective with the objective

conjure up, as with a magician's wand, forms of beauty which

have soul as well as body. We do not charge the want of this

power as a defect in our author. Perhaps this very want may

make him a more reliable delineator of objective realities, some-

what on the same principle as Xcnophon was a more faithful

recorder of the doctrines of Socrates than Plato was The former

related what his master uttered: the latter so blended himself with

his master, and so dressed up the sayings of the great philosopher

in drapery from his own poetic wardrobe, that it is impossible to

assign to cither exactly what belongs to him.

As impartial reviewers, we are expected, as a matter of course,

to find some fault. We must, therefore, inform our readers that

the literary execution of this work is not in all respects perfect

While some parts of the book are elaborated with much care, oiher
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portions exhibit marks of a less critical revision. An inaccurate

word, an inelegant phrase, and a faulty construction of a sentence,

have occasionally escaped the author's notice. But where so much

is unexceptionable, and so much more is praiseworthy, we are

little inclined to use a lens to magnify microscopic blemishes. A
master in criticism has said,

" Ubi plura nitent in carmine, non ego paucis

Offendar maculis, quas aut incuria fudit,

Aut humana parum cavit natura."

—

Horace.

Our author having finished his tour in Europe, embarked at

Naples, late in December, 1842 ; and after touching at Malta and

Syra, landed at Alexandria early in January, 1843. Thence he

proceeded by the Mahmoudie Canal and the Nile to Cairo; by the

southern or El Besatin route to the Red Sea and Suez ; down the

eastern shore of the Gulf of Suez to Mount Sinai; thence to

Akabah on the eastern Gulf of the Red Sea ; up Wady Arabah to

Petra and Mount Hor ; and across the land of Idumea to Beer-

sheba, Hebron, and Jerusalem. After an excursion to the Jordan

and the Dead Sea, he went from Jerusalem to Samaria, Nazareth,

Acre, Tyre, Sidon, and Beyrout. Here he made another excur-

sion to visit Mount Lebanon, Damascus, and the ruins of Baalbec.

Returning to Beyrout he took passage by steamboat to Smyrna;
visited the sites of the Seven Churches, (with the exception of

Laodicea;) crossed Mount Ida to the Troad; sailed up the Sea of

Marmora to Constantinople, and thence to Athens, where he bids

adieu to his readers.

From this rapid outline of Dr. Durbin's journey, it will be per-

ceived that he passed over ground hallowed at every step by events

of transcendent interest in the history of humanity. The Pyramids,

the only monarchs whose thrones never totter, and whose dynasty

extends through forty centuries ; the splendor and learning of

Heliopolis and Memphis ; the terrible retributions inflicted upon

Pharaoh
; the triumphant exodus of the posterity of Abraham ;

the

awful sublimities of Sinai ; the beauty and desolation of the Holy
City

; "the glory of J^ebanon, the excellency of Carmel, and the

dew of Hermon ;" the life and death of the Saviour of men ;
the

v.-ords of him " that holdeth the seven stars in his right hand, who

walketh in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks ;" the clas-

sical associations of Dion ; and the eventful history of the ancient

Byzantium,—all crowd at once upon our memories, and for a

while possess us wholly. At almost every step in the desert, and
in Palestine, we seem to hear the voice which spake to Moses

Vol. VI.—8
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from the burning bush, " Put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for

the place whereon thou standest is holy ground." And as we
roam with our traveler through some vast necropolis of Egypt or

Asia Minor, the very silence around the crumbling mausoleums
of forgotten heroes seems to whisper,

" Stop ! for thy tread is on an empire's dust."

It is not our purpose to follow our traveler, step by step, in his

interesting " Observations ;" much less to make them a pack-

horse to bear the burden of a dissertation of our own on the East.

We propose nothing more than to present our readers such ex-

tracts from the book, and such remarks on prominent matters con-

tained in it, as will enable them to form a tolerably correct judg-

ment upon its merits. The following passage, which describes

his approach to Alexandria, is a fair specimen of the author's

style. The portraiture of the dirty, sore-eyed Fellahs, with

caiques, camels, and donkeys, vociferating for passengers, luggage,

and bukshcesh, is sufficiently graphic :

—

" On the morning of the 5th of January, as the sun struggled up
through the clouds which pressed down heavily on the sea, the low-

coast of Egypt showed its sand-swells to the east of the Pharos, or

lighthouse of Alexandria, and in the course of an hour the fort and
indented sand-coast became visible to the west. The sea was exceed-
ingly high, and the pilot-boat had much difficulty in getting to wind-
ward so as to give us the direction of the narrow channel between the

shore and the breakers, which extend westward from the lighthouse.

But, having once got our bearings, our gallant steamer moved into the

deep, safe harbor, and took her station amid the fleet of merchantmen
and Egyptian ships of war. It was an animating sight. But when
our anchor was down, then indeed commenced t"he wild hurrah.

Countless caiques and skills crowded to the sides of the ship to obtain

passengers and luggage. They were full of half-naked, tawny, dirty

Arabs, and jet black Nubians ; the first with heavy coifs around their

heads, and the latter with a loose white shirt, and trowsers made of
coarse muslin, rolled round their thighs, and coiled up below their

knees. Every one talked at the top of his voice, and often with ges-

ticulations so violent as to indicate that momentous matters depended
on his being heard. Fortunately, Mr. Rhey, of the Hotel de l'Europe,

met with our courier, and, with the aid of his servants, we were all

soon disembarked with our luggage, and landed on the dock near the

custom house. There we found a ragged, wild-looking crowd, with
saddled donkeys for passengers, and camels for luggage. The rush
upon us was more violent and boisterous than at Malta. We were
about to be taken by force, when Mr. Rhey interfered and put us in
his carriage, and pointing to a camel, it stalked forward at the bidding,
kneeled down with a complaining groan, and lay quietly on its belly.

The confused pile of cordage coiled up on the huge wooden pack-

s'
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Kiddle on the back of the animal -was soon opened out into a net-work,

spreading on the ground on each side of him, upon which our luggage

being placed, and the meshes drawn up by cords, so as to bring the

load upon the sides and back of tbe beast, he rose at the bidding of his

driver, and moved away. Arriving at the custom house, he knelt

humbly before a grave, turbancd Turk, who came out in his official

robes, looked upon the submissive animal, read a letter which our

courier had been prudent enough to obtain at the Turkish consulate in

Syra, and graciously permitted our luggage to proceed without fee or

reward."—Vol. i, pp. 7, 8.

The short account of the commercial capital of Mehemet Ali,

nnd the ruins of the ancient city of the Macedonian conqueror,

contains several note-worthy passages ; but we are admonished to

delay no longer in the abode of Anthony's " Serpent of old Nile,"

who, failing to fascinate the cool Octavius, died " in the high

Roman fashion." We leave the descendants and the Needles of

Cleopatra, and hasten to Cairo.

The Egyptian metropolis bears evident marks of dilapidation

and decay. Our traveler was disappointed in finding so few

remains of the old Arabian magnificence. The houses, even of

the better sort, are but specimens of the shabby genteel, and their

interior presents little more than an ambitious caricature of the

luxurious elegance which distinguished them in the palmy days of

Mohammedan sway. He says "the men of Cairo are a fine-

looking race, well-formed, erect, and robust ;" and is pleased with

the grace and dignity of their flowing robes, by the side of which
the inventions of the Parisian tailors appear " awkward and un-

gainly." The costume of the oriental ladies is not in so good

taste. A shapeless mountain of drapery, within which is con-

cealed a woman, peering from her peep-hole as she waddles

along in clumsy slippers, or perches "en cavalier" upon a

donkey, is not, according to our infidel notions, particularly

graceful.
. It is a mystery how the fair creatures breathe in a hot

day, wrapped up to the very eyes in as many folds as a mummy.
The reader will obtain a correct idea of these fashionable costumes

from the wood-cuts which represent them, and which are bor-

rowed from Lane.
Of course Dr. Durbin visited the Pyramids, and the ruins of

Hciiopolis and Memphis. These have been so often and so fully

described by others that he has very judiciously disposed of them
in a few pages. The following is a picture which a painter might

copy :—

" But what a sight is that from the top of Cheops ! The world has
nothing like it. To the cast is the Arabian Desert, boundless and
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desolate, like a sea ; while westward stretched that of Libya, without
a green spot, far away to the horizon's verge ; in the south appears
the valley of the Nile, like a thread of green earth lying on an ocean
of sand, and the pyramids of Aboukir, Sakhara, and Darfour, towering
up in succession to the skies. Turning northward, your eye rests

upon the widespread Delta in the distance, and nearer, in the north-

east, upon the lone obelisk of lleliopolis. Immediately before you
rise the precipitous heights of Mount Mokattam, crowned with the
citadel of Cairo, under which lies the ancient city, enveloped in a thin

vapor, which just suffices to hide the deformities of the place, while a
thousand domes and minarets, of graceful proportions, their gilded
crescents glittering in the sunbeams, rise up to complete the vision of
beauty. I turned from gazing on it to look upon the rocky plain
immediately around the pyramid. There, deeply buried in the rock,
now covered with sand and rubbish, lie the dead of four thousand
years ago. It is, indeed, a vast necropolis. It seemed as though I

were among the earliest born of men. From the plains before me had
gone forth the elements of science, art, and wisdom, to Greece, to

Europe, to America. I felt as a child, born after unnumbered genera-
tions, returned to the home of his ancestors, and behold ! it was all

desolate."—Vol. i, p. 53.

Dr. Durbin subscribes to the opinion now generally entertained,

thai these immense structures were built for the mausoleums of

the ancient kings of Egypt. Their position "in the midst of a

vast cemetery, the fact that sarcophagi have been found in them,"
and their total unfitness for any other conceivable purpose, render
this hypothesis altogether probable. But why such vast expense
in providing indestructible mausoleums ? We are hardly content

with that modification of Pliny's opinion, which our author seems
to approve, and which supposes that they were designed to per-

petuate the memory of the monarchs who built them. The re-

searches of Rosellini furnish a solution of the problem, which, to

our mind, is more satisfactory. According to the learned Italian,

the religion of the ancient Egyptians taught that the soul, after a

long series of transmigrations through the bodies of animals, would
revisit and reanimate its original human form. But if the body
which it last inhabited were suffered to decay, the course of the

metempsychosis was interrupted, and the return of the soul to its

higher state was prevented or delayed. We quote from memory,
but believe that we have given the substance of the doctrine as

stated by the Italian professor. If this belief actually prevailed

among the Egyptians, we have the key to the mystery of their ex-

cessive carefulness to preserve the dead—men, crocodiles, mummy-
birds, and all—and of the construction of pyramids for the security

of the earthly tenements which they hoped again to inhabit.
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Before taking leave of Egypt Dr. Durbin devotes a chapter to

l!ic history, character, and government of Mehemet Ali. This is

one of the best-written portions of the book ; brief, clear, and

accurate ; evincing a discriminating judgment, and a just appre-

ciation of the merits and demerits of that remarkable man and

"useful tyrant." We attempted to condense this chapter into a

form suited to our present article, but found its elasticity so great

as to resist our efforts to compress it. We commend it to the

careful perusal of that class of persons who, dazzled by "the

achievements of this despot, and by the improvements which he

lias introduced, neglect to examine the only infallible test of a

ruler's claim to admiration—the condition of the people whom he

governs. The pacha is undoubtedly a great man in his way

;

but his system of political economy is the most execrable ever

carried out in practice. It paralyzes industry, drains the wealth

and life-blood of the country, exhausts the fountains of prosperity,

and reduces the mass of the. population to misery and despair.

His government is not only the most arbitrary of despotisms, but

a despotism exclusively and intensely selfish. So far from con-

sulting the interest or happiness of his -people, he blindly sacri-

fices both to his own schemes of ambition and avarice; forgetting

the wisest maxim of a far-seeing statesmanship, that the interests

of governor and governed are one and inseparable.

Under the guidance of Tualeb, sheikh of the Tawaras, Dr.

Durbin and his companions departed from Cairo, and went through

Wady et Tih, and the defile south of Gebel Atakah to Wady
Tawarik and the Red Sea. As he is the first American traveler

who has taken this route, we have followed him with much inte-

rest. On the second day he journeyed for several hours through

a remarkable locality of petrifactions, which has been named by

travelers the " petrified forest," though Wilkinson denies the

appropriateness of the appellation. A short extract will show that

Wilkinson is in error :

—

" As far as the eye could reach, the whole country was literally

covered with a petrified forest, lying just as the timber had fallen.

The appearance of the whole was natural in the extreme. The spec-

tacle reminded us strongly of a clearing in one of our western forests,

where countless trunks and fragments of trees cover the ground in

confusion. In many cases the form of the roots and limbs is perfectly

preserved ; the knots and the texture of the wood are visible ; a"nd we
could even determine what part of the tree was unsound or wormeaten
*t the time of the petrifaction. The trunks, some of which were three

feet thick, and eight yards long, were generally broken transversely

into sections of from one to three or four feet in length. The color of
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the wood was mostly dark brown, and its texture very close. When
struck, it gave a ringing sound like cast iron."—Vol. i, p. 93.

Our author discusses, at some length, the question of the exode

of the Israelites, and suggests, as we have already stated, a new-

hypothesis. With a good map of Egypt before him, (we use

Robinson's,) the reader can easily trace the routes proposed by

different writers. Sicard and Shaw lead them in a circuitous

course round the western slope of Mount Mokattam, by the Per-

sian Babylon, and thence to the Red Sea, through the same val-

leys and gorge which Dr. Durbin passed through. Niebuhr,

Burckhardt, and Robinson contend for the nearest route from the

land of Goshen to the western arm of the Red Sea, and suppose

that the miraculous passage was made near the site of the modern

town of Suez. Dr. Robinson suggests that Etham, where the

people made their second encampment after they left Rameses,

/'may have stood upon or near the strip of land between the gulf

and the basin oi the bitter lakes." At Etham, Moses commanded
them to "turn" and " encamp by the sea;" and "they marched
down the western side of the arm of the gulf to the vicinity of

Suez." Dr. Durbin agrees with Robinson and Hengstenberg that

the land of Goshen lay upon the Pelusiac arm of the Nile, that

Rameses was at the place now called Abu Keisheid, and that the

court of Pharaoh was at Tanis, the ancient Zoan ; but supposes

that Etham " was not far from the water-shed between the Nile

and the gulf of Suez, in the neighborhood of Gebel Aweibid."

Here, according to Dr. Durbin, in order that Pharaoh might pur-

sue them to his own destruction, " Israel turned to the right, and,

advancing southward, passed up the Besatin road to the west of

Gebel Atakah, and then bearing cast, and passing between Gebel
el Gharboun and Gebel Atakah, came into the open country which
declines gently to the south-east into the valley of Ramleyeh." If

Robinson's map is accurate as to the positions of Atakah and

Gharboun, there is some inaccuracy in the language here used by
Dr. Durbin ; for, passing between these two mountains, Gharboun
on the right and Atakah on the left, they would not bear east, but

south, and would begin to bear cast only when they came into the

open country.

From the valley of Ramleyeh, then, they passed through the

narrow gorge between Mount Atakah and Mount Dereg (Shaw's

road of Israel) to the Wady ct Tawarik, where they made their

third encampment. At this place the sea is about ten miles wide,

and much deeper than at Suez, and here Dr. Durbin, as well as

Dr. Olin, insist that the miraculous passage was made. Both
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these gentlemen argue with much ingenuity that the localities here

accord better with the narrative of Moses, than those at Suez.

Dr. Olin, however, has proposed no hypothesis as to the way the

people came to this valley.

The problem is beset with difficulties; and, as Dr. Durbin

justly remarks, "the most we can reach in regard to it is a

balancing of probabilities." It is clear to our minds that whatever

route the children of Israel look, more than three days must have

intervened between the morning after the passover and the night

in which they crossed the sea. Pharaoh did not think of pursuing

the fugitives till they had turned out of their way on the morning

of their departure from Etham. Now it was equally impossible,

whether his court was at Zoan or Memphis, for the news of the

apparent mistake to reach him, and for him to muster his army and

overtake them on the evening of the same day at their encampment
at Pihahiroth. Had he had a railroad and locomotives, and the

military celerity of Napoleon to boot, he could hardly have accom-

plished this. Besides, we are told that a pillar of cloud led the

people by day, and by night a pillar of fire, "to give them light, to

go by day and by night." We are. not obliged, therefore, to re-

strict them to three days because they made but three regular

encampments. Dr. Durbin has presented this point in a clear

light, and shown that the part of Dr. Robinson's argument which
rests on the " three days' " hypothesis, is not entitled to much
weight.

There arc grave objections, however, to the route proposed by

Dr. Durbin, and to the supposition that the passage of the sea

was made at Wady Tawarik. Of these he intimates that he is

not insensible. We have written out our views on the question,

at some length, but finding that they would extend this article far

beyond our prescribed limits, we are obliged to omit them for the

present. The examination which we have been able to give the

subject has constrained us to assent, in the main, to the views of

Dr. Robinson ; and to believe that the " probabilities " are strongly

against Dr. Durbin's hypothesis.

On the arrival of our traveler at Horcb he was courteously re-

ceived by the superior of the convent, and kindly treated during

his sojourn. Of course, he had to listen to the usual number of

legends, credible and incredible, as the monks conducted him to

the various traditionary localities about the Holy Mountain. It is

their policy to place in the vicinity of Sinai nearly all the wonders
that occurred in the wanderings of Israel. The holy fathers

apj>ear to love money as well as their Arab neighbors ; and the
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more curious or credulous the pilgrim, the richer their harvest.

Dr. Durbin, however, is not the man to devour indigestible tra-

ditions. He rejects the Sinai of the monks, (Gebel Mousa,) and

adopts the Sinai of Dr. Robinson. This learned antiquary first

announced to the world that Suksafeh is the only summit of the

Horeb group which corresponds to the circumstances mentioned

by Moses. Dr. Olin afterward came to the same conclusion, and

the opinion is now confirmed by Dr. Durbin in the following pas-

sage, which does equal honor to his head and heart :

—

" It was three miles from our position on Gebel Mousa to the summit
of Suksafeh, (Sinai on the map,) which overlooks the plain El-Rahah.
It took us three hours, with great fatigue and some danger, to reach it.

No one who has not seen them can conceive the ruggedness of these

vast piles of granite rocks, rent into chasms, rounded into smooth sum-
mits, or splintered into countless peaks, all in the wildest confusion, as

they appear to the eye of an observer from any of the heights. But
when we did arrive at the summit of El-Suksafeh, and cast our eyes
over the wide plain, we were more than repaid for all our toil. One
glance was enough. "We were satisfied that here, and here only, could

the wondrous displays of Sinai have been visible to the assembled host

of Israel ; that here the Lord spoke with Moses ; that here was the

mount that trembled and smoked in presence of its manifested Creator!

We gazed for some time in silence ; and when we spoke, it was with
a reverence that even the most thoughtless of our company could not

shake off. I read on the very spot, with what feelings 1 need not say,

the passage in Exodus which relates the wonders of which this moun-
tain was the theatre. We fell its truth, and could almost see the

lightnings and hear the thunders, and the 'trumpet waxing loud.'

" I had stood upon the Alps in the middle of July, and looked abroad
upon their snowy empire; I had stood upon the Appenines, and gazed
upon the plains of beautiful Italy; I had stood upon the Albanian Mount,
and beheld the scene of the /Eneid from the Circean promontory, over
the Campagna, to the eternal city and the mountains of Tivoli ; I had
sat down upon the Pyramids of Egypt, and cast my eyes over the sa-

cred city of Heliopolis, the land of Goshen, the fields of Jewish bond-
age, and the ancient Memphis, where Moses and Aaron, on the part

of God and his people, contended with Pharaoh and his servants, the

death of whose 'firstborn of man and beast in one night' filled the

land with wailing ; but I had never set my feet on any spot from whence
was visible so much stern, gloomy grandeur, heightened by the silence

and solitude that reign around, but infinitely more by the awful and
sacred associations of the first great revelation in form from God to man.
I felt oppressed with the spirit that seemed to inhabit the holy place. I

shall never sit down upon the summit of Sinai again, and look upon
the silent and empty plains at its feet ; but I went down from the mount
a better man, determined so to live as to escape the terrible thunders
at the last day, which once reverberated through these mountains, but
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have long since given way to the gospel of peace. I could scarcely

tear myself away from the hallowed summit, and wished that I too could

linger here forty days in converse with the Lord."—Vol. i, pp. 143-145.

At Akabah our traveler parted with his Tawara guides, and

engaged a party of Sheikh Hussein's Alouins to conduct him to

Hebron. The character of the Arabs of the desert seems to have

improved of late ; for Dr. Durbin found them uniformly good-

natured, obliging, and faithful. How far the liberal proposal of

Tualeb to give him the youthful Ghebeleyeh for a wife may have

warped his judgment we have no means of determining ; but the

accounts of former travelers have not given us a very exalted idea

of Bedouin manners or honesty. The old sheikh's offer proves at

least that he and his pilgrim were on cordial terms with each

other, and that the former thought he had discovered in the latter

the right material for a very passable Mussulman ; for a wife twelve

years old, with a sheikship in expectancy for a dowry, is no every-

day windfall.

We have no reason to doubt that the conduct of the Arabs is

better than formerly in their intercourse with travelers, and are at

no loss lo account for the improvement. The fear of Mehemet Ali

certainly has strong influence over them; but this is not all. The pro-

gress of civilization and commerce has established this very prac-

tical truth—that more money is to be made by cheating men than

by robbing them ; and somehow the children of the desert have got

an inkling of this. They regard travelers as so much stock in

trade, which is to be disposed of so as to yield the highest possible

percentage ; and from Dr. Durbin's liberal disbursement of bak-

sheesh, they doubtless considered him an investment worth looking

after. Kindness, too, will soften the temper even of the wild Ish-

maelite; and our traveler had the good sense not to trample on the

toes of men who have heavy heels, and power to use them. His

tact and skill stood him well in hand in bargaining at Akabah,

where he had occasion for all his resources. Hussein is evidently

a lion among sheikhs, and has so far caught the spirit o( the age

as to be a fair exponent of the commercial code of morals. lie

stands on his dignity as loftily as any "merchant prince" in New-

York or Boston, and is an fait at driving a hard bargain according

to the most approved tactics of the craft. Many a luckless pilgrim,

after listening to the propositions of the wily chief, made with the

most deliberate and business-like coolness, has felt too sensibly

that not even "pipes and coffee" would save him from extortion,

and that it was useless to haggle with the lion about the price of

a safe-conduct out of his den. It was reserved for the transatlantic
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stranger to prove himself a match for the " desert king" in a tourna-

ment with his own weapons, where the latter certainly had the

advantage of the ground.

Passing up Wady Arabah, which extends from Akabah north-

ward to the Dead Sea, our author visited the tomb of Aaron on

Mount Hor, and the ruins of Petra " among the clefts of the rocks."

This long-lost city, brought to light by Burckhardt in 1S12, and since

described by Stephens, Laborde, and others, was once a commer-
cial depot between the east and the west, and the Arabah was the

great highway of oriental trade. Dr. Durbin suggests that a ship-

canal from Akabah to the Dead Sea through this valley, to be met
at some convenient point by a railway from Jaffa, may, at a future

day, restore commerce to its ancient route. He also suggests that

a railway from Akabah through the valley to Kadesh, and thence

to Jaffa, is more practicable than from Suez to Cairo, or to the

Mediterranean. We perceive no objection to the latter proposi-

tion, and think it probable that English capital and enterprise will

ere long make the hills of Idumca echo the panting of locomotives,

and frighten the gazelles of Mount Seir with the discord of the

steam-whistle. As to the former suggestion, a single word will

suffice. A canal must be fed by an unfailing supply of water at its

summit level. This is as absolute a sine qua non as a fulcrum to

the lever of Archimedes. What stream or reservoir exists at the

water-shed in the Arabah to supply, at all seasons of the year, the

evaporation and waste of a ship-canal?

We now hasten to meet our traveler at Jerusalem, necessarilv

omitting, on our way thither, many interesting matters which will

gratify and instruct the readers of his volumes. The chapters

which describe the Holy City and the localities around it will pro-

bably be read with more intense interest than any other part of the

book by a large class of persons. Jerusalem is the sacred city of

Christians. Every spot in and about it is consecrated in the his-

tory of God's ancient people, and hallowed by the Saviour's pre-

sence, or sufferings, or triumphs. It has been the theme of our

contemplation from earliest childhood, and the associations con-

nected with it are not only the most cherished of our lives, but are

common both to the learned and the unlearned. Dr. Durbin ap-

prises us that he will not "go into a topographical or antiquarian

description, but will present as clear an account as possible of what
he saw himself." For this we thank him

; and for this we believe

the great majority of religious readers will thank him. We have
had about enough of learning and disquisition on these topics, and
arc glad to get at the plain matters of fact. We assure the reader
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who may wish to find a clear, concise, and trustworthy account

of the. Holy City as it is, unincumbered by ambitious "discoveries,"

and undeformed by pedantry, that Dr. Durbin's "Walks about

Jerusalem," which occupy only about eighty-five pages of his work,

will furnish him precisely what he wants. If he will retrace these

"Walks" with the aid of the accurate plans which illustrate them,

he will obtain more real and available knowledge, than he can

acquire with double the time and labor from works of much greater

pretensions.

We must leave it for the author to conduct his readers over Mo-

riah, Akra, and Zion ; through the valleys of Gihon, Hinnom, and

Jehoshaphat ; to the Tombs of the Judges, Kings, and Prophets
;

to the site of the Temple of Solomon, to the Pool of Siloam, the

Mount of Olives, and the Garden of Gethsemane.

Dr. Durbin had but a peep at the area of the temple which is

now partly occupied by the great Mosque of Omar, and which is

too sacred for Christian or Jewish feet to enter. This gap in his

observations is filled up with extracts from the pen of Mr. Cather-

wood, who had the good fortune to outwit the Mussulman, and

who made the best use of his opportunities by examining the whole

ground, and taking drawings of the edifices.

The most attractive place in the city for pilgrims who believe its

traditions is the church of the Holy Sepulchre. From the time

when the crusaders, under Godfrey, took the city by assault, and

ran, reeking with blood, to prostrate themselves and melt into tears

around " the place where the Lord lay," down to the present mo-

ment, when the toil-worn and barefooted pilgrim is kneeling to kiss

a greasy slab of marble, or worship a tawdry picture, and expend-

ing his last piastre in rosaries, amulets, and other pious trinkets

which have received a mysterious virtue by contact with the tomb

of Jesus,—to visit the spot of the crucifixion and resurrection, has

been the end and aim of the millions who have flocked to the Holy

City. The following passage shows that Dr. Durbin's visit to the

"reputed sepulchre" did not tend to confirm his faith in its iden-

tity with the real place of our Lord's death and burial.

" To visit this spot had been one of the earliest dreams of my youth ;

the impression which a perusal of Chateaubriand at that early period

made upon mv mind followed me through successive years. A subse-

quent reading of the journals of less ardent and less credulous travelers

should, perhaps, have corrected these impressions, but they did not

;

my judgment was convinced for the time being, but the earlier visions

of the imagination always triumphed over the convictions of reason.

It remained for the painful revelations of a personal visit to the reputed
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sepulchre—the monstrous absurdities of an unreasoning tradition, the

frauds and impositions of a corrupted religion, the degradation and

debasement of credulous pilgrims, the strifes between contending fac-

tions, all professing Christianity, and all unworthy of the name—to

banish for ever the dreams of my youth, and to correct whatever ten-

dency to superstition might have existed in my imagination."—Vol. i,

p. 297.

We have been accustomed to consider the argument of Dr.

Olin, who agrees with Chateaubriand, as the most skillfully

put of any that we have seen in favor of the tradition. But

awarding him due praise both for his dialectics and his faith,

we must still confess our skepticism in regard to the locality. Dr.

Durbin has given a concise statement of Dr. Robinson's argument

on the other side of the question, and of his own reasons for co-

inciding with his views. The reader will find the whole pith

of the matter condensed into five pages. Our author shows first,

that the tradition is defective in continuity, not extending back fur-

ther than the fourth century; and secondly, that the topography of

the place is irreconcilable with the statement of the evangelists,

and therefore invalidates the tradition. The four evangelists all

strongly intimate that Golgotha was without the city, and the topo-

graphical argument proves that the site of the traditionary sepulchre

was within the city at the time of the crucifixion, and therefore

could not have been the locus of that transaction.

The question of the "restoration of the Jews" is ably discussed

in the closing chapter of the first volume. We present only a sum-

mary of the author's conclusions without attempting either to sustain

or controvert them. He adopts that interpretation of the prophe-

cies which declares that the Jews, scattered abroad in all nations,

shall be converted to Christianity, anil that they shall return to

Palestine in sufficient numbers to constitute a permanent political

state. He does not suppose that their previous conversion to

Christianity is a necessary condition to their restoration ; nor that

Christ will appear in person at Jerusalem as their king. He
gives Millerism its quietus by proving that the second advent

cannot precede the restoration of the Jews. He shows that the

conversion of the Jews will contribute incalculably to the universal

diffusion of Christianity among the Gentiles, by preparing an
army of evangelists which shall start up among all nations, and

proclaim to them in their own language the wonderful works of

God. For this mission they are peculiarly fitted by their great

numbers, their facilities of intercommunication, the extent of their

dispersion, their unity, their sympathy, their religious zeal, their
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hatred to idolatry, and their literary and political, as well as com-

mercial influence throughout the world. He next points out the

signs of the times which indicate the near approach of the con-

version and restoration of Israel. These are first, the present

state of the Jewish mind, which, by the pursuit of liberal studies,

is assimilating to that of Christian Europe, and which tends to

falter in the hope of a Messiah to come. Next, the altered sen-

timents of Christian nations and churches toward the Jews, as

exemplified in the protection now afforded to their persons and

property, in the removal of their civil disabilities, and in the kindly

efforts which churches and people are making to promote Chris-

tianity among them. Next, the present state of Palestine, in

which the Mohammedan population is diminishing, and the Chris-

tian and Jewish population is increasing. Finally, the condition

of the Turkish empire, which is crumbling to decay, and must

shortly fall to pieces. The chapter will suggest to the Christian and

philanthropist many subjects for earnest and profound reflection.

We pass over the excursion to the Dead Sea, as also the journey

from Jerusalem to Beyrout. The reader must not infer from our

omission that this part of the book is deficient in interest : for

Jericho, the Jordan, and the sea of Sodom ; Jacob's well and Sa-

maria; Hermon, Tabor, and Carmel; Nazareth, Acre, Tyre, and

Sidon,—all abound in Scriptural and historical recollections ; and

arc noticed by the author with his usual good judgment and

accuracy.

The chapters which describe the trip from Beyrout across Mount
Lebanon to Damascus and Baalbec are full of valuable informa-

tion, particularly in regard to the Maronites and Druses, whose

recent wars of extermination have attracted the attention of the

civilized world. We select a few particulars from this very

instructive part of the work.

Secure in their inaccessible fastnesses, the mountaineers of

Lebanon have remained free in the midst of despotism, and pros-

perous in the midst of decay. They are divided into many tribes

and sects, among which the Maronites are the most numerous.

These are Roman Catholics, and are governed by a patriarch who
claims to be the successor of the apostles in the see of Antioch.

They are remarkable for a blind submission to their spiritual

guides, and for a fierce and persecuting spirit. Though they

acknowledge the ecclesiastical supremacy of the pope, their usages

conform more closely with the Greek than the Latin Church.

After the Maronites, the Druses are the most powerful sect in

Lebanon, and arc a most singular people. Our author describes
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their religion as "neither Pagan, Mohammedan, Jewish, nor

Christian ; but a motley combination of the worst elements of

them all." He also gives us an epitome of their peculiar doctrines,

and a specimen of their catechism, from the Foreign Quarterly.

These people have lately, on several occasions, manifested a desire

to be instructed in Protestant Christianity ; but their Maronite

neighbors have as often interfered by arms and violence to pre-

vent it. This has been the cause of those disastrous wars, which,

within a few years, have desolated the mountain, and well nigh

ruined both parties. After several fruitless applications to the

British government for protection, they " threw themselves into

the arms of the Moslems, and for the first time received Turkish

schools, and instruction in the principles of the Koran." If the

influence of England with the Sublime Porte could obtain the

toleration of Protestantism in the Turkish empire, the Druses would
readily embrace rt, and a wide door for Christian enterprise would
thus be opened in the East. Strong political motives may induce

England to attempt, to form ecclesiastical relations with these

people ; and the establishment of the diocese of St. James at

Jerusalem may be the first step in a series of measures which
will ultimately secure to her a predominant influence in the affairs

of the East, and tend to the diffusion of a pure and elevated form

of Christianity in that quarter. In these chapters, as in other por-

tions of the work, Dr. Durbin occasionally makes remarks which
evince a clear insight into the labyrinth of European politics, and

a comprehension of the hidden springs of policy which regulate

the movements of the " Great Powers " in all questions relating to

the East. Indeed, the book generally will prove no less instructive

to the politician and statesman, than to the scholar and Christian.

Dr. Durbin awards merited praise to the American missionaries

in Syria, for their devoted labors among the mountaineers. Though
opposed by the Greek bishop and clergy, they have cast bread upon
the waters, which may be found after many days.

In the course of his travels, our author had frequent opportuni-

ties to observe the regularity and devoutness of the Mohammedans
in their daily worship. The volatile Greek, even at public service,

hurries through the mummeries of his church with scarcely the

semblance of gravity ; but the sober Turk, at the stated hours of

prayer, wherever he may be, abstracts himself at once from
surrounding objects, performs the customary prostrations, and
ejaculates the prescribed formulas of his devotion with a con-

scientiousness which might teach Christians a lesson. An illus-

tration of this occurred on the passage from Beyrout to Smyrna.
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" But such a deck ! It was literally covered from stern to stern by-

two hundred and eighty hadjis, or pilgrims, returning from the holy cities.

They were divided into small squads, each surrounded by its furniture.

Some lay on mats, some on carpets, others on rich cushions, and not a few
upon the hard boards. The women were hid behind piles of provision-

sacks, water-pots, saddle-bags, and what not, or were half suffocated

under quilts hung over them for concealment. The waves soon began
to break over the deck, and torrents of rain to fall. I watched one
of the proudest of the Turks : his magnificent turban soon lost its fair

proportions, and stuck to his head like a shapeless scull-cap
; his

venerable beard, thoroughly drenched, lay matted down upon his
breast ; but, amid it ail, he continued, with the utmost composure, to

smoke his pipe until it was drowned out, and then took his pocket
compass, found the direction of Mecca, turned his face thither, and
patiently performed his devotions amid the general confusion around
him. During the whole voyage I heard not a murmur from any of
them, nor witnessed a single instance of ill-blood, or even of disagree-
ment. Half a dozen of the richer ones at last took refuge in the
cabin

;
yet they did not eat with us, but spread their carpets on the

floor, and sat cross-legged each at his own meal. At stated times
during the day they turned their faces toward Mecca, by aid of corn-
pass, and performed their devotions as their brethren on deck. Their
general deportment was grave and becoming, and they delighted to be
addressed by the title of hadji, or pilgrim. The number of pilgrimages
to Mecca is said to be decreasing annually, probably from the want of
money as well as the decline of faith."—Vol. ii, pp'. 101, 102.

Our traveler's course from Smyrna lay over Mount Pagus, and
across the Cayster, to Epliesus ; thence up the Cayster to Phila-

delphia
; over Mount Tmolus to Sardis on the "golden Pactolus;"

across the valley of the Hermus to Thyatira; and thence over

Mount Tcmnus, and down the valley of the Caicus to Pergamus.
He mentions a fact of much scientific interest in relation to the

geology of this part of Asia Minor. The valleys of this region'

arc connected with each other by narrow extensions between the

mountains, somewhat, as we imagine, like the avenues of a vast

labyrinth. Noticing the resemblance between these insulated

mountains and the lofty islands in the neighboring sea, he says,

—

"Taken together, they form one system, of volcanic origin, the only
difference being that the islands are surrounded by water, and the

mountains by connected valleys. Once they were all islands, but by
the general elevation of the continent, the sea was drawn away from
the bases of the mountains, and what was once its bottom became the

rich valleys of Asia Minor."—Vol. ii, p. 120.

"We have already alluded to our author's account of his journey
in Asia Minor, and his visit to the 'Seven Churches," as exceed-
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ingly interesting and attractive. This part of his book has all the

freshness of novelty, and contains many passages of great beauty

and eloquence. Some of the descriptions are full of spirit and

vivacity; while others are tinged with an air of solemnity and sad-

ness such as a man of sensibility would naturally feel as he treads

upon the haunted ground which was once the garden of the

world, but now a vast necropolis. A tone of deep, religious

feeling pervades these chapters ; and is, indeed, manifested on all

suitable occasions throughout the entire work. We have space

for only one or two extracts.

" Ephesus affords one of the most striking instances of the mutability

of human affairs, and perhaps of the fulfillment of divine predictions,

that can be found in history. Her wealth, in the old paean times, ri-

valed, if it did not exceed, that of any of the Grecian cities of Asia;

in the arts, her name was connected with the renown' of Parrhasius

and Apelles ; in architecture, she far outstripped all her rivals. Her
splendid temple, which required the wealth of Asia, collected for cen-

turies, for its creation, was the wonder of the world; and around its

sacred inclosures the Persian, the Lydian, the Greek, and the Roman,
in turn bowed as worshipers. Nowhere in the world did the old

idolatry display so much pomp and magnificence; nowhere did it press

into its service with so much success the highest powers of human
art. But it was not only in the palmy days of paganism that Ephesus
was glorious. The visits of Paul, the preaching of Apollos, the min-
istry of Timothy, the faith and patience of the first converts to Chris-

tianity,—these, and a thousand other recollections, make the early

Christian days of Ephesus glorious in the annals of the church. And
oven after the lessons of Paul and Timothy had been forgotten, and
the ' first love ' of the Ephesian church had waned, the city was still

the seat of Christianity, and the chosen place of assembly for her.

bishops, her synods, and her councils.

" But all this glory has departed. ' Unto the angel of the church of

Ephesus write,' was the message of Christ by his servant John :

• Remember, therefore, from whence thou art fallen, and repent, and
do thy first works ; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will

remove thy candlestick out of its place, unless thou repent.' It was
not long before the candlestick was removed. For a few centuries

the church of Ephesus was powerful ; but in that period, error and
superstition on the part of the people, combined with and fostered by
worldly-mindedness and ambition on the part of tl\e lordly prelates who
sat in the place of Timothy, Onesimus, and John, prepared the way for

its destruction. The Christian history of Ephesus may be said to

have ended with the sixth century; since that period it can hardly bo
said that the church has existed there at all ; and now, there is neither

angel nor candlestick in the once flourishing city. From the ruins of
her theatre, the scene of noble martyrdoms, from the broken columns
and scattered sculpture of her temples, from the desolation of her once-
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peopled plain and terraced hills, a voice, audible enough to those who
will listen, proclaims, 'He that hath an ear, let him hear what the

Spirit saith unto the churches.'"—Vol. ii, pp. 130, 131.

In the account of Philadelphia, after citing the words of Christ,

through John the revelator, to that church, the author thus re-

marks on the faithfulness with which the divine promise has

been kept :

—

" The promise of divine interposition in the hour of temptation is

the distinguishing feature in this letter of Jesus to the Philadelphians
;

and wonderfully has it been fulfilled for the last eighteen hundred
years. The candlestick has never been removed ; the angel of the
church has always been there. The altar of Jesus has been often
shaken, both by the imperial pagan power, when Philadelphia sup-
plied eleven martyrs as companions to Polycarp in the flames at

.Smyrna, and by the arms of the false prophet, when Bajazet and
Tamerlane swept over Asia Minor like an inundation

;
yet it has never

been overthrown. The crumbling walls of twenty ruined churches,
and the swelling domes and towering minarets of a dozen mosques,
attest the hours of fiery temptation

;
yet three thousand Christian

Greeks, and a half a dozen churches still kept in repair, and still vgcal
with praise to Jesus, attest that he has been faithful to his promise :

1
1 also will keep thee in the hour of temptation, which shall come

upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.' Ephesus
is desolate, and without a Christian temple or altar ; Laodicea is

without inhabitant, except the foxes and jackals that prowl amid her
circus and her theatres ; Sardis is represented by one Turkish and
one Greek hut ; a handful of down-trodden Greek Christians worship
in a subterranean chapel at Pergamos ; but, in the language of Gibbon,
' Philadelphia alone has been saved by prophecy or courage. At a
distance from the sea, forgotten by the emperor, encompassed on all

sides by the Turks, she only among the Greek colonies and churches
of Asia is still erect—a column in a scene of ruins."—Vol. ii, pp. 139, 140.

The lovers of Homer (and who that has read his magnificent

epics does not love Homer?) will follow our traveler with delight

over the " pine-covered and spring-nourishing Ida," and along the

hanks of old Scamander and Sirnois, and over the silent plain where
Trot/ was. The tombs of Hector and Achilles still frown at each

other across the desolate area which so often witnessed their

heroism, as if their very dust were animated witli undying halu.

But here, as at other places which the busy memory of the pilgrim

peoples with the shadows of the glorious past,

"Unmoved the Moslem sits, the light Greek carols by."

At the Dardanelles, Dr. Durbin took passage by steamboat to

Constantinople, and entered the Golden Horn ?t. sunrise. The
Vol. VI.—

9
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'description of his approach to the Turkish capital is too fine a

picture to be omitted.

" As the day dawned, the steward roused us ; the boat got under
way, and, sweeping round by Prince's Islands, headed to the city.

The morning star glittered as a single diamond set in the calm, blue
sky, and gradually disappeared in the soft light gushing up over the
mountains of Asia. The first glimpse of the city disclosed the Seras-
kier's Tower, a strong, dark line on the kindling 6ky; in a few minutes
appeared the six slender minarets of the Mosque of Sultan Achmet,
and then the four of the venerable St. Sophia ; and amid each group
suddenly rose the dark mass of its swelling dome. As the glowing
light rapidly spread over the heavens, other domes appeared upon the
horizon, and their countless minarets, with rich, gilded pinnacles,
pierced the plane of vision. The European coast was comparatively
level, and beautifully green ; dark mountain masses formed the Asiatic
horizon, over which, as the sun came up, the sky impended as a canopy
of molten gold.

"At first the city seemed one undistinguished mass ; but, as we ap-
proached the Seven Towers, its parts gradually became distinct to the
view. To the left, forming the background of the picture, the dark
forests of cypresses indicated the resting-places of the dead of many
generations. Directly before us the vast and complicated buildings of
Seraglio Point unfolded themselves, crowried by St. Sophia just with-
out the Sublime Porte, and ornamented with gardens of magnificent
evergreens sloping down to the sea-wall. Approaching the Point, the
mouths of the Bosphorus and Golden Horn opened before us, and yet
appeared perfectly locked within the magnificent amphitheatre of cities

formed by Scutari on the right, Galata, Tophanna, and Pera in front,

and the city on the left. As we swept round Seraglio Point, the
Golden Horn expanded before us, a broad, deep indentation, winding
for miles between the city and its vast suburbs, and animated by ten
thousand light, swallow-shaped caiques darting to and fro, and sitting

as lightly on the waters as the flocks of seagulls that scarcely kept
out of the way of their oars. Our anchor was quickly down, our lug-
gage landed without custom-house examination, and we climbing the
steep, narrow, rugged streets of Pera to Miserie's English hotel, where
we once more found ourselves within the domain of European society
and civilization."—Vol ii, pp. lSo-lb?.

The "observations" made in this ancient city, and especially

the notices of the social and moral condition of the different classes

of its population, are lively and graphic. The religious creed and
ceremonies of the Mohammedans arc briefly explained; and the dif-

ferent postures of prayer illustrated by wood-cuts from Lane. A
description is also given of the frantic exhibitions of the dervishes,

whom our author calls "the monks of Moslemism." With the aid

of the cuts, the reader will get an idea of their performances which
will not be easily erased from his memory. There are two classes

9*
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of these fanatics, named, from the feats at which they are expert,

ihe howling and the dancing dervishes. The howler plays wolf

and hyena in holiest mood ; and his brother, the dancer, spins^out

inspiration in dizzy spirals.

By means of a firman, obtained through the kindness of Mr.

Brown, of the American legation, our author was permitted to visit

the imperial mosques of Achmet, Suliman, and St. Sophia. The
following extracts will convey a clear conception of these structures

:

"The traveler in Asia Minor, and in the provinces near the capital,

will notice the uniformity in structure of all the great mosques, which
are distinguished by a principal centre dome, supported by two or more
semi-domes at its base, with a greater or less number of lower
domes or cupolas over the aisles and angles, according to the means
of its founder and the magnificence of his plan. Thus an imperial

mosque is a vast edifice between two and three hundred feet square,

finished with a mountain of cupolas and domes, increasing in size as

they ascend, and converging until the principal one, as a vast semi-

globe, crowns the whole. These arc all relieved by round or narrow
windows, adorned by delicate tracery and fretwork cut in stone,

which indeed spreads like network over most of the exterior of the

domes and cupolas, each of which is surmounted by a gilded crescent

that glitters in the sun. The Mosque of Achmet alone has more than

thirty cupolas and domes. Each of the seven hills on which Constan-
tinople is built, and of the heights on the opposite sides of the Bos-
phorus and Golden Horn, is crowned with one of these edifices, the

more grand and imposing by reason of the elevation of nearly the

whole mass of the building above the surrounding houses. It is this

that makes the coup d'ozil of Constantinople superior to any other city

view on earth.

" Adjoining each mosque in front is a large court, several hundred

feet square, around the sides of which, in the interior, run open arcades,

covered by low, closed domes, with leaden roofs, and supported often-

times by pillars of precious marble, the rare remains of the ancient city."

"At each corner of the court rises a slender minaret, which pierces

the clouds like a gilded needle, and has two or three galleries of fine

fretted stonework girding it at different heights. To these the muezzins
ascend by interior spiral staircases, and call the people to prayers at

the appointed times. The Moslems abhor bells, and hence the belfry

of the church has given place to the minaret of the mosque ;
and the

voices of a thousand muezzins, simultaneously proclaiming throughout

the city, There is but one God, and Mohammed is his prophet ; come to

Jirayers, come to salvation, fall as agreeably on the ear of the Moham-
medan as the chimes of the church bells on the ear of the Christian."

" Surprise, admiration, and awe are the first emotions which tho

stranger feels upon stepping into the mosque. The idea of vastness
ami vacuity predominates, and the impression is irresistibly made that

the invisible God alone dwells here. The impiession is deepened by
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the gilded inscriptions proclaiming the fact from the cold stone walls,

and the majestic dome impending at the height of two hundred feet

over head. The quiet and reverence with which all present move
over the flagged pavement, or prostrate themselves on mats or carpets,

heighten the impression still more, and it is some minutes before the

mind recovers itself sufficiently to notice and be offended at the minor

details of the interior."—Vol. ii, pp. 202, 203, 204, 205.

Travelers have lavished a great deal of commiseration upon the

beautiful Circassian and Georgian females who are offered for

sale in the bazars of this city. It appears, however, from our

author's statements, that all this sympathy is thrown away. These

women are in the market by their own choice and the consent of

their parents, and have been educated in view of becoming the

wives of Turkish gentlemen who may happen to be rich enough

to purchase and maintain them. . Their matrimonial speculations

generally turn out according to their wishes ; and though the

modus operandi of the bargain, sale, and transfer is somewhat

different from the fashionable style in similar transactions among
us, the same motive and principle lie at the bottom in both

countries. Here, as well as there, the fascinating fortune-hunter

anticipates " an improvement in her condition by being domesti-

cated in the family of a rich man."

Two chapters are devoted to the history, condition, and pros-

pects of the Turkish empire. The first presents a melancholy

picture of the weakness of the government at home and abroad,

the decay of trade, manufactures, and every branch of productive

industry ; and the appalling decrease of population. The second

contains a history of the efforts of the present sultan to engraft

upon the decaying trunk of Moslemism some of the vigorous

shoots of Christian civilization. He has proposed a general reform

in the laws for the security of property, liberty, and life ; the

establishment of a system of public instruction ; and the creation

of an imperial parliament. These prescriptions, show the hand of

a bold practitioner; but Dr. Durbin thinks the patient is too far

exhausted to bear such vigorous treatment. The dissolution of

the empire is retarded by the Great Powers of Europe, who are

trying to keep the breath of life in it through sheer jealousy of

each other, and dread of the scramble which will follow its

last gasp.

The book closes with three chapters on " Christianity in the

East." These have been prepared with the care and caution

which the importance of the subject demands, and will be read

with deep attention and solemn interest by every Christian and
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philanthropist into whose hands the book may fall. The author

believes that not less than fifteen millions of Christians of different

Fccts are distributed, like leaven, through all parts of the Ottoman

empire, and that their numbers and influence are steadily in-

creasing. The Christian civilization of the West is also reacting

upon the East, and is making itself felt and respected, not only in

the palace of the Othmans, but in the remotest corners of the pro-

vinces. The proud Mussulman silently acknowledges its supe-

riority, exclaims " God is great," and resigns himself to his

destiny and his pipe.

In addition to these powerful elements of renovation, the Roman,

Anglican, and American missionaries are prosecuting their work

with untiring activity, though with widely different purposes and

views. In giving the history of their operations Dr. Durbin steos

upon delicate ground.

" Pericnlosee plenum opus aleae

Tractas, et incedis per ignes

Suppositos cineri doloso."

But having carefully examined the whole subject, he expresses his

convictions with an independence which does honor to his cha-

racter. He has stated with scrupulous fidelity what he believed

to be truth, yet in such courteous phrase that even those who may
take exceptions to his views will give him credit for gentlemanly

delicacy and Christian candor.

We must now take leave of our fcaseler and his interesting

volumes. In the language of oriental benediction, "May he live

a thousand years ;' and as often as he shall come to our table in

the shape of a book, as elegantly illustrated and as readable as the

present, so often we promise him a cordial greeting and a hearty

welcome.

Carlisle, Nov. 15, 1845.
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Art. VII.

—

Sermons on Important Subjects. By Rev. Samuel

Davies, A. M., President of the College of New-Jersey. With

an Essay on the Life and Times of the Author, by Albert

Barnes. In 3 vols., 12mo., pp. 497, 556, 499. Second edition.

New-York: Dayton & Saxton. 1S43.

The author of these volumes was a Congregational minister, and,

in some respects, was a most remarkable man. As a pulpit orator,

this country has furnished but few equals. For persevering in-

dustry and toil in his Master's service, he has left an example

worthy the imitation of the pious in all ages. For great success

in his labors, as a Christian minister, he was singularly successful.

Few men, perhaps, in any age have been more highly honored,

than was our author, in accomplishing the great objects contem-

plated in the Christian ministry.

President Davies was born on the 3d of November, A. D. 1724,

in the county of Newcastle, slate of Delaware. He was probably

of Welsh descent. His father was a fanner, of great plainness

and simplicity in his mode of living, but honest and pious. He
died while Samuel (our author) was young. His mother was dis-

tinguished for her natural talents, and eminent piety. He was an

only son, and a great favorite of his parents. His mother had long

prayed for the bestowment of such a blessing, and when he was

born, she could not but look upon him as a token of the divine favor,

and given in express answer to her prayers. In writing to a friend,

our author adverts to this fact, as follows :
—

" I cannot but mention

an anecdote known to but few ; that I am a son of prayer, like my
namesake Samuel, the prophet; and my mother called me Samuel
because, she said, I have asked him of the Lord." 1 Sam. i, 20.

He was early dedicated to God by his parents, and this, he informs

us, had a great influence on his mind in his early consecration to

his Master's service. There being no school in the vicinity where

his father resided, he was kept at home and taught by his mother
;

and such were his sprightliness, his propriety of conduct, and his

remarkable progress in study, that when a boy he exhibited indi-

cations of great promise.

At the age of about ten years he was sent to an English school, at

some distance from his father's house, where he continued two

years, and made great proficiency in his literary acquisitions ; al-

though, during this period, partly for the want of proper religious in-

struction, he became somewhat careless as to his spiritual interests.

He, however, attended to the duty of secret prayer, especially in

the evening. The reason he assigns for this was, " lie feared lest
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he should die before morning." It is said, that he prayed ardently,

about this time, that he might be " introduced into the gospel min-

istry," a calling to which his youthful mind seemed to have a strong

predilection.

The precise time of his conversion is unknown, though it is

supposed to have taken place when about twelve years of age.

Being early dedicated to God by his parents, he was now led to

consecrate himself to God, through faith in the atoning merit. For

a time he was exercised with perplexing doubts respecting his

divine acceptance but by constant prayer, and impartial and repeated

self-examination, he obtained a satisfactory assurance of his adop-

tion into the divine family, which he happily retained to the end of

his life.

He was not favored with a collegiate education, though he was

blessed with some of the advantages which the country at that

time afforded for literary pursuits. His pecuniary means were

limited ; and this probably accounts for the fact of his not passing

through a regular collegiate course. Being naturally endowed with

an extraordinary intellect, and being ardently zealous to accomplish

whatever he took in hand, he prosecuted- his studies with astonish-

ing success. All subjects within his investigations were mastered

with apparent ease. By his indefatigable labors, his scholarship

became quite extensive.

From what has been said, it appears that he early selected the

Christian ministry as a calling for life. Whether the prayers and

instructions of his parents had any influence on this early selection,

is not necessary here to inquire At what age he entered upon his

long-desired vocation is uncertain; though it is highly' probable

that he commenced his ministry when about twenty. At twenty-

one, it is supposed that he was engaged as a minister, in a revival

of religion in Virginia, an interesting account of which he gives

in a letter to the Rev. J. Bellamy. In 1747, being twenty-three

years of age, he was sent by the presbytery of Newcastle to V ir-

pinia, then a colony, and noted for profancness and immorality.

He preached to several congregations, which formed a kind of cir-

cuit, and in the discharge of his duties he was frequently under

the necessity of traveling sixty miles. Such were his patience,

perseverance, and piety, together with his powerful ministrations,

that his labors were attended with great success. The " wilderness

and solitary places" bloomed and blossomed before him. Many
sinners were converted through his instrumentality, and among

ihem were many slaves, who, no doubt, will furnish additional

jewels in his "crown of glory."
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Here he continued to labor until 1753, when he was chosen by
the synod of New-York, at the instance of the trustees of New-
Jersey College, as a suitable person to accompany the Rev. Gilbert

Tennent* to England and Ireland, for the purpose of soliciting

funds for said college. In this mission he was highly successful

;

and to his services, mainly, the college was indebted for its subse-

quent flourishing condition. In England he was greatly esteemed
and beloved : his popular talents called forth great applause. While
there, he formed an acquaintance with several distinguished gen-

tlemen, with some of whom he continued to correspond till his

death.

After his return to this country, he entered again upon the work
of traveling his circuit in Virginia, preaching with success to his

congregations until 1759, when he was elected president of the

New-Jersey College. lie succeeded the celebrated Jonathan
Edwards, who entered upon the duties of the presidency of the

college in 1758, and continued to discharge them but a brief

period. In about two weeks after, he departed this life in hope
of a "glorious immortality.'" President Davies entered upon his

new calling with great zeal. Such had been the circumstances con-

nected with his ministerial labors, that he had had but little oppor-

tunity for improvement in academical learning. He now applied

himself with renewed energy to the studies necessary for a tho-

rough qualification for so important and elevated a vocation. His
success was. great in his literary labors ; and by his judicious

management the college became very prosperous, and attained a

high state of literary merit. But his intense application to study,

together with his other labors, which were quite onerous, was more
than his enfeebled constitution could endure. A change of exer-

cise proved also undoubtedly disadvantageous to his health. He
had been accustomed to much exercise in his long rides in Virginia,

and now to confine himself to the duties of the college, merely
walking from his own house to Nassau Hall, the distance of about

ten rods, necessarily deprived him of his usual exercise—that ex-

ercise which the state of his health at that time demanded. He
became exceedingly prostrated, rind in Feb., 1761, he died of the

inflammatory fever, in the thirty-seventh year of his age, having

occupied the presidential chair of New-Jersey College about

seventeen months.

* Gilbert Tennent was brother of the celebrated William Tennent. He
labored in New-Brunswick, New-Jersey, and is said to have been a useful and
popular preacher.
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His death called forth much sorrow and lamentation in this

country and in England. Several sermons were preached on

the occasion. Dr. Finley, the successor of Mr. Davies in the

presidency, preached from Rom. xiv, 7, 8: "For none of us

livelh unto himself" &c. The doctor remarks in his intro-

duction, as a reason for selecting this passage, "When I reflect on

the truly Christian, generous, yet strict Catholicism that distin-

guishes this whole chapter, and how deeply it was imprinted on

Mr. Davies' own spirit and influenced his course of life, I am ready

to conclude, that, perhaps, no text could be more aptly chosen on

the occasion." Dr. Gibbons, a distinguished divine, with whom
Mr. Davies became acquainted on his visit to England, preached

also an able sermon on the occasion from Eph. i, 11 : "Who workcth

all things after the counsel of his own will." The doctor gives a

succinct view of the character of his honored friend, in which he

represents him as one of the best men he ever knew ; but some of

his remarks in illustrating the doctrine of the text are strongly

Calvinistic. The Rev. David Bostwick, M. A., has given a "just

portraiture of President Davies," in which an analysis of his charac-

ter is strikingly portrayed. Several others preached on the occa-

sion, but it is not necessary that their productions should be noticed

in this paper.

President Davies seemed to have been peculiarly fitted for the

exigences of the times in which he lived. It was an age charac-

terized by profligacy and vice ; corruption of manners and a deep-

rooted opposition to spiritual things had become exceedingly pre-

valent.* A large proportion of the people had become averse to

experimental piety, and many who adhered to the " form," were

destitute of the " power, of godliness." To meet the opposition,

prejudice, and ignorance of such a period, required the first order

of endowments. Such were pre-eminently possessed by our author.

Like the Wesleys, he was evidently " fitted to his day." Mr. Bost-

wick describes him as being " adorned with such an assemblage

of amiable and useful qualities, and each shining with such distin-

guished lustre, that it is hard to say in which he most excelled
;

and equally hard to mention one valuable or useful accomplishment

in which he did not excel. A large and capacious understanding

;

a solid, unbiased, and well-regulated judgment; a quick apprehen-

sion ; a genius truly penetrating ; a fruitful invention ; an elegant

taste—were all happily united in him, and constituted a real great

* For the truth of this remark, see the Memoirs of the Tennents, who were

his cotemporaries.
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ness of mind which never failed to strike every observer with an
agreeable surprise."

The reader has already been informed that his early advantages

for an education were limited. By this circumstance, however, he
was by no means discouraged. He thirsted after knowledge, not

merely as an accomplishment, but as a means of extensive useful-

ness. His strength of genius and indefatigable application placed

him in honorable standing among the first scholars of his age ; and
by the friends of education he was placed at the head of one of the

first literary institutions of the country. Let those young preachers

in the itinerant field, who are struggling under many embarrass-

ments in acquiring a thorough education, remember that Davies
did not become a scholar at once, but by patient perseverance in

close application to study ;—so of Franklin, who became a philo-

sopher ;—so of Newton, the astronomer ;—so of Locke, the logi-

cian ;—so of Clarke, the linguist. Education is usually purchased

at the price which Jacob paid for his wives—years of faithful and

incessant toil.

But as a Christian minister, our author particularly excelled. He
loved the work, being satisfied that he had been called to it by the

" Holy Ghost," and to it he unreservedly consecrated all the powers
of body and mind. Feeling that the " love of Christ constrained"

him, he went forth an itinerant minister, as did the apostles,

" To seek the wandering souls of men."

In the exercise of the ministerial functions, "his fervent zeal and
undissemblcd piety, popular talents and engaging address, soon

acquired for him a distinguished character, and general admiration.

Scarce was he known as a minister but he was sent, on the earnest

application of the people, to some of the distant settlements of Vir-

ginia, where many of the inhabitants, in respect of religion, were
but a small remove from the darkness and ignorance of unculti-

vated heathenism; and where the religion of Jesus, which he

endeavored to propagate, had to encounter all the blindness,

prejudice, and enmity, that are natural to the heart of the most

depraved sinner. Yet, under all apparent disadvantages, his labors

were attended with such remarkable success, that all opposition

quitted the unequal combat, and gave way to the powerful energy

of the divine Spirit, which was graciously pleased by his ministry

to add many new subjects to the spiritual kingdom of our glorious

Immanuel."*

* Rev. Mr. Bostwick.
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" The work of the ministry," says the author just quoted, " was

Mr. Davics' great delight, and for which he was admirably fur-

nished with every valuable qualification of nature and grace. Divi-

nity was a favorite study, in which he made great proficiency for

one of his years, and yet he generally preferred the most necessary

and practical branches of it to the dark mazes of endless controversy

and intricate disputes ; aiming chiefly at the conversion of sinners,

and to change the hearts of men by an affecting representation of

the plain, but most important and interesting truths of the gospel.

His talent for composition, especially for the pulpit, was equaled

by few, and perhaps exceeded by none. His taste was judicious,

elegant, and polite, and yet his discourses were plain and pungent;

peculiarly adapted to pierce the conscience and affect the heart.

His diction was surpassingly beautiful and comprehensive, tending

to make the most stupid hearer sensibly feel, as well as clearly

understand. Sublimity and elegance, plainness and perspicuity,

and all the force and energy of language, were seen, to some ex-

tent, in all his writings. His manner of delivery, as to pronuncia-

tion, gesture, and modulation of voice, seemed to be a perfect

model of the most moving and striking oratory.

" Whenever he ascended the sacred desk, he seemed to have

not only the attention, but all the various passions of his auditor}'

entirely at command. And as his personal appearance was august

and venerable, yet benevolent and mild, so he could speak with

the most commanding authority, or melting tenderness, according

to the variation of his subject. With what majesty and grandeur,

with what energy and striking solemnity, with what powerful and

almost irresistible eloquence, would he illustrate the truths and

inculcate the duties of Christianity! Mount Sinai seemed to thun-

der from liis lips, when he denounced the curses of the law, and

sounded the dreadful alarm to guilty sinners. The solemn scenes

of the last judgment seemed to rise in view, when he arraigned,

tried, and convicted, self-deceivers and hypocrites. And how did

the balm of Gilead distill from his lips, when he exhibited a bleed-

ing Saviour to sinful man, as a remedy for the wounded heart and

guilty conscience ! In a word, whatever subject he undertook,

persuasive eloquence dwelt upon his tongue; and his audience was
all attention. He spoke as on the borders of eternity, and as view-

ing the glories and terrors of an unseen world, and conveyed the

most grand and affecting ideas of these important realities ; reali-

ties which he then firmly believed, and which he now sees in the

clearest light of intuitive demonstration."

The above may be viewed in the light of high-wrought pane-
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gyric; but to what extent it may be thus regarded, we will not here

decide. The representation was drawn by a personal friend, and

how far the influence of friendship led to exaggeration, cannot be

fully decided ; charity, however, would prompt to a belief that the

writer labored to give a faithful "portraiture" of his friend, as a

Christian minister. And we arc more inclined to this belief, from

the fact that the representation agrees with those given by Drs.

Finley, Gibbons, and others.

But to the volumes before us. These contain a large number
of sermons on "important subjects," which were published after

the author's death. Such was their rapid sale, that they soon passed

through nine editions. They passed through several editions in

England, and were sought after there with great eagerness by the

religious reading community. Indeed, it is believed that no sermons

of modern times have passed through more editions than have these,

except those of Mr. Wesley. And though, perhaps, occasionally

wanting in elegance of diction, and excessive in verbiage, yet they

will be sought for and read when many others of more recent date

shall have been consigned to oblivion. Dr. Gibbons, in the sixth

London edition, speaks of them as follows:

—

"A calm and elaborate inquiry into the connection of those passages
which he chooses for his subjects, and a close investigation, when it

appeared necessary, into the meaning of the text by consulting the

original language, and fair and learned criticism ;—a careful attention

to the portions of sacred truth upon which he proposes to treat, so that

his discourse as naturally rises from his theme as the branch grows
from the root, or the stream issues from the fountain. In every page,

and almost every line of our author's sermons, his readers may discover

the subject he at first professed to handle ; and he is ever illustrating,

proving, or enforcing some truth evidently contained in it; observing a
due regard to the divine word, by comparing and confirming Scripture

by Scripture, by taking the sacred text in its easy and natural sense,
and by pertinent citations of passages, both in the proof and amplifica-
tion

; an observance of method and order, so as to proceed, like a wise
builder, in laying a foundation and regularly erecting the superstructure,

and yet diversifying his method by making it sometimes open and ex-

press, and at other times indirect and implicit; a free, manly diction,

without anything of a nice and affected accuracy, or a loud-sounding
torrent of almost unintelligible words on the one side, or a loose negli-

gence, or mean and low-creeping phrases, unworthy of the pulpit, on the

other ; a rich vein of evangelical doctrine with a proper notice of prac-
tical duties, or awful denunciation of divine wrath against the impeni-
tent and incorrigible ; an impartial regard to the cases of all his hearers,
like a good steward distributing to all their portion in due season ;

animated and pathetic application, in which our author collects and
concentrates what he has proved in his discourses

; and urges it with
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all the power of forcible address and melting persuasion to the heart."

—Pp. 3, 4.

That the critic may find some objectionable things in the ser-

mons before us is freely admitted ; and that there arc some senti-

ments in them that would be objected to by a large proportion of

the readers of the Methodist Quarterly, is believed ; for it should

be remembered that the author of the sermons was a Calvinist,

and that some of the peculiarities of his creed would naturally find

a place in them ; but notwithstanding all their objectionable fea-

tures, we must be permitted to pronounce them as among the most

eloquent and useful sermons ever issued by the American or

English press. A few extracts from them must suffice.

In Sermon II, our author discourses on John iii, 16 : "For God
so loved the world," &c. It was preached immediately after he

had recovered from a severe fit of sickness, and was introduced by

the following remarks, which evidently show his ardent desire to

benefit his hearers :

—

" I have been solicitously thinking in what way my life, redeemed
from the grave, may be of most service to my dear people. And I

would collect all the feeble remains of my strength into one vigorous

effort this day to promote this benevolent end. If I knew what subject

lias the most direct tendency to save your souls, that is the subject to

which my heart would cling with peculiar endearment, and which I

would make the matter of the present discourse.
" And when I consider I am speaking to an assembly of sinners,

guilty, depraved, helpless creatures, and that if ever you are saved it

will be only through Jesus Christ, in that way which the gospel re-

veals ; when I consider that your everlasting life turns on this hinge,

viz., the reception you give to this Saviour, and this way of salvation
;

when I consider these things, I can think of no subject more suitable

lor recommending the Lord Jesus to your acceptance, and to explain

and inculcate the method of salvation through his mediation."

—

Pp. 31,32.

In elucidating the subject, he notices at length the following

points in his usual style, which, for strength and simplicity, is

scarcely equaled by the celebrated Dr. South :—

" 1. Without Christ, all are in a perishing condition.

"2. That through Christ, a way is opened for salvation.

" 3. The grand prerequisite to being saved, is faith in Jesus Christ.

"4. That those who believe in Christ shall be saved.
11

5. That this method of salvation is a most striking and astonishing
display of the love of God."
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Our author lived in an age in which infidelity was embraced by
many, especially of the youth. Against it, he frequently leveled

his artillery with great power and effect. In a sermon on the
"Divine Authority and Sufficiency of the Christian Religion" he
thus speaks of the religion of the Bible :

—

_

" The religion of the Bible has the directest tendency to promote true
piety and solid virtue in the world ; it is such a religion as becomes a
God to reveal ; such a religion as we might expect from him ; a reli-

gion intended and adapted to regulate self-love, and to diffuse the love
of God and man through the world ; a religion productive of every
humane, social, and divine virtue, and directly calculated to banish all

sin from the world ; to transform impiety into devotion, injustice and
oppression into equity and universal benevolence, and sensuality into
sobriety

; a religion infinitely preferable to any that has been contrived
by the wisest and best of men."

Mr. Davies was a great lover of his country. In defense of its

liberties, he appeared with all his zeal and eloquence. He preached
on the occasion of his country's invasion by a foreign power. He
gives the enemy no quarters. He fully believed in the efficacy

and power of the gospel to triumph over the wickedness of this

world, and that the time would come when the kingdom of the
Redeemer would exercise its "government over our guilty race."
His sermon on the "Mediatorial Kingdom and Glories of Jesus
Christ" for sublimity of thought and true eloquence of expression,
is hardly surpassed by any writer of ancient or modern times. But
on the character of these sermons it is unnecessary that we should
say more. The above will suffice for recommending them to the
reader's attention. This was the principal object of the reviewer.

That the enterprising publishers have presented the public with
a new and cheap edition of these sermons is a matter of thankful-
ness

; and it is ardently hoped that they will still prove a great
blessing to the ministry and to the church, and that they will con-
tinue to be read with increasing interest, delight, and profit, until

time shall be no more ! R. W. A.
Neiv-Lo?idon, Conn., Sept., 1815.
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Art. VIII.—CRITICAL NOTICES.

I. The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments ; translated

out of the original Hebrew, and with the farmer Translations diligently

compared and revised: and the Greek New Testament, printed from
the Text, and wifh the various Readings of Knapp : together with the

commonly-received English Translations. Desig7icd for the Use of
Students. 4to. New-York : J. C. Riker, 129 Fulton-st. 1845.

In further explanation of the form and design of " The Student's Bi-

ble," it is only necessary to say, that the text occupies but a small part

of the page, the remainder being ruled for the purpose of notes and cri-

ticisms. The paper is clear and firm, and admits of writing upon both

sides without blotting. For those who study the Scriptures critically,

and wish to note the results of their investigations, this Bible will be

found a great convenience. We most heartily thank the publisher for thus

furnishing our Biblical students with precisely what they want in this

line ; and we hope he may find ample encouragement in the enterprise.

We feel a lively interest in efforts to put the Holy Scriptures into every

desirable form ; and we pray for a blessing upon those publishers who
risk large outlays in endeavoring to carry out so desirable an object.

They are especially entitled to the patronage of the Christian public,

and we seriously hope our friend Riker will not fail to receive this

reward.

2. A Critical Commentary and Paraphrase on the Old and New Testa-

ments and the Apocrypha. By Patrick, Louth, Arnold, Whitdy,
and Lowman. A new edition, with the text printed at large, in four

volumes. Phila.: Carey & Hart. New-York: Wiley & Putnam.
1845.

We noticed this important publication on the receipt of the first num-

ber. We are now happy to say that the whole is completed. As a

commentary upon the entire Bible, this one has very few rivals. It is

critical and thoroughly orthodox. But by this we do not mean to say

that we subscribe to every line of this great work ; but that, in general,

it is a most excellent and safe guide to a better understanding of the

Holy Scriptures. Whitby is thoroughly Arminian, and brings a vast

amount of critical skill and argumentative power to the support of the

true exposition of those, portions of St. Paul's Epistles which are per-

verted by the Calvinistic commentators. He shows the theology and

logic of Geneva no quarter, but dissects them, and exposes their radi-

al deformities with the hand of a master. We most cordially recom-

mend this great work to our preachers and people. Those who can
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go beyond the commentaries of our own publication, ought by all

means to furnish themselves with this. The work has long been ex-

ceedingly scarce and dear. Now, thanks to the American publishers, it

can be had in royal Svo., in a most beautiful style of execution, at a

low price. We could wish every Methodist preacher, especially, might

soon have a copy in his library.

3. Notes, Explanatory end Practical, on the Epistles of Paul to the

Ephcsians, Philippians, and Colossians. By Albert Barnes. 12mo.,

pp.331. Harper & Brothers. 1815.

4. Notes, tj-c, on the Epistles of Puul to the Thcssalonians, Timothy,

Titus, and Philemon. By Albert Barnes. 12mo., pp. 355. Har-
per & Brothers. 1815.

So far as we have been able to examine these volumes, they sustain

the well-earned reputation of the pious author, as an expositor of Holy

Scripture. If we were to notice Mr. Barnes' faults as a popular com-

mentator, we should mention, next to his doctrinal errors, that of pro-

lixity. He seems not always to take time to condense his thoughts.

The writing of a commentary upon the New Testament is a great

work. One short life is scarcely enough for the object, and it is not

a matter of wonder that a writer, who succeeds as Mr. Barnes has done,

should press on to the conclusion as rapidly as possible. There is so

great a want of a commentary upon the plan of Mr. Barnes' Notes, for

the use of Bible classes and families, that we could wish to recommend
these Notes without reserve. But unhappily we cannot do so. Mr.

Barnes, after all his trouble with the General Assembly, is a high-toned

Calvinist. Witness his notes on the first chapter of Ephesians. He
makes out the fifth verse to contain the doctrine of personal and uncon-

ditional election to eternal life, and proceeds to a vindication" of that

doctrine. The following is a pari of this vindication, and will give a

good idea of the strain of his argument :

—

"Who could worship or honor a God who had no plan, or purpose,
or intention in what he did ? Who can believe that the universe was
formed and is governed without design ? Who can doubt that what God
docs he always meant to do ? When, therefore, he converts and saves
a soul, it is clear that he always intended to do it. He has no new
plan. It is not an after-thought. It is not the work of chance. If I

can find out anything that God has dune, I have the most certain con-
viction that he always meant to do it—and this is all that is intended
by the doctrine of election or predestination."—P. 24.

So those individuals whom God finally saves, "he always meant" to

save; and those whom he finally damns, "he always meant" to damn.
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And yet God offers to those very men, whom " he always meant" to

send to hell for ever, a free pardon of sin and eternal life ! As says our

commentator:

—

u Suppose it should appear that while the executive meant, for wise

but concealed reasons, to forgive a part, he had also determined to offer

forgiveness to all."—P. 25.

And "suppose" he should "offer forgiveness" to those whom "he

had always meant" to damn, surely this would be all fair enough, if it

were done " for wise but concealed reasons !"

Again, upon verse 11, he comments thus :

—

" Of him who worketh all things. Of God, the universal agent. The
affirmation here is not merely that God accomplishes the designs of

salvation according to the counsel of his will, but that he does everything.

His agency is not confined to one thing, or to one class of objects.

Every object and every event is under his control, and is in accordance

with his eternal plan."—P. 31.

Now, this note is more ultra Calvinistic than that of any old Calvin-

istic commentator upon this place we have been able to find. The

assembly of divines, Diodati, Beza, Henry, and others, in senr.e main-

tain that the text asserts what Mr. Barnes explicitly denies, viz., that

" God accomplishes the designs of salvation according to the counsels of

his own will." But Mr. Barnes would make the passage a universal

proposition. He would make Paul affirm that God docs everything that

is done in the wide universe, and that all things which are done are

" according to the counsel of his own will." What he says subse-

quently about " the laws of mind " only mystifies the subject a little, but

does not remove the difficulty in the least. According to the note under

consideration, God is the only efficient agent in the universe. He moves

matter and mind by his own agency, and all the changes which the

one or the other undergoes are in perfect accordance with his will.

Where, then, is human responsibility ? Is man to be responsible for

what God does? And will the Judge assemble at his bar the whole

world of mere passive instruments to render an account to him for

what he will have done himself 1 This cannot be ; for " the Judge of all

the earth will do right."

But we did not intend, when we commenced this notice, to attempt

an argument upon predestination and election. Our object was merely

to exhibit the author's high-toned Calvinism. How far it is safe to

introduce a work, so thoroughly spiced with the peculiar doctrines of

the Geneva school, into our families and sabbath schools, we will not

pretend to say. But we would most earnestly admonish those of our

readers who use it, to be upon their guard in reading the Notes upon

Vol. VI.—10
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those passages which are usually employed in support of the doc-

trines of predestination, election, perseverance, &c. Upon other por-

tions of the New Testament the author casts much valuable light, and

may be consulted to advantage.

5. The Works of Isaac Barrow, D. D.: to which arc prefixed the Life

of the Author, by Abraham Hill; and a Memoir, by James Hamil-

ton. With the Notes and References carefully revised ; and Indexes

compiled expressly for this Edition. 3 vols., 8vo. New-York : John

C. Riker. 1845.

Barrow's Works, by general consent, occupy a high grade among

books of their kind. Of a school of divinity which distinguished an

era in the English Church, they may be looked upon as the represent-

atives of a large class of theological writings. The divinity of the times

of the restoration and reign of Charles II. is noted for its low tone on

evangelical subjects, and for greater attention to the outward parts of

religion than to its inward spirit and life ;—a defect to which, no doubt,

Barrow's writings contributed. Bin apart from this, his Works have

many excellences. His casuistry and practical moral instructions are

valuable, and richlycompensate a careful perusal. His Treatise on

the Pope's Supremacy exhausts its subject, and leaves little more to be

said or even desired by the friends of religious liberty. The scope of

his argument is comprehensive, his style is nervous, and his reasoning

conclusive ; to read them without receiving instruction would argue

either a very wise or a very dull understanding,—to dwell upon their

instructions without being made better would indicate either very high

previous attainments, or else great perversity of heart.

We hail with pleasure this first American edition of a valuable stand-

ard work, as indicative of an increasing spirit of inquiry and research

into that class of writings. Truth has nothing to dread from free and

full investigation ; and we cordially commend these volumes to the

curious in theological literature, though we would not indorse them

as safe <mides or correct standards of Christian doctrine in all cases.

They afford, besides many intrinsic excellences, a striking view of the

theology of the Church of England in one of its peculiar phases,—the

point of departure from the simplicity of the gospel, upon its most

erratic divergence into the frozen regions of formality and skepticism.

By observing here the small beginnings of error, wc may be admon-

ished of like danger, and stimulated to contend more earnestly for the

purity of the gospel. Much praise is due to the publisher of this edi-

tion, and we hope that he will meet with a corresponding liberality on

the part of the public. The dimensions into which this edition is

10*
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compressed, its mechanical execution, and especially its price, com-

mend it to public favor. A more extended notice of these works may

be expected hereafter.

6. Elements of Morality, including Polity. By William Whewell,
D. LI Harper & Brothers. 1845.

The author of this work is widely known by his History of the

Inductive Sciences, as a philosophical writer of extensive investigation,

of clear-sighted discrimination, and of great ability. In this book he

has set forth the essential principles of morality and of polity, in all

departments of thought and action, legal, social, and ecclesiastical.

Of course we except to his views of the propriety of a connection

between the church and the state.

The methodic arrangement of the work is one of its most marked

features, and will greatly facilitate its use. It has been published in

two very neat duodecimo volumes, and forms the opening number of a

scries of substantial works, to be published under the general title of

Harper's " New Miscellany." The project deserves, and we doubt not

will meet, a marked success.

7. The Life of Faith, in three Paris ; embracing some of the Scriptural

Principles, or Doctrine of Faith, the Power or Effects of Faith in the

Regulation of Man's inward Nature, and the Relation of Faith to the

Divine Guidance. By Thomas C. Upham. 12mo., pp. 480. Boston:

Waitc, Tierce & Co. 1845.

We did not receive this book sufficiently early to enjoy the privilege

of its perusal before giving this notice. We anticipate much spiritual

profit from the instructions which Professor Upham has imparted upon

the great and important theme which constitutes the subject of his book.

In the mean lime we will allow the excellent author to speak for him-

self by inserting his short explanatory preface entire.

" Christianity harmonizes with itself, and involves in its progress the

same great principles which characterize its incipient state. The
Christian, therefore, lives as he began to live. He began in faith. He
lives, day by day, in the exercise of faith. And, by the grace of God,
he is ultimately made victorious, and is brought into the possession of

the divine image, through the same faith.

" I have endeavored, in the following pages, to illustrate this great

truth. The present work, therefore, is, to some extent, kindred in its

nature with the interior life. And it is proper to say here, that it has

been found necessary, in order to its completeness, to transfer to it, in

a few instances, the statements and principles which are there given.

I have particular reference in this remark to portions of the third and
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twelfth chapters in Part I, and of the ninth chapter in Part II. The

leading object of both works is the promotion of practical holiness. I

have no doubt, that the object will meet with favor; but have less con-

fidence, that the manner of executing it will be approved. But, how-

ever this may be, it is a satisfaction to know, that books, as well as

other things, have their overruling Providence. And he who writes,

as well as he who acts in other ways, can exercise a cheerful confidence

in leaving what he has done with God, who can distinguish between

the result and the intention, and can make even the weak and imperfect

tilings of his people to praise him."

8. The Philosophy of Mystery. By Walter Cooper Dendy, Fellow

and Honorary Librarian of the Medical Society of London, &c.

12mo., pp. 142. New-York: Harper & Brothers. 1845.

A very curious book, this. The author attempts to give us the phi-

losophy of spectral illusions, supposed visions, strange dreams, som-

niloquence, somnambulism, etc. lie brings to bear upon these re-

condite topics a vast amount of physiological knowledge, and makes

the discussion exceedingly entertaining, though we cannot say that he

always perfectly convinces us of the truth of his theories. The facts

which he states arc worth knowing, though we may not find connected

with them a satisfactory explanation. The discussions are conducted

in the agreeable form of a dialogue, and the style is easy and flowing. In

an age when miraculous things are so acceptable to the public taste, we

doubt not but this book will find readers. Upon the whole, such a book

is much better than the wonders which are made out of whole cloth by

our writers of fiction.

9.- The Roman Church and Modern Society. Translated from the- French

ofProf. E. Quinet, of the Collr^e of France. Edited by C. Edwards
Lester. 12mo., pp. 198. New- York: Gates and Stedman. 1845.

This book is made up of lectures delivered by the author upon what

he calls " Ultramontanism,"—which is the designation given to Roman-

ism proper in distinction from the Catholicism of France and Germany.

The author attempts to show the deleterious influence of Romanism

upon the literature and civil institutions of Europe. He proves that

philosophy and history have been crushed in Italy by the iron despot-

ism of Rome ; and that Italy has surrendered her nationality to the

triple crown. His lecture on Galileo is peculiarly valuable. But there

is in these learned and powerful lectures too much transcendental mis-

lification for us. Moreover, the learned professor has too high a vene-

ration for Voltaire, Rousseau, and others of the same school. Still,

these lectures may be profitably read ; we are glad to see them in an

English dress.
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10. The Jesuits, translated from the French of MM. Michelet and

Quinet, Professors in the College of France. Edited by C. Ed-
wards Lester. 12mo., pp. 225. New-York: Gates & Stedman.

1645.

These are the lectures which the Jesuits undertook to stifle in the

birth, by raising tumults at the time of their delivery. But this time

the serpent bit a file. The popular feeling was too strong against this

dangerous and factious class of Romanists. The professors were sus-

tained, and their assailants put down. The lectures of Michelet

are not remarkable for sound logic, but are admirably calculated for

popular effect. Those of Quinet are regular and finished structures,

full of such terrible facts as Romanists wish to conceal. The translator

toils us that these lectures passed through seven editions in eight

months, and that more than two hundred volumes have been published

for and against them. This shows at least the importance put upon

them both by the friends and enemies of the professors. Undoubtedly,

the labors of these distinguished men have contributed much toward the

fall of the Jesuits in France. It is said this amphibious, nondescript

race are now leaving France ; but where will they go 1 Perhaps some

of them will favor us with their presence and handy-help in managing

our affairs. We hope this may not be so, for we have enough of them

here already. Still a class of politicians say, " Pshaw! Jesuits? where are

they ? There are none ofthem here." So, many in Europe have continued

to say, even while these insidious foes were undermining all the insti-

tutions of the country. Even Jesuits there often raised a hearty laugh,

and exclaimed, " Nonsense ! The Jesuits dangerous 1 They are things

that were. Don't, gentlemen, attempt to frighten children with ' old

wives' fables.'" Yes, we have Jesuits among us—and Jesuits are al-

ways the same. Their work is espionage, and their motto, " Death to

liberty—liberty of conscience and liberty of speech." And this is none

the less their work, though they shout, " Hurra for liberty! Long live

the republic of America !"

1 1
. The Sufferings of Christ. By a Layman. 12mo.', pp. 328. New-
"V ork : Harper &. Brothers.

The doctrines of this book may be gathered from the opening of the

author's Preface, which is as follows :

—

"The prevalent theory of the redeeming sufferings affirms that God
is impassible, and therefore limits the sufferings of Christ to his man-
hood alone. This theory has pervaded Christendom, and stood the test

of centuries
; yet have we been forced, by Scriptural proofs, to the con-

clusion that it is founded in error, and that the expiatory agonies of our

lyoal reached not only his humanity, but his very Godhead."
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We have only been able to glance at a few pages of this singular

production. The argument seems to have cost the author much

thought, and he certainly prosecutes it with earnestness and vigor. We
shall read the book when we have leisure, and should we think the

interests of truth require a further notice of it, we shall again introduce

it to our readers. Our a priori opinion of the work, we freely con-

fess, is unfavorable. We stand in doubt of such speculations. The

doctrine of atonement is clearly taught in the Scriptures, but as to the

rationale, any further than it stands revealed in the Bible, it is scarcely a

proper matter of speculation. Such speculations are generally attended

by the disadvantage of enlarging unnecessarily the field of controversy

with infidelity, and of at least seeming to create reasonable ground of

objection to the cardinal doctrines of the gospel. We will not, how-

ever, prejudge the book before us. We will read it with care, and then

discharge our conscience in relation to its contents.

12. Introductory Lectures on Modern History, deliveredin Lent Term, 1 8-12,

with the Inaugural Lecture, delivered in December, 1841. By Thos.

Arnold, D. D., Regius Professor of Modern History in the Uni-

versity of Oxford, and Head Master of Rugby School. Edited from

the second London edition, with a preface and notes. By Henry
Reed, M. A., Professor of English Literature in the University of

Pennsylvania. 12mo., pp. 428. D. Appleton & Co. 1845.

'This book is not so much occupied with historical details as with

the principles to be called into requisition in their perusal and study.

It contains many sound criticisms upon the leading facts of modern

nistory, and discusses the political opinions of the leading actors in

the great measures of the British government during the last three

hundred years. Dr. Arnold is a powerful and a candid writer, and

delivers his opinions with great independence. But it would be too

much to say that he is always free from national prejudices. This

perhaps would be too much to expect from poor human nature, and

certainly should not be looked for in a professor of history in an English

University. We are specially pleased with the enlightened and philoso-

phical view he lakes of the traditionary history of the Church of

England as found in " the venerable Bcde." He shows that this

credulous and dreamy ecclesiastic has blundered sadly in his account

of natural objects which remain unchanged, and certainly is not to be

relied upon with implicit confidence when he records a multitude of

miracles wrought upon trifling occasions and apparently without an

object. For this and similar offenses the Puseyites will never pardon

Dr. Arnold. These real Romish monks in disguise will endure no

man who docs not place the stupid legends of the dark ages upon
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Ae same foundation with the miracles of Christ and his holy apostles

We are happy that there are those among the divines of the English

Church and even professors in the University of Oxford, who do not

swallow these vagaries. This work of Dr. Arnold will be regarded as

a valuable contribution to our common literature.

1 3 The Miscellaneous Works of Thomas Arnold, D.D., late Head Master

of Rugby School, $c. First American edition, with nine additional

Essays, not included in the English Collection. 8vo, pp. 519. ?sew-

York: D. Appleton & Co. 1845.

This is a work of such importance that our readers may expect, per-

haps in our next number, an extended review of it from a competent

hand.
, ______

H. The Book of Useful Knowledge. A Cyclopedia of six thousand

Practical Reccipts,and Collateral Information in the Arts, Manufactures,

and Trades; including Medicine, Pharmacy, and Domestic Economy.

Designed as a Compendious Book of Reference for the Manufacturer,

Tradesman, Amateur, and Heads 'of Families. By Arnold James

Cooley, Practical Chemist. Illustrated with numerous engravings.

8vo.,pp.'576. New-York : D. Appleton & Co. 1816.

The above ample title-page obviates the necessity of a further de-

scription of the work which it represents ;
and so far as we have been

able to ascertain from a rather hasty examination, the book is good for

all that the description indicates. We are confident that it will be found

superior to any book of the class which has heretofore appeared. Par-

ticularly to those who have just commenced house-keeping, and to such

as have newly set out in a career of business, it will be iound an in-

valuable assistant. The mechanical execution is admirably suited to

a work of such a character.

15. The Life of Fricdrich Schiller; comprehending an Examination of

his Works. By Thomas Carlyle. From the second London

edition. 12mo., pp. 280. New-York: D. Appleton &, Co. 184b.

This is a work of considerable interest, and no little literary merit.

The composition is less marked with the peculiarities of the eccentric

author than some of his other works. We have here sketched the

history and character of a man of genius, who came up from humble

life, and, in spite of an unphilosophical and almost murderous system

of UhoJl discipline to which he was subjected during his minority,

early astonished the world with the brilliancy of his powers. Schiller

was a poet, a historian, and a philosopher of the highest rank. The
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analysis employed in the book is philosophical, and the reflections
generally judicious

; but the moral and religious lessons are not mate-
rially above the tone of pure deism.

16. holes from over Sea: consisting of Observations made in Europe in
the Years 1843 and 1844, addressed to a Brother. By Rev. John
Mitchel. In two volumes, 12mo. New-York: Gates & Sted-
man. 1845.

We have become accustomed to expect nothing new in a book of
travels in Europe. Of course we commenced reading these unpre-
tending volumes without very high expectations, and not knowing
whether we should find our way through them. We, however, pro-
ceeded with unabated interest to the close, and were- amply compen-
sated for our labor. No one writer gives us perfect information of a
country. Every intelligent traveler will add something to the general
stock of knowledge. Mr. Mitchel is a practical man ; and in his ob-
servations upon the customs nnd habits of the people, and the institu-
tions and curiosities of the countries he visited, he brings everything
to the test of true religion, sound philosophy, and common sensed
We cordially thank him for his « Notes," and hope they will entertain
and profit a multitude of readers.

17. Encyclopedia of Domestic Economy: comprising such subjects as
are most immediately connected with Housekeeping; as the con-
struction of domestic edifices, with the modes of warming venti-
lating, and lighting them

;
a description of the various articles of

furniture, with the nature of their materials ; duties of servants a
general account of the animal and vegetable substances used' as
food, and the methods of preserving and preparing them by cooking-
making bread

;
the chemical nature and the preparation of all kinds

of fermented liquors used as beverage
; materials employed in dress

and the toilet
;
business of the laundry

; description of the various
wheel carriages

; preservation of health
; domestic medicine &c

&c. By Thomas Wkbstkr, F. G. S., &c, and the late' Mrs'
Parkks. With Additions and Improvements by an American
Physician. With nearly one thousand engravings.

The Harpers have completed this very valuable and universally
useful publication, in one large volume, of over one thousand pages.
No work has recently issued from the press which embraces so wide
a range of topics, or in which every person, in any profession or rank
in life, can find so much information of immediate practical utility. It
should be in every household, and constitutes of itself a library suffi-
cient for all the ordinary wants of domestic life.
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18. Biographical and Critical Miscellanies. By William H. Prescott.
Harper & Brothers.

A new volume from the polished pen of Prescott is no ordinary

literary boon. The work before us comprises a series of essays and

critical papers contributed to the North American Review: they are

purely of a literary character. More than an ordinary degree of care

seems to have been bestowed upon these miscellanies : they embrace

a range of study very different from that by which Mr. Prescott has

hitherto been known as an author, so that public curiosity will not be

at all abated from this fact, but rather increased, in its desire to accom-

pany tins distinguished writer in so new and attractive a department

of letters. The publishers have produced this admirable volume uni-

form in style with their splendid edition of the author's previous works,

the " History of the Conquest of Mexico," "History of Ferdinand and

Isabella," &c. A beautifully executed portrait, engraved in England,

accompanies the work.

19. The American Pulpit. Original—monthly. Rev. Richard S. Rust,
A. M., editor. 8vo., Nos. 1-7. Boston.

The sermons of living ministers possess a peculiar interest. When
a sermon is printed it is given to the world, and may be read by multi-

tudes, and by this means we may be instructed by the sermons of those

whose voices we shall never hear in the flesh. We wish the enter-

prise of our friend, the editor of the Pulpit, abundant success. So far

—of course excepting our own contribution—he has met the public

expectations, and we are gratified to learn that the work is increasing

in its patronage. He certainly has some contributors of a very high

order of talent to interest and profit his readers.

20. The Missionary Mcmarial ; a Literary and Religious Souvenir. 12mo.,
pp.372. New-York: E. Walker, lit Fulton-st.

This is in all respects a beautiful book. It is got up in the best taste
;

and the matter is calculated both to interest and profit. A better gene-

^1 theme could not have been selected. The missionary cause is iden-

tical with the gospel, in its nature, spirit, and objects. And what could

furnish better matter for a religious Annual than the history and practi-

cal tendency of missions ? The work is partly didactic, partly histori-

cal, and partly imaginative and devotional, and divided between prose and
poetry. It is, indeed, one of the finest holyday gifts we have yet seen.

There is, however, no Methodist among the contributors. This we, of
course, consider a defect.
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21. The Vision: or Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise, of Dante Alighieri.

Translated by the Rev. Henry Francis Gary, A. M. With the Life

of Dante, Chronological View of his Age, additional Notes and Index.

Illustrated with twelve Engravings from Designs by John- Flaxman,
R. A. From the last corrected London Edition. 12mo., pp. 547.

New-York: D.Applcton & Co. 1845.

What Homer was to the Greeks, Virgil to the Latins, and Milton

is to the English, Dante is to the Italians. He flourished the latter

part of the 13th and the commencement of the 14th centuries. He
took too great liberties with the popes and cardinals ever to be a favorite

with them. In his Vision of I loll he found some of these gentlemen
suffering indescribable anguish for their abominations while upon earth,

in the exercise of their spiritual vocation. No wonder that the popular

editions of Dante which are circulated in Italy are expurgated. The
character of Dante, as a poet, has been too long and too often celebrated

to require eulogy from us. We are glad that his works have been trans-

lated into English, and that we are favored with this beautiful American
edition. To the lover of the beautiful and the sublime in poetry, it will

1 be most grateful.

22. Poetical Works of James Montgomery ; with a Memoir of the Author,

by the Rev. Rufus W. Griswold. In 2 vols., 12mo., pp. 404, 471,
Phila.: Sorin & Ball. 181G.

Among living Christian poets, Mr. Montgomery enjoys an enviable

distinction. For criticism upon his poetry, had we the ability, we have
neither the time nor the disposition. Clitics say he excels as a lyric

poet. The great excellences which characterize, his poetic effusions

are piety and pure moral sentiment. As a Christian, Mr. Montgomery
is eminently catholic. His works are an inheritance of our common
Christianity, and not of any particular sect. Wc hail with peculiar

pleasure this new and elegant edition of these beautiful and inspiring

effusions of a truly great and religious son of the muses. We hope it

may be extensively useful, and the enterprising house from which it

emanates may find that they have not misjudged in their estimate of
the public taste.

23. Christian Exertion; or, the Duty of Private Members of the Church
of Christ to Labor for the Souls of Men, explained and enforced.

New-York: Lane & Tippctt. 1815.

The doctrines and appeals of this little manual will come home to

the heart and conscience of every true lover of Jesus Christ, and the
souls for which he shed his precious blood. None such, after reading
these pages, will ask, "Am I my brother's keeper ?" but all will be
led to see, at once, that if the world is ever converted, it must be, to a

considerable extent, by the instrumentality of personal Christian effort.

Each Christian is necessarily involved in a portion of the responsibility.

Every one can do something toward the redemption of the race. Let
all prepare for the day when God shall " make inquisition for blood,"
that then the blood of none of our brethren may be found upon our
skirts. Let every member of the church carefully read this work.
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NEW SUNDAY-SCHOOL BOOKS,

PUBLISHED BY LANE & TIPPETT, FOR THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION

OF THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

We are glad to witness the rapid increase of new and valuable books

in our Sunday-school department of publication.

The superior execution, the choice illustrations, and the high character

of these volumes, fit them for a favorable comparison with many works

of much greater pretensions.

It is interesting to look back, as we have had occasion to do, and

view the rise and progress of this species of literature. From the

smallest beginnings, and the most indifferent execution, it has gradually

advanced, until we now have the very essence of the largest libraries

condensed into a handsome series for sabbath-school children. Former

ages gloried in unwieldy tomes, that required the life-time of even the

learned for perusal, and that seldom found their way either to the pos-

session or the comprehension of common men. Analysis, simplifica-

tion, and condensation, are mottos of the present age ; and most

industriously have they been plied in the preparation of juvenile books

for Sunday schools. Our children are no longer abandoned to the tales

of Jack the Giant-killer and the exploits of Robinson Crusoe.

Volumes—pure in style, elevated in sentiment, and ennobling in

their tendency—are now furnished to them in profusion. History,

biography, Scripture antiquities, science, philosophy, morals, and

religion have each lent willing and most appropriate tribute to the

young, whom they thus solicit to become their votaries.

Nor arc the young only interested in reading these books. "When

well adapted to children and youth, they are found to be peculiarly

attractive to adults who have not the time or inclination to peruse more

erudite and profound woiks.

It may indeed be considered a question whether .of all the volume

reading in the community, at least one-half is not furnished by die

various Sunday-school libraries of Christian churches.

The subject, therefore, of preparing Sunday-school books, whether

in its application to the young or to the old, is one of vast importance.

We have not seen without concern the carelessness which has some-

limes been manifest in the selection of books for these libraries. An

apology has heretofore appeared to exist in the scanty supply furnished

ly the official religious press. At the present rate of increase in the
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issues, ouch apology will soon vanish away; and we shnll hail that as

a day of great and glorious promise when our Sunday-school libraries

shall be fully supplied with books of the high character of those we

shall now briefly notice.

I.—ADULT DEPARTMENT.

The Sunday-School Teacher's Guide. •

Here is a handsome volume in 12mo., printed from large type, and

on elegant paper. It has been prepared expressly for Sunday-school

teachers. Such a work has long been wanted ; and, so far as we can

judge, the present has been prepared with discretion.

The reader will fmd on examination, that instead of a single treatise

on Sunday-school instruction, he is here presented with a compen-

dium of appropriate extracts from several of the most valuable works

on this subject hitherto published on the other side of the Atlantic.

While the plan of the work is somewhat peculiar, it will be found to

embrace important advantages.

1. The subject of Sunday-school teaching is regarded in the dif-

ferent aspects in which it presents itself most strongly to different

minds.

2. The practical views here presented, although they do not claim

originality, possess a characteristic of mucli greater importance : they

have stood the test of experience. Having already received the approba-

tion of thousands, their correctness and authority are no longer doubtful.

3. Instead of the purely didactic, a somewhat miscellaneous character

is given to the book, which, while it will reliere and interest the

reader, will not profit him the less.

Much more might be said respecting the value of the present

volume ; but we trust this will bo apparent to all who peruse it. It

remains, therefore, to hope that it may be placed in the hands of thou-

sands upon thousands of the Sunday-school teachers of our churches.

It is not designed merely to be put into the teachers' library, to be

hastily glanced over by one after another in rotation. • It should become

the property of each individual teacher, to be preserved, read, and

thoroughly studied, week after week, and year after year. We venture

to predict that those who shall become most familiar with its contents,

and who shall most diligently follow its guidance, will prize it most

highly.

H._JUVENILE DEPARTMENT.

We have here a fine assortment of new books for Sunday-school

and youth's libraries.
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The Egyptian. Price twenty-one cents.

An elegant volume, of the same size and style as " The Jew,"

published a few months since, containing many interesting things re-

specting that singular people, the ancient Egyptians, and the country

in which they lived ; ornamented with characteristic cuts.

The Sunday-School Reciter. Price twenty cents.

At certain seasons of the year frequent inquiries are made for

dialogues, addresses, hymns, &c, suitable to be used at Sunday-school

anniversaries. No little embarrassment sometimes arises to those who

desire to procure, as well as those who are requested to furnish them,

at a short notice. Sometimes quite indifferent and unsuitable produc-

tions are used on such occasions, for lack of better. The present

volume is designed to supply the desideratum, and will prove very

useful in view of its special objects. The preface contains some well-

timed suggestions respecting the utility of Sunday-school exhibitions,

and the proper mode of conducting them.

The Encourager. Pp. 2SS, with numerous cuts. In paper, twenty-

four cents ; bound, thirty cents.

This book was issued in monthly numbers during the past year, and

is now furnished complete. It lias been much sought for already; and

we should be glad if every good child in the land could be encouraged

by being presented with it. The volume is designed at once to in-

struct and encourage children in some of their most important duties,

e. g., in obeying God, in honoring parents, in enduring trials, in attain-

ing knowledge, foe. These encouragements are interspersed with some

of the most delightful missionary stories ever written.

N. B. The volume in a neat, paper cover may be sent through the

mail for six and a half cents postage.

Amos Armfeld ; or, the Leather-Covered Bible. 152 pages. Price

twenty cents.

Another fine and interesting volume. It gives the conversations of

a pious old man with the boys of his neighborhood, whom he used to

instruct about almost everything that concerned them, out of a wonder-

ful book that he had.

The Chinese; or, Conversations respecting the Country and People of
Chma. Price seventeen cents.

Here is a primary work of that great and interesting country, de-

nominated by its inhabitants the Celestial Empire. It is illustrated

with elegant pictures, and is adapted both in style and arrangement
to entertain and instruct the youngest children.
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The State and Prospects of China.

This is the title of another and a larger work upon the same country.

It is abridged from the writings of Rev. Mr. Medhurst, whose long

residence in China, as a missionary, has fully qualified him for writing

upon the country. This abridgment is well adapted to general read-

ing. It is systematic, entertaining, and instructive. In no other book

of the same size will the reader be able to obtain more correct and

useful information respecting China.

The Strange Planet, and other Allegories. 117 pages, with cuts. Price

sixteen cents.

A book in which various interesting and important subjects are

exhibited in a new and striking light.

Aunt Clara's Conversations with her Nephews. 102 pages. Price

sixteen cents.

This is a new book, written by Aunt Clara herself, who has a re-

markable talent for telling pleasing stories. All the little boys in the

land will wish they had so good an aunt.

Annie Walton; or, Progress from Youth to Old Age. 120 pages.

Price sixteen cents.

Annie Walton was a good little girl, who loved her Bible, and who

read it much when a child. In this way she became prepared for

many afflictions she was called upon to stiller in after life; and espe-

cially when at length she became blind, and could no longer read.

Children will find this an affecting and profitable book. From it they

may learn what to prepare for in coming days.

The Fiery Furnace. 54 pages. Price fourteen cents.

A lively account of the three Hebrews who were cast into the fiery

furnace at the command of Nebuchadnezzar.

Religious Anecdotes and Moral Lessons.

This work has been prepared by Rev. G. D. Chenoweth, of the

Baltimore Conftrence. It presents quite a variety both in topics and style.

We trust it will answer its intention of benefiting the rising generation,

and of aiding parents in training up their children in the right way.

The Temptation; or, the History of Henry Thornton.

Here is a most affecting story of real life, exhibiting the slow but

certain progress of intemperance, followed by its bitter fruits. Such a

work is needed in every sabbath school.

Napoleon Bonaparte : Sketches from his History. Writtenfor the Young.

No person, young or old, that takes up this book will wish to put it
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down before it is finished ; and no reader will fail to be profited by its

perusal. We doubt whether in the same space there can anywhere

be found a better summary of the history of that wonderful man, or a

clearer picture of the folly of his extravagant ambition, of the cruelties

it led him to perpetrate, and of the downfall in which it terminated.

False views of the character of warriors and conquerors have ruined

thousands. Need any other fact be stated to show the importance of

giving the young especially timely and correct views of those characters ?

If there is one class to whom more than another this book is particularly

commended, it is to that large class of boys, between the ages of five

and fifteen years, who often think, and sometimes say, "I would like to

be a soldier."

Memoir of Elizabeth Bales: a Pattern for Sunday- School Teachers and

Tract Distributors. By Rev. John Angell James.

This, like the preceding book, is a reprint from the press of the

Religious Tract Society of London. Its title fully justifies its republi-

cation in this country, and its perusal cannot fail to be attended with

deep interest, and followed by good and lasting results. The book, as

a whole, is an admirable comment on its motto, " Who hath despised

the day of small things ?"

•/ In addition to the above works of the juvenile department, we

also have a few in paper covers, 18mo., at thirty-six cents per dozen.

The Dog and the Candle; William Constant; Wants and Wishes; and

Sunday- School Scholars.

Also, 18mo., at forty-eight cents per dozen, Gehazi and Railways.

III.—PRIMARY DEPARTMENT.

The works in this department present a very attractive appearance,

and cannot fail to be favorites with children of tender years. They are

of the 4Smo. size, but scarcely inferior in elegance to any on our table.

Talks with Little Ella, by her Mamma. Two volumes.

We do not hesitate to commend this book as one of the very best

of its kind. Respecting its design, we submit what the authoress says

in her preface : "
I have written this book for little children, three,

four, and five years old. I love children, and want to make them good

and happy. Most books are not easy for them to read and understand.

I thought that I would try to write one that very young children could

read without much trouble. If they cannot yet quite read it by them-

selves, they will still love to have their good sisters and mammas read

it to them. I have told you about what has really happened, for I

know, dear children, that you love true things best."
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After some attention to this work, we feel prepared to urge its intio-

duction into every family in the land. It will scarcely be less useful

as a stimulant to the thoughts and piety of little children, than as an
example to parents of proper conversation and training of their offspring.

Kindred to the above, and equally excellent, is

The Way to Jesus. Two volumes.

This work is composed of affectionate and familiar letters, addressed

to a little girl by her minister. It contains the very things of which
teachers and parents often feel the need, viz., examples of youthful

piety. Those children who peruse these lovely volumes will hardly
fail to perceive that Jesus is " the chief among ten thousand."

JXy We have now reached a point where we must content ourselves
with a bare enumeration of titles, having space for nothing more.
We may remark, however, en passant, that each one of the tiny
infantiles whose names we specify (and we learn there are still more
in press) has one or more beautiful pictures.

First series, eight pages, six cents per dozen.

TAKE ADVICE. WAY TO RE HAPPY. THE FEEE GIFT
ELLEN'S LESSONS. LITTLE PLOUGHBOY. THE EAGLE'S NESTTHE WREN'S NEST. FEAR NOT. THE WILL
OLD SAAMY. GENEROSITY. KNIFE-GRINDER.

Second series, twelve pages, ten cents per dozen.

ADVICE TO CHILDREN. HOLD TOGETHER
THE IiROOK AND THE BEAR.

Third series, sixteen pages, twelve cents per dozen.

PERHAPS NOT. LITTLE GERALD. THE SPOTLESS LAMB
ARE YOU READY? AMELIA FINLEY. THE SNOW BALL
FANNY'S RETURN TO SCHOOL. HENRY AND HIS GARDEN

THE RED-HOT POKER.

Fourth series, thirty-two pages, twenty cents per dozen.

THE APPLE-TREE AND ITS BLOSSOM. MORNING/NOON & NIGHT
THE ACORNS. THE NETTLE. SPRING FLOWERS
MY COUSIN HESTER. THE BAMBOO. THE W\SP*8 NEST
A NOBLE YOUTH. LEARN TO OBEY. THE ORPHAN LUCY.

A STORY ABOUT FISH AND FISHERS. LrLY AND HER DOLL.

Besides the above, which claim to be veritable books, we also have,
or very soon shall have, between forty and fifty varieties of Children's
Tracts, each ornamented with a cut, and sold at the rate of two cents
per dozen. A part of these constitute a missionary series, and have
already become exceedingly popular.
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Am\ I.— The Works of Isaac Barrow, D. D. To which are pre-

fixed a Life of the Author by Abraham Hill, and a Memoir
by James Hamilton. 3 vols., Svo. New-York : J. C. Riker.

An American edition of the complete Works of an old English
divine is no faint indication of the progress of theological inquiry

among us. That such Works are called for, or even their republi-

cation authorized, by the demands of "the trade," affords the clearest

evidence of an increasing attention to the better class of the pro-

ductions of former times. Barrow is confessedly an author of the

first grade in his own class. To a mind naturally energetic and
fruitful, he brought the aids of much reading, extensive observation,

and profound thought. His Works have long been ranked in the
first class of religious classics, abounding in clear arguments, forci-

ble diction, and nervousness of style ; and it is, therefore, to be
presumed, that they will continue to be sought for by the learned
and inquisitive of many generations. The publisher has imposed
a debt of gratitude upon the public by his enterprise—not to say
temerity—in giving them this standard work in a substantial,

though plain dress.

Before proceeding to a review of the Works before us, it may
not be out of place to digress a little, to notice the principal me-
moirs of the author, the materials for which are afforded by these
volumes. It appears that this subject was almost wholly neglected,
both by Dr. Barrow himself, and also by his cotemporaries. The
meagre sketch by his executor, Hill, is exceedingly defective, so
much fo that it is quite unworthy of the name of a biography.
The Memoir by Mr. Hamilton is ably written; but, on account
of the distance of time, he could add but few facts, and has given
ui rather a dissertation upon the author's genius and writings than a
memoir of his life.

Vol. VI.— 11
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In noticing the history of Dr. Barrow, it is first of all requisite

to distinguish him from another Isaac Barrow, (his paternal uncle,)

who held various offices in the Church of England in the reign of

Charles II. He was successively librarian of Peterhouse, Cam-
bridge ; rector of Dowdham ; bishop and governor of the Isle of

Man ; and last of all, bishop of St. Asaph, which office he held

till his death, in 16S0. None of these places was at any time

held by our author.

Dr. Isaac Barrow was son of a London linen-draper, who
enjoyed some kind of a monopoly in his trade, by a patent from
Charles I. According to the most credible authorities, he was
born in October, 1630. At four years old he lost his mother,

—

"a circumstance," remarks ?>Ir. Hamilton, "which may partly

account for that boisterousness of disposition by which his boyish

years were signalized, just as the linen-patent of the London mer-
chant may have contributed its own share to the devoted loyalty

of both father and son/' While at school in the metropolis he

made little proficiency in learning, but excelled in juvenile delin-

quencies ; for which cause his father removed him to a school at

Foisted in Essex, where a skillful application of the necessary

discipline had the desired effect. He quickly became studious and
orderly in his habits. When prepared for the university, he ex-

perienced a disappointment, in being denied admission to Peter-

house, where his uncle had procured for him a place as pensioner.

This disappointment was occasioned by a premature meddling with

politics by the young cavalier, by which he incurred the dis-

pleasure of the ruling party. His father, by his devotion to his

fallen prince, had from opulence become reduced to penury, and

was at that time attending the king in his forlorn estate at Oxford

;

so that little help could be expected from him. His son, however,

was at length, by the favor of Dr. Henry Hammond, admitted to

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he successfully pursued his

studies, and in due time took his degrees. In 1619 he was made
fellow of his college, and resolved, after some hesitation, to make
theology his study. Reading ecclesiastical history, showed him
the dependence of chronology upon astronomy, which induced him
to study the latter more thoroughly. His astronomical pursuits

made him sensible of his need of a more extensive knowledge of

geometry, and so he addressed himself to that science. It required

not the gift of prophecy to foresee what would be the effect of such
a direction of his mind. The result was such as might have been
expected ;—the young divine became a devoted mathematician.

As an instance of the avidity with which he pursued his favorite

ir
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authors, it is related on good authority, that he went through Apol-
lonins between the 14th of April and the 16th of May.

In 1G54 he published an edition of Euclid's Elements, which
was followed, after an interval of two years, by an edition of the
Data. The year before he had become a candidate for a Greek
professorship in his own college, which was, at the trial had this
year, given to his rival

; but whether his theological and political
opinions contributed to his defeat cannot now be determined He
next resolved to travel, and first passed over to France : he visited
his father at Paris, whither he had followed his exiled sovereign,
and where both were alike in great poverty. Though his own
means were small, yet he generously divided them with his parent
and received from him in return an opportunity to become ac-
quainted with the forlorn court of Charles II., and also some of the
chief French nobility,—especially Cardinal Mazarin. From Faris
he went to Florence, where he remained nearly two years, study-
ing its antiquities, and thence proceeded to the Levant. He tar-
ried a whole year at Constantinople, and then returned by Venire
Germany, and Holland, and arrived in England in 1659, after an
absence of more than four years. His slay at the Moslem capital
was occupied with the careful study of the works of Chrysostom-
a circumstance of some interest in his history. He evidently be-
came an admirer of that prince of the Greek fathers ; and without
at all detracting from his own fame, it may be affirmed that his
theological character was modeled after that of his great precentor.
On his return to Cambridge he took orders—a course to which

he seems to have been impelled by a regard to the statutes of his
college, rather than from a sense of duty directly to God. In this,
however, as in all important affairs of his life, he doubtless acted
conscientiously. The restoration of the monarchy greatly improved
the aspect of his affairs, as well as gratified his political feelings.
He celebrated the event in a thanksgiving sermon and two Latin
poems, m which he prostituted himself as a freeman, a scholar, and
a Christian minister, in fulsome adulations offered to a man who
disgraced by his vileness whatever was associated with him. The
change m public affairs led to the resignation of Widdrington, his
formerly successful rival for the Greek professorship, and Barrow
was chosen his successor without opposition. This event demon-
strated the wisdom of the choice made when the two were rival
candidates, and goes far to vindicate the Puritan doctors from the
charge of bigotry and unfairness to their opponents. His Greek
Jccturc proved a failure, and he afterward confessed that for the
rust year he lectured on Sophocles to empty benches. The next
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year he brought out Aristotle ; and though we are not informed of

his success in obtaining auditors, he evidently pleased himself in

the selection. As Chrysoslom was his master as a theologian, so

Aristotle became his guide as a dialectician. The discriminating

reader will not fail to trace the impress of the mind of the tutor in

the Works of the pupil ; and there is cause to believe that Barrow

was a better writer for having studied Aristotle.

He remained in the Greek chair at Cambridge but two years,

and then exchanged it for that of geometry, in Gresham College,

London. The department of mathematics was the only one that

really suited his genius, and in this he chiefly delighted. He re-

mained at London but one year, and then returned to Cambridge

to assume the duties of a new mathematical chair at that place. In

this he remained six years, and then, in 1669, resigned it in favor

of his pupil, the subsequently renowned Sir Isaac Newton. During

the three following years he held two unimportant places in the

church,'—one a sinecure and the other a prebend,—both of which

he resigned when, in 1672, he was chosen master of Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge,- -the end of his worldly ambition. This place

he held till his death, some five years after, serving his calling with

his undivided energies, and in that short period a decided and

permanent improvement was made in the affairs of the college.

Besides the works already mentioned, he published, about the

time he left his mathematical chair at Cambridge, new and greatly

improved editions of Archimedes, Apollonius, and Theodosius,

and also a Treatise on Optics. This last was his great work in

mathematics, whose highest praise is, that, when it had been pub-

lished several years, only two persons were known to have given

•it a careful reading. In the preface he acknowledges his indebt-

edness to his pupil, "Dom. Isaacus Newton," who "had revised

the text, and not only suggested some corrections, but supplied

some important additions from his own store." How nearly our

author was related to those sublime discoveries which have im-

mortalized the name of his pupil may be conjectured, but not

known.

Our present purpose leads us to give special notice to Dr. Barrow's

theological writings, to which we shall now confine our remarks.

Their literary excellence will be differently estimated according to

the tastes and mental capacities of his readers. It was his custom
to exhaust whatever subject he took in hands ; so that King Charles'

small wit led him to call Barrow an unfair preacher, because he

left nothing for anybody else to say. In his set treatises this full-

ness is an excellence ; but it is a serious defect in his sermons,
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which class of literary productions is subject to stricter rules as to

length, than most others. In justice, however, it should be re-

membered that he never was properly a preacher ;—he never had

a pulpit of his own, and only preached occasionally and at distant

periods for others. His sermons were for the most part written

without any special designation as to their being preached, and

many of them were never so delivered by him. Nor is their length

their only defect, as sermons. The sentences are long, complex,

and involved ; some of them containing three or four complete

propositions, and requiring not less than the same number of

minutes for their enunciation ; so that in listening to them as

spoken, it must have been exceedingly difficult to follow the train

of thought. This faulty style was not, however, the effect of feeble-

ness of thought, as is often the case where diffuseness and com-

plexity abound ; but rather the reverse. He held his ideas so

firmly, and saw them so clearly, that he could dwell upon them at

his leisure, turning them in all directions, and viewing them in

all their aspects. As he was fertile of thought and clear of per-

ception, his reasoning was conclusive and his language full of

energy. But so completely did the sense occupy his attention,

that he almost entirely overlooked whatever was only incidental to

it, and consequently his language is often inelegant and his style

slovenly. Of imagination he was almost wholly destitute. His

mathematical exercitations had habituated him to address the un-

derstanding exclusively, and therefore he employs but few figures,

and these only of the tamest kind. But this defect is but little

felt, on account of the vigor and earnestness with which he writes.

It is pleasant to contemplate the majestic tread, and the mighty

struggles of a giant intellect wrestling with themes worthy of such

efforts ; and the mind thus occupied, inflamed by the sublimity of

manifested power, becomes itself strong to act, and eager for the

conflict. It were well if such writings were more in use, instead

of the fashionable, slipshod, namby-pamby, which neither affords

matter for thought nor fits the mind for action. • These sermons,

however, as such, would be intolerable ; and if it were his purpose

to preach them, it was a proper preparatory exercise to lecture a

year to empty benches. Le Clerc justly remarks, "The sermons

of this author are rather treatises or concise dissertations, than

simple harangues suitable to a mixed audience." He thought and

wrote as a gownsman among his associates, rather than as a man
of the world among the varied characters of a mixed community.
But these faults pertain only in a small degree to his printed ser-

mons, and almost entirely vanish in the expository discourses,
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former half of the last century, will see that the low state of reli-
gion in the kingdom was then alarmingly evident. Bishop Butler
confessed and deplored it in the Introduction to his famous
''Analogy,"—Archbishop Seeker reproved it in his sermons,—
Bishop Lavington warned his clergy of it in one of his charges,
and Bishop Home complains bitterly of it in his "Apologies.''
How gloomy must have been the times when the darkness" was
such as to be felt by those who, themselves, but dimlv saw the glo
nes of the light of the gospel ! How cheerless the' season when
such lukewarm spirits shivered in its coldness !

That, however, was not a time when grievous speculative errors
entered and became prevalent in the church. The fault was more
of defect than of any positive pernicious quality. The tone of
divinity was low, rather than its tenets false ; a state of things to
which few contributed more, in proportion to the amount of hts in-
fluence, than Dr. Barrow. Tillotson may, perhaps, claim a higr
place on that bad eminence, but Leighton and Reynolds w
much more evangelical.

The high Calvinism of the Puritans in the reign of Charles I.
was opposed by the low Arminianism of Archbishop Laud. But
the divinity of that unfortunate prelate was a different thing from
that of the celebrated doctor of Leyden, whose name it sometimes
bears. A recent Calvinistic writer* acknowledges that " Arminius
rciamed all the essential Christian doctrine, justification by faith

;

and in some other respects held the doctrines of grace so clearlv,
that he would by some modern writers have been charged with
Calvinism." We avail ourselves of this confession, not to prove
Arminius a Calvinist, but to assert on its authority what genuine.
Armmians have always claimed ;—that the doctrines of grace
belong quite as properly to Arminianism as to Calvinism.^ On
these particulars the Laudean divinity is as far from the former as
the latter. This truth ought to be impressed on the mind of every
reader of modern scholastic theology, lest the continual misappli-
cation of terms should occasion a misapprehension of facts.

Dr. Barrow was an Arminian so far as the questions of the
lamous quinquarticular controversy are concerned. There may,
indeed, be some doubt as to his soundness in the doctrine of origi-

S1
?' but on lliat P oil1 t the parties to that controversy were

agreed. At that article the Laudean divinity diverges from genu-
ine Armm.anism-this being decidedly Augustinian, that verging
toward Pclagmmsm. Any defect at this point is fell through the

* Rev. E. Bickerstith.
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• whole system, as a difference of views as to the nature of a disease
induces a like difference as to the remedy and mode of treatment
To the same degree that he differed in this particular from the
notions of Calvmists, he also was at variance with Arminianism

;

though in most particulars called in question in that controversy,
he decidedly favors the Remonstrants. Four of his Ion- dis-
courses are devoted to a defense of universal redemption

; and if
he has failed to elucidate that subject, it is only because it was
already too clear to admit of it. The doctrines of predestination
he seldom meets directly, but always implies the Arminian side
of the question; as indeed do most Calvinistic writers, when the
subject is not formally introduced. With the notion of uncondi-
tional perseverance he joins issue on several occasions, maintainingman s constant liability to total and final apostasy. These immu-
table verities of Christianity were never called in question till the
excessive speculations of some reformed churches developed an
artificial system of theology; and in later times they have suffered
by being entertained m common with other tenets both doubtful
and dangerous. Yet the disputes upon these points do not involve
any vital doctrine of the gospel, and persons of either party may
be both orthodox and evangelical Christians.

It is, however in evangelical tone rather than doctrinal opinions
that our author fails. He seems carefully to shun any open and clear
recognition of the peculiar doctrines of the gospel; delighting rather
to keep the outworks of the Christian system, than to dwell among
the glories of the inner temple. His divinity is not altogether
Christlcss, but in most cases Christ is among the least conspicuous
parts of the picture he furnishes ; and the cross is placed so far in
the background, that it may be readily overlooked. Obedience
rather than simple faitb.-duty, rather than experience -is the
theme of his discourses; and the motives insisted upon for even
this, are such as the apostles cither knew not, or knowin- dis-
regarded. The love of Christ, the only adequate motive to
Christian duty, is not much insisted on, nor commonly brought into
notice As an example take the first sermon in this collection
on the 1 leasantness of Religion," in which "wisdom" or religion
is treated as much the same with the philosophy of morals, and its
pleasures as but little more exalted than those apprehended by the
better class of heathen moralists ; while the sweetness of peniten-
tial sorrow, the joy of pardon, and the hope full of immortality, are
not named, fhe same, with but little modification, may be said
of the second, on "the Profitableness of Godliness," and indeed
ol nearly the whole collection. As moral and casuistical essays
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they are good, inculcating sound morality, habitual self-control,

and a constant deference to the precepts of the word of God. For

instruction in manners these sermons are valuable, and we heartily

wish them a wide circulation and a general reading ; but they are

defective, in not impressing a strong sense of our ruined state

through sin, and of God's great love manifested in the death of his

Son for our redemption. After reading these productions of a

mighty intellect, one is ready to exclaim with her at the sepulchre,

" They have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they

have laid him ;" or to apply to this author the saying of Augus-

tine concerning Cicero, " We cease to be captivated with him,

because the name of Christ does not appear in him." The name

of Christ does indeed appear there, but he seems quite unlike him

of the New Testament : his is a Christ that rather conceals than

displays the tokens of his sufferings, and seems more intent upon

his prophetic and regal offices, than upon that in which the sinner

has most immediate interest. Justice compels us, however, to

make some exceptions to these censures, especially in favor of the

sermon on the Passion and that on the Incarnation.

Our author has devoted four of his best-written discourses to a

discussion of the great doctrine of faith and justification; in which

he gives a very satisfactory view of the theology of the school of

which he is a distinguished member. But ! how unlike St.

Paul's, or even Luther's doctrine, on the same points ! The same

terms are used, the same verbal imbodiment of doctrines appears,

but the spirit is wanting. There is a want of clearness and sin-

gleness of vision, which leads to indistinctness and muddiness ot

expression. The simple way of salvation by faith seems always

to have been the " path which the vulture's eye hath not seen, nor

the lions' whelps trodden,"—the way where " the wayfaring men,

though fools, shall not err." It was of this that our Lord spake,

when he gave thanks to the Father that he had hidden these things

from the wise and prudent, but had revealed them to babes. Upon

this subject the brightest intellects are at fault, and often seem to

be blinded by their own brightness ; and as this is the only way

of life, " he that shall not receive the kingdom of heaven, as a little

child, shall not enter therein."

As here presented, justification appears to be a resultant of all

Christian graces and attainments, and faith seems to imply all

these graces engaged in Christian duties ; so that, after all, this is

only a legal way of salvation. Justification is, indeed, spoken of

as nearly identical with pardon ; but that is treated as among the

latest of the gifts of saving grace. The offers of divine mercy, as
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viewed through this system, present a very different appearance

from that which they hear in the unadulterated gospel. There we
find a free promise, made on a single condition ; it is "look" and
"live,"

—"believe" and "have everlasting life,"
—"trust" and

" never be confounded ;" here it runs thus,
—

" to him that doth

sincerely believe the gospel, and repenting of his former bad life,

doth seriously resolve thereafter to live according to it, he [God]

doth (upon the solemn obsignation of that faith, and profession of

that resolution in baptism) entirely remit all past offenses, accept-

ing his person, receiving him into favor." It is a small matter to

profess the doctrine of justification by faith alone, while such a

sense is placed in these expressions as strip thern of their proper

evangelical meaning. If faith includes every virtue and every

grace, the most strenuous legalist may, with all consistency, pro-

fess the same doctrine. The question, therefore, resolves itself

into an inquiry as to the nature of evangelical faith. If we rightly

understand our author, he holds it to be a habit of the soul result-

ing from a concurrence of the principal virtues. It originates in

" sobriety, watchfulness, and teachableness ;"
it proceeds from

"sincerity and judgment," and for its exercise are required "dili-

gence, good desires, patience, prudence ;"—" in fine, it supposes a

mind imbued with all kinds of virtuous dispositions in some good
degree." In the case of Abel it was "piety;" in that of Enoch,
"obedience;"—with Noah it consisted in being "a preacher and
practicer of righteousness ;" and with Abraham, in submission to

"the commands and promises of God." What Pharisee would
hesitate to confess that he was saved by such a faith alone? though
probably he would be somewhat at a loss to discover why it is

said to be "alone." But if the conditions of our acceptance are

such, who shall be saved? Can the unpardoned sinner approach
the throne of grace, (rather of judgment,) bringing " a mind imbued
with all kinds of virtuous disposition in some good degree?" Does
not this notion imply that he must become virtuous in order to re-

ceive pardon, and therefore that the Pharisee's prayer, in which he
set forth his own advanced state of piety, was much more appro-

priate than that of the publican, who, in calling himself a sinner,

confessed his want of "faith?"

But we have usually considered faith among the earliest fruits

of the Spirit, second in time only to that godly sorrow which works
repentance unto life ; and that it is itself the effectual means of all

intrinsic grace. Here, however, it appears as the effect of a co-

incidence of every personal virtue, originating in their union and
growing up with their increase. The righteousness of faith, instead
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of being freely and immediately given when first we believe, must

be gradually attained to by exercising the prevenient graces of

"sobriety, diligence, and fortitude." And as the effects of such

exercises are necessarily gradual, so must our justification be a

gradual work, varying according to the degrees of our "faith," or

rather fidelity. None can be expected to come suddenly into a

state to which so many things conspire, and therefore they are to

be accounted enthusiasts who profess to have done so ; nor can

any one be certainly informed as to his present acceptance, as

none can be sure that he is exercising in due degree all the graces

necessary to faith ; so that it is worse than vain to talk of an

assurance of present salvation ! It is rather a mercy than other-

wise, that such unworthy ideas of Christian privileges are generally

accompanied by a corresponding indifference as to these things,

—

for who, that was fully awake to the state of the soul, could rest in

such painful uncertainty respecting its highest possible interests?

This notion of the instrument of- our justification changes the

view of the nature of the work itself. In our simplicity we had

considered it a gift, freely offered through the merits of the death

of Christ, contemplating us as sinners rather than otherwise ; and

that our persons, but not our actions, were accepted of God. This

view indeed conflicts equally with the semi-legal system before us,

and the ultra Calvinian notion of imputation. The one partly ful-

fills, and partly makes void, the law through a kind of faith peculiar

to itself; the other, by transferring the merits of Christ's active

righteousness to our credit, renders him the minister of sin in us.

Both contemplate a justification by obedience rendered ; and both

represent us as accepted as righteous, rather than guilty. To the

former the high claims of the divine law present an obstacle, to

overcome which we are assured that its rigor is relaxed by the

gospel; and that man is admitted to a conditional justification, in

virtue of purposes of reformation and future obedience. " God has

become reconciled to us by Christ, so as generally to proffer mercy,

upon certain reasonable and gentle terms, to all that shall sincerely

embrace such overtures of mercy, and heartily resolve to comply

with those terms required by him;—namely, the returning and
adhering to Mm, forsaking all impiety and iniquity, and constantly

persisting in faithful obedience to Ms holy commandments." The
disposition to return and obey God is admitted to be originally of

the Holy Ghost, and as this is never absolutely perfect, the merits

of Christ come in as a supplementary value ; so that through him
our imperfect obedience is accepted and ourselves justified as

righteous persons. This is not the simplicity of the gospel, nor
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is Christ hereby alone%exalted. A second place is assigned to him

in tiic practical work of redemption, man being by intrinsic, though

imparted grace, chiefly his own deliverer from condemnation and

death. Such a provision is equally inadequate to our wants, and

abhorrent to the divine perfections.

The Treatise on the Pope's Supremacy is justly esteemed Bar-

row's chieT work. On this subject he seems to have put forth

all his powers of reasoning ; and so fully has he shown his com-
petency for the work, that it is allowed by general consent that

that business is done, and nothing further is to be desired. The
present age is very inadquately prepared to appreciate a work of this

kind, notwithstanding our pretended dread of the growing power
of Romanism. We have heard of the terrors of Popery at a dis-

tance, and have, perhaps, looked upon some degraded victims of

its curse with mingled sentiments of pity and disgust ; but. we have

never in reality feared the power of the pope. When we talk of

Papal tyranny, our minds revert to England in the days of Mary,

or to Spain in the times of the Inquisition ; but these are subjects

of distant contemplation rather than of immediate interest. Our
sympathies may be moved by these things, and perhaps cur anger

kindled; but we find no sense of personal danger in any of them.

Still less do we dread the spiritual tyranny of the great antichrist,

whose bolts fall harmless at our feet; we heed not his interdicts

and anathemas. This happy immunity may occasion an under-

valuing of those bulwarks of the externals of Protestantism, which
the necessities of a less-favored age gave rise to, and which have
descended to us as valuable legacies, as well as mementos of the

fidelity then exercised in behalf of religious truth.

It is related of George III., that when Bishop Watson's famous
Apology for the Bible was presented to him, he replied that he
was not aware that the Bible needed any apology ; so American
Protestants may be ready to ask, when they first hear of the cele-

brated defenses of their faith by Barrow, Usher, and Chillingworth,

whether questions are now to be discussed involving the very

foundations of their cherished creeds. The late celebrated Robert
Hall, in a review of an approved work on the evidences of Chris-

tianity, strongly discountenances the introduction of discussions

upon that subject into ordinary religious teaching; since attempts

to establish the truth of revelation would, in many minds, be the

first occasion of calling the subject into question. Similar con-

siderations should teach us to be somewhat cautious in mooting
the questions of the " Pope's Supremacy," or the " Safety of

the Religion of Protestants." But as the former objection would
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not hold good in a case of wide-spread popular infidelity, such as

occurred in the latter part of the last century, so the aggressions

of Popery in England between the Restoration and the Revolution

called for just such a work as Barrow's Treatise. And while we

confess that it is inexpedient to be continually raising questions

upon fundamental points in religion, it is plainly the duty of the

learned to inform themselves on these points. Especially should

the ministers of religion be prepared with arguments to repel the

attacks of both open and covert enemies ; and nowhere else can

such preparation be made, as to this particular subject, to better

advantage than in this Treatise.

The manner in which he handles the subject displays his mas-

terly powers of argumentation. The assumptions of the Papists

consist in a series of propositions mutually dependent upon each

other, all of which must be made out to establish their cause.

These propositions he reviews in order, and shows each to be not

susceptible of proof, or at least not proved. He assumes nothing

in advance, and asks our credence only, when to refuse it would do

violence to common sense. Few men have enjoyed so many facili-

ties for such a work, and probably no theme could have been chosen

so well adapted to the author's genius. His mathematical pursuits

had accustomed him to require conclusiveness in all his reasonings,

and never to jump at a conclusion ; his exercises in dialectics had

rendered him skillful in the arts of ratiocination ;
his acquaintance

with ecclesiastical antiquity opened to him the proofs of his posi-

tions, while his reverence for the Christian fathers inclined him to

make frequent and confiding appeals to their statements, winch,

addressed to his antagonists, were especially effective.

But we confess that his mode of argument is not that by which

we came to the same conclusion, long before we had seen this

work. Educated in independence of the arrogant assumptions of

Rome, we have found another and we think a better title to our

Christian liberty. The title of Protestantism to its claims is not

to be sought chiefly among the musty records of antiquity, but is a

living spiritual essence, attesting its claims wherever it is found.

Our author concedes too much to his opponents, and is himself

too nearly connected with the same class of ecclesiastical politicians,

to oppose them with most effect. He seems sometimes to be

afraid of his own arguments ; lest, while demolishing the false

pretensions of the Papists, he should endanger his own cherished

episcopacy ; or lest, while resisting the claims of a pretended uni-

versal bishop, he should seem to question the authority of provin-

cial popes. Hence, he is seen sometimes parrying his own thrusts,
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or endeavoring to soften the blows that threaten at once to demo-

lish all spiritual tyranny. His conclusions against the claims of

the bishop of Rome are irresistible, and his premises are not ex-

hausted in sustaining those propositions. There is a vast fund

of unapplied argument which is always available in defense of

ecclesiastical liberty, and which has been successfully drawn upon

by some who have asserted the indefeasible rights of. those whom
Christ has made free. This Treatise will, doubtless, be a standard

work upon that subject as long as the Man of Sin shall remain to

"speak great swelling words." Every Protestant minister should

store his mind with these irrefragible evidences of the futility of

the pretensions of those who would monopolize the gift of God,

and use his grace to minister to their own lusts.

About two hundred pages in the latter part of the third volume

are occupied by sundry Latin pieces,—theological themes, academi-

cal orations, and poems. Of these but little need be said. The
theological pieces should have been translated ; as probably nine-

tenths of those who will purchase these volumes will make no use

of them in their present dress. The orations and poems do quite

as well in their present concealment as they would in the vulgar

tongue, and had they been left among the forgotten things of Tri-

nity College, the world would not have been greatly the loser.

The age is not sufficiently scholastic to authorize the issuing of

works in the learned languages for general use, and only from that

source can publishers generally expect the demand that can war-

rant their enterprises.

The last things we notice in the contents of these volumes, are

the table of texts of Scripture more or less illustrated in the body

of the Works, and an index to the subjects. The former fills twenty-

three pages in triple columns, though no text is introduced into

the index more than once, though many occur frequently in the

Works, and the whole is a monument of the author's learning in the

sacred writings. The index to the subjects is copious, (filling

thirty pages, in double columns,) and generally faithful, greatly

facilitating the labor of making references and consultations.

Both these indexes were prepared expressly for this edition,—

a

circumstance which enhances its value above that of any preceding

one.

In conclusion, we must express our thanks to Mr. Riker for this

first American edition of Barrow's complete Works. He has

brought a highly valuable, and hitherto costly set of Works within

the reach of all who may have occasion for them. Though defective,

their defects are amply provided against in the prevailing tone of
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cvancelical orthodoxy found in the belter class of modern theolo-

gical publications ; while their sound morality, their irresistible

proofs in favor of religious liberty, and their hard common sense,

are positive excellences of no ordinary value.

The mechanical execution is such as the work requires. I he

volumes are not so richly gotten up as to raise the price above the

reach of many who might otherwise choose to possess them, nor

yet -o cheaply as to render them illegible and unworthy to be pos-

sessed The tvpe is good and sufficiently large, the paper fair,

and the whole presents a good and substantial appearance. To

every student in theology, we say, Read them ;
and to every reader,

Buy them ; for a liberal public patronage should reward the

generous confidence which alone could induce such an issue.

AUT# n.—1. History of the Revolutions in Europe; from the

French of Christopher William Koch. With a Continuation

to the Year 1815. By M. Schoell. Middletown, 1836.

2. History of Modern Europe. By-WM. Russell, LL. D.

3. History of the French Revolution. By M. Thiers.

The last century and a half may be styled the age of revolutions.

Improvement is the proper and the natural object of the human

intellect. Man continually endeavors to rise in the scale of exist-

ence ; and each generation attempts the new and untried steps,

which the increasing light of the age reveals to its searching gaze.

Thus our race, for centuries, has held an onward and an upward

course, amid the incessant mutations in the structure of the politi-

cal world. The amelioration of the condition of the mass is inde-

pendent of the fate of empires as such, and as they stand forth

to our view in ordinary history. Kingdoms and states rise and tall.

The towering capitals of one age perish in the next; and curious

travelers walk unconsciously upon their buried grandeur, wonder-

ing where they stood, and disputing over their different conjectures.

But notwithstanding the retrogression of individual states and the

endless transfers of wealth and power from one to another, the

general tendency of man has been toward excellence.

We confess that we have but little sympathy with those who arc

perpetually bewailing the degeneracy of modern times, while they

rapturously eulogize the past. We admit that there is evi enough

of all descriptions in the world ; but when, since the fall, lias it

been otherwise ? When did the cherubim leave their post at the
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gate of Eden, or earth cease to be a vale of tears ? Truly, if any

will persist in declaring that " former times were better than these,"

the least that we can demand, is, that they should affix a date to

this golden age. Let them give the latitude and longitude of their

Utopia ; and then their theory will possess a " local habitation and

a name."

It is a curious fact that this same charge of degeneracy has been
made against every succeeding generation, for many centuries. It

is as old as poetry or history. Even Homer wearies us with the

perpetually recurring phrase, olot vvv Pporoi clotv:

" A godlike race of heroes once I knew,

Such as no more these aged eyes shall view."

It was a favorite idea with some, that man has been gradually

decreasing physically, as well as mentally, ever since the creation.

A French philosopher, using this theory as a quadrant, has dis-

covered that the altitude of our great progenitor, Adam, was about

one hundred and twenty feel. But very unfortunately for this

hypothesis, the modern traveler finds that the Egyptians, who have

slumbered in the catacombs from the days of the Pharaohs, were
no taller than the guides who conduct him through the dusty

caverns of the dead ; or the squalid wretches who worry him for

alms amid the ruins of hundred-gated Thebais. We sometimes
hear the old lamenting the sad change which the world has under-

gone, even since they have known it. But the world, when calmly
viewed by the deepening twilight of age, seems deplorably fallen

from what it appeared to be, when seen amid the rosy dawn of

youth. To the youthful eye, hope sheds its delusive beam on all

around, and every object is surrounded with a halo of light. But
as anticipation is exchanged fur experience, the illusion gradually

fades away. The traveler over the desert of earthly pleasure sees

before him the unreal waters of joy, sleeping, cool and tranquil,

in the distance ; and on he hurries with cheerful steps to quench
his raging thirst. But the shadowy lake recedes as he advances,

till at last the mirage is gone, leaving naught but the burning sands

of a pathless waste. The evil days come,—the days of darkness,

which are many ; and he imagines that the world is dayly be-

coming worse, because he dayly sees more of its evils. He looks

back with regret upon the years that are gone; and, perhaps, mis-

taking the change in himself for a change in the world, commences
railing at the degeneracy of the age in good set terms.

But we are inclined to take the ground that the present century

is superior to its predecessors, and that the world is improving.
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notwithstanding all assertions to the contrary, whether delivered

in Homeric hexameters or vulgar prose. Every age has its pecu-

liar virtues and peculiar vices ; and we do not imagine that the

world is retrograding because new evils appear. AH things change,

even those apparently least dependent upon-outward control. So-

ciety itself is an ever-flowing current, whose restless waters are

continually wearing away their old embankments and forming new
channels ; nor can we judge the general direction of the stream by

the circlings of the bubbles which are whirled round in some little

eddy.

That the tendency of the masses is upward, is shown by the

general history of government. Each system of state policy has

its fitting time, its allotted duration, and its appropriate successor.

—all determined by the moral and intellectual condition of the

multitude. The despotic rule, tolerated in the days of darkness

and ignorance, yields gradually to the milder forms of government

demanded by the increasing intelligence of a more enlightened

age. The tyrant who attempts to force despotism upon his sub-

jects, out of its due time, lifts his puny arm against a mighty prin-

ciple, which, in its resistless march, must tear asunder his feeble

chains, and crush him into the dust. The oppressor may for a

time defer the crisis. But while he is congratulating himself upon

the stability of his power, and rioting upon the spoils of an 'en-

slaved nation, the sword of retribution hangs over his head in all

his revels ; and an unseen hand writes upon his palace walls words

which proclaim the downfall of his throne, and the liberation of

his people. In every nation, the real power resides not with the

few, but the many. Foreign intervention apart, no nation can be

slaves, save by their own consent ; and liberty cannot perish, but

by suicide. When the mass, weary of their chains, wake to a

sense of their strength, they demand an alleviation of their oppres-

sive burdens, and move onward to the accomplishment of a change

in the system of state policy. The several steps of these muta-

tions arc sometimes the slowly-formed product of centuries ; at

others, the intellect of a nation starts from a long lethargy, and

performs all as the mighty labor of a day. At one time, the gently-

gliding rivulet, atom by atom, wears away the solid rock that

obstructs it ; at another, the furious torrent rushes forth in its wild

career, and sweeps barriers and landmarks into a common ruin.

The records of these upheavings of the masses form the most

interesting and instructive pages in the records of the past. All

history abounds in the rise and the overthrow of empires, the found-

ing and the fall of great cities, and the victories and defeats of

Vol VI.—12
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armies. But though the scenery of the mighty drama is so mag-

nificent and imposing, the real actors are few and far between.

Sometimes the history of a nation is but a history of the single

intellect that swayed its destinies. A state, like Thebes, rises into

importance with some Epaminondas, flourishes while he lives,

and, at his death, falls back into its former obscurity. Persepolis

is destroyed; but the whim of Thais prompts its destruction. A Gre-

cian army of some tens of thousands spreads ruin and death through

nation after nation, from Thrace to India ; but the movements of

all this multitude are governed by the wild notions of one wrong
head. We gather together the records of the battles which they

fought, the countries they subdued, and the cities they destroyed

;

and we style the whole, the History of Alexander. And we say

well, for so it is,—a history of the pleasures and the passions, the

folly and the madness of one man, in whose hand all the rest be-

came mere puppets. But the history of revolutions is the history

of the people. From the moment they rebel against the powers,

they cease to be automata. We then learn their real condition,

their joys and their sorrows, their hopes and fears. When the

dazzling light that encircles the throne of despotism ceases to blind

our eyes, we discern the oppression by which it has been sustained.

We listen to the cries of the abject millions, whose voices had been

drowned in the clamor of wars of conquest, and the rude clash of

arms.

Next to our own revolution, those of England and France are

of the most absorbing interest to an American. The one was the

effort of a nation which had aided us in our struggle against power,

and which had, in some degree, been roused by our example to

raise the standard of rebellion. The other occurred in the land of

our fathers ; and from it, indeed, we derived those principles of

liberty which have finally ripened into republicanism. The spirit

of freedom does not grow up in a night nor wither in a day. The
hatred of tyranny which nerved the arms of the pilgrim fathers,

also filled the breasts of many who went not into exile : and the

very men, who were most instrumental in bringing Charles to the

block, were those who, but for the royal mandate, would gladly

have found freedom'in the wilds of New-England. These great

political events both grew out of the operation of the same general

principle ; but in the minutiaj wc discover a wide dissimilarity. It

is said by an ingenious writer that these great commotions mutually

explain each other; and that "in the political history of man,
both pages must be read together? It may not be an unprofitable

employment to institute a comparison between them, that we may
12'
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search out some-of the lessons of political wisdom which they arc

calculated to teach. The kind and the degree of the oppression

which convulsed the two nations differed widely ; and the revolu-

tions, arising from causes so dissimilar, arc indicative of the pro-

gress of the national mind at their several periods. The fact that

the despotism of Charles and James was as intolerable to the

English, as that of Louis was to the French, is a truth which

should not be lightly passed over by him who would. inquire into

the science of government.

England, for a long period anterior to the expulsion of James,

had been kept in continual ferment by the contests between the

king and the representatives of the people. At the Restoration,

in 16G0, Charles II. was received with the utmost loyalty, and the

devotion of his people knew no bounds. The tears of joy, and the

enthusiastic acclamations of the multitudes who welcomed his

entry into London, were but the index of the sentiments of a vast

majority of the nation. The people hated tyranny, but they loved

royalty; for royalty was an institution of olden time ; and the En-

glish will tolerate many abuses, provided they are good old abuses,

covered with the rust and mold of reverend antiquity. They

imagined that the fate of Charles I. would not be a lesson lost

upon his successor ; but that it would teach him, that moderation

in the exercise of power was the only mode of rendering that power

permanent. His private character and his public acts, however,

soon conspired to alienate the attachment of his people. His dis-

solute morals offended the stern and rigid Puritans, who were a

numerous and respectable body ; his attempts to enlarge the royal

prerogative roused the opposition of the patriot ; while the covert

predilection for Popery charged upon him, gave rise to a distrustful

jealousy which never relaxed its vigilance. And although for three

years immediately preceding his death he governed without a par-

liament, yet his sway was in momentary danger of being over-

thrown in a general rebellion. It is almost certain that his death

alone saved him from forcible dethronement by his exasperated

subjects. A part of his people were in that restless, feverish state

which shows a Tipeness for revolt. His assumption of absolute

power was submitted to with stern calmness by those who, at the

moment of submission, neither forgot nor relinquished their rights,

but merely deferred the day of retribution. The nation was com-

paratively at rest ; but it was only the couching of the lion, silently

watching an opportunity to spring upon his foe, and tear him to

the earth.

James II., on his accession to the throne, inherited the haired
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of the people, as well as the crown of the sovereign. Affairs im-

mediately assumed a new phase. Charles had been a man of no

religion at all. He seemed, at times, much disposed to favor the

Romish system ; but he was never long consistent with himself.

Even when upon his death-bed, his conduct was a tissue of absur-

dities and contradictions. He seems to have left it undecided,

till the last moment, wbether to be a Protestant or a Papist. To
extricate himself from this dilemma, he decided to conform to the

ceremonies of both. lie received extreme unction and the sacra-

ment at the hands of Huddlcstone, a Popish priest; and then sent

for six bishops of the Establishment, received the sacrament again

from their hands, expressed his regard for the Church of England,

and died. But James was just the reverse of his easy, careless

brother. He was a bigoted Papist ; and while duke of York, had

already incurred the enmity of the great mass of the nation, by his

avowed attachment to Popery. All that was unfavorable to Pro-

testantism, in the reign of Charles, had been attributed, doubtless

with great justice, to the influence which James possessed over

him. Although the public apprehensions were for the moment

lulled by James's declaration in favor of the Establishment, yet his

subsequent course soon revived them in tenfold vigor. Suspicion

quickly ripened into certainty. He took a course directly counter

to the desires and the prejudices of his subjects, and, in defiance

of the most strenuous popular opposition, attempted to supersede

the Protestant faith, by the introduction of the absurdities of Rome.
He attended mass with all the ensigns of royalty ; and although

to hold any intercourse with the pope had been constituted treason,

by act of parliament, he sent the earl of Castlemaine to Rome, to.

reconcile himself to the head of the church. He also grasped at

far more civil power than the laws bestowed, or the people were

willing to concede ; and in all things he showed his firm faith in

the divine right of kings. He levied taxes and collected customs,

without waiting for the legal mode of an act of parliament ; and

intimated to that body, that deference to his wishes alone would

enable them to be upon amicable terms with the throne. Still, the

great cause of the revolution was the nation's dread of Popery,

and the royal love for it. The established religion had been

changed several times within a century, and every change had

produced penal codes and persecutions. It must be confessed by

all candid men, that the principles of liberality and Christian tole-

ration were neither understood nor practiced by Churchmen, or

Romanists. The dominant church, whatever its doctrines might

be, whether they emanated from Rome, Germany, or Geneva, was
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a persecuting church. Even the leading minds, which had re-

ceived the reformed doctrines, were more or less tainted with

this leaven of Rome. But if Protestantism was not free from the

persecuting spirit, we can easily imagine what Popery must have

been. The fires of Smithfield were yet held in remembrance

among the people. The king was now suddenly smitten, pro-

fessedly, at least, with the charms of free toleration, and at once

by his own authority annulled, in effect, the laws designed to pre-

vent the Catholics from regaining the power which they had so

fearfully abused in the reign of Queen Mary. But the people knew
James too well to believe that his toleration proceeded from an

enlarged liberality of mind which would honor the religious senti-

ments of all his subjects. They saw, in this movement of the

king, the first of a series which would finally summon the Gardi-

ners and Bonncrs of their own times, with their equipment of racks

and gibbets, to lay waste the church and shed innocent blood.

Whatever may be our opinion of the correctness of the emotions

with which the English regarded these attempts to restore the

power of Rome, we must admit that circumstances were calculated

to excite, rather than allay, their fears. . At the very time that

James was pleading liberality of sentiment as a pretence for fos-

tering Catholic influence, his brethren in the faith were, in France,

furiously persecuting those who had renounced the dogmas of

Popery. The Romish Church claims to be one and indivisible; all

its branches throughout the world are, if true to their vows, under

the perfect control, in matters in any way pertaining to religion,

of the head of the church, occupying the seat of St. Peter : and

therefore it was not illogical or unreasonable for the British Pro-

testants to identify Popery in England with Popery in the domin-

ions of the Grand Monarch. But the transactions then transpiring

among the subjects of Louis XIV. were not much calculated to

recommend the religion of the French king to any who regarded

the welfare of either soul or body. The Huguenots, after being

savagely persecuted for many years," had found peace, in 1598, by

the promulgation of the edict of Nantes. This edict continued in

force till the year 1685; and the churches of the reformed faith

had rest and abundant prosperity. But in that year it was revoked,

and another savage persecution commenced. The churches of the

Protestants were destroyed ; blood flowed in torrents ; and the

brutal soldiery committed the most horrid excesses. Half a mil-

lion of the best citizens of France fled into exile. The most of

these passed over into England, where they spread throughout the

land the history of the sufferings which they had endured, and the
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horrors which they had witnessed. The English Protestants

looked upon these things as the legitimate effects of the predomi-

nancy of the Popish faction ; and drew the conclusion that they

must prepare to undergo the same horrors, if the king should suc-

ceed in his measures. Their king had already shown himself

abundantly endowed with the intolerant spirit. When James was

placed at the head of the government of Scotland, Charles was

anxious to establish episcopacy in that kingdom. James, being a

bigoted Papist, was, of course, equally a hater of the Establish-

ment, and of the Covenanters, who refused to conform to its rites

and ceremonies. He therefore became an amateur inquisitor; a

critic in the art of torture; and labored as earnestly in the vocation,

as if he realized that he was only rehearsing for more extensive

performances upon another stage of action. These things were

not lost upon the Protestants. They looked upon them as the

black shadow which coming events cast before ; and when, in the

midst of all their fears, James showed his full determination to in-

troduce Popery, their exasperation rose to the highest pitch. But

the sovereign, when the whole realm was upon the Verge of rebel-

lion, seemed under the influence of some strange hallucination,

which rendered him blind to his danger. He went madly on till

the very moment of the explosion. When he saw his error, it was
too late to amend it. lie was willing to make peace with his

people upon almost any terms ; but they scorned his concessions,

and doubted his promises. They cast off their Popish sovereign.

William, the prince of Orange, who had been for some years

watching for this opportunity, was invited to England by some of

the most influential of the patriot party. He came; and the cause

of James was utterly ruined. The people deserted him; his army
went over to the camp of the prince, and even his favorite daugh-

ter, Anne of Denmark, joined his enemies. At last, despairing of

ever being able, unaided, to retrieve his fallen fortunes, he left his

throne to his rival, and lied for protection to the court of his Ca-

tholic Majesty of France.

Thus ended the English Revolution proper. With the invita-

tion to accept the crown, which was tendered to the prince, there

was joined the famous Declaration of Rights, which communicated
the conditions upon which the crown had been tendered, and de-

fined the powers of the sovereign ; thus securing the liberties of

the subject from all encroachment. The passage of the Tolera-

tion Act was secured, the courts ot justice were purified, the pre-

rogatives of the crown were curtailed, and the power of the House
of Commons, or, in other words, the political influence of the peo
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pie, was proportionably augmented. Such was the British Revo-

lution ; and it certainly merits our approbation, even when we try

it by the severe test of the increased political intelligence of the

present age. It illustrates the power of public opinion, which, from

that hour, has exerted an influence which it never before possessed.

The revolution was completely successful, because the age de-

manded it, and the nation was prepared for the improvements it

introduced.

Let us now turn to the French Revolution. This extraordinary

popular commotion combines the most incongruous traits of cha-

racter,—the noble and the exalted, with the absurd and the inhu-

man. It deserves neither the unqualified censure, nor the bound-

less commendation, which has been so liberally bestowed upon it

by writers of opposite prejudices. The state of the French nation,

previous to the revolution, was vastly dissimilar to that of the

English at the same period in their political history. The British

government had, at least in some degree, kept pace with the age.

The feudal system had been gradually worn away ; the church

had been deprived of many of its unreasonable rights and immuni-

ties ; and the prerogative of the king, when compared with that of

the French sovereign, had been much curtailed. In France, on

the contrary, the intolerable feudal system, with all its grinding

oppression, existed in its original perfection, till within a very few

years of the execution of Louis. The nation was divided into two

great classes, the oppressors and the oppressed. The privileged

orders, which comprised the noblesse and the clergy, constituting

about four hundredths of the whole population, monopolized all

the offices both in church and state ; while the peasant, however

great his talents, or his honest ambition, was doomed to be a pea-

sant still. This, however, was one of the trifling items among his

many grievances. Those who possessed the power, employed it

in tyrannizing over the rest of the nation, who were comparatively

slaves. They were, in fact, reduced to abject servitude. The pri-

vileged few possessed immense wealth; their estates comprised

about two-thirds of the landed property in the kingdom. These

estates were cultivated by a miserable, ragged, ill-fed peasantry,

who toiled, under the most oppressive regulations, for the wealth

which their lordly masters squandered amid the revelry and dissi-

pation of a licentious capital.

Those of the middle classes, who cultivated their own estates,

were, in a condition but little preferable. Though they possessed

a third of the lands, and composed a very important part of the

ualion, they wielded little or no political influence. When the
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general parliament of France, les Etats Generaux, was in exist-
ence, their weight was felt in affairs of state ;' but that body had
not been convened for more than a century and a half. These
small proprietors, of the Tiers Etat, were compelled to pay the
old feudal dues to their lords, tithes to the priests, and imposts to
the king. The taxes on the nobles were but trifling,—being those
upon personal property alone ; the clergy had the very convenient
privilege of determining the amount of their own taxes : conse-
quently the chief burden of the state fell upon those who were
least able to sustain it. But these grievances, great as they were
constituted but a part of the oppression under which the mass were
groaning. Numerous edicts were in force, prohibiting, under se-
vere penalties, the most necessary operations of the husbandman,
lest the game should be impaired in its flavor, or be prevented
from propagation, and thus the luxuries and the sports of the few
be curtailed. The farmer was forbidden to protect his crops fr4 , , , . r , :

.««w« »u piurew uis crops irom
the depredations of the deer and other game, herds of which ranged
through large districts, where there were no incisures to prevent
their ravages The party that claimed to be injured by the in-
fringement of these laws had entire control over the courts where
the offenders were arraigned; and thus opportunity was afforded
for the most iniquitous oppression. The administration of these

.

laws such as they were, had become corrupt ; and neither the per-
son of the peasant, nor the honor of his family, was safe from the
passions of an imperious and unprincipled nobility. In all things
the higher classes acted upon the comfortable assumption, that
the many had been created expressly for the accommodation of the
few.

This state of things had been borne for a length of time ; but
circumstances were every day diminishing the disposition to en-
dure it longer. The secret of their own strength, and the weak-
ness of their enslavers, slowly dawned upon the people. The
elements of a revolution were gradually forming, and a variety of
causes concurred to precipitate the crisis. The literature of the
day dealt largely in philosophic speculations concerning the natural
Tights of man

;
and this literature reached many minds which were

already chafing under their chains. A daring spirit of inquiry was
called into action, which boldly called-in question every opinion
and principle of government or religion, however time-honored;
and thus, for a long time, the whole structure of church and statewas silently undermined. The finances were also in the utmost
disorder. For many years there had been an annual deficit in the
revenue, and some change was absolutely necessary in order to
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restore the national credit. The comptroller-general, M. de Ca-

lonnc, proposed to -an assembly of the Notables, that the taxes

should be equalized upon all classes. If this statesman's plan had

been acceded to, in all probability Robespierre would not have

been the tyrant of Paris, nor Louis Philippe a pedagogue among'

the young democracy of America. But his truly just and patriotic

proposition raised such a storm of invective against him, that he

was glad to resign his office and retire to a foreign land, and thus

escape the vengeance of the nobles and the Popish clergy. This

madness of the privileged orders increased the popular exaspera-

tion. A failure of the produce of the earth, causing a scarcity of

provisions, rendered the multitudes more excitable by adding to

the misery of their condition. And the American Revolution, with

its happy results, which were rapturously described by the French

soldiers who had fought in our behalf, had created, everywhere

among the commons, an enthusiastic desire to share the advantages

of the same institutions.

All these. things, and more, conspired to overthrow the exist-

ing system of government. For years the mine had been silently

excavating beneath the edifice ; but now. the charge was fired, and

the whole structure sunk into a mass of shattered fragments, while

a world trembled with the explosion.

The ancient form of government was totally destroyed ; and

society, resolving itself into its original elements, commenced de

novo. A liberal constitution was formed ; and the nation deluded

themselves into the full belief that France was a veritable republic,

constructed upon the most approved philosophical model, and des-

tined to stand till lime should be no more. But the people were

not prepared, morally and intellectually, for so sudden a transition.

When the eyes of the blind are couched, the moment of the opera-

tion is not the fitting time to place him upon a precipice, where the

utmost keenness of vision alone can insure his safety. We are

not to estimate the fitness of a people for republicanism, by the

eloquence of the orators who declaim upon tlie subject, or by

the violence with which the rabble clamor for democracy. A free

government is not shouted into existence amidst the waving of

hats and the acclamations of a mob ; nor does it necessarily rise

from the ashes where the fires of popular violence have spent their

fury. A republic can have being, only where there is a sober con-

viction in the national mind, that the supremacy of good laws is

essential to the well-being of the body politic. But the French

populace had so long known the law as the instrument of despot-

ism, that they were, in some degree, excusable for not having very
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clear conceptions of the utility of public subordination. They were
not capable of appreciating raiional freedom ; but, to their minds,

nothing was liberty but exemption from all law :—just as among
the more stupid of our southern slaves, freedom means exemption
from labor. After nine years of bloody anarchy, the nation relin-

quished its high hopes and insane speculations, and submitted to

the energetic sway of Buonaparte. Thus the first revolution was
brought to a close, though for many years the people writhed

under the endless train of evils which it induced. To use a simile

of one of their own orators,—"The raging billows dashed upon
the shore, long after the storm which created them had passed
away."

The French Revolution, compared with the English, was a de-

cided failure. They did not found the free government which they

desired. They were incapable of it. They did not accomplish
that at which they aimed, because they attempted too much for

the state of the people. France was not ready for republicanism
;

and a limited monarchy was the highest point of perfection in their

circumstances attainable. Liberty is not a Minerva, who, in the

full vigor of maturity, leaps into existence from the brain of some
half-crazed visionary. She partakes so much of the nature of

earth, that she must pass through the successive stages of child-

hood and youth, before she arrives at her full stature. Hence,
the grand mistake of the French leaders. They speculated on the

original perfectibility of human nature, till they forgot the im-

portant fact that it was not actual. Their dreams assumed the

form of palpable reality; and, as mere theories, were tolerably per-

fect : but when they grasped at the shadow, it vanished. If no
usurper had seized the supreme power, if the dread of free institu-

tions had not prompted foreign interference, there is a possibility,

that, in the course of time, the popular ferment might have sub-

sided, and a degree of order have been established. The sands

of Arabia are not fitted to nourish the cedars of Libanus ; but, by

cultivation, even the desert may be made to " blossom as the rose."

But with all its horrors and its but partial success, the revolu-

tion was beneficial. The remedy, terrible as it was, did not sur-

pass the evils of the disease. The lower orders were raised from
their degradation. The nobles were cast down from their unjust

and irrational exaltation. The church was, in the end, established

upon a far better system than the former had been. The state

of France, after the revolution, and when Napoleon was upon the

throne, was much inferior to lh.it of England in the reign of Wil-
liam and Mary ; but still it was vastly improved. Indeed, if the
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Trench could have exchanged the intolerable yoke of the privileged

ciders for the milder tyranny of Charles and James, they would

have hailed the event with exceeding joy, as constituting, in itself,

a glorious revolution.

In comparing these two great struggles of the mass, we notice,

besides the different degrees of actual oppression, a wide dissimi-

larity in the nature of the grievances that stung them into active

resistance to power. If the religious scruples of the English had

not been trampled upon, there is a probability that James would

not have been driven from his throne. They were comparatively

patient under the requisitions of the sovereign, until his movements

assumed the form of an attack upon their religion. The Popish

superstition was both feared and hated by the descendants of those

who had, in three years' space, seen the flames curling around the

writhing forms of two hundred and seventy-seven men, women,

and children, whose crime was the. heinous one of believing, that,

after the priest had gone through the mummery of pronouncing,

Hoc est corpus, over a piece of bread, it was bread still. They

would not suffer the same corrupt system to be again forced upon

them by a bigoted king, and the plotting myrmidons of Rome.

They were not so curious concerning the mysterious doctrine of

the real-presence, that they desired to see anymore light cast upon

it by the flames of Smithfield. The French, on the contrary, were

driven into insurrection by civil oppression. The feudal dues, the

enormous taxes, the quartering of soldiery upon them without their

consent, the laws depriving them of all weight in state affairs.

—

these were the incitements to revolution. The commons demanded

an equal distribution of the imposts upon all classes ; they asked

for legal protection against the violence of a haughty, unprincipled

aristocracy, and a restoration of that portion of political power to

which, as citizens, they were entitled. The lower orders of the

people demanded a repeal of those laws, which virtually doomed

them ever to remain at the lowest point in the scale of humanity.

These things drove them into rebellion ; and religion is seldom

alluded to, save with an infidel sarcasm, or an impious jeer, at the

very existence of a God.
The leaders of the French were men of entirely different cha-

racter from those who were at the head of the English revolution-

ary movement. It must be confessed that some of the English

politicians were by no means immaculate. It must be conceded,

too, that the English prelates were not conversant with the doc-

trines of the " Appeal to the American Churches ;" and that, more-

over, they were somewhat deficient in that enlarged liberality
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which it inculcates. But, however much we may deplore this

deficiency, we must remember that it was universally prevalent.

The dark clouds, with which Popery had enveloped the souls of

men, were not entirely dispelled. After all that had been accom-

plished, it was still but the morning of the Reformation ; and the

truth yet shone with a lurid light. But with all their defects, how
great is the contrast between the patriots who resisted the en-

croachments of James, and the Robcspierres, the Dantons, and

the Marats, of the reign of terror ! How bright shines the fame of

the bishops who opposed the royal schemes for the subversion of

Protestantism, and were committed to the Tower, in consequence

of their non-compliance,—when compared with Gobet, bishop of

Paris, and his fellow-apostates, who solemnly renounced all reli-

gion as an arrant imposture, the cunning device of priestcraft, and

offered their churches for the contemptible foolery of worshiping

the goddess of reason, in which character a dancing girl from the

opera now figured !

The influence of these men was in perfect accordance with their

natures ; and they imparted their own character to the movements
which, they guided and controlled. The patriots of England were

resolute in defending their rights ; but they were averse to anarchy,

and were disposed to employ only that degree of force which would

secure the freedom which they sought, without destroying all

government. The French agitators belonged to another school.

Though the multitudes were, doubtless, actuated at first by the

love of liberty, yet soon the rage for vengeance apparently swal-

lowed up every feeling ; and the instigators of these commotions

were destitute of that calm wisdom, and high moral principle,

which would have prompted them to withstand the unholy passions

of an excited populace, and so guide the popular tumult as to

secure the greatest amount of good, at the expense of the least

possible evil. They incited the frenzied rabble to the greatest

enormities. That infernal triumvirate, Marat, Robespierre, and

Danton, taught the people to delight in spectacles which would

have melted the hearts of common villains. And the fate of these

wretches is an instructive lesson to those reckless demagogues,

who would, by their own example, teach the multitudes that moral

principle and common justice are but whims, mere shadows, which

vanish into their original nothingness at a nod from the many heads

of the omnipotent mob. They were almost all sacrificed by the en-

gine of death, which they had themselves hurried into such fearful

activity. In fact, the passions of the people soon became too fierce

to be controlled ; and those who had inflamed them, became the
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victims of a blind fury which they had roused for the destruction

of others. Like unskillful machinists, when they had set the

mighty engine in motion, they were totally unable to control it

:

and, one by one, they were drawn in and crushed among the pon-

derous wheels. There may be such wretches in every age and

nation ; but they never thus expose their diabolical passions to

public view, unless there be a lamentable destitution of public

virtue. They are meteors, which never draw their bloody train

across the sky, till the thick gloom of night gathers round.

A most striking disparity between the two revolutions is seen in

the destruction of life. This is owing, in some measure, to the

comparative unanimity of the English. There was, indeed, a small

party who would have rejoiced at the introduction of Popery; but

there were no castes arrayed against each other, whose mutual

hatred had, by tradition and actual sufferance, been accumulating

for centuries. Consequently, the English were without some of

those incentives to violence, which fired the minds of their excita-

ble neighbors. They had resolved to be free from oppression ; and

when they had accomplished this object, they had no insane desire

of vengeance upon those whom they had already deprived of all

power to injure. There were popular tumults, but history records

no butchery. The infamous Judge Jefferies, indeed, narrowly es-

caped being torn in pieces by the people ; but it is marvelous that

lie escaped at all, and that he had not long before fallen a victim

to just popular indignation. The people manifested much forbear-

ance throughout this most exciting period. The short war between

James and William was no part of the internal movement; and

the slaughter at Glencoe was an instance of royal barbarity whirh

called forth the indignant censures of the nation.

But how great is the contrast when we turn to the French Re-

volution ! The cruelty of the days of terror is absolutely indescri-

bable. The revolutionary factions, in whatever else they might

dissent from each other, agreed in this, that the way of escape from

the house of bondage lay through a sea of blood. " Grind plenty

of the red," shouted the facetious painter, David ; and his voice

was answered by the lion-like growl of the savage Danton ;
while

Marat coolly sat down to calculate, with mathematical exactness,

the price of a republic in human heads. And all was done in the

name of liberty and equality. The hypocritical Robespierre him-

self, as he whined out Pauvre pcvple over a blood-thirsty mob, and

then told them where to murder next, was for ever canting of

"eternal justice !" The arch-assassins in these sanguinary scenes

gave their miserable victims the sublime assurance, so full of con-
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solation, that it was the nation that demanded their heads ; and that

the nation was " always great and always just." If every other

emotion were not swallowed up in strong indignation, it would pro-

voke a smile to see the idiotic self-complacency of these demons.

While their clothes were yet dripping with the warm blood of help-

less innocence, they would throw themselves into oratorical attitude,

and harangue, in philosophic fustian, concerning liberty, and

equality, and virtue, and the natural rights of the human race, with

as much complacency as though they were fully persuaded that

these lofty terms had been coined expressly for that bloody era.

They were, apparently, the dream of Manes realized,—men en-

dowed with a dual soul, a good and an evil one; but while the

angel theorized, the devil acted.

We have now drawn a comparison between some of the leading

characteristics of the two revolutions. Circumstances, when not

absolutely necessary to point out the direction in which the popular

current was setting, have not been detailed. The history of mind

is of more importance than that of mere physical action. The re-

formation of political thought and feeling is of far greater moment
than the overthrow of the existing polity ; and to abolish an unjust

law is a nobler achievement than to behead a tyrant.

Every reader must be struck with the fact, that the progress of

the French toward the desired goal of civil liberty was stained with

outrages that were new, even in the history of popular commotions.

And it may not be an uninteresting examination, to investigate

briefly the causes which, probably, gave the revolution its sangui-

nary character. A multitude of minor causes might be assigned.

But, waiving the discussion of these, we conceive that the grand

sources of the bloodshed which filled France with lamentation and

wo maybe defined thus:—barbarism superinduced by oppression;

an extreme thirst to be revenged for the intolerable tyranny of the

privileged orders ; and general immorality consequent upon wide-

spread atheism.

These are amply sufficient to account rationally for the exceeding

violence of the French, without our being compelled to attribute

constitutional cruelty to that nation. It is illogical to assign more

than sufficient causes for any given effect. Let us glance at each

of these several particulars.

It is a fundamental truth, an axiom in humanity, that it is the

necessary result of long-continued servitude, of extreme oppression,

to degrade its victims, mentally and morally, below the level to

which they might otherwise attain. We doubt whether there has

ever been an exception to this law, from the exodus of the Israel-
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ilcs from Egyptian bondage, to the date of emancipation in Antigua

and Barbadoes. France had sunk to the lowest point of civil de-

gradation. The many were the virtual slaves of the few. The
nobles and the Popish priests lorded it over the mass with almost

absolute sway. But man is so constituted, that if he be deprived

of all motives to intellectual exertion, and of all self-respect, he

gradually sinks; and in a series of generations he seems to lose

almost all his faculties and passions, except those which he pos-

sesses in common with the brutes that perish. This truth was
partially exemplified among the lower orders of the French. The
peasant had been taught, that both he and his donkey had been

created for the sole purpose of promoting the convenience of their

noble master. The incessant iteration of this lesson, enforced with

the strong logic of the sword, whenever the smallest inclination to

call it in question had been manifested, caused him to feel that his

case admitted of no alleviation. And when the revolution suddenly

burst upon his astonished eyes, he was frantic in the exercise of

that power which experience had never taught him to use with

moderation. The French are nowise deficient in intellectual

power; and yet, in civilization, they were centuries behind the

English. A single fact will demonstrate this : the absurd custom

of questioning by torture, a relic of barbarism, was not abrogated

till within a very few years of the execution of Louis XVI. The
barbarism of the lower orders had reacted upon the higher classes,

and was diffused through the whole nation. Even the French

women reveled in the indiscriminate butcheries of the reign of

teiTor, with as much fiendish satisfaction, as those of what we
sometimes call the sterner sex. They formed a club for the dis-

cussion of public measures. They sat at their needle-work, around

the guillotine, upon the benches which the proverbial politeness

of their nation had placed for their accommodation ; and shrill

icmale voices mingled in the hoarse clamors of the mob for more

executions.* And when we hear of the cruelties inflicted upon

individuals of the sex, we must remember that these are palliated,

it indeed palliation be possible, by the fact that the females them-

selves threw aside the feminine graces which arc the natural

safeguard of the sex, and taught the populace, that these also were

* It any man seem to be contentious, and insist that the French women's
honoring the guillotine with their presence is not to be deemed a proof of bar-

barism, inasmuch as multitudes of our own ladies, in these days of refinement,

!
ad exquisite delight in attending public executions, we shall be compelled to

i'-iv" him to the full enjoyment of his own opinion.
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among the absurdities which the superior intelligence of the age

had rendered obsolete.

How wide the difference in the passions manifested in the two
revolutions ! And yet we cannot say that this disparity is owing to

anything, save the disparity of circumstances. The Briton, seeing

the degradation, political, moral, and religious, of his Gallic neigh-

bor, should not rashly bid him stand by, as being by nature less

holy; but should first inquire whether the excesses of the French
were not caused by a long train of circumstances, which reaches

back through many generations. We do not wish to apologize for

outrage, whatever may be the posture of affairs when it is com-

mitted ; but no one can question the justice of that principle of

ethics which declares that the turpitude of the crime is commen-
surate with the degree of light enjoyed at the time of its com-

mission.

The second cause alluded to, is the fact that the wrongs of the

French were much deeper ; and consequently the passions of the

people were inflamed to a greater degree. This is independent of

the former principle mentioned. When a nation, especially one

of native energy of character, is oppressed, there is a constant ten-

dency to reaction. There is a law of equilibrium in politics, as

well as in physics ; and the waves of the ocean, which are lashed

into being by the mighty winds, do not hasten toward their former

level with more certainty than overgrown despotism tends to its

downfall. That men should regard their own personal welfare, is

as certainly a law of nature, as that snow, formed in the air, should

descend to the earth. The attempt to arrest its operation, merely

results in accumulating hatred and violence for the day of retribu-

tion. And unless there be a lamentable deficiency of mental

power and nerve of character, in the oppressed, the gathering

storm will not long hide its wrath. As it sometimes occurs in

Alpine regions, the valley below maybe all sunshine and gladness
;

but in some dark mountain gorge the avalanche is slowly and

silently piling up its resistless weight, till at some unforeseen mo-

ment, while the vale echoes the songs of careless joy, its slumbers

are over, and it suddenly sweeps down from the bosom of the

clouds with its crushing strength, and buries all in helpless ruin.

France had drunk the cup of degradation to the dregs. And
when those who were writhing under their intolerable burden,

began clearly to comprehend their rights, it is not surprising that

they were roused to fury. To escape from their grievous bondage

had always been desirable ; but they now saw its obvious possi-

bility. A French army, returning from the capture of Lord Corn-
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wallis at Yorklown, spread abroad the principles of the revolution

whose battles they had fought. The scales fell from the eyes of

the multitudes : they saw the utter weakness of their oppressors,

and resolved to endure no more. This new creed taught the pea-

sant that all men are by nature free and equal ; and this declara-

tion found a response in his inmost soul. He looked around him,

and saw his abject condition. He was existing solely for the

benefit of another, of like passions with himself. He had toiled

;

but the product of his labor and sweat had been wrung from him

to support, in luxurious splendor, an aristocracy without honor,

and a priesthood without religion ; while his own children hid their

rags in a hovel, and lacked for bread. And with a bitter maledic-

tion on his own supineness, he arose and began the work of ven-

geance. "The devil of tyranny," says a writer, "always rends

the body he leaves." Truly, in this case, his name was Legion.

The English enjoyed comparative freedom. Violence, in their

circumstances, would have been without the palliatives of the

French. The outrages of the latter could have been predicted by

any one acquainted with the state of the nation. Though not jus-

tifiable, they were certainly natural.

The sentiments with regard to religion, which were prevalent

among the French, also had a powerful influence in determining

the more violent character of the revolution. The English, as a

nation, were strongly imbued with reverence for the Deity. They
honored the institutions of religion ; and their regard for its laws

did not desert them during the convulsions that shook the state.

Religions freedom, indeed, was the principal object for which they

contended. They saw their faith assaulted by the king and his

Popish satellites. To learn what the probable result of his suc-

cess would be, they had only to cast their eyes across the channel,

where they saw the Grand Monarque piously dragooning his sub-

jects to heaven ; and with fire and sword, torture and death, luring

the wanderers back to the arms of Him whose yoke is easy, and

whose burden is light. The more fiercely their religion was as-

sailed, the more fervently they loved it. And they reaped the

reward of their strong religious feeling, in its restraining and tran-

quilizing influence upon the excited minds of men. That which

was a cloud by day, became a pillar of fire to guide them through

the thick darkness of their political night.

The French, on the contrary, were as averse to religion as the

English were favorable to it. The ruling faction worshiped rea-

son, in a style worthy of madness or idiocy ; and the nation was
verging upon atheism. And, indeed, when we examine the condi-

Vol. VI.—13
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tion of the national church, the skepticism of the new school of

philosophers causes more sorrow than astonishment. The eccle-

siastical establishment was a mass of utter corruption. One can-

not but be struck with this fact, even in studying the statements

of Abbe Barruel; although he writes, at the same time, with the

caution of Jesuitical esprit du corps, and Gallic high-pressure

enthusiasm. If the Romish doctrine be the truth, never did the

truth have a fairer field ; and never has it been proclaimed with

less success. Popery had always been in the ascendent, and it was
yet in the plenitude of power. It lays claim to the entire rock

upon which the church is founded, and monopolizes the promise, that

" the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." And we are most

certainly entitled to look for effects in proportion to the loftiness

of these assumptions. There could be no lack of teaching; for there

was a priest for every two hundred inhabitants, throughout all

France. One hundred and twenty thousand ecclesiastics, endowed
with as much learning and pious zeal as the Holy Mother generally

claims for her successors of the apostles, ought surely to wield a

powerful influence in favor of religion, though in the midst of a

gainsaying world. Doubtless, there were some pure and holy men
in this multitude. But the character and the lives of many were

such as not only to cover themselves with disgrace, but to bring

religion itself into contempt.

In a race of beings, by nature " without God in the world," it is

by no means uncommon to discover some, who, with all the ad-

vantages of the truth, and the " light which lighteth every man,"

are, nevertheless, desirous of remaining in their natural atheism
;

that, in the indulgence of their evil passions, they may not be an-

noyed by any gloomy apprehensions of future retribution. These

are fond of looking upon religion in the concrete, rather than in the

abstract ; and the guilt and the folly of the individual are not only

visited with merciless castigution, but his aberrations are charged

upon his system itself. The French literati abounded in wits to-'

whom this species of warfare was peculiarly grateful. And
unfortunately for religion in general, Romanism was peculiarly

assailable. On this subject, Father Barruel, for once, forgets his

cassock and his wariness ; and while seeking to describe the viru-

lent and daring impiety with which the church was assaulted when
the revolution had been fairly commenced, makes an unconscious

revelation of the real state of that church. He complains, with

much naivete, of the endless charges of gross immorality which

were preferred against the clergy ; and anathematizes, with pious

horror, the authors of the vile caricatures seen on every corner,

13#
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which represented monks and priests, clad in full canonicals,

reveling in scenes of the lowest debauchery.

Undoubtedly, those who thus assaulted the clergy were not over

scrupulous with regard to the justice of the accusation, provided

it took effect in the minds of the people. It is true that they acted

upon no principle but policy ; but it would have been extremely

impolitic to make such allegations, unless they were notoriously

true. A base slander would have recoiled upon its fabricators with

powerful effect. Would such caricatures, now posted up in New-
York or Baltimore, alienate the affections of the laity, and render

the Romish clergy a butt for infidel sarcasm ? There was very

little in French Catholicism to move the hearts, or lure the minds

of men of intellect. The wits of the school of Voltaire and Con-

dorcet laughed, when the fear of the rack was not before their eyes,

at the august ceremonials of its worship,—its endless chants in

mangled Latin, its bows, genuflections, and munificent offerings

of smoke to wooden babies. The great men of the church had

passed away. Bossuet slept with his fathers ; and the eloquent

voice of Bourdaloue was lost in the silence of the narrow house,

iler Loyolas and Xaviers were no more; and Rome turned from

the living, and, as is her wont, became a huckster in the bones and

cast-off garments of the dead. She practices a rigid economy,
which suffers nothing to be lost. Not only do her saints labor

faithfully in the vineyard of the Lord while they live, but after they

have gone to their reward, the paring of a finger-nail heals all

manner of diseases ; and even a shoe-latchet works miracles to

the end of time. These pious marvels were a theme upon which
the sarcastic assailants dilated with unmerciful ridicule, and, in all

probability, with some exaggeration, to heighten the humor. They
discoursed of the thirteen churches, each of which could boast of

that inestimable treasure, the head of the same departed saint.

They dwelt, with becoming gravity, upon the marvelous cures

wrought by the most adorable of all relics, one of the groans of St.

Stephen, which had been preserved by being carefully sealed in a

bottle. If the Papal Church, with all this incubus resting upon her,

bad banished infidelity from the land, it would have been a far

more miraculous exploit than that of the apostle of Erin, who drove

the serpents into the ocean, from the summit of Crough Phadruig.

Added to these vantages of the infidel assailants, there was another,

winch insured them the victory with greater infallibility than His

Holiness ever possessed. The clergy, as a body, had incurred the

bitter hatred of the people by their oppression.
I bus, when the seeds of irreligion were sown, very few fell by
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the wayside, but into the good ground, a congenial soil, where
they soon sprung up and brought forth their deadly fruit a hundred-

fold. And to this source may be traced the deepest shades of that

moral darkness, which settled down upon France like a funeral

pall. This was the monster that brought forth the fjendish deeds

of the reign of terror. Atheism is essentially brutalizing. It is a

vice alike destructive to individual happiness and national pros-

perity. All the humanizing sentiments, without which society is

shorn of its advantages, and domestic life of its charms, sicken and

die under its influence, while " shapes, hot from Tartarus," reign

and riot in their stead. It is a deadly Upas, under whose blighting

shade no flower blooms, nor herbage grows ; and which the tra-

veler cannot approach, without feeling its benumbing power steal-

ing over his limbs and chilling the genial current of the blood.

Infidelity was widely disseminated among all classes by the

hypocritical disquisitions of the encyclopedists ; and the immorality

of Voltaire, and the sentimental profligacy of Rousseau, found innur

merable imitators among those who had not intellect enough to

imitate them in anything else. Hypocrisy belongs, essentially,

to no particular system of opinion. The philosopher of Fern ay,

and his co-adjutant worthies, could don the mask as well as the

priests whose faith they scorned, and whose lives they denounced.

These wily essayists did not at once make an open assault upon
revelation, as honest men should attack what they conceived to

be error. They first proceeded very cautiously to feel the pulse

of the nation. When making their most malignant onsets, they

would preface their dextrous sophistry with a doleful lamentation

over the wide inconsistency which so unhappily existed between
their most holy religion, and the voice of history, philosophy, and
common sense. Thus they silently instilled their subtil poison
into the very veins of the nation ; and they threw aside the visor,

when duplicity became a work of supererogation. The venom did
its work. France was driven into a blind fury, that caused her to

gnaw her own flesh in her madness. The ignorant multitude,

already brutalized by oppression, had destroyed all earthly autho-

rity. They had struck oil' the head of their sovereign, and, with
cannibal ferocity, had torn open the royal tomb of the Capets, and
danced upon the bones of his fathers. And now they were as-

sured that the idea of a God was but the phantom of a weak brain.

Thus they plunged into the joyous commission of the greatest

enormities, neither fearing God nor regarding man.
That which gave the revolution its fierce and sanguinary charac-

ter, also hurried their political schemes on to a ruinous failure.
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The French had not the material of a republic. They were desti-

tute of the elements of freedom. Darkness covered the land, and

gross darkness the people. The physical sciences, indeed, flour-

ished among the academicians ; and many great advances were

made. Mathematics, in particular, was much cultivated. And
if liberty, instead of being the golden rule applied to government,

had happened to be a rhomboid or an asymptote, the French would

have been able to comprehend its nature. But they could neither

incte it out by applying the equation of a straight line, nor get it

into their crucibles ; and its mysteries remained absolutely impen-

etrable to their understandings. The convention even abolished

the academy ; and when one of its brightest ornaments, Lavoisier,

sought two or three days' respite from the guillotine, that he might

perfect a discovery, he was consoled with the kind information,

that " the republic had no need of philosophers."

A free government must be firmly based upon intelligence and

sound morality : but the ignorance and caprice of the multitude

made them an unsafe foundation for a structure requiring so great

strength and solidity of material. The revolution was the wild

attempt of men goaded to madness by a crushing tyranny. In a

moment of popular fury, they hurled their hated tormentors to the

earth, and made the dangerous experiment of self-government. A
few of the loftier intellects of the nation may have had some faint

conceptions of the true theory of government, and the essentials of

success : but the mass, reckless and inconstant, frustrated their

projects and disappointed their hopes. They imagined that the

noble structure which they had reared, apparently so firm and

massive, would lift its towering summit to the clouds for the won-

dering gaze of many generations to come ; but while they were

yet singing their pa?ans of joy for its erection, it fell thundering to

the dust, and overwhelmed the miserable builders in the wide-

spread ruin. It had been built upon the sand of popular tumult,

rather than upon the rock of sound free principles.

C.
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Article III.— The Citizen of a Republic: what are his Rights,-

his Ditties, and Privileges, and what should be his Education.

By Ansaldo Ceiu, a Genoese Republican of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury. Translated and edited by C. Edwards Lester, Trans-

lator of The Challenge of Barlctta, The Florentine Histories,

<$-c, Honorary Member of the Imperial and Royal Athenceum of

Florence. Pp.190. New-York: Paine and Burgess, 62 John-

street. 1S45. The Medici Scries of Italian Prose, No. 4.

The attempt to ascertain what are the elements essential to the

existence and prosperity of a republic is unquestionably one of the

most important duties devolving on a citizen. A republic that is

destitute of any of these elements is exposed to peculiar danger

from that very system of checks and balances in which the peculiar

value of this form of polity consists. In other forms of government,

where the joints and ligaments of civil organization are more mas-
sive and inflexible, certain elements of the body politic may be

wanting with less immediate disastrous effect, on account of the

compactness and strength of the system. The same iron frame-

work that prevents growth and expansion, may also prevent the

immediate effects of decrepitude and decay, and may maintain

unbroken and erect that which at heart is but rottenness and ruin.

But to a republic the problem of existence is a Sphinx riddle, whose
conditions are solution or destruction. If any essential factor is

left out of the solvent, the dire alternative must be met. Existing

as it does, a machinery of such mighty energy, and such manifold

parts, the very might of that energy will be the measure of its

ruin, should any essential parts be omitted in its structure. Hence
to ascertain these essential parts is manifestly of the last import-

ance to those in whose hands the destinies of the republic are

deposited.

It is equally manifest that among the most important of these

conditions is the character of the citizens themselves. Good laws

and institutions are necessary ;
but good citizens will be much

more likely to create good laws, than good laws to create good citi-

zens. "Make the tree good, and the fruit will be good." It is

therefore not difficult to perceive that it is in the character of the

citizens of a republic, rather than in anything external and formal,

that these essential elements must be found. Hence this has been
usually the subject most carefully pondered by those calm and
thoughtful minds whose patriotism is something more than the
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horse-leech adhesiveness of party feeling, and whose preparation

for the duties of civil life is something more than that nimble dex-

terity which enables its possessor always to ride the crest of the

wave.

Such was the feeling of the Genoese republican, whose work

is before us. Having served his country in various capacities

;

having shared her brilliant and changeful fortunes in an eventful

period of her history ; having attained some eminence, not only as

a statesman, but as a writer ; and having thus the combined advan-

tages of matured experience, extensive observation, and cultivated

intellect, to qualify him for the post of a political mentor, he leaves

as his most valuable legacy to his countrymen the ripened views

of his old age as to th,e proper character of the citizen of a re-

public.

This treatise contains much that is of general value and import-

ance, with somewhat that is less adapted to the altered tastes and

circumstances of more modern society ; brought together without

much apparent regard to exact logical method or scientific arrange-

ment. It consists of sixty-five brief chapters ; to which the trans-

lator has prefixed a dedication to the Hon. J. Q. Adams, with a

short and somewhat vague introductory notice of Ceba and his

times ; and added notes, rendering into English most of the quota-

tions from foreign languages with which, in accordance with the

taste of the age, the book is freely interlarded. After some preli-

minary chapters, showing the necessity and design of political

education, and some presupposed qualities and virtues that are

requisite in the citizen to be formed, the writer proceeds to .define

virtue. His definition is made so wide as to comprehend botli

intellectual and moral excellence. Under what are termed intel-

lectual virtues arc ranked, in order, a knowledge of languages.

rhetoric, moral philosophy, history, the art of war, poetry, natural

philosophy, mathematics, and what is termed practical intellect, or

the ability to govern a man's self, his family, and the state. In his

delineation of moral virtues, after declaring the possession of Chris-

tian graces to be a necessary substratum, he teaches that the citi-

zen should be firm, temperate, liberal, magnificent, magnanimous,

moderate in seeking honors, mild, constant, just, clement, heroic,

and in what way these virtues are to be acquired, preserved, and

exercised.

The following extract from the chapter on clemency will at once

present a specimen of our author's style of thought and expression,

and convey a merited rebuke to that mawkish sentimentalism so

prevalent in our day, that is more merciful than God himself, and
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forgets, in its maudlin weepings over the criminal, the hapless

victims of his crime, the trampled laws, and the periled interests,

and outraged moral sense of society.

" If those tribunals, which arc so ready to show compassion to the

vile, would remember, that in letting one villain escape they are the

immediate instruments of bringing evil directly on many innocent per-

sons, as Pythagoras says, they would confess themselves worthy of

any other name in the world rather than merciful. Let the citizen,

then, beware of being deceived by the similitude of names. Let him
not mistake severity for cruelty, or weakness for clemency; but esteem
himself clement or severe when motives of equity or public good call

for a light or a heavy punishment. He will esteem that man weak or

cruel when, without regard to either, he shall imitate the indulgence of

Scipio toward the crimes of Pleminius, or the atrocity of the Carthagi-

nians in the torments they indicted upoivAttilius Regulus. He who
gives away the goods of others, rather than his own, cannot properly

be called liberal ; neither can he be called clement who takes away
from the public its security, by showing compassion to a single indi-

vidual : and whether he be an executor of the law, or clothed with
arbitrary power, let him remember he is a dispenser of the goods of

others, and let him distribute them on just principles, following, in the

one case, the letter of the law, and in the other conforming his will to

the public good, waiting for the time to come when he can make a

sacrifice of himself without detriment to others. Then with the most
exalted praise, without confining himself within any prescribed limits,

he may pardon injuries, remit punishments, repay kindnesses twofold,

and make those magnificent demonstrations which only friends are

wont to show toward each other. And if, in executing punishment for

public injuries, he shall feel he is violating any of the principles of

Christian charity, it will aid him to remember the declaration of Au~
gustin, that to show mercy when punishment ought to be inflicted, is

not charity, but infirmity. If any one would maintain the opposite cause
to win the reputation of benignity, let him remember the reply of Car-
laus, king of Sparta, to one who praised him :

' I should not be a good
man if I were not merciless toward villains.' If he would console
himself with the flattering idea of pity, let him remember that this

sentiment is rather the attribute of a weak mind, than proof of a brave
heart ; for clemency is shown, not because the judge is under the con-
trol of compassion, which, although in some respects praiseworthy, in

spite of the Stoics, yet, in the judicial trial, it should, if possible, be
plucked up by the roots ; for clemency can be practiced and cruelty

avoided without indulging pity."— Pp. 83, 89.

He then prescribes some natural advantages and gifts of fortune

which are necessary to enable the citizen to reduce to practice the

moral virtues already described. The natural advantages are phy-

sical health, robustness, and beauty. In laying down the means
of acquiring these physical advantages, we cannot forbear noticing
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the fact, that our author, although nurtured beneath the sunny

skies and surrounded by the luxurious influences of Italy, seems

most cynically insensible to the advantages of one means of physi-

cal cultivation, very highly valued by some in our day, for we find

him declaring,

—

" And we protest, that under the name of leaping, we have not designed

to embrace dancing, which serves rather to render the mind weak and

effeminate, than to make the body active and sprightly, as those dances

seem to have been which Aristotle tells us were reproved in Callipides,

and others who, in going through them, minced like prostitutes in the

street. Gregory Nazianzen, in a canzone, calls them the tripping of

effeminate boys, who never had a manly movement."—P. 93.

Among the advantages of fortune lie enumerates nobility, riches,

good name among the people, honor, children, (whose physical,

intellectual, and moral education he strongly urges,) civil power,

and friends. He then describes the means of acquiring the favor

of others, and enjoins on the citizen the cultivation of the art of

pleasing, veracity, and cheerfulness in the ordinary intercourse of

society.

The remainder of the book consists of miscellaneous directions

concerning his conduct, instructing him how to act in private com-

panies; how to conduct himself in places of public resort for

amusement and entertainment; warning him against gaming and

libidinous indulgences ; directing him how to hold intercourse

with his own countrymen and foreigners in the several relations

of public and private life ; how to act in various circumstances

described ; and recommending him to spend the first twenty-four

years of his life in careful study and education for his duties, and

the succeeding six in foreign travel, preparatory to his entrance on

the active duties of civil life.

In concluding this portrait of the character of a good citizen, he

says,—

" In counsel and action lie will regard the glory of God ; for without
the steady guiding-star of Christian principle, he will never accom-
plish any work that can have an efficacious power to confer lasting

prosperity upon the republic ; and this is the end we have endeavored,
as far as God has given us light, he should keep in view."-—P. 176.

This homage to Christianity and the Bible is of course gratify-

ing to every Christian heart, as a just tribute of respect, too rarely

rendered by the mere politician. It is manifest, however, that

neither in this treatise, nor in political treatises generally, is there

recognized anything mere than a mere general relation of Christi-
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anity and the Bible to free institutions. They are often admitted

as valuable auxiliaries in the performance of political duties, but

rarely regarded as actual sources of political rights. It is plain,

however, that if they occupy both of these relations, the knowledge

and recognition of this twofold character are important to the right

discharge, of political duty. The man who knows not the sources

whence he has derived his civil rights and privileges, is incapable

either of properly estimating or rightly preserving them. He can-

not fully appreciate them, because he knows not the price at which

they have been purchased, or the height from which they have been

brought. He cannot properly preserve them, for in his ignorance

he may close up the very fountain from whose stream he has been

drinking, and extinguish the very torch by whose light he has been

walking. If they have an origin higher than mere human expedi-

ency, they have also a value superior to a mere human invention. If

they have been given to us by means more potent and pure than

the theories of the statesman, or the tactics of the soldier, they

cannot surely be retained if those means are undervalued or rejected.

An inquiry into the nature of the elements historically and logically

entering into the composition of free institutions, will form an ap-

propriate sequel, if not a necessary counterpart and complement, to

a delineation of their accompanying duties.

In making such an investigation, the mind that believes in the

great fact, that God has made a revelation of his will to his crea-

tures, will naturally desire to extend its researches in that direc-

tion. A revelation from the Source of all truth, and the Author of

all being, will of course contain the truth that is necessary for those

beings to whom it is given. And although that revelation may have

been given for a specific purpose, yet it may furnish principles or

foster feelings that have a wider scope than the main object to

which it is directed. Hence the man who regards the Bible as

his only rule of faith and practice, and who cherishes also a prefer-

ence for a republican form of government, will be anxious to know
whether such a form of civil polity is authorized by the unerring

word : or, if authorized, whether there is anything more than a

mere warrant—anything that seems like a harmony or unison of

the principles imbodicd in each : or, finally, whether there is such

an adaptation of the one to the other, that the religion taught in the

one will find its most natural seat in a government imbodying the

form and spirit of the other ; and even tend gradually, so far as its

influence extends to matters of mere political arrangement, actually

to produce this particular form of civil society.

The consideration of questions like these becomes the more
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necessary, from the peculiar position into which religion has heen

forced in the history of our government. We have so completely

divorced church and state, that we are almost disposed to regard

any connection between politics and religion as incestuous. So

far from recognizing any obligation to, or connection with, the

Bible or its Author, in our federal Constitution, we have not even

hinted at the existence of God, or enabled the future historian to

determine, from our supreme national act, whether wc were a

nation of atheists, pagans, or infidels. If the politician has admit-

ted the truth or importance of religion at all, it has been rather as

something to fit men to die, than prepare them to live ; or if it have

any close and active connection with life, as something that is too

impalpable, sensitive, and hallowed, to have any connection what-

ever with the rude and boisterous movements of politics. They
have regarded the Bible as merely coexisting passively with our

form of government, but having no more actual influence upon it,

or affinity with it, than it ever has had in any other form of civil

government. Indeed, on the part of some there has been a lurk-

ing suspicion, that if the Bible exerted any influence at all in this

matter, that influence was rather hostile than friendly to this form

of civil polity. And from the deep mouth of infidelity and irreli-

gion, not only in the bloody frensy of the French Revolution, but

in the muzzled form in which they growl and snarl in our midst,

the charge has been loudly and repeatedly made, that the Bible is

the foe of genuine freedom, and the ready tool of kingly and

priestly tyranny, and that its destruction will be the jubilee of

liberty, and the rights of man.

Having, in the preceding number of this work, endeavored to

show that the Reformation was the source of American liberty, we
propose to inquire whether there is any general principle involved

in this particular case—whether this result was merely accidental,

or whether it was what we might justly have expected from the

nature of genuine liberty, and the religion of the word of God.

In other words, we propose, in view of the considerations already

urged, to examine the republican tendency of the Bible. Assum-
ing, therefore, that the terms of this proposition are sufficiently expli-

cit without any formal definition, we proceed directly to the inquiry

thus suggested, without any extended preliminary explanations.

In propounding this subject, we do not mean to assert that the

Bible is a text-book of political science. It was given primarily

and mainly, not to build up or throw down any system of political

or metaphysical philosophy, but to save a world from hell : not to

ordain, arbitrarily, any particular social forms, but to soften and
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ameliorate all, by leading men from everything earthly and devilish

to the communion of everything heavenly and divine. But it is a

characteristic of the works of God in which they usually differ from

those of man, that while they gain one or more great ends as the

prime objects of their existence, they also secure certain subsidiary-

results with equal certainty. Thus the sun and. the air, besides

accomplishing the great ends of their existence, effect also many
other minor results of great importance to the human race. In

like manner the word of God, which is at once the sun of the

moral world that gives it light, and the atmosphere that wraps it

in beauty, while its main object is to save sinners through Jesus

Christ, yet, with that characteristic richness of influence that marks
all the works of its great Author, accomplishes many other subor-

dinate ends in every department of human thought and action.

One of these departments we believe to be civil government: and

our object is simply to develop the nature of that influence in refer-

ence to that form called republican.

Our first proposition is, that the general influence of the Bible is

not only favorable, but absolutely indispensable, to the permanent

existence of a republic.

If we examine the causes that have produced the downfall of

former republics, we may refer them all to three general sources,

the head, the hand, and the heart ; or the intellectual, physical, and

moral power of the nation. As these include all the possible

sources of power that cither a nation or a man can possess, they

must therefore exhaust all the possible sources of weakness from

which they can suffer. What then has been the influence of the

Bible on these sources of strength and weakness 1

And, first, we inquire as to the head. Intelligence is indispen-

sable to the enjoyment of free institutions. An ignorant people

cannot long be a free people. A republic without intelligence

would be like an army of blind men—more formidable and dan-

gerous to themselves and their friends than to their enemies.

What then is the relation of the Bible to the cultivation of national

mind? It is to the Bible and to Christianity that we owe nearly all

the learning of the world lor fifteen hundred years ; and to them

especially that we owe the education of the general mass of

society. Greece, Rome, Egypt, and India, in the palmy days of

their paganism, had their learned men, their giant intellects, their

wise statesmen ; but when were their lower classes instructed ?

When did their priests, their orators, their statesmen, and their

scholars, attempt anything like a system of common-school instruc

tion ? Did they not regard the people as mere beasts of burden, to
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work, and fight, and die for them? Was not the odi profanum val-

gus el arceo of the poet their prevailing sentiment? It is to Chris-

tianity that the education of the masses is mainly to be referred.

As soon as the church became fairly established in the world, her

attention was directed to this subject ; and from Alexandria, Anti-

och, and Home, there went forth streams more full of healing vir-

tue to the faint and thirsty souls of the poor and the lowly, than all

the waters that ever gushed in crystal beauty from the Castalian

fount. These fountains, however, were but the fdtered gatherings

of that gentle influence, distilled from heaven, that had long been

percolating and diffusing itself through the hidden masses of society,

and only found in these schools a vent and channel for its waters.

During the long, dark night of the middle ages, the church, with

her monasteries and holy places, was the repository of learning.

She guarded the relics of classic lore, even though she slept over

them while guarding them, when all others undervalued them
;

and though herself greatly behind what she ought to have been,

yet she was greatly before every other institution among men.

While emperors, lords, and chieftains, neither knew their alphabet,

nor could write their names, and despised all who could ; and while

the rude and warlike spirit of the age looked down with barbaric

pride on learning as enervating, effeminate, and unmanly, the

church was keeping alive those glimmering sparks that were one

daj to flame out and illumine the world. And at the revival of

learning, they who were foremost in the work were found in the

church. Wickliffe, Huss, Petrarch, Boccacce, Erasmus, Ximenes,

Luther, Calvin, Knox, Usher, and many others of the brightest

ray in that glorious morning constellation that at o^hce gilded and

broke' the long night of the world's darkness, were the sons of the

church. Nor was this a mere accident, with no relation to the

Bible ; for the men who were the advocates of learning were, with

scarcely an exception, the men who studied and loved the Bible.

The men, both in the church and out of it, who opposed the resur-

rection of the human mind, were as ignorant of the Bible as they

were of anything else. And since that time we challenge the

world to point to a single community, distinguished by a love of

the Bible, which has not been also marked by superior intelligence

and expansion of mind. And with all the learning and science

that infidelity can boast, the brightest names in the history of bene-

ficent, learning, in the founding of schools, the endowment of col-

leges, and the impartation of instruction, are names that arc written

>» the Lamb's book of life. Wherever the church is found, there

is the school ; and the schoolmaster and preacher go hand in hand.
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Is this a mere accident? Does not the Bible command and teach

him who reads and loves it to think ? Does it not even force him
to think and reason by its peculiar doctrines, its sublime revela-

tions, and its very difficulties and obscurities? And must not this

process lead to general intelligence ? If, therefore, the Bible is

read and loved in a community, that community will possess suffi-

cient intelligence to be free.

But suppose we have reached this point in a republic, is that

sufficient? Will mere intelligence preserve its existence? Is it

only necessary for men to know their duty to induce them to do it?

Are the most shrewd and intelligent voters and politicians always

the safest? And if a man is guided merely by intelligent expedi-

ency, can his intelligence always inform him what is expedient?

And may not passion and interest in a community sometimes blind

reason and judgment? Will it not especially be so in those times

of factious excitement and revolution, in the vortex of which the

republic is usually engulfed ? Was it the mere lack of intelligence

that destroyed Athens, Sparta, Rome, Venice, the Italian, or

French republics ? Was not the richest and brightest hour of their

literary history—the period when the most mellow and gorgeous

light of intellect mantled their horizon—the hour of these republics'

setting sun ? Was there not with them a deficiency of heart, as

well as of head ? Do not these facts show that virtue, a high and
deathless love of the right and the true, is equally indispensable

to a republic ? Will this point bear an argument ? Must not stu-

pidity itself perceive, that as long as the mass of a government

remain sternly and unflinchingly virtuous, that government is safe
,

while, if they are depraved and vicious, it is equally unsafe ?

If this education of the heart be so necessary, where will we find

it, if we cast away the Bible ? What other book or institution is

there that sets up even the slightest well-grounded pretence to the

impartation of this kind of education ? And is not this adequate to

the end ? Though written by plain and unpretending men, it has

gone forth into the depths of society, an angel of light, to purge its

pollution, and lighten its gloom. It has descended into the hovel

of poverty, where squalid wretchedness would seem to furnish at

once the temptation and the apology for crime, and taught the

lowly occupant of that humble roof what has raised him to a kingly

majesty of soul. It has caused him to forget the lowliness of his

dwelling, in the contemplation of that royal palace above, the house

not made with hands, eternal in the heavens. It has taught him
to forget the cold and haughty glance of heartless pride, and the

iron grasp of unfeeling extortion, in the mellow light of that calm
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and benignant Eye above, whose kind and tranquil gaze, like the

pure light of the sun, that rests alike on cottage and palace, comes

clown as sweetly on him as it does on the proudest monarch that

rules and curses the earth. It has gone up into the rich man's

mansion betimes, and, dashing down the miserable vanity of wealth

and rank that ruled while it hardened his heart, has taught him to

value more those riches that come not as often to curse as to bless ;

and plume himself less on these tinsel trappings that as often mark

the buffoon of society as its ornament. It has descended to the

lurking place of the hardened wretch, who is a very patriarch in

crime, whose shameless brow and cowering eye bespeak at once

conscious guilt and reckless despair; and, seizing hold of all that

is human in his heart, lifted him to somewhat divine, raising him

from despair to hope, from hope to faith, and thence to the virtue,

peace, and strength of believing. There is no condition so abjectly

low, that it cannot descend and bring up its hapless occupant to

virtue and purity. There is no position so lofty, that it cannot

ascend and bring down its haughty possessor to the equity and

equality of the gospel. There is no stronghold of vice so impreg-

nable, that it cannot scale and conquer,- and even transform it into

a temple for the most high God. Whatever be the means for im-

proving the head, the Bible is, beyond all question, the instrument

for renovating the heart. If, then, the heart of a nation must be

pure to preserve its existence, the Bible is the palladium of a re-

public.

But there is a strength of the hand necessary to a government

;

a certain amount of physical power and courage required to girdle-

its institutions with strong arms and brave hearts, and protect them

in an hour of peril. It may at first sight seem that the Bible tends

to wither the robust and hardy virtues of a nation, by inculcating

forbearance and forgiveness, and thus make a timid and cowardly

people. Indeed, the charge has been openly made on the floor of

our national congress, and a lame attempt made at its defense. It

is true, the Bible teaches forgiveness and peace, while it abhors

war and bloodshed. By teaching the great truths of human bro-

therhood, it makes war a fratricide. But does this unman its dis-

ciples, or teach them to be effeminate and cowardly ? Do the virtue

and temperance of the Bible produce no effect in stringing the

nerve and muscle, cooling and clearing the brain, increasing the

productive capital, and giving energy even to the physical power

of a people ? Docs it not tend to destroy that luxury that destroys

more national strength than gunpowder ? And does it not breathe

a loftier endurance of pain, and a sublimer contempt of death, than
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ever fired the heart of a hero, or steeled the soul of a Stoic ? Have
not its followers meekly and uncomplainingly endured the suffer-

ings of poverty, bereavement, disease, and neglect, with a bravery

more heroic than that of the battle-field ? Have they not, without

a murmur and without a complaint, calmly and meekly suffered

for their cherished principles, when a word might have saved

them ? Have not their ferocious persecutors seen the tottering

frame of age, and the blooming form of youth, go to the block, the

cross, the torture, and the dungeon, as serenely as to the festal

board ? Have they not seen lender and delicate maidens, braving

the yellings of an infuriated rabble with an unquailing eye of intre-

pidity, and playing with the hissing and bickering flames as joy-

fully as if they had been the silken breathings of the zephyr? Is

it said that this is mere passive courage, and not the feeling that

fits men for the fierce tumults of the battle-field? Then we have

facts sufficient to meet the evasion. Who were braver men than

the Christian legions of the Anlonines and Constantine ? Who
more undaunted in the red revelry of battle than the gospel-loving

Swiss? And have we forgotten the iron band of Cromwell, the

high-hearted Puritans, those men of adamant, who trampled to the

earth the plumed and haughty chivalry of England as if they had

been tinseled boys ? And the Scots Cameronians, as they dyed the

heather of their native hills with a bravery that extorted admiration

from Marlboro himself? And the troops of Gustavus, the noble

Swede, who, going forth to the field of battle from their knees,

made Europe ring with plaudits of their bravery ? And the psalm-

singers and Methodists of Nelson, who showed, amid the frightful

crashing of " the broadside's reeling rack," and the dreadful car-

nage of the slippery deck, that there was a mightier principle of

heroism than the mere bravery of madness ? And the Gardiners,

the Washingtons, and the countless others who have shown that

the union of bravery and piety did not cease with the Joshuas, the

Gideons, and the Davids of the olden time? These facts undoubt-

edly prove, that while Christianity abhors the cold-blooded savage,

who selects and pursues his work of slaughter precisely as the

butcher plies his trade, it teaches an unflinching bravery, a lofty

contempt of danger, and a fearless daring of death, in defense of

the right, that arc far more available and enduring in their cool and

steady aim than the most violent impulses of blind and thoughtless

bravery : and that the man who regards death with feelings of hope

and joy, is at least as available in the hour of conflict as the man
who either thinks of it with despair, or refuses to think of it at all.

Hence we may safely conclude that the Bible, whether we lool- at
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its influence on the head, the heart, or the hand, is an indispensa-

ble requisite, in its general aspect, to the permanent existence of a

republic.

The argument from this train of thought may thus be summed
up:—Whatever tends to remove the grounds of one institution,

and establish the grounds of another, may fairly be claimed as hos-

tile to the one and favorable to the other. The great argument for

monarchical or oligarchical institutions is, that the people are inca-

pable, in head, heart, or hand, of that amount of self-government

implied in a republic ; that they cannot discern the best line of

policy; that even if they could discern it, they are usually so cor-

rupt as not to adopt it ; and that even were they both able and will-

ing to choose the best policy, they need a more powerful executive

agency than any that they can create by mere temporary delegation,

and hence that they need a stronger form of government than that

of a republic. Now as the Bible tends to prepare a people for self-

government in all these respects, and thus to remove all plea of

necessity and all ground of argument in favor of absolute govern-

ments, its influence will be gradually to remove all such forms of

polity from the earth, or at least so to modify their features as to

render them in fact equivalent to freer and more liberal systems of

civil rule. Cessante ratione cessat ipsa lex is not only a maxim
of law, but a formula of history and human progress. As the em-
bryo spirit of humanity is developed, its lai~va and chrysalis integ-

uments must gradually give place to the forms of a higher and
more perfect life. The inference then is immediate and irresisti-

ble, that the influence of the Bible is decidedly republican. The
same line of argument that proves common-school instruction to

be republican in its tendency, because of its preparative and con-

servative influence in such a form of government, will, a fortiori,

prove the republican tendency of the Bible.

But beyond this general tendency it has a particular influence

that is still more eminently republican. The fundamental doctrines

of republicanism may, with scarcely an exception, be found in the

Bible. The creed of republicanism is, "that all men are born

free and equal, and endowed with certain inalienable rights, among
which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." There is

not an item of this creed, so far as it conveys the right truth in the

right terms touching the matter, that may not be drawn directly

from the fountain of inspiration. Let us look for a moment at the

identity between the teachings of the ??iagna charta of Christianity,

and the magna charta of modern republicanism.

Their teachings are identical on the fundamental principle of

Vol. VI.—14
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free institutions, the natural equality of man. This is inculcated

throughout the Bible in a variety of forms, and enforced by a vari-

ety of considerations.

• The authoritative command of the Scripture of truth is, " As yc

would that others should do unto you, do ye also unto them."

Here we have our own rights and feelings made the standard of

our conduct to others. But can this be true on any other hypo-

thesis than that the rights and feelings of others, similarly situated,

are the same with our own ? If our rights constitute the measure

of that treatment which others may demand at our hand, is not this

proof positive that our rights and theirs mutatis mutandis are iden-

tical 1 If we dare not do to another what another dare not do to us,

are we not on the most absolute equality ? And if this rule is bind-

ing semper, ubique, ct super 07nn.es, does it not place all men on

the same platform of sheer equality ? Does not this one pervading,

and indeed fontal principle of ethics that runs through the entire

word of God, sweep away, with cataract force, all usurpation, all

oppression, all tyranny, all that prerogative claimed by kings and

nobles to ride booted and spurred over the great mass of humanity,

trampling them down at their will ? Could a despotism exist, on

whose ponderous wheels was engraven the golden rule ? Would

not the universal adoption of this rule, as a principle of action,

gradually undermine every form of oppression, and establish go-

vernment on the broad and rightful basis of human equality 1 What

is liberty but justice to all ? And what is the Bible but a code of

this universal justice ? Such then being the fact, the influence of

the Bible must necessarily be toward republicanism.

The recognition of this great truth of human equality is made

also in the fact, that the Bible frowns upon all those distinctions in

society that tend to foster a claim of arrogant superiority. It is

true, the Bible gives no countenance to that sweeping and leveling

spirit of radicalism, that would prostrate all distinctions in society,

and place all in the same circumstances precisely. This is the

very essence of despotism, applying, as it does, with a Procrustean

tyranny, and more than a Procrustean folly, the stunted and dis-

torted measure of its own dwarfish stature as the standard to which

all are to be cut down, compressed, and forcibly retained, whatever

be the free tendencies of their nature. Equality is not sameness,

nor is liberty leveling. Hence the Bible does not require the rich

man to become poor, or the poor man to become mendicant ; the

learned man to become ignorant, or the intellectual man to become

stupid ; or indeed any man to forsake the natural sphere he occu-

pies, in order to disturb the subordinate relations that make up the

14*
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harmonious structure of human society, and gain the equality of

Sans-Culotteism, Owenism, or Fourierism. It recognizes these

inequalities, but it admits them only as inequalities of relation. It

teaches that behind, and beneath, and above all these, the man is

the same -wherever you find him, and possesses equal rights, ac-

cording to his relations ; and that no man dare claim any right to

lord it over his fellow because of these temporary and factitious

relations. "The rank is but the guinea stamp, the man's the goud

for a* that." It teaches that there is in man, as a living and moral

creature, a dignity that overshadows infinitely all earthly and tem-

porary distinctions. That sublime problem in the arithmetic of

eternity, " What shall it profit a man if he gain the whole world

and lose his own soul !" contains within it the very ground princi-

ple of human equality, and the corner-stone of democracy. It is

the possession of this magnificent boon of immortality, the price-

less treasure of a deathless spirit, that is found alike in the meanest

slave and the mightiest monarch ; a spirit that shall exist to flame

as a seraph, or glare as a fiend, when the earth, with its gorgeous

palaces, its glittering cities, its storied plains, and its beetling

mountains, shall be wrapped in its winding-sheet of flame, and laid

in the tomb of chaos ;—it is this glorious spark of divine life in the

human constitution that riches cannot purchase, tyrants cannot

reach, and power cannot fetter, that establishes the universal dig-

nity of human nature, and the universal equality of human rights,

on an immovable basis.

A Persian prince, who had been taught to look upon his fellow-

men but as so many machines to minister to his pleasure, and to

regard them with haughty contempt, because their veins were not

filled .with the blood of royalty, was placed beneath the tutelage of

one of those wise and thoughtful men, whose learning and care, had

made Egypt the cradle of science, and the mother of philosophy.

Before the hoary sage attempted an open correction of this foolish

pride, he led him forth to view some of the stupendous piles of

architecture that lift their Alpine masses of masonry throughout

that wonderful and mysterious land. The Persian had seen the

effeminate and airy structures of his luxurious clime, but his eye

had never fallen upon the gigantic and frowning piles of Egyptian

art that now loomed in their awful majesty before him. In silence

he gazed on the sweeping collonades that stretched away until lost

in the distance
; the mighty propyla that stood before him in pcer-

h'ss grandeur ; the towering ceilings that lifted themselves in their

dizzy height, until they seemed to hang from heaven ; the massive

columns that reared their ponderous shafts, until they seemed to
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taper to a point, and the stupendous aggregate of those wonderful

temples, whose area was measured by acres rather than by feet.

;

and when his soul had dilated to grasp the mighty conceptions

there imbodied, he turned to his guide to inquire what godlike

beings had reared such structures as these. The lofty reply of

the sage was received into an humbler and wiser heart than before,

as lie said, " Remember, my son, that all this, and a thousand fold

more, was imbodied and created in the human mind ere ever it was

erected by the human hand ; and that this is the work of the being

on whom you thus trample with haughty contempt." In a still

loftier spirit, and with a purer truth, does the Bible take the pam-

pered lordling, who would vaunt his petty superiority over his

dependent fellows, and, lifting the curtain that veils the future,

point him to the glittering turrets of "that city that hath founda-

tions," with its gleaming walls, and its flashing portals, and its

streets all lustrous with the light of immortality ; and when his

rapt spirit has drunk in some of its far-off and unearthly beauty, it

whispers to him, " Hath not God chosen the poor of this world,

rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom which he hath promised to

them that love him ?" In that kingdom " the rich and the poor meet

together, and God is the Maker of them all." There the meanest

and the mightiest shall all stand on one great platform of equality,

where the dignity of rank and of title will be lost in the loftier dig-

nity of man, as the immortal denizen of heaven.

The doctrines and institutions of religion know nothing of the

factitious distinctions of human society. It was remarked by one

of England's deepest thinkers, that " a church is the only real de-

mocracy on earth." Whether the only democracy or not, it at least

imbodies most important democratic principles. It can rightly

recognize no distinction between rich and poor, noble and base-

born. There is but one character, that of sinners ; but one way
to God, Jesus Christ ; but one heaven to be gained, and one hell

avoided ; but one life stretching away toward eternity, and but one

grave in which all at last shall lie down ; and the dust that sleeps

in the lowly and nameless hillock shall rest as sweetly as that

which reposes beneath the proudest monumental pile. All arc

alike ignorant, frail, and erring ; and the soul of the humble child

of poverty is as precious and priceless in the eye of Him who car-

ries the lambs in his bosom, as the soul of the scion of royalty.

The Redeemer died not for the one more fully than the other : the

sanctifying Spirit enters not the heart of the one more freely than

the other. Indeed, so fir from the Bible tending to favor the

claims of the rich and great to grasping usurpation, the very mark
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that distinguishes the Christian dispensation is, that "to the poor

the gospel is preached." .And in the history of its reception the

record is, " For ye know your calling, brethren, how that not many
wis* men after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are

called: but God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to

confound the wise, and God hath chosen the weak things of the

world to confound the mighty, and base things of the world, and
things that are despised hath God chosen, yea, and things that are
not, to bring to naught things that are, that no flesh should glory
in his presence." Does the rich man plume himself on his wealth,

and despise his poorer neighbor? its language is, "Wo unto you
rich, for you have your consolation ! God accepteth not the per-

sons of princes, nor regardeth the rich more than the poor. Will
he esteem thy riches ? No ; not gold, nor all the forces of strength,

for riches profit not in the day of wrath." Is the pride of ancestry
the ground of claim ? its language to the silly claimant of honor,

because his ancestors were worthier than he, is, " Who hath made
thee to differ ? Did not he who formed thee in the womb, form
also them ? God formed of one blood all nations of men to dwell
upon the earth." Is it because of some hereditary claim to office ?

its declaration is, " Be not lords over God's heritage. Ye know
that the princes of the Gentiles exercise dominion over them, and
they that, are great exercise authority upon them ; but it shall not

be so among you,—he that is greatest among you let him be a

servant."

The declaration of the great Founder of Christianity is, " Who-
soever shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the same
is my brother, and sister, and mother." His example was but the

counterpart of Ins teaching. Though the Lord of heaven and
earth, he came not in the purple and gold of royalty, or the splen-

did insignia of power, but in the form of a servant, born and nur-

tured in poverty, the carpenter's son, and the lowly, despised Naza-
rcne. His followers were chosen, not from the proud hierarchy
of Jerusalem, the haughty nobility of Rome, or the stately literati

of Athens
; but from the poor, the humble, the despised ; from the

fishermen of Galilee, and the publicans of Judea. A poor man
himself, though Lord of all, he became at once the poor man's
model, and the poor man's friend : and the glorious legacy that he

left behind him in the Bible is the charter of the poor man's rights.

It, then, the great doctrine of the word of God concerning the

human race in this matter is the equality of its members ; if it

throws the shield of its protection around the poor, the humble, and
the defenseless, and tramples under foot the pretensions of power,
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riches, and family pride, its doctrines are identical with those of

republicanism, and its influence, wherever it is wrought into the

texture of a community, must therefore be essentially repub-

lican.

But we go further, and alledge, that not only is the Bible identical

in its teachings with republicanism, but where any leanings are to

be seen toward or against any particular structure of civil polity,

they arc unfavorable, rather than otherwise, to monarchy and des-

potism of any form.

One of the most decided characteristics of the word of God is,

its tendency to promote a legitimate freedom of thought, which

necessarily implies a corresponding freedom of action. While it

gives no countenance to that foolish fantasy of the human mind,

that refuses to admit any truth that cannot be supported by physi-

cal or mathematical evidence, it at the same time asks no one to

receive its doctrines but on proper and legitimate proof. Its spirit

has been beautifully and tersely expressed by one of its most illus-

trious ornaments more than a thousand years ago: "In essentials

unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all things charity." It com-

mands us to " prove all things, and hold fast that which is good."

When it enjoins us to seek " that liberty with which Christ makes
his people free," it at the same time prescribes the means of ob-

taining it, by declaring, " The truth shall make you free." This

freedom of the truth demands for its perfect enjoyment the untram-

meled exercise of the voluntary powers in the formation and ex-

pression of opinion. It denies the right of any one man, or set of

men, whether they claim kingly or priestly authority for so doing,

to think for any other men without their own consent, for the sim-

ple reason, that all men are responsible agents, each held account-

able for the exercise of his own powers. That arrogance of des-

potism, whether civil or ecclesiastical, which refuses freedom of

thought and speech to the people, has its origin elsewhere than in

the Bible. If, then, tyranny and restraint are wrong in things

spiritual, can they be right in things civil? And 'if the Bible, both

by precept and example, teaches the right of the people to think

and act for themselves in religion, will not the inference follow

irresistibly, that they have the same right in politics? And if it

rejects indignantly the claim of the hierarchy to dictate to men on

the greatest and most mysterious topics of human thought, will it

not teach as indignant a rejection of a similar claim in the throne?

And as the throne can only rest on such a claim, while the funda-

mental principles of a republic assert that freedom of thought,

speech, and action, belong to the people, and are rightfully to be
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exercised in the matter of civil government ; the influence of the

Bible' must be adverse to the one, and friendly to the other.

A closer examination of the language of the Bible will convince

us that it has no sympathy whatever with assumptions of arbitrary

power. The very spirit of liberty breathes through its poetry and

eloquence. Where do we find more lofty, burning, and indignant

strains of invective against oppression than are contained in some

of the noble lyrics of the Bible ? The pages of ancient and modern

song will be searched in vain to find a superior in magnificence of

diction, sublimity of style, and, above all, ardent and quenchless

haired of tyranny, to that grand triumphal ode contained in the

fourteenth chapter of Isaiah, in which, with a melody as deep and

dirge-like as the mighty anthem of the ocean, the prophet bard

wakes his lofty lyre to pour forth the exulting requiem of oppres-

sive and blood-stained Babylon. "Hell from beneath is moved to

meet thee at thy coming ; it slirreth up all her dead, the princes

and chief ones of the earth ;"—as if to intimate that the grim shades

of departed tyrants were allowed a horrible revel, a kind of hellish

jubilee, as another was added to their number; and that the knell

of another tyranny was mingled with the howlings of fiends eager

for their new victims.

The very symbol for a king or a monarchy in prophecy is not

destitute of significance. It is true, we cannot found any great

weight of argument on this fact, owing to the obscurity that rests

on the entire doctrine of symbols : but still it is manifest, that some

resemblance, more or less, exists between the symbol and the thing

symbolized. Thus the Messiah is symbolized by a lion and a

lamb, to indicate prominent, and almost opposite, attributes in his

character. The symbol of a king or monarchy we find usually to

be a beast, and not a domestic or useful animal, but a wild beast,

fierce, heartless, and cruel ; thirsting for blood and rapine
;
gorged

with innocent flesh
;
greedy of spoil ; living by plunder and treach-

ery ; solitary, grim, and suspicious
;
prowling in the darkness, and

hating the light. The last of the four great monarchies of the

earth, imperial Rome, which yet continues to exist on the earth in

a divided form, was especially revolting—dark, stern, iron-teethed,

pitiless, relentless, and ferocious ; stamping under foot the helpless

and defenseless; hated of man, and accursed of God. The ques-

tion is at least worthy of consideration, whether, had such systems

been regarded as blessings, they would have been set forth by such

a symbol ; and whether the adoption of such imagery docs not

indicate an unfavorable estimate of those to whom it was applied

to describe their destinies.
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But the actual predictions of these prophecies evince this point

still more distinctly. It is declared in that mystic chart of the

world's history, that but four great overshadowing monarchies

shall ever exist on the earth—the Babylonian, the Medo-Pcrsian,

the Grecian, and the Roman, either in its ancient form, in which
case it has been destroyed ; or in its ten horns, that yet exist, until

they shall have filled up the measure of their wickedness. It is

distinctly declared, that these vast systems of power shall come to

an end ; that the alliance of church and state—the union of the two
beasts under Constantino the Great, has been the prolific cause of

the evil and darkness that have settled on the church ; and that the

days of her millennial glory will probably not arrive until that un-

holy alliance shall be broken ; and the call shall go forth to sum-
mon the fowls of the air, and the beasts of the field, to feast on the

flesh and blood of kings, and nobles, and great men, and captains

;

or, in other words, until these systems of lordly and arrogant as-

sumption have come to a bloody and untimely end. Would the

downfall of these systems of government be predicted if they were
regarded as blessings ? Docs this prediction indicate nothing con-

cerning the estimate set by the Bible on systems like those which
oppose republicanism ?

But suppose, in addition to all this, that God were distinctly to

reveal his will on the subject of government, and give a nation

some form of polity, would not this be the highest possible evi-

dence of his approbation of that form ? If he had imbodied that

form in the Bible, could we ask any further proof of this point?

Even this we can furnish. God did give to a nation a form of

government, and what was its nature, so far as men had the con-

ducting of it? It was a republic. The Hebrew commonwealth,
though a theocracy in its relation to God, was, in its relations to

man, nothing more or less than a confederated republic, very simi-

lar to that of the United States. The tribes had each a separate

and independent government, and possessed well-defined state

rights. Over the whole was a general government, exercising dis-

tinct jurisdiction, and composed of four elements. These were
the oracle, to which there is nothing corresponding in the United

States government, as it is not a theocracy : the chief magistrate,

or judge, corresponding with the president, and, like him, not a

hereditary, but an elected, officer: the senate or sanhedrim of

elders, ansAvering to the federal senate ; and the congregation of

Israel, or the national diet, which, in its popular, representative

character, resembled the house of representatives. The people

possessed all the original power of government, and exercised it,
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as to some governmental acts, more directly and primarily than

can be done under the constitution and laws of the United States.

But to balance this popular element, there existed the tribe of Levi,

which acted as a check, or great balance-wheel, in the system, analo-

gous to our judiciary. It would be interesting, if space permitted,

to trace the various elements of this ancient republic, which ex-

isted when Rome and Athens were the abode of the wild beasts

of the forest, and imbodicd, for the first time in the world's history,

the rights of the people, and gave to the human race that perfect

and beautiful model of a republic which was afterward to 'be

realized in a far distant land, over the blue waves of the ocean.

It is sufficient to say, that it was a state without a nobility, with-

out an aristocracy, and without a king ; and that Moses imbodicd

the most liberal theory of the rights of man, in a practical form,

before the world had learned to lisp the names of Lycurgus, Solon,

or Numa. And when, afterward, the people servilely desired a

king, the memorable language of God by Hosea is, " I gave them

a king in my wrath ;" a declaration mournfully confirmed by the

history of the two monarchies, in both of which the kings, with

few exceptions, were most bitter national curses.

We shall not enter upon the constitution of the New-Testament

church, lest we be drawn away into irrelevant discussion on eccle-

siastical polity. It is sufficient to our purpose to allude to the

fact, that the advocates of all the prominent views taken of the

proper constitution of the church are able to detect, in the particu-

lar theory they maintain, a strongly republican element.

Looking, then, at the language of prophecy, the form o( the

Hebrew commonwealth, the structure and doctrines of the New-

Testament church, we are warranted to conclude that the influence

of the Bible is essentially republican.

Our last appeal in this subject will be to the testimony of facts.

In making ibis appeal, we are met by a difficulty arising from the

nature of the subject. If the annals of the world were written on

earth as they are written in heaven, the history of the world would

be the history of the Bible, developing either its necessity, its

rejection, or its influence. Yet in that history, as it is usually

written, the Bible plays but a subordinate part. History is gene-

rally but the details of the bloodshed and turmoil of wicked and

ambitious men; the pageantry of battles, and conquests, and gar-

ments rolled in blood ; the intrigues of camps, and courts, and

cabinets; the overthrow of one dynasty, and the establishment of

another. Yet these arc but the exponents of the world's history,

not that history itself. They are but the cork, and straws, and
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bubbles, on the surface of the stream, that indicate the deep whirl-

ings of the eddies below. It is in these internal movements of

society—in the deep pulsations of its mighty heart—that its real

history lies. It is in the secret workings of great principles that

are sometimes ages in their evolution and development in masses

of mind, and in the gradual advancement of the universal mind,

and the universal heart, that the true and proper history of the

world is found. All else is but the movement of the index on the

dial-plate, not the working of the mighty machinery within. Yet

it is in these internal depths of society that we must seek the influ-

ence of the Bible. Not in the noise of the camp, the glare of the

court, or the cabals of the cabinet, must we seek it ; but in the

lone cottage ; in the sheltered hamlet ; in the fireside words of

gray-haired sires and meek-eyed matrons ; in the morning and

evening song of praise and low-breathed words of prayer; in the

village school-room and the beaten play-ground ; in the still depths

of society, whose ocean-like heavings shake down thrones and

cabinets like the froth that crests the wave; in the yet deeper

depths of the human heart, from whose hidden fountains well

forth, as from a thousand rills, the springs that swell the tide of

human affairs ; and in the silent workings of the religious princi-

ple that has always been the mightiest spring of action in the

human heart. It is in these, and ten thousand other sources

known only to the all-seeing eye, that wc are to find at once the

history of the world and the history of the Bible. But in spite of

this difficulty, we have facts sufficiently palpable to be decisive of

the question.

When Christianity entered the world, it found no middle class

in any government. The people were divided into the governors

and the governed ; and they who were not fitted by wealth, family,

or intellect, to be of the one, were ranked among the other. Even
the Grecian and Roman republics, with all their boasted freedom,

and in their best estate, were but overgrown, mammoth aristocra-

cies, where for one freeman there were twenty, and, in some cases,

forty or fifty slaves. In none of these republics were political

rights extended to the mass of the people. Dark, crushing, and

hopeless oppression was the lot of the poor man's life, and the

legacy of the poor man's child. But soon, to the weary and weep-

ing eyes of sorrowful watchers, there arose a star in the east, calm

and beautiful as the last blush of even, but bright and powerful as

the morning in its glory. The star, that hung in its high and mys-

tic beauty above the manger of Bethlehem, was a herald of hope
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to an oppressed as well as a guilty world. And when that august,

but lowly, messenger appeared, for whom the world had' been
sighing, he. opened the pages of inspiration, and proclaimed, as his

high commission, " The Lord hath anointed me to preach the gos-
pel to the poor, to proclaim deliverance to the captive, the opening
of the prison doors to them that are bound ;" and the result was,
that "the common people heard him gladly." These strange and
wondrous words that fell from his lips, instinct with a life unknown
to the frigid homilies of the Pharisee, and an authority unattaina-

ble to the pettifogging casuistry of the scribe, were drunk in eagerly
by the listening thousands. Their echoes were borne on the wings
of the wind to the darkest and furthest recesses of society. The
hind at the plough was roused by the pealing accents ; and, as he
wiped the perspiration from his throbbing brow, he felt his soul

swell with the waking consciousness that he too was a man, equally

with the pampered lordling who fattened on his toil. The dusty
artisan, as he measured his brawny arm and powerful frame with
the effeminate and puny striplings who had usurped his rights,

began, Samson like, to awake to a sense of his powers, and to feel

the pillars of the house of his bondage. Even the chained galley

slave paused on his oar, and, as he bent forward to catch the thrill-

ing accents of these glorious truths, heard, like the roar of the

shivering icebergs, the uprooting and crashing of the ancient and
deep-laid prejudices of society ; heard that he too might become
"the Lord's free man," and sit side by side with his master.

Wherever this word of glad tidings was brought, the poor man
felt the weight cast off that long had pressed him to the earth, and
walked forth in the conscious dignity of one of the kings and priests

of the most, high God. No sooner did that gigantic despot, that sat

enthroned in grim and solitary majesty over a prostrate world, dis-

cover the tendency of these doctrines, than all the might of her

terrible power was summoned to crush them. But Rome had for-

gotten, or rather, in her apotheosis of mere physical force, had
never learned that

" Truth crush'd to earth shall rise again,

The eternal years of God are hers ;

But error wounded writhes in pain,

And dies among her worshipers ;"

and that

" Freedom's battles once begun,

Descend from bleeding sire to son,

Though often lost, are surely won.
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And' although these battles seemed most unequal contests, on the

one side being seen only the weak things of the world, while on

the other were ranked its mighty, yet the result was speedily

evinced. The battle-ax of Mars was made to fall before the spear

of Ithuriel ; and the might of force was made to yield to the

might of truth. Rome, in casting herself into the arms of the

church, made one great advance in the progress of popular eman-

cipation, by affording free scope to the contact of Christian prin-

ciples with the minds of the people, and recognizing the subordi-

nation of the throne to an organization imbodying, at least, some

popular principles in its structure. It is true, this advance was
apparently lost, when the tyranny of the priest took the place of

the tyranny of the emperor. But this disappearance of these noble

truths was only apparent, for they were still germinating , in the

dark. And even when most completely banished from the sight

of men, they were still cherished and cradled in the hearts of a

faithful few. In the sweet valleys of Piedmont, and in the green

and sheltered vales that stretch in their quiet beauty between

the towering peaks of the Alps and the Jura, these hallowed

truths were nestled afar from the iron grasp of power, and the

sweeping wave of barbarism and darkness that was deluging

the world ; awaiting the destined hour of glorious resurrection,

when they should be transplanted in heroic faith and trial to

the virgin soil of a world then hidden behind the blue waves of

the ocean.

But even through that long night of darkness that brooded over

the earth, the Bible was gradually; so far as its influence was felt,

establishing the rights of the people. It gave birth to the canon

law, at a time when there was no other law imbodying equally the

principles of justice; ami this has been the germ of much that is

valuable in our modern jurisprudence. Hence the significance of

a phrase, now unmeaning, "benefit of clergy ;" for to be tried in

an ecclesiastical court was to be tried by law ; whereas to be tried

in a civil court was to be subjected to ordeal by fire, by water, or

by the sword. Many of the best principles of the common law

—

those principles that are the fountains of our rights—were drawn,

not from the civil law, which was tyrannical to the last degree, but

from the canon law, the system ot ecclesiastical jurisprudence.

We grant it to have been defective, but claim it as not only imbo-

dying much if not most that was valuable in the Roman civil code,

but as also the channel through which these principles became
infused into English and American common law, and the fountain

of many independent principles unknown to the civil law, and
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drawn directly from the Bible. The ancient canon law was as far

superior to the ancient civil law, as the modern common law is to

the ancient canon.

It was also to the. Bible that Europe owed much of the influence

that caused the downfall of the feudal system. We pass by the

crusades, whose agency in the overthrow of this system is familiar

to every student of history, because they might not be regarded as

a legitimate result of the principles of the Bible. Yet still it re-

mains true, that it was the belief of both baron and vassal in the

records of Holy Writ that induced them to adopt those measures

which, issued in the gradual removal of this ancient system of

tenure and relation. It was the Bible and the church that esta-

blished, or rather constituted, at least one element which was of

vast importance in European civilization, and which acted as an

antagonism to the baronial and royal power. This element mani-

fested itself in a variety of forms. Most of the charters of manu-

mission granted to serfs before the time of Louis X. are declared

expressly to be pro amore Dei, ox pro redemptions et salute anima.

Tims, in the steady resistance always offered by the church to

slavery, by her proclamation of the natural equality of man, in the

stimulant held up to industry and merit in her dignities, and in a

thousand other forms, she was gradually developing the free ele-

ments of modern society.

When we come to the time of the Reformation, our argument

merges into that by which we endeavored to sustain the proposi-

tion, that the Reformation of the sixteenth century was the origin

of American liberty; and we can only refer to that discussion as

carrying forward, in the main, our argument on the present point

down to our own age.

Without, then, entering into further or more specific detail, we
ask, When and where has liberty most vigorously flourished ? Has

it not been whenever and wherever the Bible was most generally

known, and most purely loved ? And where now do the people

enjoy their rights most fully? Where are the rights of person and

property most freely recognized and most carefully guarded ? Is

it in pagan China, Mohammedan Turkey, or semi-Christian Rus-

sia? Is it not in Christian Britain and America? And do not the

nations of Christian Europe enjoy liberty precisely in proportion as

they enjoy the Bible ? Is there a single nation that has perma-

nently enjoyed a free constitution without the Bible? And has

there ever been a nation which enjoyed the free use of the word

of God, which did not also enjoy freedom ? Why are these things

true ? How can they be rightly explained on any other hypothesis.
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than tliat for which we contend, that the tendency of the Bible is

republican ?

There are obvious applications of this proposition to great con-

troversies at present waging in our land, reproving the extremes

of the several antagonisms of opinion, and showing that in them,

as in most angry disputes, " in medio tulissimus ibis." But these

applications we forbear, and hasten to a close.

In view of the argument to which we have. attended, we ask, Is

not this Bible to us at once a most priceless and most perilous

trust? Priceless in its use, and perilous in its neglect? America

with the Bible, the banded world cannot crush ; America without

it, the world cannot save. With it we have a wall of fire and a

munition of rocks : without it we cast away the shield of protec-

tion, cut loose the sheet-anchor of safety, and in that fearful time

of commotion soon to come on the earth, the first rushing of whose
stormy pinions we can already hear in the distance ; when there

shall "be signs in the sun, the moon, and the stars, on the earth

distress of nations and perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring,

men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after the things

that are coming on the earth ;" when every island, and sea, and
mountain, shall flee from the presence of the Lamb, and the waves
of this mighty flood-tide of the world shall dash against every

institution, then this proud but rotten fabric of liberty, built as it

would be on the shifting sands, must fall with a crash that shall

startle the world. But if we cherish it and rest on it, it will be a

girdle of adamant around our glorious Union ; a fortress of defense

against every foe; a living principle, by whose vital energy our

nation shall advance rapidly and surely to the glittering point of

greatness and power before it. Our children's children shall come
and sit down beneath its hallowed protection ; the footsteps of

youth shall be stayed ;
the energy of manhood directed ; the tears

of sorrow dried ; the weakness and decrepitude of age strength-

ened ; and when life's great task is done, the linked succession of

faithful witnesses for God and truth, for religion and liberty, shall

all be gathered to where " the wicked shall cease from troubling,

and the weary be at rest."
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Art. IV.— The Sufferings of Christ. By a Layman. New-York :

Harper & Brothers. 1845.

Is there*anything, inquires the Preacher, whereof it maybe said,

Sec, this is new ? The question supposes a negative answer ; and

with reference to the dogma discussed in the volume before us,

and a great majority of the arguments by which it is sustained,

those who are acquainted with the early history of the church will

agree with us in the opinion, that " it hath been already of old time

which was before us."

That dogma is, in the author's own language, "That the expia-

tory agonies of our Lord reached not only his humanity, but his

very Godhead ;" and that "to suffer and to die was the object for

which the living God became the incarnate Captain of our sal-

vation."

We say this heresy has not the piquancy of novelty. So early

as the second century after Christ, the distinction of persons in the

Holy Trinity was denied ; and a sect, not indeed numerous, nor yet

destitute of learning, were called Patripassians, because they

maintained that the great God, the Father of the universe, suffered,

and agonized, and bled, and died, in the person of Jesus the Naza-
rcne. In the third century Noetus of Smyrna avowed and advo-

cated the same doctrine ; contending that the supreme Being ex-

piated the sins of men in his own proper person. Apollinaris, who
was raised to the see of Laodicea in the fourth century, in his

contest with Arius, ran into precisely the same doctrine as that

now put forth in the volume before us, with the pompous preten-

sions of being some new thing. Like our author, the Laodicean
bishop .seems to have thought it an important and impregnable

position, whence only it was possible successfully to assail his

Unitarian opponents.

In opposition to this theory, which had been gaining proselytes

during the second, third, and part of the fourth centuries, and to its

utter demolition, Athanasius, the celebrated patriarch of Alexandria,

put forth an elaborate argument, which is still extant ; and which,

down to the days of "a Layman," has been considered as settling

the question. Hence, what appears so strange to our author,

namely, that the pulpit has been almost silent on this theme, and
that he has searched in vain for arguments in modern theological

treatises, is readily accounted for. The question was settled, and
needed not discussion : a very different thing, we may say with
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our author's permission, from its being incapable of discussion, or

unsusceptible of proof.

Let us not be understood as questioning the piety or the sincerity

of our author. He has begun to search the Scriptures ; and writes,

apparently, with the conviction of having truth on his side. Bating

his love for the grandiloquent, which occasionally drives him into

bombast, and a misplaced floridity of style, the book speaks credi-

tably for his scholarship.

In his first chapter he announces his belief in the doctrine of the

trinity; and it is to his pressing this doctrine beyond Scriptural

warrant, even so far as to overlook and keep out of sight the essen-

tial unity of the Godhead, that the originating idea of the theory,

so far as our author is concerned, may be traced. Thus he

"If St. Paul, when caught up into the third heaven, was permitted

to gaze, with adoring and melting eyes, on the glory and benignity of

the Highest, his rapt vision was neither divided nor distracted by

seeing, on the Tight-hand scat of the celestial throne, that Saviour who

had died to redeem him, and, on the left-hand seat, that Holy Spirit

who had regenerated, sanctified, and imbued with the balm of comfort,

his persecuted and earth-wounded soul."—P. 15.

That, we suppose, is meant for fine writing. Earth-wounded

soul is pretty. Right-hand seat and left-hand seat are striking

images; but we want something more from a teacher of theology

than his mere assertion that Paul saw any such thing. The apostle

does not intimate the least foundation for so glaring an absurdity.

But further :

—

" In that temple of the highest heavens, consecrated as the abode

of the Godhead, each of its divine persons enjoys blissful and untiring

communion with his ttco other glorious selves."—P. 17.

And again :

—

" What desolation would pervade the courts of heaven, reaching even

to the sanctuary of Him that sitteth upon the throne, could a ruthless

arm of flesh pluck from his right hand and his left the beloved fellows

of his eternal reign !"—P. 18.

Thus we see our author is sound upon the doctrine of a trinity of

persons in the Godhead ; and equally clear, if that left-hand idea do

not imply inferiority, in his assertion of their essential co-equality.

He entirely forgets, however, and for the sake of his argument

it is necessary he should, that fundamental truth—these three

are one. Hence, in this same chapter, in an attempt to answer
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ihc Socinian argument, that a plurality of persons tends to divide

and distract devotional love and worship, he talks on this wise :

—

" Had this distinguished man, [he alludes to Channing, the Unita-

rian,] with feelings so true to nature, forgotten the blissful days of

youth, when his gladsome eyes beheld, and his bounding heart leaped

forth to greet, at the domestic altar, two distinct, yet united personages,

who both claimed and received his undivided and undiminished reve-

rence, and gratitude, and love 1 Was his filial piety distracted by the

plurality of its objects ? Did his heart yield a less true and fervent

homage' to his father, because the angel form of his mother was hover-

ing around him, arrayed in the lovely habiliments of her own meek-

ness, and gentleness, and grace 1 Did he find it needful, for the full

concentration and development of filial devotion, that one of his parents

should be for ever banished from the domestic hearth, leaving the other

iu cheerless solitude ?"—P. 14.

Here we have, evidently, the starting-point of our author's vaga-

ries. In the "two distinct yet united personages," whom we call

father and mother, he professes to see a similitude and a type of

the union subsisting between two of the persons in the Godhead.

The idea is monstrous, and the analogy most preposterous. We
blush for the thought which here occurs to us, but we must say,

that upon the hypothesis of our author, he might with as much

propriety introduce Channing's grandmother, as making a trio at

the domestic altar; and "claiming and receiving"—inasmuch as to

her he was indebted for at least one of his parents—his "undivided

and undiminished reverence, and gratitude, and love." Would not

"a Layman" himself see the absurdity of his analogy, if he had

pushed it thus far? Probably ; and, if his eye falls upon this page,

he will be angry with us for carrying out his dual idea, and making

it illustrate his fundamentally erroneous conception of a trinity in

unity. The most strenuous Socinian could have no very strong

objection to the admission of such a union between the persons

of the Godhead, as exists between the united head of an earth-born

family. True, in a certain sense the husband and the wife are one

;

and what God hath joined together, Christ himself hath said, let

no man put asunder. But in what sense are they one ? Is it a

union implying absolute equality? No; for the husband is the

head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church ;
and

wives are commanded to be in subjection to their husbands, and to

submit themselves unto them as unto the Lord. Nor is it such a

union that the attributes of one may be predicated of the other.

Timidity, gentleness, grace, belong to the female ; the male may

be equally characterized by boldness, impetuosity, sternness. By

Vol. VI.—15
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sympathy the one may, indeed, be a sharer in the joys and in the

sorrows of the other ; and what is done by the wife, for instance,

in the absence of the husband, may, or may not, be ratified by him.

But all this is far from being even a faint adumbration of the eter-

nal unity of the Godhead. The Father, the Word, and the Holy

Spirit, are one in an essential equality, one in all their attributes,

one in such a sense, that what is affirmed of the Father, may with

equal propriety be affirmed of the Son ; and what is done by the

second person in the Trinity, may, with equal truth, be attributed

to the first, or third. The creation of the world, which Moses as-

signs to God, is, by John, declared to have been by the Word. The

church, which Paul declares to have been so loved by Christ that

he gave himself for it, is by the same apostle called the " church

of God, which he purchased with his own blood." Peter asserts

that he, whose heart Satan filled to lie to the Holy Ghost, had lied

unto God; and while the Baptist declares that no man hath seen

God at any time, and the apostle to the Gentiles speaks of that

"blessed and only Potentate whom no man hath seen nor can see,"

Jesus Christ assures his disciples, without qualification or restric-

tion,
—"He that hath seen me, hath seen the Father.''''

This point being established, and we presume it needs not further

argument or stronger evidence, our author's theory is reduced, un-

willingly on his part, doubtless, to this absurdity : the truth of his

proposition, that the expiatory agonies of our Lord reached not

only his humanity, but his very Godhead, being admitted, it fol-

lows, that when Christ suffered, and was in agony, and expired,

the Father and the Holy Spirit also suffered, and agonized, and

died. We say this absurdity follows, if the three who bare record

in heaven are one, and if the position of our author be admitted
;

but this is alike revolting to our feelings and repugnant to the

Scriptures, and hence the doctrine of " a Layman" cannot by any

possibility be true. Which horn of the dilemma, the reader may
ask, does our author choose ? Docs he crucify the Father and the

Spirit ; or does he run into trithcism, and deny the fundamental

truth—there is one God ? We may not answer that question.

Courtesy to a tyro in religious authorship, and charity to a well-

meant attempt to set the Christian world right, both forbid us to

charge upon him consequences which he did not foresee, resulting

in doctrines which he would assuredly disavow. It is, however,

evident that during the whole course of the author's reasoning he

appears to forget, to lose sight of, or to overlook, the essential and

eternal unity of the sacred three ; and when pressed with a diffi-

culty like that we have here presented, as in his attempted confu-

15*
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lation of Bishop Pearson, he scorns not to seek refuge behind a

logical subtilty.

So again, when, at what he calls " the very threshold of his

argument," he is met by the objection, God cannot suffer—which,

to our minds, has always been tantamount to the truism, God is

God—he asks :

—

" Upon what authority do its adherents apply their standing axiom

—

« God is impassible '•—to the suffering of one of the persons of the Tri-

nity, emanating from his own free volition and sovereign choice ? They
hold the affirmative of their hypothesis. The rules of evidence, ma-

tured and sanciioned by the wisdom of ages, devolve on them the bur-

den of proof. To the living alone can we appeal ; and from them we
solemnly invoke, the proof of an hypothesis gratuitously advanced, and

which commingles itself with the vital elements of Christian faith."

—

P. 25.

This is very true :
" the rules of evidence, matured and sanc-

tioned by the wisdom of ages," do throw upon the affirmant of any

question the burden of proof. But whose is the affirmative in this

matter? It requires little ingenuity, by the addition or omission of

a negative particle, to make the disputants on almost any question

change places. Thus, in the case before us ;
" the Deity is

impassible," may be called, by one emulous of victory rather than

anxious for truth, an affirmative proposition; but a moment's re-

flection would have satisfied him that it is nothing more and nothing

less than the negative of his own corner-stone position—the divine

Being is capable of enduring pain and suffering in his own essen-

tial divinity. Our author's challenge, therefore, to his imaginary

opponents may be retorted upon himself; and with far greater

logical propriety may he be called upon to produce, from the Bible,

" a passage which intimates directly, or indirectly, that one of the

persons of the Trinity has physical and moral ability to suffer."

We .have, however, no time to waste, and no space to spare for

such trifling upon so grave a subject. Let us look at his arguments.

And first, Jehovah being omnipotent, could, if he pleased, suffer.

This we suppose to be a fair interpretation, and, indeed, the plain

English of the charge brought by our author against those who dif-

fer from him, when he says, they " hamper Omnipotence by fetters

made in the forges of earth ;" or when, as in the following passage,

he waxes eloquent :

—

" Would reasoning pride scale the highest heavens, and, standing at

the entrance of the divine pavilion, proclaim, in the hearing of aston-

ished cherubim and seraphim, that Omnipotence lacks physical or
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moral ability to become the willing recipient of suffering, prompted by

its own ineffable love, and sanctioned by its own unerring wisdom V
—P. 27.

And again he asks :
—" Would not such an incapacity to suffer

imply imperfection and infirmity in the divine nature ?"

It becomes us, with lowly reverence, in looking at the question,

—What can the Almighty, and what can he not do? to remember

that we are but dust ; and that while the things which are revealed

belong to us and to our children, the secret things belong to God.

They belong to him in such a sense that no created being can find

them out, or wrest them from him. Hence, whatever may be the

pretensions of those who would be wise above what is written,

when, in speaking of the Holy One, they pass one step beyond

what is revealed, or clearly to be inferred from revelation, they do

not assert what may, or may not, be true ;—they have not merely

entered into the regions of probability, but are bewildering them-

selves in the darkness of error and falsehood. Their conjectures

and hypotheses must, from the nature of the case, be untrue. Else

has man fathomed the unfathomable, and robbed God of his secrets;

which, if our position be incorrect, are His no longer. From all

creatures in all worlds to whom may be proposed the question of

-Zophar, Canst thou by searching find out God ; canst thou find

out the Almighty to perfection ? it must receive a negative answer.

Let us keep, therefore, to the record ; and, having seen how the

theory of our author clashes with the divine unity, turn we our

thoughts to other attributes which have been clearly revealed.

Throughout the entire texture of God's revelation, the fact that

he is perfectly happy is everywhere inwoven. A familiarity with

the Bible precludes the supposition that he can be otherwise for a

moment. It results from his inherent, and, we may say it reve-

rently, his necessitated goodness. He is God over all blessed for

evermore. So essential is this point even to our conceptions of

the Deity, that when to him are attributed those feelings and emo-

tions which among men mar the perfection of happiness, such as

jealousy, grief, vexation, anger, we are obliged to attach to them a

very different meaning from what the words imply when spoken

of frail and erring humanity. Nor is there any difficulty here.

What are with us agitating emotions, are with Him fixed princi-

ples. God is love, and everything predicated of the divine Being

must of necessity harmonize with that glorious declaration. But

it is widely different with suffering, which always, even in the

opinion of our author, implies pain ; and pain can mean nothing

less, in the vocabulary of men or angels, than a diminution of hap-
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ptness. Now that Christ suffered is beyond dispute. His whole

life from the cradle to the cross was one scene of suffering. If,

therefore, those "agonies," to quote the language of the volume

before us, "reached his very Godhead," he must have been during

the three and thirty years of his incarnation less than perfectly

happy, by the gross amount of the suffering, the pain, the agony

endured. In order to sustain the theory of " a Layman," it be-

comes necessary, therefore, absurd as is the idea, to subtract this

season of suffering from the " for evermore," which the sure word
of prophecy applies to the blessedness of him, whom it styles the

happy God, r« fianapiu 6eS, 1 Tim. i, 11, <tc.

The immutability of the divine Being conducts to the same re-

sult. With Him is no variableness nor shadow of turning. His

own declaration is :—" I am the Lord, I change not." The alteration

of his feelings and his conduct toward the man, who, yesterday

a rebel in arms, a sinner in the way to hell, is to-day a subdued,

rejoicing penitent, implies no change in Him. The character he

once loved he always loves ; and sin is everywhere and always the

abominable thing which his soul hateth. He is the same yester-

day, to-day, and for ever. • Of this there can be no doubt ; and it

follows conclusively and irresistibly, either that the divine Being

has never known suffering, or he has always been a sufferer.

In opposition to these arguments from the happiness and immu-
tability of God, our author asserts, first, that the Scriptural passages

in which "blessedness" is ascribed to the Deity are "rather as-

criptions of praise and thanksgiving than averments of his infinite

beatitude." In proof of which position he cites the paraphrase of

Macknight, who, it seems, thus renders one passage in which eternal

blessedness is attributed to the Creator :
" Worshiped and served

the creature more than the Creator, who is to be praised for ever."

Feeling, however, that this was an untenable position, and of no

consequence even were it sound, seeing that Scripture affirmations

are not needed to demonstrate the happiness of God, our author,

in the second place, puts forth this argument:

—

"If the ascriptions implied declarations of unchanged beatitude, and

reached the past as well as the coming eternity, then Christ suflered

not. His passion was but oriental imagery."—P. 259.

A very thin veil, we know, suffices frequently to conceal the

absurdity of an argument from him who advances it in support of

a darling theory : but this is so thin that we can scarcely persuade

ourselves that "a Layman'1

did not see through it. We will ven-

ture the assertion, that of no two things has our author himself more
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absolute certainty than of the unchangeable beatitude of God, and

the sufferings of Christ : God is for ever happy, Christ did suffer.

What follows ? That his passion was but oriental imagery ? No
;

but that his sufferings reached not the Godhead, and that the en-

tire theory of the volume before us crumbles into dust, by the fair

evolution of the arguments adduced to sustain it.

Still stranger assertions are made :—

,

"A Being of infinite power, knowledge, wisdom, holiness, justice,

and goodness, has within himself infinite resources of felicity. But

the felicity of the Deity is subject to his volition. He is not fated to

the same unchangeable condition of blessedness whether he wills it or

not. His beatitude is, like his glory, rather the emanation of his com-

bined attributes than a distinct attribute of itself."—P. 260.

Something like this is, indeed, to be found in the pages of a

learned commentator, with reference to the foreknowledge of God.

In an attempt to reconcile that attribute with man's free agency, he

hazards the position that the Omniscient is not obliged to know
all things, but that there may be many things of which he chooses

to be ignorant. The absurdity was too glaring to gain many pro-

selytes. The proof of both doctrines—the perfect knowledge of

God and the perfect freedom of man—is ample, and amounts to

demonstration ; while the connecting link, by which they are united

and made to harmonize, is, and will perhaps for ever be, among
the secret things which belong to Him. Our author's idea has, so

far as we know, the merit of novelty; and the very fact of his being

driven to take the position that " the felicity of the Deity is subject

to his volition," ought to have warned him from the dangerous

ground upon which he had been lured by the ignis fatuus of am-

bitious authorship. But he allows himself to be led still further

into the thicket :

—

" We believe that the beatitude of the Deity is progressive. Pro-

gression seems to be a governing principle, pervading the intellectual

universe. Its display in man is palpable. Doubtless, it pervades the

angelic hosts. Why should it not reach the beatitude of Him who
made progressive man in his own image and after his own likeness \

—
Who will venture to presume tint this enhancement of blessedness

(happiness) ascends not even to those who fill the celestial throne V*

—P. 262.

We have before adverted to the looseness of our author's lan-

guage with reference to the divine unity, and need not dwell upon

the unscriptural language which speaks of " those who fill the

celestial throne ;" but simply say, in opposition to the inferential

argument, that because men and angels are progressive, therefore
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" the beatitude of the Deity is progressive," that it is alike repug-

nant to Scripture and to common sense. Progression in knowledge,

wisdom, happiness, implies necessarily and always imperfection, or

at least something short of absolute perfection, and to assert this

of the supreme Being is little less than blasphemy. But to pursue

this train of thought only one step further, we remark, that suffering

of any kind, and for any length of time, is absolutely incompatible

with the perfection of God. " Your Father in heaven is perfect,"

was the declaration of the incarnate Word ; and, though " it be-

came him [the Word] for whom are all things, and by whom arc

all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the Captain

of their salvation perfect through sufferings," yet is it a self-evident

proposition that suffering is not essential to the perfection of Deity;

and consequently, the Captain of our salvation did not suffer in his

divine nature. Indeed, the passage from the Epistle to the He-
brews, just quoted, teaches this truth with great clearness. A broad

distinction is there made between the Word, "by whom are all

things," and the Captain of our salvation, who was made "perfect

through sufferings :" a distinction, which, if it had not been over-

looked by our author, or willfully kept in the background, he had

not thus attempted to mar the infinite perfection of Jehovah,—the

crowning glory of the great I AM.
Now, although it be true, in the language of our author, that

" from Genesis to Revelation, both inclusive, there is not a passage

which intimates, directly, that one of the persons of the Trinity

has not physical and moral ability to suffer," we think that indi-

rectly, at least, and by legitimate inference, we have made it clear

that the divine nature is incapable of suffering. Our author's ques-

tion, therefore, "Would not an incapacity to suffer imply imperfec-

tion in the divine nature?" is answered unhesitatingly in the negative.

No imperfection can be attributed to any being on account of ina-

bility to do what is contrary to its nature. It is written, Titus i, 2,

that lie who " promised eternal life cannot lie." Jesus said, Matt.

xix, 2(3, " With God all things are possible :" yet.it is written, Ileb.

vi, 18, It is "impossible for God to lie." So again it is said, 2 Tim.
ii, 13, " He cannot deny himself." St. James tells us,—and this has

a direct bearing on the question at issue, inasmuch as the tempta-

tions of the Redeemer constituted a part of his sufferings,
—

" (ion

cannot be tempted," chap, i, 17. Do these inabilities imply imper-

fection? Far from it. They result, on the contrary, from the very

nature, if we may use that word, of Him who is unchangeably

Perfect, in all his attributes. With as much propriety, we might

predicate infirmity of the divine Being, because he fainteth not,
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neither is weary ; and because he cannot cease to exist,—as to

attribute to him imperfection, because physically and morally he

is incapable of suffering.

Thus much for what our author calls the hypothesis of God's

impassibility to voluntary sufferings ; and of which he says :

—

" It is not a self-evident proposition. It carries not demonstration

on its face; it proves not itself; it requires extraneous confirmation.

From whence is such confirmation to be derived ? It is yielded neither

by the Bible nor by the deliberative process of sound reasoning."

—

P. 34.

After a page or two more of similar declamation, he asks :

—

" Will not plenary proof from Scripture, that the divine nature of

Christ actually participated in his mediatorial sufferings, convince

even reasoning skepticism that the divinity had physical and moral

capacity to sutler?"—P. -14.

Of course wc cannot answer that question. " Reasoning skep-

ticism" is not easily convinced of anything; yet will we freely

admit that when "plenary proof from Scripture" is adduced, that

the divine nature did actually suffer, it will be very unreasonable

in " reasoning skepticism" not to admit, that the divine nature had
the capacity of suffering. Wc say nothing of the modesty which

applies the epithet just quoted to the great and the good of every

age ; who, bringing to bear upon the question learning, and candor,

and piety, have settled it to the satisfaction of the universal church ;

but, possessing our sold in as much patience as we may, we shall

look at the " plenary proof from Scripture," in the order in which

it is presented for our consideration.

After transcribing a groat many passages from the New Testa-

ment which affirm that Christ suffered, and solemnly reminding

those who may presume to differ from him, of the awful penalties

denounced against the man who adds unto, or takes away from, the

words of the Book of God, our author says :

—

" If the Scriptural passages declarative of the sufferings of Christ are

taken in their plain, obvious, and ordinary sense, they include, be-

yond peradventure, his divine nature as well as his humanity. The
name of Christ is used by inspired writers to indicate the length, and
breadth, and height, and depth of his sufferings ; and that name, in its

ordinary import, has no limits narrower than the whole compass of his

united natures."—P. 66.

It is scarcely possible that our author did not see that he is here

begging the entire question. That question is,—Do the Scriptural

passages, which speak of the sufferings of the Redeemer, include

his divinity as well as his humanity ? Our author assumes that
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ihey do; and then gravely gives us this assumption as an argument

to prove that those sufferings reached not only his humanity, but

his very Godhead. In the elucidation of his argument, however,

he is constrained to admit that there are instances to be found in

.Scripture, "where words expressive of Christ" can be applied

only to his human nature ; and where the name of Christ has

" limits narrower than the whole compass of his united natures."

But these, he tells us, are "insulated" cases; and in them, "the

limitation to his humanity is rendered inevitable by intrinsic marks

on the passages themselves." In his most profound research he

lias found two such passages. The one John xiv, 23, " My Father is

greater than I :" the other Matt, xxiv, 36, "Of that day and that hour

knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father only."

Now, while there can be no doubt of the fact, that in the name

Christ are included both his human and his divine natures, it is

equally clear, as we proceed to show, that the cases wherein his

humanity only must have been intended are neither few nor "in-

sulated." Of whom, we ask, does the evangelist speak, when he

says :
—" Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favor with

God and man ?" Imke ii, 52. The answer is,—Of the " Lord's

Christ," of whom we are told, in a preceding verse, that it had

been revealed unto Simeon that he should not die without the sight.

But such language most assuredly cannot refer to his divinity. As

God, he certainly did not increase in wisdom, nor in stature ;
least

of all in favor with God. We read also (John iv, 0) of his " being

wearied with his journey ;" yet no one would have attributed this

weariness to the divine Being, even if it had not been written:

—"The Lord fainteth not, neither is weary." Isa. xl, 2b. \\ e

cannot persuade ourselves that it is necessary to dilate upon these

illustrations. lie who endured hunger (Matt, iv, 2, and xxi, IS)

and thirst, (John iv, 7, and xix, 28,) who fasted, and marveled, and

prayed, and wept ; who groaned in spirit and was troubled, whose

soul was exceeding sorrowful, who exclaimed, " My God, why hast

thou forsaken me ?" was, indeed, the Saviour of the world,—Jesus,

the Christ: but in all these instances, and they might be multiplied,

it is beyond a peradventure that reference is made solely to his

human nature. Hence, the assertion of our author, that " the name

Christ, in its ordinary import, has no limits narrower than the

whole compass of his united natures," is shown to bo unfounded

and untrue. Our author continues :

—

" Would the inspired writers, would our Lord himself, if intending

»>J have it believed that the divinity of Christ had not suffered, have

used, to express the sufferings of his mere terrestrial adjunct, terms
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applicable to the whole infinitude of his united natures; and terms, too,

which are crippled and distorted by a more limited application ? They
best knew the natures and agonies of the Mediator; and when they

used the significant term, the Christ, to designate the recipient of the

expiatory sufferings, they must have meant that the Christ, the whole
Christ of the Bible, had suffered."^-Pp. 69, 70.

There is something inexpressibly revolting in the language here

used. By the mere terrestrial adjunct our author is pleased to

designate that body, of which, "when He cometh into the world

he saith, Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not, but a body hast

thou prepared me." " By the which will," it is added, "we are

sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ, once

for all." Heb. x, 5, 10. A mere terrestrial adjunct!—But then, if

the inspired writers and our Lord himself intended to have it be-

lieved that the divinity of Christ did not suffer, they have crippled

and distorted the plain meaning of the terms used by them. This

is the argument stripped of its redundant verbiage. Now we shall

prove that the sacred writers do attribute a large portion of the

sufferings of the Redeemer to the man Christ Jesus; that they

were sufferings in which the divine nature could not participate

;

and we shall leave our author to settle, to his own satisfaction, the

charge of " crippling and distorting language." " He that reproveth

God, let him answer it."

We refer, then, to the temptations of our Lord ; and we do this

the rather, because, in every step of the argument, we are fiortified

by the express and positive declarations of Holy Writ. By the

evangelists we are informed, that being full of the Holy Ghost, he

was forty days tempted of the devil ; and the apostle intimates that

this was by no means the whole amount of his trials from this

source ; for he assures us, (Heb. iv, 15,) that our great High Priest,

Jesus, tlte Son of God, " was in all points tempted like as we are;"

and ye, said the Saviour himself to his disciples, "Ye are they

which have continued with me in my temptations." Luke xxii, 28.

He docs not, of course, allude to the scene in the wilderness,

where he grappled, alone, with the prince of darkness ; but refers,

evidently, to the whole period of his sojourn with those whom he

had selected as his immediate followers, and during which, he

was, in all points, tempted as wc are tempted. The apostle settles

the question, too, which might otherwise here be asked, and per-

haps, by our author, be boldly answered in the negative:—Did

these temptations constitute a part of the sufferings of our Lord ?

—

" He himself hath suffered, being tempted?1 Heb. ii, 16. There

yet remains, for the completion of this branch of the argument, the
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question to which, with any other antagonist, we should not

deem it necessary to allude :—Might not these sufferings from

temptation have reached the very Godhead of Christ ? That is

answered by the apostle James, in a passage to which we have

once before referred,
—" God cannot be tempted .with evil."

The next position of our author which requires a passing notice

is in the following words :

—

" Had there been any distinction between the two natures of Christ

in the essential, the paramount article of suffering, it was not only to be

expected, but it was important that the inspired writers should have

jK)inted it out. It would have been one of the land-marks of Christian

faith, not to be left afloat at the mercy of opinion. The inspired writers

had been well-schooled in the doctrines taught by the Holy Ghost, and

were fully competent to expound them with simplicity and precision.'
1

—P. 112.

And again :

—

" Had there existed a distinction between his two natures in the

grand article of suffering, the philosophic, the logical, the lucid, the

discriminating Paul would not have failed to indicate it somewhere in

his voluminous writings, even if omitted by the less-extended authors

of the New Testament. It is not intimated by any of the inspired

writers, because it was not intimated to any of them by the Holy
Ghost."—P. 114.

This is really, so far as our memory now serves us, the most

astounding assertion that we have ever met with in any professedly

orthodox Christian author, when writing upon a doctrine of our

holy religion. " It is not intimated by any of the inspired writers,

that there existed a distinction between the two natures of Christ

in the grand article of suffering !" With as much truth the latter

clause of the sentence might have been omitted ; for, if the sacred

writers do not intimate a distinction between the two natures of

Christ in the article of suffering, they do not intimate such a dis-

tinction in anything ; and the old Monophysite heresy, of one per-

son and one nature mysteriously confounded, is chargeable upon

the apostles ; nay, upon the Holy Ghost; for they do not intimate

such a distinction, " because it was not intimated to them by the

Holy Ghost."

In refutation of this bold assertion, we need not again advert to

those sufferings of our blessed Lord which have been already no-

ticed
; and which, from the necessity of the case, must have been

confined to his human nature. If the sufferings of hunger, and

thirst, and weariness, if prayers, and fastings, and temptations, do

not intimate proper humanity, as distinct from essential divinity,
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in the person of the sufferer ; then, indeed, is it impossible for lan-

guage to express or "intimate" any such distinction; and it must

follow, that no such distinction in reality exists. Consequently, it

will follow, that the general church of Christ, with the exception

of the Monophysites and the Theopaschites,* has lived, and moved,

and had its being in one grand heresy.

But "the philosophic, the logical, the lucid, the discriminating

Paul" -lias nowhere "indicated this distinction in his voluminous

writings." Possibly he has not, with sufficient clearness to make

him see who is determined to keep his eyes shut ; and yet, two or

three passages from his writings occur to us in which it requires

no very strong vision to see an "intimation" of this distinction.

Thus, in writing to the Hebrews, he says,
—

" Though he were

a son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he suffered."

Heb. v, 8. Of whom is he speaking? Of Christ, the only begot-

ten of the Father, "a priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec."

" He learned obedience by the things which He suffered." A pass-

ing strange jargon will this language make, if we supply the place

of the pronouns used by Paul, in accordance with the theory of

our author. The supreme Being learned obedience by the things

which he (God) suffered ! Again, in his second letter to the Co-

rinthians, i, 5,
—" The sufferings of Christ abound in >«:" and to the

Colossians, i, 24,—" I Paul, .... now rejoice in my sufferings for

you, and fill up that which is behind of the afflictions of Christ in

my flesh," &c. Whatever may be the correct interpretation of these

and similar passages, and it is not necessary here to enter into any

lengthened comment upon them, they can mean nothing less than

that, in the opinion of the great apostle, his own "sufferings" and

" afflictions" were of the same nature as those of his great Master.

If they were not, he could not have used this language. If they

were, these sufferings reached not the divinity of our Lord. So,

also, in all those passages in which Christians are said to be "par-

takers" of his sufferings, to be sufferers with Christ; and most

especially where, as in 1 Peter ii, 21, Christ's suffering is held

up as " an example" for us, "that we should follow his steps," is

that distinction, which our author says the sacred writers do not

even intimate, most clearly to be seen. And when seen, no fur-

ther argument is needed to annihilate the doctrine, that those suf-

ferings, which worms of the dust arc exhorted to imitate, to partake

of, to fill up, reached the very Godhead of our Lord.

* This word expresses the enormous error of those frantic doctors who

imagined that the Godhead suffered in and with Christ.—Moshcim.
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In fairness to our author we must observe here, that he does admit,

that two passages in the Epistles of St. Peter seem to intimate a

distinction, which he declares to be not founded upon the Scriptures,

but "earth-born." The passages referred to arc those in which

Christ is said to have " suffered for us in theflesh?—to have been

"put to death in the flesh;" and, inasmuch, as they are "the only

passages which Bishop Pearson, in his Exposition of the Apostles'

Creed, has cited, as bearing directly on the subject, wc are, doubt-

less, justified,"—says our author,
—" in concluding that they were

the only ones he could find." A palpable non sequitur ; and if it

were so, that Pearson could find no other passages bearing upon

the subject, it does not follow that the passages are not there ; nor

even that our author himself could not have found them, if he had

not been determined to sustain, at all hazards, an exploded dogma.

To an examination of these passages from St. Peter are devoted

several pages of what gentlemen of the law call special pleading,

which wc will not insult the common sense of our readers by trans-

cribing. Our author then adds :

—

"If this conclusion is correct, then the two passages from 1 Peter,

invoked and marshaled against us [Pearson died some time before

the 'Layman' wrote his book] by the modern representative of the

prevalent theory, as competent of themselves to vanquish all opposition,

are found in the day of trial, though forming his whole array, to leave

the service into which they had been impressed, and passing over into

our ranks, to form two of the chief supporters of our argument."

—

P. 120.

Io triumphe ! "if this conclusion is correct." We marvel not

that our author has some doubts about the correctness of his con-

clusion ; but we really were not prepared for the request made to

his readers at the close of this chapter. He started with the un-

qualified assertion, that a distinction between the two natures of

Christ in the grand article of suffering is not even intimated by any

of the sacred writers. He tapers gradually through the succeed-

ing pages of the chapter until he reaches—a point ; upon which,

seeing it has neither length, breadth, nor thickness, he is con-

strained to ask the assistance of his opponents to enable him to

stand. He says :

—

" Wc close with a request to the reader that lie will apply our re-

marks to kindred passages, which, escaping our notice, may occur to

his ; which, though seemingly confined to the outer man of Christ, and

tending to limit his sufierings to his humanity, may, nevertheless, on a

little examination, be found to comprehend his indwelling Godhead."

—

P. 123.
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In succeeding chapters our author refers to a variety of passages,

and dwells upon them at great length, in which humiliation, and

suffering, and death arc attributed to the Word, to the Son of God,

to God himself. Among them arc the following:—"When we
were enemies we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son."

Rom. v, 10. " Hereby perceive we the love of God, because Iln

laid down his life for us." 1 John iii, 16.* " The Son of God who
loved me and gave himself for me." Gal. ii, 20. "The church

of God which he hath purchased with his own blood." Acts xx, 28.

"Ye killed the Prince of life." Acts iii, 15. " Crucified the Lord

of glory." 1 Cor. ii, 8.

With reference to the declarations contained in these passages,

and in a multitude of others, similar in phraseology and in import,

we have to say, in the first place :—We fully admit them to be a

part of the divine record ; and so far from giving any countenance

to that ingenuity which seeks, by glosses, by far-fetched interpre-

tations, by various and by doubtful readings, to nullify their force,

or to dilute their strength, we glory in them. He who was cru-

cified was the Lord of glory, and the Prince of life. God did

purchase the church with his own blood ; and he who walked the

streets of Judea a houseless wanderer, who was reviled, and buf-

feted, and scourged, was God manifest in the flesh. Upon this

great truth we stake all our hopes of immortality. We sec" in the

world's Redeemer that perfect humanity which allies him to our

race, and constitutes him our elder brother ; and we see that su-

preme divinity which alone was capable of making an atonement

for sin. Nor have wc any respect for that squeamishness which

seeks to propitiate the Socinian by affecting great nicety of language

in speaking of the wondrous fact of a world's redemption. Nothing

is to be gained by it, and it is at direct variance with the writings of

the apostles. True, as we have seen, argumentativehj, the sacred

writers are cautious in making a distinction between the natures

of that Being who was of the seed of David, according to the flesh,

and the Son of God, according to the Spirit of holiness, but of whom
they everywhere speak, as do his true disciples, always, in their

prayers and in their hymns of praise, as of one undivided Lord.

There is then a true sense in which the sufferings of Christ, the

shedding of his blood, his agony and death, were, indeed, divine.

It is found in that hypostatic union of the two natures which is set

* In all fairness, our author ought to have stated,—he could not help know-

ing,—that the words, "of Cod," in this passage, are not found in the best

manuscripts, and that our translators have printed them in italics.
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forth with great precision in the second article of religion, as estab-

lished by the Church of England, incorporated into our own, and

found, we believe, in every orthodox creed :
" Two whole and

perfect natures, that is to say, the Godhead and manhood, were

joined together in one person, never to be divided, whereof is one

Christ, very God and very man, who truly suffered, was crucified,

dead and buried." The Scriptures teach us to regard neither the

humanity nor the divinity of the Redeemer apart and alone. The
act of redemption required a kinsman of the race to be redeemed

;

its price, an equivalent for the glory to be purchased. In the rather

stilted language of our author,
—"Divine justice could not pardon

mortal sin without satisfaction ; the exchequer of heaven could

receive payment in no coin save that of suffering." Not in the

person of Jesus of Nazareth, the man of sorrows, nor in that of the

Word, who was God ; but in Him in whom the Godhead and man-

hood were inseparably joined—in Christ, very God and very man

—

could these conflicting claims be met and answered. The man

could not redeem : the God could not suffer.

In confirmation of this view of the subject, let us reverently turn

our attention to what may be considered emphatically the hour of

his suffering. Let us go with our blessed Lord to the garden of

Gcthsemane. Let us again hear his cry :

—
" My soul is exceeding

sorrowful even unto death ;" and listen to that thrice-repeated

prayer,—" My Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me."

"The hour is come !" and " his sweat was, as it were, great drops

of blood falling down to the ground." Of whom is this spoken ?

We agree with our author, most assuredly not of the man Christ

Jesus. " The emotions displayed were not the mere outbreakings

of human frailty." Of whom then ? With equal certainty, we may
answer,—Not of Him who was one with the Father, to whom this

mysterious prayer was addressed ; but of the God-man, the Re-

deemer, in whom are indissolubly united the human and the divine

natures. The evangelist Luke, in his account of the scene at

Gcthsemane, affords strong evidence of the truth of this position.

The passage to which we refer is, indeed, not found in several of

the ancient versions, as, for instance, the Codex Alexandrinus, and

the Codex Vaticanus ; but occurs in such a vast number of manu-

scripts as to leave no doubt of its authenticity :
" There appeared

an angel unto him from heaven, strengthening him." Luke xxii, 44.

Who is meant by the "Aim," here spoken of? It certainly is not

intimated that the mere humanity of the Redeemer is intended;

for it would seem to follow that if an angel might strengthen a

creature for that work, an angel might have effected the entire
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redemption of a world. Equally clear is it—our author to the con-

trary notwithstanding—that a created being could not, in any sense

of the word, strengthen the omnipotent God. He, to whom the

evangelist applies this language, was, then, a being able to redeem,

and yet susceptible of receiving strength from a creature. In the

language of the aposlle, when he exclaims, " Great is the mystery

of godliness," we say it was God manifest in the flesh—Jesus, the

Christ, very God and very man. Throughout his entire career is

seen this union of two natures in one person. When kept in

view, the whole tenor of Scripture is plain and intelligible : when

lost sight of, a great proportion of it becomes involved in inexpli-

cable contradiction. While it is gloriously true, in the language

of the prophet, that "thy Redeemer is the Holy One of Israel, and

that the Lord of hosts is his name," it is equally clear and it must

be true, that the entire work of redemption was wrought out by

that Son of man to whom the first promise referred, when, like a

ray of light, it shot athwart the darkness -of a ruined world, pro-

claiming, and placing on imperishable record the proclamation,

—

" The seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent's head."

Hence, it will be seen that there is no foundation for the first of

the "serious objections" brought by our author against the ortho-

dox doctrine upon this subject, namely, that "it subtracts from the

atonement its vital principle, and substitutes the sufferings and

death of the creature for the sufferings and death of the Creator." It

does no such thing. It revolts alike from the "death of the Creator,"'

and from attributing salvation to the sufferings of a mere creature.

It is in the union of the two natures, in the person of Christ Jesus,

that it sees a Redeemer who has learned, by experience, to sympa-

thize with those whom he is not ashamed to call his brethren ;
and

at the same time is able to save unto the uttermost all that come

unto God by him. Himself the priest, himself the victim.

In reply to another of our author's objections to the prevalent

theory, that "
it strengthens the Unitarian error," an objection,

seemingly, with him, of great weight, it is only -necessary to say,

that while we fully agree with him as to the dangerous nature of

that heresy, and give him credit for his zeal, we have no faith in

any weapons to be used against it that are not drawn from the

armory of truth. Nay, in our judgment, it is better that Unitarian-

ism, under its ever-changing phases and various names, should

continue, as it has done for more than fifteen centuries, to " threaten

the system of the Christian faith," than that it should be put down

—even if it might be put down—by bad logic and a manifest wrest-

in"- of the sacred oracles. From errorists of that, or anv other.
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class, the church of God has nothing to fear, so long as, trusting

in the promises of her great Head, she contends earnestly, and

honestly, "for the faith once delivered to the saints." We say this

on the supposition that our author's assertion is true, and that the

general prevalence of his doctrine would, in his own language,

" extirpate the Unitarian heresy." That it would have no tendency

to do this is equally evident from the history of the Apollinarian

error, and from the manner in which the Arians have conducted

their side of the controversy in all ages.

But our author is not more unfortunate in his attempts to establish

his own theory, than unfair in his statements of the doctrine as held

by the orthodox churches of Christendom. It is not true, as he

Mates in "another objection," that "according to the prevalent

theory, his [Christ's] suffering was finite. It reached his humanity

alone. It was only the suffering of the finite man."—P. 290.

What our author calls the " prevalent theory," we prefer to give

in the words of others, lest we might seem to be traveling out of

the record, and propounding a theory of our own, in opposition to

the views of our author. " We may admit," says Dr. Hill, " that

the Godhead cannot suffer, and we do not pretend to explain the

kind of support which the human nature derived, under its suffer-

ings, from the divine, or the manner in which the two were united.

But from the uniform language of Scripture, which magnifies the

love of God in giving his only-begotten Son, which speaks in the

highest terms of the preciousness of the blood of Christ, which

represents him as coming, in the body that was prepared for him,

to do that which sacrifice and burnt-offering could not do ; from all

this we infer there was a value, a merit in the sufferings of this

person, superior to that which belonged to the sufferings of any

other: and as the same Scriptures intimate, in numberless places,

the strictest union between the divine and human natures of Christ

by applying to him promiscuously the actions which belong to each

nature, we hold that it is impossible for us to separate in our ima-

gination this peculiar value which they affix to his sufferings, from

the peculiar dignity of his person." Still more explicit and stronger

«s the language of Watson :
" That which carries the value of the

offering to its true height—if we can call that height which is above

«!1 height—is, that it was ' the blood of Christ,' of the whole un-

divided Christ, who was both God and man. For though a divine

nature could not bleed and die, a divine Being could. This dis-

linction is to be kept in mind ; for, the person being one, the acts

and sufferings of each nature arc the acts and sufferings of the

same person, and are spoken of interchangeably. It is this inti-

Vol. VI.— 1G
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mate and inseparable connection of the divinity of our Lord, this

hypostatic^ union with his person and work, which gave to both

that exclusive peculiarity which lays the foundation of our absolute

faith . . It is this which invests his humanity with that divine

character ; so that by virtue of the personal union, we worship him

without idolatry, as God. Thomas touches his very flesh, and yet

falls at his feet and cries out, My Lord and my God
!

*

To the same point speaks Robert Hall: "There was a myste-

rious and inconceivable union between the divine nature of the bon

of God, and the man Christ Jesus. But when we attempt to

develop this mystery, and inquire how this union was effected and

maintained without the two natures being identified, or their re-

spective properties being confounded, we are utterly at a loss.
. .

.

This, which has been styled the hypostatical union,—in conse-

quence of which, the blood shed upon the cross, being the blood

of God's own Son, possesses that marvelous efficacy by which it

cleanses from all sin,-will probably remain for ever an impene-

triblc secret T

'it is unfair and uncandid, therefore, in our author so to misre-

present the general creed of the church as to make it ridiculous

in order that he may the more successfully demolish it, and build

upon its ruins. He ought to have known that it is not true, that

" under the prevalent theory the holy union suffered not. —1 .
75.

He did know, that by no evangelical writer of any note, nor yet, as

we believe, by any of the humblest followers of the Lamb, is the

suffering of Christ' ever spoken or thought of, in a way to authorize

such language as the following :—

"The theory which holds that the suffering element in the person

of Christ manly the little speck of his humanity with the inference

to which it inevitably leads of the minuteness of the subtraction from

the bliss of his united person, caused by the suffering of that human

sveck cannot but detract immeasurably from the dignity and glory ot

the atonement . The minute atom of his human suffering, compared

with the mighty totality of his divine beatitude, was less than the

scarcely perceptible speck that often passes over without obscuring the

orb of day."—Pp. 92, 93.

We cannot 'allow ourselves to think, however, that these and

similar perversions and distortions of the Christian faith arose from

any more blameworthy source than ignorance on the part of our

author. Whatever may be his age or standing in the world, he is

evidently but a young Christian. His reading has been directed

* Sermons, vol. i, p. 383. \ Works, vol. iii, p. 317.

16*
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rather to other sciences than to theology. Hence, when quoting from
" the illustrious Chalmers," and "the distinguished Harris," pas-
sages which set forth with clearness and power the truly orthodox
sentiments upon this great theme, he tells his readers (p. 52) and
repeats the declaration, (p. 209)—" The remarks we are about to
quote first reached our knowledge after these sheets were prepared
for the press."

In speaking of the limited extent of his theological reading he
uses this language :

—

" With all the multitudinous volumes of theological lore, the count-
ess progeny of the unceasing travail of eighteen centuries, there is
but one created being that can claim universal familiarity That beingU the worm. It alone, of finite beings, has bibliothecal ubiquity The
bugest tomes appal it not. To fastidiousness of taste' it is a stranger
It feeds not on the ambrosia of genius alone. Its never-satiated appe-
tite loathes not even the offals of polemical dullness. To rivalship with
the worm, in compass of research, we dare not aspire."—P. 51.

"Tis a pity to spoil so eloquent a passage
;
yet in reading it we

could not help asking whether it is of one worm or of the entire genus
that the author is speaking ; and if of the latter, whether it is not
just as true that man has also "bibliothecal ubiquity." Though he
dare not aspire in compass of research to rivalship with the worm,
yet is our author's misapprehension of the evangelical doctrine
of the sufferings of Christ ample evidence that, like a worm, his
''feeding" has been confined to a very limited theological library.
it is absolutely unpardonable that any man, professing to be an
orthodox disciple, should, in these days, when the true faith is
assailed on every hand by avowed enemies, allow himself to throw
into the church a volume based upon a false assumption, and coolly
tell his readers that a knowledge of the evangelical doctrine first
reached him " after these sheets were prepared for the press."
Here we take our leave of " a Layman." To himself, personally

unknown as he is, we have, and can have, nothing but kirfd hel
>ngs. The mawkish tenderness and gingerly hesitation with which
many of the religious periodicals of the day have expressed their
dissent from his doctrines, have induced us to speak of them, and
ol the arguments by which they are sustained, in a manner, which,
perhaps, with all our care, may wound him; and which may
induce him to wish, as we certainly do, that instead of rushing
half-armed into open hostility with "the faith of Christendom, he
had continued, in the language quoted by himself in his preface,

" Along the cool sequester'd vale of life,

To keep the noiseless tenor of his way."
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Art y— Upham's Psychological and Theological Works.

1. Mental Philosophy; embracing the three Departments of the

Intellect, Sensibilities, and Will. 3 vols., 12mo.

2. A Philosophical and Practical Treatise on the Will.

3 Outlines of Imperfect and Disordered Mental Action.

4 Principles of the Interior or Hidden Life; designed particu-

larly for the Consideration of those who are seeking Assurance

of Faith and Perfect Lore. Fourth edition.

5. Life of Catharine Adoma, including some leading Facts and

Traits in her Religious Experience, with Explanations, Re-

marks, <$-c.
.

6. The Life of Faith, in three Parts, embracing some of the benp-
'

tural Principles or Doctrines of Faith, the Power or Effects of

Faith, in the Regulation of Man's Inward Nature, and the Re-

lation of Faith to the Divine Guidance. Waite, Pierce, & Co.,

No. 1 Cornhill, Boston.

We hope our readers will not be appalled by the array of meta-

physical volumes at the head of this article. We are not about to

blind them with subtil dust, or challenge their wonder at our skill

in hair splitting. We shall present them merely a dish of olla

podrida. It is our wish to submit some rather cursory remarks on

the productions of a native and very meritorious author, whom his

country should more fully appreciate ; and, availing ourselves, at

the same time, of the licensed versatility of the Review, make

some devious glances at topics which arc related to both our sub-

ject and the times.

A review of the first' half of these volumes is almost superfluous

at this date : they have been our text-books in the United States for

years, and the matures!, teachers and professors have given them a

decisive verdict. Dr. Woods pronounces Upham a " charming

writer," and says,—"His views are well expressed and well

guarded " He places him " among the best writers on the various

subjects which he has treated." Professor Stuart says -" I have

no hesitation in saying, that I regard Professor Upham s books as

giving the best views of the subjects named which we have in the

English language." The New-York Review (a good authority in

its day) says —" Out of all the systematic treatises in use, we con-

sider the Volumes of Mr. Upham by far the best that we have."

The Biblical Repository declares,—" His system is not a copy ot

any other, but without any apparent effort at novelty, is strongly

marked with original thought."
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His work on the will is not so generally known. We cannot

indorse it fully, nor can we any other author on that insolvable

problem; but his Treatise is certainly more satisfactory to the

Arminian school than any of its predecessors. It modifies quite

away the Cyclopean mound of difficulty reared by Edwards. Dr.

Tisk said of the Treatise on the Will,—" I have read it with great

satisfaction. It is certainly a better analysis of this difficult sub-

ject, in my judgment, than anything I have before seen in relation

lo it. I might, if this were the proper time, it is true, make some

queries on some of the points presented in the work, but on the

whole I cannot but believe it will go far toward harmonizing the

hitherto discordant views connected with this subject."

The excellences of Dr. Upham's works on Mental Philosophy

are manifold.

1. Their arrangement is natural, and consequently simple. It

is divided into tliree departments,—the intellect, the sensibilities,

and the will, and thus traces the mental phenomena in their obvious

series.

2. They are strictly inductive. No elaborate hypothesis is as-

sumed as a nucleus to which all mental phenomena must bend and

adhere. The writer deals in facts, and draws his sober conclu-

sions from the common experience of mankind, the evidence of

ordinary language, the pathological manifestations of the mind,

consciousness, &c.

3. Their style is remarkably clear ; in many instances ornate,

perhaps in some diffuse.

4. They are eminently Christian in their character. They are

evidently the production of a devout mind. The authority of the

moral sense is distinctly recognized and defined. We cannot too

highly recommend them to all our young preachers. No theolo-

gian should be ignorant of the philosophy of the mind ; and there

are no works extant which can take precedence of these, as a per-

spicuous and comprehensive introduction to the whole science.

There is one general characteristic of the psychological works

of Professor Upham, which we would more strongly emphasize :

we refer to their soundly healthful and English character, in con-

tradistinction to the transcendental and hypothetical schools of

Germany and France. Professor Stuart has recommended them

as especially " adapted to these times, when the public mind is

allured by books on these subjects, in many respects dreamy and

unintelligible to the great mass of readers."

We must take advantage of the present notice to indulge a few

remarks on the prevalent philosophical speculations of the times.
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Their transcendental extravagances have excited not a little atten-

tion and curiosity. They have exerted a serious influence on the

religious opinions of many, and have infected, to some extent, the

youthful intellects of our learned institutions, especially in New-
England, where they have been most in vogue. The daring which

these speculations assume gives them the high and attractive air

of intellectual courage ; the unquestionable erudition which has

been amassed around them lends them the dignity of authority

;

while their combination, of late, with a fanciful poetry and an ideal

literature, gives them the charms of an effeminate and meretricious

taste. They thus appeal at once to the presumptuous, the obse-

quious, and the sentimental.

We have spent many a late hour (we reproach ourselves by

mentioning it) in threading the mazes of this metaphysical laby-

rinth
;
yet if we pretended to comprehend the system, we should

certainly be wise above what is written, and equally so above those

who have written. We enter here, therefore, into no examination

of the logic of this philosophy ; it is at once its security and its

absurdity, that it is too aerial to be tangible to the grasp of syllo-

gisms. Its only reasoning is rcvery. It has, however, two or

three capital characteristics upon which we must remark briefly.

Its main defect is its hypothetical spirit. Nothing is more in-

sisted upon by Cousin than that his method is inductive. But to

our Beotian head the assumption is as vain as it is emphatic. His

system is indeed eclectic— it gleans from all others , but his hypo-

thesis is prior to his facts ; the latter are subordinate to the former,

not the former to the latter. This is the strong distinction between

the English and the continental philosophies. The sturdy com-

mon sense of the Anglo-Saxon mind has marked the whole pro-

gress of our philosophical inquiries, and we are happy to see it

still maintaining its old vigor in the works of Dr. Uphatn. No
sweeping hypothesis, comprehending all things, and pronouncing,

with imperious dogmatism, its verdicts, has been tolerated in the

philosophical inquiries of the English mind. The principles of

Bacon are adhered to here as well as in the physical sciences.

The desultory and confused conversation of a few friends on meta-

physical subjects suggested to Locke his ideas on the limitations

of the human understanding; the origin, nature, and relations of

ideas form the scope of his great, though defective, work. Berke-

ley, seizing on one thought of Locke, that " ideas of sensation are

often changed by the judgment," wrought out his beautiful disco-

very of the theory of vision, a psychological fact, and lived to see

it experimentally demonstrated by the celebrated operation of
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Chcselden ; and though transcendental in many of his speculations,

this is his only doctrine that the English mind has placed in the

list of its acknowledged philosophical truths. Edwards wrote on

the will. Hartley confined his labors to one great point, the asso-

ciation of ideas, and left it almost perfect. Rcid, it has been

justly said, does not refute Locke, but modifies and explains him
;

and the Scotch school are honored, not reproached, by the name

with which Cousin would stigmatize their philosophy,—the

"Scotch common sense."

In this gradual and inductive manner has the English philosophy

advanced, until the introduction of the German vagaries by Cole-

ridge, and his imitators on this side the Atlantic. Scarcely a Bri-

tish author has attempted a complete system of the mind, because

in so doing too much must be merely hypothesis. Dr. Upham's
system is indeed general and comprehensive : he treats of the

entire mind, but he does it by combining into a whole the results

of the research of his predecessors on insulated subjects of the

science; he presents, in a collective form, all that has been dis-

covered, without attempting hypothetical solutions of what remains

yet unsolved.

The process of the continental speculations has been in direct

contrast with that of the English. Their seminal principle was

Kant's theory of the pure reason. His successor, Fitche, evapo-

rated into pure idealism. Schelling succeeded, with a proclama-

tion of pantheism ; and Hegel followed, resolving all things into

utter nihilism. Not content with the induction of those mental

matters of fact which have attracted and limited the speculations

of English philosophers, these bounding speculators have leaped

from the finite to the infinite, and have fallen back again headlong,

not into the finite, but the lower abyss of nihilism. Cousin was

trained by Rover Collard in the doctrines of the Scotch school

;

but they were too tame for him, and he expresses the fancifulncss

of his present system, when he tells us that he adopted it because

it " embraced, in one splendid generalization, God, man, and the

universe." This is not the genuine spirit of philosophy,
—

" a spirit

which," says Brown, "is quick to pursue whatever is within the

reach of the human intellect ; but which is not less quick to discern

the bounds that limit every human inquiry, and which, therefore,

u\ seeking much, seeks only what man may learn."

It is gratifying to find that the sober, practical sense of the

Anglo-Saxon mind cannot be long beguiled by such illusions.

" tule Germany and France have been crazed for ages with every

•pedes of metaphysical mania, school rising upon the ruins of
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school, each proving the other absurd—while their whole literature

and religion have been modified by their speculations, the English

mind has kept its old practical course of inquiry, applying its Ba-

conian principles almost as rigorously to metaphysics as to phy-

sics. The French could learn only sensualism and materialism

from Locke ; the English have learned from him common sense.

The designation, " common sense," applied to the Scotch philoso-

phers in contempt, is, we repeat, a noble eulogy. Opposing schools

have never been produced by the Anglo-Saxon mind. And what-

ever ferment an occasional translator or imitator, like Coleridge or

Carlyle, may excite, it is soon forgotten amidst sterner inquiries.

You can no more divert John Bull's intellect from this course, than

you can his stomach from roast beef. It is no defect ; it shows

the robustness of his mental constitution. All practical arts, and

solid learning, and truly refining literature, have his hearty respect,

and in them he excels all other modern people ; but on this emas-

culate nonsense he looks with either astonishment or contempt. In

philosophy the English mind has had a Bacon, in metaphysics a

Locke, in physics a Newton, in theology a Butler, in the drama a

Shakspeare, and in the epic a Milton. None of the nations which

contemn it as obtuse can rival these names. They are a sufficient

vindication of the Anglo-Saxon intellect the world over.

Another characteristic of the transcendental speculators to which

we object is, the ajfectation in style and sentiment which marks

most of them, especially our own. The pure reason which Kant

says intuitively recognizes the fundamental principles of truth, is,

in their opinion, an afflatus of divinity. Hence they are inspired.

Mr. Emerson, who may be considered the representative of the

transcendental system in this country, is an ideal pantheist : to him

and his followers God is revealed in every flower and mote, essen-

tially, identically, not merely in the effects of his wisdom and

power. Hence a morbid, fanciful admiration, if not adoration, of

nature. It is utterly the reverse of a pure and healthful taste ; it

is effeminate, and in many cases melancholy.. We love* nature,

and poetry, which is the reflection of nature—we court their sweet

exhilarations—but we shrink from the tremulous sensitiveness of

these ruminating minds. Such susceptibility was not a character-

istic of the classic intellect. The Greeks and Romans have excelled

all others in taste : their judgments of nature and of art, their poetry,

oratory, sculpture, and architecture, are the models of the world ;

but they knew nothing of this feminine sensibility. A manly vigor,

an intellectual mightiness, pervade all their works. The taste which

we condemn, though pre-eminent in these pseudo metaphysicians,
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is not, we regret, peculiar to them. In our modern poetry we mis-

take, frequently, hypochondriasis tor pathos. What a morbid melan-

choly pervades our most popular authors ! White, Mrs. Hemans,

Burns, and many of the love pieces of Moore and Byron, cannot

be read without leaving the mind depressed with an enfeebling

sentiment of—we scarcely know what—something akin to whining

grief. "Sentimentalism" is a modern germination of the heart.

Jt is not found in the old Greek tragedy, nor in the Latin love

poets, nor in the amorous Fablieux of the middle ages. None of

our earlier writers are marred with it. There are imagination,

passion, and pathos in them all, but they are all healthful ; there is

nothing enervating, nothing whining. Take the most luve-sick

passages of Anacreon—what voluptuous passion, and yet what

healthful, racy vigor they possess ! The stamina of the ancient

mind gives an energy and elevation to the softest manifestations

of the passions in all the classic poets. Our standard writers are

of the same character. You will look in vain for the girlish senti-

mentalism of the later poets in the noble verse of Chaucer, Spen-

ser, Milton, or Shakspeare. If it is excusable in our poets, it

never can be in our metaphysicians. In them we look for clear

and profound thought, not rhapsody, or puling sentiment. W e

know of but one of them to whom the charge is not applicable;

we refer to Brownson ; but lie was so determined on a " hop, skip,

and jump" progress, that he did not wait long enough for a tho-

rough infection. Emerson and Alcott are unquestionably moon-

smitten.

This affectation extends even to the article of style. The pure,

simple, strenuous words of " English undefiled,"' in which Locke

expresses the most abstruse phenomena of mind, Butler the pro-

foundest principles of theology and ethics, and Shakspeare the

noblest sentiments of poetry, are rent and twisted into all fantasti-

cal involutions, to conform them to the vagaries of a foreign and

flatulent literature. We need not give examples : they have been

quoted in the public prints to the laughter of all sensible men.

It is an intolerable misnomer to call this dreamy nonsense phi-

losophy. Philosophers ! Socrates, Bacon, and Locke, would doff

the cloak, if they were required to share the name with our tran-

scendental school. These philosophers, so called, have sprung

from Unitarianism. Mr. Emerson may be considered their truest

type ; a gentleman of singular intellectual traits ;
such a one as

nature would produce if she should attempt to make a philosopher,

but before she were half way through the effort, should abandon

it to make a poet ; and, finding this impracticable, should give up
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in despair, having formed neither, but an intellectual hermaphro-

dite. Mr. Emerson, we have said, is an ideal pantheist. His

little book on " Nature" heartily advocates the Berkeleian doctrine,

and, like all his lectures, abounds in such rhapsodical beauties,

such dreamy conceptions, as we never should have believed could

be sublimated from the tough energies of a Yankee brain. He is

a literary phantasm. But few men of mature minds or mature

years, we believe, have entered into the speculations which have

been the amusement and contempt of our eastern states for the last

few years : yet they have found a wide sway among the youths of

our colleges, some of the younger clergy, and that large class in

all our cities and chief villages whose unfortunate education enables

them to converse allusively on all subjects, without an accurate

idea of any. The authors of the famous " Pursuits of Literature"

would have reveled in such materiele for satire as their lyceum

dissertations, literary circles, esthetic tea-parties, oracular phrase-

ology with the obsolete termination in th, and their mawkish senti-

mentalism have afforded. Coleridge himself was not half sjririt-

uelle enough for the New-England school. A smattering of Erench

rendered the lucid style of Cousin somewhat intelligible, but even

he retained too much of the " common sense" of the Scotch school

and Royer Collard. Teachers of German were next in requisi-

tion. Some scraps of the philosophers from Kant to Hegel, some

of the sweet ideals of Schilling, and, above all, the phantasmagoria

*of the "Faust," came into circulation with the brilliancy of new
coins. All tongues kindled with Goethe's name. It became at

once as talismanic as St. Patrick's to an Irishman, and as familiar

as " Lucy Long" to the boys in the street. Goethe, Goethe,

Goethe, was reiterated in the "Dial," uttered amidst exploding

plaudits in the lecture hall, and whined out in the esthetic evening

party, until men who could appreciate his superb powers became

sick of his name. A new class of ideas came into circulation.

Discussions about a "higher life," " progress," the "ideal," were

rife. " Orphic sayings" were solemnly put forth, such as neither

Orpheus nor Hermes, assisted by all the gods and goddesses,

could have interpreted. It seemed, indeed, that old things were to

pass away, and all things become new. The Saviour of the world

was even discovered to have been a mythic character—the Hebrew

"ideal" of virtue—or, at most, but a philosophic teacher, to be

classed with Confucius, Zoroaster, and Socrates. The apostles

were most virtuous enthusiasts ; the Gospels most beautiful myths,

though, like all other religious legends, capable of much correc-

tion. The true idea of inspiration was discovered ; the old He-
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brew idea of it, as a dictation of the divine mind to selected teach-

ers, was scorned ; inspiration was found to be a universal panthe-

istic influence, however different in degree yet the same in nature,

in the prophecies of Isaiah and in what Coleridge has justly called

the "vulgarity, licentiousness, and blasphemy," of the Faust.

Every man had a right to feel himself an imbodied Jove. Our

old men began to scratch their heads, the old ladies to gape with

wonder, the young men wrote transcendental verses, the young

maidens talked of "the mystery of being," and the old ones wrote

dissertations against matrimony, advocating intellectual liasons

between the sexes,* and presided with learned gravity in conver-

saziones where such and similar subjects were discussed.

Now ridiculous as all this pedantic nonsense was, it became

quite infectious. The discussions of Ripley, Parker, Emerson,

&c, together with the congenial character of the Unitarian theo-

logy, tended to nourish it, until it amounted to an epidemic. It

would afford an interesting and admonitory lesson to trace its reli-

gious tendency. Though it has somewhat abated, yet being essen-

tially infidel, it has sapped the religious opinions of many. What
slight religious sentiments remained among the youth of our Uni-

tarian churches have been quite neutralized by it.

Jt is a fact which cannot be denied, and which is acknowledged

and lamented by many Unitarians, that their churches are subter-

fuges for hosts of speculative, if not practical, infidels, men who,

if there were none but evangelical churches around them, would

find themselves compelled to acknowledge their unbelief, and

renounce the forms of religion, which arc now, with them, but

hollow pretences. In objecting to Unitarianism, we would not

denounce Unitarians. "We pretend not to determine how far a

man may err on the particular points in controversy with them,

and be a Christian. Still the fact we assert is unquestionable. A
genuine revival of religion would, in most of their churches, drive

a large part of their principal hearers away in rjisgust. We have

had occasion to learn the internal state of Unitarianism, and we

are compelled to say, that a more powerless, lifeless, vacant form

of Christianity we have not known. With sparse congregations,

didactic prelections in the pulpit, rather than preaching, scarcely

any definite opinions among its communicants, no social devotional

meetings, and a general absence of domestic worship in its fami-

lies, it is precisely what men who disbelieve all religion, but wish

the disguise of its public forms, would ask. And we affirm, that

it has been made such by its so-called philosophical exegesis

—

• Sec the " Great Law-suit,—man versus woman,"— in the " Dial."
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its speculative Germanism. Many of its clergy have the most

vague ideas of the inspiration and authority of the Scriptures.

Palfrey, while an instructor in its theological school, could dispute

portions of the sacred canon. Emerson could defend, before its

university, the sheerest pantheism. Parker, occupying the pulpit

as pastor of a church, and exchanging occasionally with his brethren,

could, night after night, lecture to thousands against the funda-

mental positions of Christianity—his attacks as severe as those of

Rousseau—his compliments to it not half so cordial as those of the

Swiss infidel ; and the weekly organ of the sect in Boston can

publish, week after week, ably-written articles to defend Univer-

salism, and promote a union of the two bodies.

Let it not be said, in reply, that this is the result of a tolerance

of free inquiry. This is but acknowledging the charge. This is

the ruinous defect of the sect. We are the staunchest friends

of the rights of conscience, but this does not oblige us to enter

into compact with all crazed and vagrant thinkers, 03' which

they may have the privilege cf corrupting our children. We will

admit to our platform all who agree with us, and let all others have

their own, and thereon have full and fair- play. This is the right

principle of free discussion—the only tenable one for rational men.

Unitarianism, by its speculative philosophy, has become the

subterfuge of our semi-infidelity. Enter into the social intercourse

of Unitarians, converse much with them, with even their clergy,

and you will find a general absence of experimental views of reli-

gion ; such opinions of the Holy Scriptures as must invalidate

their saving influence ;
such an estimate of Christian ordinances as

must neutralize their renewing power. Talk with them of convic-

tion for sin by the Holy Spirit, of penitence, justification by faith,

peace in believing, the witness of the Spirit, sanctification, the life

of faith ; and though they may use your terminology, you will find

that they comprehend not your meaning.

Some efforts have recently been made to excite abetter religious

spirit in the sect, but they will never succeed without a virtual

abandonment of the system; a return to the common-sense philo-

sophy of the Bible. Religious communities, like the Church of

England in Wesley's day, and New-England in Edwards's, may
become practically degenerate, while their standards of doctrine

remain. Such retain the means of their renovation. But where the

foundations are dislodged, there is no hope but in taking down the

building, removing its rubbish, and relaying the basis. The ten-

dency of such is from bad to worse, till the evil exhausts itself,

and reaction follows. Thus it was with the. speculations of the
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French in the last century, and thus it is with the Socinianism of

Germany, France, and Switzerland. Sheer infidelity is their

crisis. Parkerism, that is philosophical Germanism, is the newest

phase of Unitarianism in New-England.

These imparted speculations have uprooted the religious con-

victions of not only many among the educated, but they have had

an extensive popular influence, and have imbodicd themselves in

a form, however precarious, of popular organization. The whole

nation has been amused several times within two or three years by

accounts of the proceedings of certain conventions held in New-
England, for the purpose of promoting the abolition of the sabbath,

the ministry, the church, &c. These conventions are a product

of the speculations—the revolt from evangelical orthodoxy—which

the new philosophy has introduced. Its terminology forms the

dialect of their cant. The supremacy of the reason, the mythic

and obsolete character of the Bible, the inspiration of all great

minds, &c., are the ideas which are rife in their discussions. They
are* headed by some of the sons of the elite of the community,

whose names are historical in the old commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts. While the leaders are cool-headed adepts in the new
philosophical liberalism, the mass, who compose these whimsical

assemblies, have caught but vague ideas of it
;
yet these vague

ideas are intoxicating to them by their novelty, and the sudden rup-

ture of all the old ligaments of religious belief and restraint which

they induce. The popular partisans enter into them and propose

practical applications of them with genuine popular enthusiasm.

They have, in fact, become infected with a species of fanaticism

for the new skepticism. They are infidel through credulity.

Paradoxical as this may seem, it is a common fact in the natural

history of the human mind. Infidelity frequently arises from sheer

credulity. Herbert published his celebrated work by the advice

of an apparition, and Bolingbrokc was afraid of spectres. Infidelity

is not altogether negative—if it denies a creator, it must affirm

creation to be by chance ; and it is a greater stretch of credulity to

believe that the mechanism of the universe resulted from a con-

course of atoms, than to believe it the work of an intelligent cause;

hence unbelief is sometimes itself fanatical, and much more is the

semi-infidelity referred to.

It is not a reform of the ministry, sabbath, church, &c, that is

proposed by these restless men, but their extirpation. They believe

abuses inseparable from the existence of these institutions. If they

have not the principles, yet they have many of the practical ends,

of the French revolutionists, and an unsparing enthusiasm strikingly
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similar. The obvious fanaticism of this movement has led many
to suppose that it would remedy itself. This is a mistake. Its

enthusiasm is its danger. Enthusiasm has wrought every triumph

of error in the history of our world. The victories of Mohammed-
anism, the prevalence of Popery, the success of Mormonism, and

a thousand other delusions, would never have been effected with-

out this one element. The cool, skeptical logic of Herbert, Hume,
and Bolingbroke, never created a popular party. The opinions of

the French philosophers never produced a popular interest until

they connected with them great practical measures, suited to ex-

cite the popular enthusiasm. Then it was that they became mighty

and subverted the throne, and the altar, and scathed all Europe.

We can scarcely conceive of a project against Christianity more
plausible to the popular mind than the one now noticed,—appeal-

ing as it does to the natural hostility of men to religion, and the

many irhperfections of the church, and connecting itself as it osten-

sibly has of late with the greatest political question of the country,

—the abolition of slavery. It has projected a vast series of popular

conventions—a hundred a year in some instances—and is sending

forth its agents through all the north-western as well as north-

eastern states. It is in fine a vast practical scheme of infidelity,

having the rare fortune never before achieved by speculative skep-

ticism, except in the French Revolution, of imbodying in its plans

a large amount of popular energy.

We affirm again that this movement, identified as it may be with

many popular absurdities, has come of the spurious philosophy of

which we have spoken. They both first appeared in the east, they

were coincident in time, and arc coincident in their principal senti-

ments and phraseology, and the leaders in the one are the firmest

adherents of the other. Parker is their chaplain, Garrison their

rostrum-orator, Quincy and Philips their managers, Burleigh and

Lowell their bards, and Emerson and Alcott their philosophers.

The history of these new psychological and theological specula-

tions has been marked by considerable literary aspiration. Their

votaries have declared that the nation is growing up without a

national literature—that the practical severity of our Saxon intellect

produced by the influence of Baron, Locke, the Scotch philoso-

phers, and above all by our vigorous theology, has congealed the

fountains of sentiment and originality, and prevented the develop-

ment of a national taste. Doubtless, all wise efforts toward a more

characteristic national literature are desirable
; we hail them with

the heartiest good wishes ; but we think time is the chief necessity.

Nations advance gradually, as do individuals. Give us time, gen-
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tlemcn ; we have the germ in the soil, and it will in due season

rise and display its glories like our native magnolia. But forbear

your hot-house processes, and especially keep away your exotics,

which can only sicken in our soil, and shed malaria on our moral

atmosphere. Receive the word of exhortation, gentlemen. Know
ye not, that the first condition of a national literature is that it be a

type of the national character, and that national character depends

largely upon the physical circumstances of a people ? And that

these, in this land, are just the reverse of the hair-splitting philo-

sophy and liquefied sentimcntalism ye offer us? What is this new
world? A vast field for tugging labor and practical arts, immense
mines of metal and fuel, mountains of iron, rivers running from the

pole to the tropics, prodigious inland seas. And what arc the

people upon it ? What were their fathers ? Men who threw defi-

ance at their oppressors in the iron bolts of their strong Saxon
speech, and confounded the conquerors of the world in fields where
yet stand the stumps of the primal forests ; a race of stout-hearted

fighters, stout-minded thinkers, and stout-handed workers, loving

liberty, laboring for their bread, and serving their God. And who
are their posterity? Men who are filling the seas with ships, bind-

ing the land in belts of iron, digging canals through mountains, and
who—'Solemnly sublime spectacle—are marching with a van line

from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico, westward on the falling forest,

at the rate of seventeen miles a year, rearing temples, founding

•cities, and casting manfully the destinies of the future.

And what does the history of the mind of this hardy race teach?

It has produced the Quadrant,* the Steamer, the Cotton-gin, the

Magnetic Telegraph, the practical Franklin in philosophy, the

severe Edwards in theology, the erudite Wr
ebster in philology, the

incorruptible Washington in arms, the energetic Henry in eloquence,

the whole band of clear-headed, far-seeing statesmen of the revolu-

tion. It has had its artists, but all who have won a permanent fame
except one have shared the severity of the national taste ; its Stuart,

and Healey, and Inman, in portraiture, its West and Trumbull in

historic painting. It has produced but one great romantic painter,

—Allston. Sculpture is the severest and noblest of the fine arts
;

it declines the charms of coloring, and its stern beauties inhere

only in the solid stone : our land has just placed one of her sons

at the head of the art, and has placed others of her children hard

by him.

Such a people must have a literature vigorous, strenuous, manly.

You must alter their land and the texture of their brain before you can

* Hadley's Quadrant was invented by Godfrey of Pennsylvania.
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take from them their strong Saxon speech, or their robust common
sense, and you must liquefy their hearts before they will cast away,

as obsolete, that old volume, the truths of which their fathers be-

lieved as utterances from heaven, and under the sanctions of which

they fought the battles of their liberty, and laid the foundations of

their country.

This is the land and such the people for whom you would create

a philosophy and a literature. They have shown themselves capa-

ble of anything great ; but nothing does their history more fully

demonstrate, than the impossibility of grafting on their sturdy in-

tellectual growth the imported follies which you offer them. The
men who would become their literary leaders must be intellectual

athletse ; must study their stupendous scenery, their energetic life,

and reflect in their writings their strenuous traits.

We have extended these remarks too far already for most of our

readers, and have indulged ourselves too far in the wide range we
proposed in the outset; but there are young and elevated mincls

which pant for truth, and read with eagerness everything on these

subjects. We would admonish them against the decorated illu-

sions of this exotic philosophy ; we would teach them to despise

its emasculated spirit, which would dilute our vigorous literature,

unnerve the old energy of our tongue, and evaporate our wholesome
religion. We commend to them the able psychological works at

the head of this article, as specimens of the true English philoso-

phical spirit.

Let us now glance at the next half of the list at the head of our

article. To us these volumes have an extraordinary interest. They
are, in fact, discussions of the doctrine of Christian perfection

—

heretofore considered almost peculiar to our own church. It is

certainly an interesting indication, that an authority so eminent

among our Calvinistic neighbors is found fully committed to a

tenet which we have had to defend almost alone for more than

half a century among American Christians. It is equally interest-

ing to notice the reception which his views receive from quarters,

where assuredly we should have anticipated the outcry of" heresy."

This is not because he has disguised the truth ; for on the con-

trary there is no work in our language, not excepting our own
writers, in which the doctrine of entire sanctification is more fully

stated and applied than in the "Interior Life;" yet the keen Cal-

vinistic critics of the New-Englander* at New-Haven,' the Unitarian

* We understand the New-Englander not to dissent from the degree of Chris-

tian attainment taught by Professor Upham, but to the terms by which it is de-

signated, and the opinion that it is attainable instantaneously, and by faith alone.
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conductors of the Religious Miscellany at Boston, and our own
Arminian Quarterly at New-York, have approved the main posi-

tion of the book.

These three volumes are related to each other, and also to the

psychological works already noticed. The "Interior Life" de-

fines the nature and extent of Christian perfection. " Catharine

Adorna" is an exemplification of it in the life of one of those

extraordinary saints, who, even in the dark ages, hung on the ulcer-

ous bosom of the Papal Church, and who, like Kempis, Gerson,

p.nd Fenclon, are proofs that God is never without witnesses on the

earth. The " Life of Faith" is a discussion of the evangelical con-

dition ox instrumentality of the hidden life, somewhat anticipated,

indeed, in the first of the series, but not sufficiently to supersede a

separate and fuller exposition. They are related to the author's psy-

chological works by the fact that they are founded on a philosophical

basis, and that basis the psychological system which he has de-

veloped in his text-books. It has been justly remarked,* that though

no one need possess a knowledge of mental philosophy in order to

understand these treatises, )
ret no one will read them without pro-

curing that knowledge. Their philosophical character, while it

does not in the least detract from their popular adaptation, adds

much to their interest. The intelligent reader never feels, as he

peruses these pages, that he is treated with illusive reveries or

pious rhapsodies, but that a sound and discriminating thinker,

having advanced through the psychological study of the human
soul until he stands on the acme of its intellectual structure, lias

caught from that position the sublime idea of its relations to the

invisible world—the perception of its moral constitution and capa-

bilities ; that, in fine, this doctrine of Christian perfection is not

merely a religious assumption,—the phraseology of cant,—but a

sublime fact in the relations of the human soul—the ultimate phi-

losophy of the mind. We have said that Dr. Upham's philoso-

phical system classifies the mental phenomena under three heads :

—the intellect, comprehending what some of the older logicians

called perception, conception, judgment, &c. : the sensibilities, or

the emotions and desires ; the latter including the appetites, pas-

sions, affections, and sentiments : and the will, the source of volun-

tary, and therefore of moral action. All these arc brought under

review in his theological treatises, particularly in the first and last

;

and the extent to which each is affected by entire sanctification is

traced. Tim. whole moral man is anatomized, and every ramifica-

tion of the hidden life is ascertained.

* Christian Advocate and Journal.

Vol. VI.— 17
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Besides these psychological traits, the works on the " Interior

Life," and " Faith," abound in important theological dissertations.

In the former, the definition of Christian perfection is lucid and

well-guarded ;— il corresponds essentially with Wesley. In stating

the means of its attainment, we think the author remarkably happy.

These are self-consecration and faith ; the entire appropriation of

all that we are and have unto God, and then the implicit belief that

he accepts the sacrifice through the merit of Christ. Faith is,

indeed, asserted to be the single condition of sanctification, as of

justification ; but the act of consecration is a preliminary to the

condition in sanctification, as repentance is in justification. The
author, we think, very wisely emphasizes this view of his subject.

He would have his readers deliberately and systematically set

apart themselves, and all that pertains to them, in a covenant of

consecration to God. This act of consecration is a matter of

consciousness ; to him that makes it, the fact cannot be vague or

equivocal : he knows it, and from the very laws of the mind must

know it. He is then in the exact, attitude for the next step, faith.

God commands him to be holy ; the promises are all yea and

amen to those who dedicate themselves to a holy life ; he has done

so, he is conscious that he has done so ; how then can he hesitate

to believe and enter into rest?

The explanation of " appropriating faith" is very clear and satis

factory in the " Interior Life," but is illustrated and applied in the

" Life of Faith" more fully and luminously than in any other

work with which we are acquainted. The observations on the

" Faith of Acceptance " we value most highly ; and in respect to

the chapters on a life of signs and manifestations, as compared
with a life of faith, and on emotional experience, we agree with

*

the New-Englander, that " they constitute a real and valuable

contribution to the philosophy of the Christian life."

On the subtil question heretofore discussed at some length in

this Review, viz., How far temptations can affect the sensibilities

of a sanctified man without guilt, the Treatise on the Interior Life

is as minute and discriminating as the difficulties of the subject

will admit.

The Treatise on Faith, we think, will be more highly prized by

the theological student than the Interior Life. It is more critical

and elaborate. The First Part discusses some of the philosophical

and Scriptural principles of faith. It asserts faith to be a natural

law of our constitution, and an element in most of our relations

with society. The difference between this natural principle and

religious faith is clearly defined. Part the Second illustrates with

17*
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much minuteness the power of faith or its application to " man's

inward nature." The author's psychological system is here again

manifest. The relation of faith to the intellect, the sensibilities,

and the will, is stated with much precision. Part Third illustrates

" the relation of faith to the divine guidance or the operation of the

Holy Ghost in the soul."

Thus much for the philosophy and theology of these works. In

regard to their style we may repeat what the author himself has

somewhere said respecting the papers of Addison, in the Specta-

tor, on moral and psychological subjects, that the felicity of his

diction often disguises the profundity of his observations, and leads

his reader to undervalue their real ability. Professor Upham evi-

dently writes without labor. Such facility is often a characteristic

of loquacious superficiality ; but sometimes also of fertility and

ready insight. Walter Scott wrote his best works at the rate of

nearly twelve volumes a year, and his most labored efforts were

always his worst. There are occasional marks of diffuseness in

the treatises on the Interior Life and Faith, as in the author's text-

books ; but we doubt that they could be much more elaborated

without injury to their popular adaptation. Theological and philo-

sophical as we have described them to be, they are, nevertheless,

eminently practical. They are designed for the mass, and a work
is so far perfect as it is suited to its object. But there is a higher

clement in style than mere verbal arrangement. Two writers may
use an equally careful phraseology, and, nevertheless, be totally

distinguished in their style. Sameness of style exists only among
common-place minds, where none of the strong traits which always

give individuality to genius are found ; for style, in fact, is more
the result of subtil manifestations of intellectual and "moral qualities

than of a collocation of words. Taking the term in this higher

sense, the style of these volumes has peculiar excellence. It flows

like a limpid stream, sometimes meandering, indeed, but always

through rich fields whose luxuriant growth is reflected from its

transparent surface. The best style is that in which the animus
of the writer is congenial with his subject, and blends with it like

a lateral stream with the main current. Thus is it with these

volumes. Their author's ideas flow from his heart as well as his

head. The serenest temper, such as he teaches, pervades his

I>:igcs, and that high and steadfast faith, that profound quietude of

spirit and unutterable oneness with God, of which he treats, are

obviously with him matters of experience as well as speculation.

» his congeniality of the author's style with his subject gives a
raarm to his religious works : we are reminded of Fcnelon at
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ever)' page. It accounts, we think, for the comparatively cordial

reception which they have met from such opposite quarters. The

reader feels that polemical criticisms are idle here; that while the

perspicuity of the discussion forbids them, its sacredness repels

them, and unless strangely unimpressible, he will pass from chapter

to chapter with a disposition, every moment increasing in docility

and earnestness, to learn simply the truth, and will close at last,

exclaiming, " Lord, I believe, help my unbelief."

Let it not be supposed that we are dealing in mere adulation.

These works have their faults, and if we had set down solely to

expose them, we might have made a very different sketch. The

value of a good or great work does not, however, consist in its ex-

emption from minute faults, but in its possessing great excellences.

Hyper-critical tests would demolish the most splendid literary

renown ; the pages of Homer, Milton, and Shakspeare, are

strewed with minute blunders. No fastidious thinker can read

our author's religious volumes without wishing amendments, and

the squeamish one may think he sees gross heresy in some

passages where, however, there is but an occasional lack of fuller

qualification.

One of the greatest defects of these volumes is what would be

an excellence in more strictly scientific works, viz., the mutual

dependence of the parts. Often in the discussion of a particular

topic, positions are assumed which we see would be dangerous

without qualification, and we conclude the subject without finding

the necessary explanations ; but meet them, it may be, in a far

subsequent part of the book, without a word of reference to their

previous necessity.

We think there is a marked defect also in the observations on the

"Assurance of raith." If we understand him, our author means

by this phrase what we call the Witness of the Spirit ; for he says,

" It is a state of mind existing on the part of the subject of it which

excludes doubt in relation to his own personal and religious ac-

ceptance." He limits this precious blessing to a state of entire

sanctification ; whereas it is our doctrine, and we thought that

of all who admitted the " knowledge of sins forgiven," that the

justified soul receives this divine witness before it reaches the

higher state of entire purification. That he thus limits "assu-

rance " we think is obvious from passages which the reader will

observe on pages 122, 133, and 163-4 of the Treatise on Faith.

Our author has not retrograded in this respect from the opinions

of his own church, but has rather advanced a step beyond them ;

for it has, though somewhat against its older standards, generally
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denounced the profession of a personal knowledge of acceptance

with God as spiritual presumption.

A third fault is the want of stronger qualification in the chapters

which directly or collaterally treat of Selfishness and Disinterested-

ness. "Catharine Adorna" is especially liable to abuse in these

respects. The former editions of the " Interior Life" were marked
by unguarded passages, which, however, were subsequently cor-

rected at the suggestion of this Review. Still there is a general

savor of the "devout error" of Fenelon and Hopkins about the

whole book, and "Catharine Adorna" is thoroughly redolent of it.

We consider it purely a metaphysical abstraction, capable of very

little practical effect, good or evil ; but so obviously untenable as

to be unworthy the predilection which our author shows for it. In

the work on Faith he has, however, fully guarded against its abuse.

We think he gives the true doctrine of selfishness on pages 159,

170-3, 181, 364.

There is also a general tendency toward the spirit of the mystics

in these three volumes. It is not carried too far, but the reader

perceives it with tremulous misgivings, that the devout fascination

of these sainted but mistaken writers may yet too fully imbue the

author. He evidently consults them much ; he has given us some
of their choicest ideas, but has copied too much their style.

We must close here by recommending, and we would do it with

all possible emphasis, these volumes to our theological readers,

especially the " Interior Life," and " Life of Faith." Their defects

are, in contrast with their excellences, but as spots on the sun.

They are mines of theological gold.

Boston. , S.
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Art. VI.— 1. The Life and Correspondence of T7io?nas Arnold,

D. D., late Head Master of Rugby School, and Regius Pro-
fessor of Modern History in the University of Oxford. By
Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, M. A. London : B. Fellows, 1844.

2 vols. 8vo. [Reprinted; New-York: D. Applelon & Co. 1 vol.

small 8vo.]

2. The History of Rome. By Thomas Arnold, D. D. London :

3 vols. 8vo. [Reprinted ; New-York : D. Appleton & Co.

2 vols. 8vo. 1846.]

3. Sermons, illustrative of the Interpretation of Scripture. By
Thomas Arnold, 1). 1). London: B. Fellows, 1845. 1 vol. 8vo.

4. Introductory Lectures on Modern. History. By Thomas Kk-
nold, D. D. Edited, from the second London Edition, with a

Preface and Notes, by Henry Reed, M. A., Professor of English

Literature in the University of Pennsylvania. New-York : D.

Appleton & Co. 1846.

5. School Sermons, chiefly delivered in Rugby Chapel. By Tho-
mas Arnold, D. J). London : B. Fellows, 1844. [Reprinted;

New-York : D. Appleton & Co. 1846.]

Though wc have placed several works at the head of this article,

we shall confine our remarks chiefly to the first,—the Life of Dr.
Arnold.

One of the first copies of this book that reached this country was
placed in our hands, and, fond as we are of biography, we were
somewhat startled by two sizeable volumes about the life of a man
of whom we knew so little. We had, indeed, heard of Dr. Arnold

as the prince of English schoolmasters ; but the world is not used

to reading two volumes of schoolmaster's biography. We knew
that he had got out a tolerably good Thucydides, but that was no

title to immortality. Wc were aware, too, of his labors in trans-

lating Niebuhr into a shape which Englishmen might be induced to

look at: that he had fought the Oxford " malignants w long and well:

and that he had made a most promising debut as lecturer on his-

tory in the ancient university: yet with all this he had never risen

up, before our mind at least, into the dimensions of a great man;
and we rather shrunk, as we have said, from the task of reading

two octavos about his sayings and doings among men. Yet wc
took them, as in duty bound, determined at least to begin, if not to

complete, their perusal. The oil of our evening lamp gave out

before we laid the book aside ; the first work of the morning was

to renew our delightful task, and with expanding thoughts, and
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throbbing heart, and mournful self-condemnation, and joyous hopes

of self-recovery, we traveled on with the great vian, revealed to us

as it were from heaven, until at last, with tears that would not be

restrained, we stood beside his death-bed. Never before did a

biography so stir our inmost being, so awaken us from dreams of

worldliness and selfishness, so convince us that goodness is the

truest, surest foundation of greatness, so assure us that the busiest

and most earnest human life, a life filled to overflowing with hu-

man anxieties, affections, labors, and sympathies, may yet be a life

"hid with Christ in God." And not once only, but again and

again have we read the book, with ever-fresh interest and ever-in-

creasing advantage ; and so strong is our conviction of its intrinsic

value, and especially of its adaptation to our own times and our

own country, that we would gladly place it in the hands of every

man and boy in the land. We now invite our readers to tarry with

us awhile, in communion with this book and with the noble man
whose spirit gives it life, hoping that the hour thus spent will induce

not a few of them to commune more fully with the Life of Thomas
Arnold, and with Christ, in whom Thomas Arnold lived and died.

Corn at Cowes, in Westmoreland, in 1795, he received his

academical training at Winchester, where he remained until 181 1.

lie was remarkable at this period for a tendency to indolence, an

infirmity, however, which could not be suspected from the restless

activity of his after life. He was remarked, also, for his fondness

for history and geography ; and even at fourteen, he. was discrimi-

nating and skeptical enough to be indignant "at the numerous

boasts which are everywhere to be met with in the Latin writers."

" I verily believe." he adds, "that half, at least, of the Roman his-

tory is, if not totally false, at least scandalously exaggerated." In

1SI1 he was elected a scholar at Corpus Christi College, Oxford;

and in 1S15, fellow of Oriel College. At Corpus Christi he was

associated with Keble, the well-known author of the Christian

Year, and with Mr. Justice Coleridge, for whom he maintained an

unabated affection to the end of his life. In Oriel he found a circle

of young men who have made more impression upon the English

mind than any sons of Oxford have produced since Wesley's time ;

— Coplcsion, now the accomplished bishop of Llandaff ; Whately,

world-renowned for his honest adherence to Christian truth, and his

clear insight into the cause of men's errors ; and Hampden, so fa-

mous for the persecution which he endured in 183G from his former

friends, who conspired, with what we cannot but consider an

atrocious malignity, to crush a strong man that stood in their way.
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Newman, too, the arch-hcrcsiarch and apostate, and Pvscij, his

more cowardly and cunning coadjutor, connected themselves with

Oriel just as Arnold left it,—the former, indeed, taking his vacant

fellowship. But the mischief of these men was yet slumbering.

Arnold attached himself closely to Whately, and, doubtless, owed
many of his opinions to his intimacy with that eminent man. His
principal studies were Aristotle, Thucydides, and Herodotus; and
he retained his passion, especially for the former, in after years.

Though full of life and frolic,' (he was a boy, indeed, all his life

long,) it was seen by his friends at Oxford, that there were in him
the elements 'of a noble and powerful nature.

In 1818 Arnold was ordained deacon ; in 1819, settled at Lale-

ham, in 1820 he was married. He remained nine years at Lale-

ham, taking a few young men as private pupils in preparation for

the universities. In more than one sense this was the great turn-

ing-point of his life. He seems at this period to have taken deeper

and stronger views of duty than he had known before : to have

considered well the life that lay before him, and to have marked
out his course with the most complete self-command, and yet with

the most complete self-abasement. His indolent habits were
brushed away like cobwebs

; the vague and ill-defined ambition

which besets so many strong young men, and which seems to have
possessed him during his younger years, was banished for ever:

more than all, certain religious doubts, which had caused him much
perplexity, were utterly put to flight,—not, indeed, by intellectual

processes, but by what is far more effectual, the regimen of " holy

living, prayer, and visiting the poor," and by a living union of his

heart with Christ, a union so deep, so intense, so absorbing, that,

as his biographer remarks, "the impression on those around him
was often as though he knew what others only believed, as though
he had seen what others only talked about." His outward life at

Laleham was calm and tranquil ; but he was then preparing the

weapons which he was afterward to use on many a stormy battle-

field, and forming himself, by a steadfast adherence to the line of

every-day duty, for times of trial in which all his powers of nerve

and endurance were to be called into requisition. His school-life

here took the character which was afterward so splendidly deve-

loped in the larger sphere of Rugby : a character whose basis was
laid in his thorough devotion to his work, as a work worthy the

whole life and energies of a Christian minister. One of his pupils

writes thus of his work at Laleham:

—

" His hold on all his pupils perfectly astonished me. It was not so
much an enthusiastic admiration for his genius, or learning, or elo-
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qucnce, which stirred within them: it was a sympathetic thrill, caught

from a spirit that was earnestly at work in the world—whose work was

healthy, sustained, and constantly carried forward in the fear of God

—

a work that was founded in a deep sense of duty, and its value ; and

was coupled with such a true humility, such an unaffected simplicity,

that others could not help being invigorated by the same feeling, and

with the belief that they, too, in their measure, could go and do like-

wise."

—

Life, vol. i, p. 41.

At Laleham, too, he first displayed the almost incredible industry

which formed so marked a feature of his subsequent character.

Lessons began at seven in the morning, and, with/he interval of

breakfast, lasted till nearly three ; then he would walk or skirmish

(as he called it) across the country, and dine" at half-past five. " It

was only in the drawing-room, after tea, with young men on all

sides of him, that he would commence work for himself." Yet

with all his school engagements he found time to work at a Lexi-

con of Thucydides and at his edition of that author. In 1824 he

studied the German language for the sake of reading Niebuhr's

Rome, and then for the first time learned (what many others were

still later in discovering) the depth and research of German litera-

ture. In 1825 he introduced Niebuhr to the English public in an

article in the Quarterly Review, and by 1827 he had finished his

able contributions to the Encyclopedia Metropolitana, on Roman
History, from the time of the Gracchi to that of Trajan. He pre-

pared, also, a sermon every week, a volume of which (the first of

Ins series) was published in 182S. The following extracts from

his letters in regard to this volume are so characteristic, that we
must not omit them :

—

" If the sermons are read, I do not care one farthing if the readers

think me the most unclassical writer in the English language. I am
not conscious of the ex cathedra tone of my sermons—at least not be-

yond what is proper for the pulpit, where one does in a manner speak

ex cathedra."—Life, vol. i, p. 49.

In answer to a complaint, that the sermons " carried the stand-

ard so high as to unchristianize half the community," he says :

—

" I do not see how the standard can be carried any higher than

Christ or his apostles carry it, and I do not think that we ought to put

it lower. 1 am sure that the habitually fixing it so much lower, espe-

cially in all our institutions and public practice, has been most mis-

chievous."

—

Life, vol. i, p. 50.

In 1S2S Dr. Arnold was placed in a more enlarged sphere of

labor, as head master of Rugby School, and in the same year he

was ordained priest, and took the degree of D. D. The situation
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was in many respects a desirable one for him, and yet he had some
misgivings, in view of the greatness of the task that would be

devolved upon him,—and of the fact that he should have to throw

aside his old coats

!

" If I do get it, I feel as if I could set to work very heartily, and
with God's blessing, I should like to try whether my notions of school

education are really impracticable, whether our system of public schools

has not in it some noble elements, which, under the blessing of the

Spirit of all holiness and wisdom, might produce fruit even to life eter-

nal. But when I think of the perfect vileness which I must daily con-

template, the ce'rtainty that this at best can be only partially remedied,

the irksomeness of ' fortemque Gyan fortemque Cloanthit?n,' and the

greater form and publicity of the life which we should there lead, when
I could no more bathe daily in the clear Thames, nor wear old coats

and Russia duck-tvowscrs, nor hang on a gallows, nor climb a pole, I

grieve to think of the possibility of a change."

—

Life, vol. i, p. 79.

To Rugby he went, preceded by a high reputation, which was
founded more upon the representations of the eminent men with

whom he had formed connections at Oxford, than upon any public

acts of his own. J)r. Hawkins had assured the trustees, that if

"Arnold went to Rugby he would change the character of the

public schools all over England," and Dr. Hawkins knew his man.

Arnold threw his whole life and soul at once into the school work.

With characteristic independence, he had secured the entire control

of the school before finally accepting the charge, and on com-
mencing his duties, determined to do his duty, at all hazards, to

shrink from no responsibility,—but to admit no authority into the

school except his own. In short, he was, and meant to be, a complete

dictator: and power was never intrusted to worthier hands. The
reform of a great English public school, especially at that period,

was a greater task than we, in this country, can possibly imagine:

abuses, hoary with age, had so interwoven their ivy branches with
the very walls of the establishment, that the attempt to pluck them
away seemed likely to bring the whole fabric to the'ground. But
Arnold was not the man to cherish abuses because of their anti-

quity. The manner of instruction at Rugby did not suit him,—he

changed it: the subjects taught were not in accordance with his

views,—he substituted others : the discipline of the school had got

to such a pass that expulsion was almost unknown,—and he adopted

the principle, that " it is the first, second, and third duty of a school-

master to get rid of unpromising subjects." It was soon noised

abroad that the head master of Rugby was a leveler and a de-

structive. The English country gentry had no other conception
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of a public school than that it was a fit receptacle for troublesome

80nS)—a hospital to which they might send their leprous boys, and

have them out of the way. And here, forsooth, was a schoolmas-

ter, who, instead of keeping the criminals and "flogging their vices

out of them," sent them back to their parents, with the pleasant

assurance that Rugby was no place for such. It was too bad.

And so from all quarters there were heard denunciations, loud and

bitter, of the intractable and self-willed master : the trustees were

assured that he would ruin the school ; and he himself was beset

on all sides, both by the persecutions of enemies and the fears of

friends. But he had prepared himself for all this, and -his inflexible

purpose was maintained. His indomitable will prevailed ; as such

will, when it has right on its side, always must. The country

gentlemen found that they had a man to deal with, in the Rugby

schoolmaster, and soon gave him up : it was said, that a new era

in education had begun there, and students flocked in faster than

lie wanted them : more than all, his untiring devotion to his work,

the earnest spirit of religion which he infused into it, the uniform

kindness of his manner, and the ardent youthfulness of his feelings,

gained him the full affection of his pupils, and his victory was won.

In a few years his place was secure ; on whatever other grounds

people might accuse him, as the head of a great school he was

above calumny; and so he had his field fairly before him, and year

after year he toiled in its cultivation, full of heart and hope. Four-

teen years he spent at Rugby ; and such years ! quiet and peaceful

in the calm repose of his home ; ever active, yet still calm in the

labors of the school ; fiery and stirring in his ardent sympathies

with the distresses of the time, and in his earnest battles with its

vices and its crimes. As Whntely says, "he was attached to his

family as if he had no friends, to his friends as if he had no family,

and to his country as if he had no friends or relations." He adopted

heartily Bacon's maxim, that in this world "God only, and angels,

can be spectators," and determined, that " whatever his hand found to

do," he would "do it with his might." Of his school labors we shall

speak more at large hereafter : amid them all he found time to work

at his Thucydides, to lay out the ground for his Roman History,

to prepare volume after volume of sermons, and to pour forth in

newspapers, magazines, and reviews, his thronging thoughts en

the political evils of the day. The interest he took in public affairs

was such as can rarely be felt by men not actually engaged in po-

litical life : national sins and calamities pierced through and through

his private domestic peace, and planted their arrows in his very

heart. " I have a testimony to deliver, and must write or die," he
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would say, when some of his prudent friends remonstrated with

him for endangering (as they thought) his own popularity and the

reputation of the school by his political writings: he would attack

the evil as it rose,—believing that " the wisdom of winter" might

become the "folly of spring." In 1829 he published a pamphlet

on " the Christian Duty of conceding the Claims of the Roman
Catholics," which made him many enemies, especially among the

bigoted clergy of his own church, who would not believe in the

honesty of any man who could see further than themselves. The
first volume of his Thucydidcs appeared in 1830, the second and

third in 1833 and 1835. Four volumes of sermons appeared be-

tween 1829 and 1842 : and between 1838 and 1812, the three first

volumes of the History of Rome, which was broken off, by his

death, at the end of the second Punic war. Surely, this man be-

lieved, as he said, that work is the calling we are born for. Of his

mode of life at this period, the following passage will give a good

idea:

—

" Perhaps the scene, which, to those who knew him best, would
bring together the recollections of his public and private life in the

most lively way, was his study at Rugby. There he sat at his work,
with no attempt at seclusion, conversation going on around him—his

children playing in the room—his frequent guests, whether friends or

former pupils, coming in or out at will—reariy at once to break off his

occupations to answer a question, or to attend to the many interruptions

to which he was liable ; and from these interruptions he would return

and recommence his writing as if it had not been broken off. ' Instead

of feeling my head exhausted,' he would sometimes say after the day's

business was over, 'it scums tu have quite an eagerness to set to work.

I feel as if I could dictate to twenty secretaries at once.' Yet he
would often wish for something more like leisure and repose. It was
from amidst this chaos of employments that he turned, with all the

delight of which his nature was capable, to what he often dwelt upon
as the rare, the unbroken, the almost awful happiness of his domestic
life. It is impossible adequately to describe the union of the whole
family around him who was not only the father and guide, but the

elder brother and playfellow of his children—the gentleness and devo-

tion which marked his whole feeling and mariner in the privacy of his

domestic intercourse. Those who had known him only in the school,

can remember the surprise with which they first witnessed his tender-

ness and playfulness. The severity and the playfulness, expressing
each in their turn the earnestness with which he. entered into the busi-

ness of life and the enjoyment with which he entered into its rest,

were alike natural to him. There too were his hours of thorough relax-

ation, when he would throw off all thoughts of the school and of pub-
lic matters—his quiet walks by the side of his wife's pony, when he
would enter into the fidl enjoyment of air and exercise, and the outward
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face of nature, observing with distinct pleasure each symptom of the

burst of spring in the richness of summer— ' feeling like a horse paw-

ing the ground, impatient to be off, as if the very act of existence was

an hourly pleasure to him.' "

—

Life, vol. i, pp. 211-213.

A beautiful picture of innocent happiness ; and, what ineffably

heightens its beauty, it was the happiness, not of a mere vegetable

man, but of a great soul that was filled with great thoughts. We have

seen the course of his daily life sufficiently from the above extract : it

was almost monotonous in its regularity, varied only by his vaca-

tion residences at the quiet home which he had secured for him-

self at Fox How, or by the summer rambles over the continent,

which must have been so congenial to his active mind, and fur-

nished it with so much appropriate nutriment. He continued this

course of life without external change, boldly attacking all abuses

in church and state, battling with Conservatism, and Puseyism, and

High-Churchism like a hero, stemming as great a tide of obloquy

as ever was poured upon a private man in England, and at last, by

sheer dint of force of character and talent, breaking down all pre-

judice, and taking a stand, such as he was justly entitled to hold,

as one of the foremost men in the land. Satisfied as he was with

his work at Rugby, he yet looked longingly for a wider sphere,

and nowhere in England could that sphere be found for him except

at Oxford, for which he had always cherished an almost overween-

ing fondness. In 1S42 his earnest hopes, or rather longings, were

realized by his appointment to the Regius professorship of modern

history, vacated by the deatli of Dr. Narcs. Nor did the appoint-

ment occasion greater joy to himself than to the literary world of

England generally ; his great abilities, and especially his acquire-

ments and capacities as a historian, were universally acknowledged;

and men hoped that a new era would dawn upon the ancient uni-

versity when he should commence his career there. Triumphantly

indeed was it commenced, by an inaugural delivered before one

of the largest audiences that had ever listened to a professor's

voice in Oxford; and his introductory course of eight lectures*

gave promise of a complete fulfillment of the strongest hopes, either

of himself or his friends. Alas ! alas ! that the beginning should

have been the end !

There were perhaps few happier men in England than Thomas

Arnold, when he came back from Oxford in February, 1842, after

the brilliant opening that he had made there. With new zeal he

entered upon his school duties and upon his Roman History. His

bodily health, with the exception of a slight indisposition in May

* Republished in this country by Messrs. Appleton.
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of this year, had always been perfect ; the brightest visions of his

youthful ambition were in a fair way to become realities, and, more

than all, the way to greater and more extended usefulness was

opening wide before him. Let us now spend another day with

him, at the close of his school term, Saturday, June 11. In the

morning he was busily employed in examining the boys in Ranke's

History of the Popes, and most of the day was spent in the busi-

ness of the school, the distribution of prizes, and arrangements

preparatory for the holidays. The last school exercise was, " Do-

mus Ultima:" the last translation was from Spenser's "Ruins of

Time :" the last words of his closing lecture on the New Testa-

ment were, "It doth not yet appear what we shall be; hut we

know that, when He shall appear, we shall be like him, for ice shall

see him as he is." " So too," he said, " in the Corinthians, 'for

now ivc sec through a glass darkly, but then face toface? " " Yes,"

he added, with marked fervency, " the mere contemplation of Christ

shall transform us into his likeness." In the evening he took his

usual stroll in the garden, and talked with a friend, remonstrating

with him in regard to a tendency to Oxford errors, and closing his

appeal with a fervent " God be praised, we are told the great mode
by which we can be affected—we have his own blessed assurance,

' the words which I speak unto you, they are spirit and they are

life.'" At supper the boys were struck with the cheerfulness and

liveliness of his manner.

" One more act, the Inst before he retired that night, remains to be

recorded,—the last entry in his Diary, which was not known or seen

until the next morning, when it was discovered by those to whom every

word bore a weight of meaning, which he who wrote it had but little

anticipated.

'"Saturday evening, June 11. The day after to-morrow is my
birthday, if I am permitted to live to see it—my forty-seventh birth-

day since my birth. How large a portion of my time on earth is

already passed! And then—what is to follow this life ? In one sense

how nearly can I now say, " Vixi :" and I thank God that, as far as

ambition is concerned, it is, I trust, fully mortified. T have no desire

other than to step back from my present place in the world, and not to

rise to a higher. Still, there arc works which, with God's permission,

I would do before the night cometh. But, above, all, let me mind my
own personal work,—to keep myself pure, and zealous, and believing,

—

laboring to do God's will, yet nut anxious that it should be done by me
rather than by others, if God disapproves of my doing it."'

—

Life,

vol. ii, p. 277.

Between five and six o'clock on Sunday morning, June 12th, he

awoke with a sharp pain across his chest, but again composed

himself to sleep : the fears of Mrs. Arnold, however, were awa-
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kcncd, and she rose and called an old servant, who had long

attended the sick bed of Dr. Arnold's sister. Returning to his

room,—
M She observed him lying still, but with his hands clasped, his lips'

moving, and his eyes raised upward, as if engaged in prayer, when all

at once he repeated, firmly and earnestly, 'And Jesus said unto him,

Thomas, because thou hast seen thou hast believed ; blessed are they

who have not seen, and yet have believed ;' and soon afterward, with

a solemnity of manner and depth of utterance which spoke more than

the words themselves, ' But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all

arc partakers, then are ye bastards, and not sons.'

"From time to time he seemed to be in severe suffering; and on

the entrance of the old servant before mentioned, said, ' Ah ! Elizabeth,

if I had been as much accustomed to pain as dear Susannah was, 1

should bear it better.' To his wife, however, he uttered no expressions

of acute pain, dwelling only on the moments of comparative ease, and

observing that he did not know what it was. But the more than usual

earnestness which marked his tone and manner, especially in repeat-

ing the verses from Scripture, had again aroused her worst fears ; and

she ordered messengers to be sent for medical assistance, which he
had at first requested her not to do, from not liking to disturb, at that

early hour, the usual medical attendant, who had been suffering from

indisposition.

"As the clock struck a quarter to seven, Dr. Bucknill (the son of

the usual medical attendant) entered the room. He was then lying on
his back—his countenance much as usual—his pulse, though regular,

was very quick, and there was cold perspiration on the brow and
cheeks. But his tone was cheerful. ' How is your father V he asked
on the physician's entrance : 'lam sorry to disturb you so early—

I

knew that your father was unwell, and that you had enough to do.'

He described the pain, speaking of it as having been very severe, and
then said, ' What is it ?' While the physician was pausing for a mo-
ment before he replied, the pain returned, and remedies were applied

till it passed away : and Mrs. Arnold seeing, by the measures used,

that the medical man was himself alarmed, left the room for a few
moments to call up her second son, the eldest of the family then at

Rugby, and impart her anxiety to him ; and during her absence her

husband again asked what it was, and was answered that it was spasm
ot the heart. He exclaimed, in his peculiar manner of recognition,
' Ha !' and then on being asked if he had ever in his life fainted 1 ' No,
never.' If he had ever difficulty of breathing? 'No, never.' If he
ever had sharp pain in the chest 1 ' No, never.' If any of his family

had ever had disease of the chest ? ' Yes, my father had—he died of
it.' What age was he 1 ' Fifty-three.' Was it suddenly fatal ? ' Yes,
suddenly fatal.' He then asked, ' If disease of the heart was a com-
mon disease ?' ' Not very common.' ' Where do we find it most V ' In

large towns, I think.' ' Why V (Two or three causes were mentioned.)
' Is it generally fatal V ' Yes, I am afraid it is.'

"The physician then quitted the house for medicine, leaving Mrs.
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Arnold, now fully aware, from him, of her husband's state. At this

moment she was joined by her son, who entered the room with no
serious apprehension, and, on his coming up to the bed, his father, with
his usual gladness of expression toward him, asked, ' How is vour
deafness, my boy V (he had been suffering from it the night before,)

—

and then, playfully alluding to an old accusation against him, ' you
must not stay here

;
you know you do not like a sick room.' He then

sat down with his mother at the foot of the bed, and presently his

father said, in a low voice, ' My son, thank God for me ;' and as his

son did not at once catch his meaning, he went on, saying, ' Thank
God, Tom, for giving me this pain: I have suffered so little pain in

my life, that I feel it is very good for me : now God has given it to

me, and I do so thank him for it.'

" Meanwhile his wife, who still had sounding in her ears the tone

in which he had repeated the passage from the Epistle to the Hebrews,
again turned to the Prayer-book, and began to read the exhortation, in

which it occurs in ' the Visitation of the Sick.' He listened with deep
attention, saying emphatically, ' Yes,' at the end of many sentences.
' There should be no greater comfort to Christian persons than to be

made like unto Christ.' ' Yes.' ' By suffering patiently troubles, ad-

versities, and sickness.' ' Yes.' ' He entered not into his glory before

he was crucified.' ' Yes.'

"The physician now returned with the medicines, and the former

remedies were applied : there was a slight return of the spasms, after

which he said, 'If the pain is again as severe as it was before you
came, I do not know how I can bear it.' He then, with his eves fixed

upon the physician, who rather felt than saw them upon him, so as to

make impossible not to answer the exact truth, repeated one or two
of his former questions about the cause of the disease, and ended bv
asking, ' Is it likely to return ?' and, on being told that it was, ' Is it

generally suddenly i'atal V ' Generally.

'

" The physician, who was dropping the laudanum into a glass,

turned round, and saw him looking quite calm, but with his eyes shut.

In another minute he heard a rattle in the throat, and a convulsive

struggle,—flew to the bed, caught his head upon his shoulder, and
called to one of the servants to fetch Mrs. Arnold. She had just left

the room before his last convulsion, with the physician, in order to

acquaint her son with his father's danger, of which he was still uncon-
scious, when she heard herself called from above. She rushed up
stairs, told her son to bring the rest of the children, and with her own
hands applied the remedies that were brought, in the hope of reviving

animation, though herseli feeling, iroin the moment she saw him, that

he had already passed away, lie was indeed no longer conscious.

The sobs and cries of his children, as they entered and saw their

father's state, made no impression upon him ; the eyes were fixed
;

the countenance was unmoved ; there was a heaving of the chest

—

deep gasps escaped at long intervals—and just as the usual medical
attendant arrived, and as the old school-bouse servant, in an'agonv of

grief, rushed with the others into the room, in the hope of seeing' his

master once more,— he breathed his last."

—

Life, vol. ii, pp. 273, 270.
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The religious character of Dr. Arnold has been to some extent

developed in the preceding pages. The world has rarely seen so

noble a combination of intellectual power with humble piety ; affec-

tions so ardent, consecrated to God ; industry so indefatigable,

laboring constantly for Christ; a will so indomitable, subdued en-

tirely into the captivity of Christian obedience. His whole theory

and practice of religion can be summed up in one word

—

Christ.

He believed that " any man could make himself an atheist by

breaking off his own personal communion with God in Christ."

His faith seems to us to have been more powerful, to have seized

upon the reality of Christ's life with a stronger grasp, than any

man's that we have ever known. By it he daily saw the Invisible.

" His rich mind filled up the naked outline of the gospel history

;

it was to him as exciti?ig as any recent event in modern history of

which the actual effects are visible." Hear how he prayed, and

believe that his prayer was answered :

—

" Lord Jesus Christ, who didst take our nature upon thee, and art

now standing as the Son of man at the right hand of the Majesty on

high, reveal thyself to our minds and hearts, as thou didst to the bodily

eyes of thy martyr Stephen : as thou didst comfort and strengthen him
in his suffering, so, Lord, do thou warn and chasten us in our enjoy-

ments ; making us to know and feel that in thee is our only life, and

that if we cleave not to thee, and have not thee abiding in us, we are

dead now, and shall be dead for ever."

—

Life, vol. ii, p. 311.

This abiding life of Christ in his own heart—this constant and

immediate communion with him as the source of spiritual lite,

while it kept his own piety always active and ardent, fortified his

mind against all forms of false doctrine, and gave additional in-

tensity to the opposition which he waged against the Oxford heresy.

His fundamental objection to the Newmanites was, that they "put

Christ's church, and Christ's sacraments, and Christ's ministers,

in the place of Christ himself." Nor yet, while he maintained the

doctrine of justification by faith against all formalists and Roman-

ists, did he fall into the error, too common we fear in these days,

of resting his hopes for salvation upon his belief in that doctrine:

on the contrary, he knew full well that a man may believe in justi-

fication, without the faith which justifies, and so he clung to Christ,

and Christ alone, as the only Saviour of sinners; and justification

with him was not a mere doctrine, but a fact. So indeed his

whole religion was practical, rather than theoretical ; life, rather

than opinion ; a matter of the heart, rather than the head. Although

in many points like Paul, the unwearied, self-sacrificing, argumen-

tative apostle, or even like Peter, ardent even to enthusiasm, and

Vol. VI.— 18
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bold even to rashness, he was still more like unto John, the

beloved apostle, hanging about the person of Christ, resting upon

his bosom, satisfied only in his presence, and breathing the very

atmosphere of his love. And yet, what is most admirable, this

lofty Christian character was so brought down to the necessities

and weaknesses of cvery-dav life, that it seemed impracticable to no

man, however feeble in faith or humble in hope, who saw its con-

stant development in Arnold's daily conduct. He was no saint,

secluded from the world, exhaling his life away in pious visions in

cell or cave,—abnegating all human sympathies and affections, and

gaining a fancied elevation of superiority to earthly things—to be

gazed at but not imitated : on the contrary, he was full to overflow-

ing of kindly affections, sympathizing to excess with all human

affairs, and working intensely in the ordinary labor of man's life.

The great charm of Arnold's religious character consists in the

rich harmony of high qualities which it presents. Endowed with

a lofty intellect, which was the handmaid, rather than the enemy,

of his faith, he never degenerated into rationalism ;
possessed of

burning affections and an iron will, he never had even a tincture

of fanaticism ; severe against 'sin, as the enemy of God, and against

error, as the prolific parent of sin, he yet dealt kindly, as his Mas-

ter had done, with sinners, and held no man responsible for errors,

unless deliberately imbibed and obstinately persisted in against the

light of truth. Another marked feature was his determination to

cairy his religion everywhere, believing that it was intended by

God that the church should be the salt of the earth. His school

was to be a school oi Christian young men ; his Roman history

was to be a Christian history ; and, strange as it may seem to

those good men who fear to enter the arena of political strife from

fear of its contaminating atmosphere, his politics were Christian

politics. In short, " he lived as seeing Him who is invisible," and

sought to act, on all occasions, as if in the immediate presence of

his Judge.

With such qualifications, Arnold could not but be a powerful

and successful minister of Christ. But he had the additional qua-

lification, which is far more rare, of a true insight into the design

of God's revelation, and the use which men are to make of it.

The Bible was for him no repository of speculative opinions, but a

vast magazine of weapons from which the spiritual warrior must

arm himself for the conflict with the powers of darkness. His

views of the interpretation of Scripture were more far-reaching

than those of any divine with whom we have become acquainted :

on this subject, indeed, his thoughts were busy during his whole

18*
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life, and he considered the Essay which he wrote upon it* the most
important and useful work that lie had accomplished. He consi-

dered Scripture as a guide to us, not in its letter, but in its spirit

:

a guide, so far forth as we are circumstanced exactly like the per-

sons to whom it was originally addressed. He deemed the "es-
sence of the gospel revelation to consist in the views which it

affords us of God's dealings and dispositions toward us, and of our
consequent duties toward him :" and what he wanted in the inter-

pretation of Scripture was, to " abstract from what is commonly
called doctrine everything which is not of this kind ; and, secondly,
for what is of this kind, to present it only so far forth as it is so,

dropping all deductions which we conceive may be drawn from it,

regarded as naked truth, but which cannot be drawn from it, when
regarded as a divine practical lesson." His object was not, accord-
ing to the usual practice, to use the Scripture in order to establish

certain religious opinions, but to study its contents themselves,—
to end, instead of beginning, with doctrine. But the great pecu-
liarity of Arnold's system of interpretation lay in his principle that

"God's dealings with any particular generation of men are but the

application of the eternal truths of his providence to their particu-

lar circumstances"—and that the/o?7?i of that application is greatly

varied. He would have considered, for instance, any attempt to

justify polygamy, or slavery, or the wholesale slaughter of con-

quered nations, from the Old Testament, as absolutely turning the

truth of God into a lie. He considered a man a heretic, not for

holding this or that opinion, but for " doting about strifes of words,"

whether right or wrong. He considered the application of such

passages as Titus iii, 10; 2 John 10, 11 ; or Jude 3, 19, 23, to

the present differences of opinion among Christians as mere bigo-

try and a palpable perversion of the designs of Scripture. Illus-

trations of these principles may be found throughout his sermons,

but especially in the volume placed third in order at the head of

this article.

Thus qualified, by gifts, acquirements, and graces, to render

faithful service as a minister of Christ, Dr. Arnold devoted him-

self to his calling unreservedly. Nor could any other branch of

the ministerial work have called all his high powers more com-
pletely into requisition than the post to which he was called, at the

head of a great school. We are sure that our readers will not

find fault with us for dwelling at some length upon his character

and labors in this, the great work of his life. He is said to have
been the first man in England to raise the profession of a school-

s
, Attached to the second volume of Sermons.
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master to its true dignity : and even in his case some men of the

world thought that his powers were wasted in that office. " What
a pity," said such, " that a man fit to be a statesman should be cm-

ployed in teaching school-boys ;" as if the teacher of school-boys

did not make the statesman ! As if the cure of souls, and of souls

in that most trying period of their development, the dangerous days

of youth—and the training of immortal beings to the stature of

manhood, for which God made them,—as if this were not an occu-

pation worthy of any intellect, however noble its gifts, however

ample its acquirements ! It saddens us to think how prevalent are

low and unworthy views of the office of the teacher, even in our

own country, where everything depends on its right fulfillment.

Perhaps Arnold's noble example may stimulate many young minds

to enter into this work with juster views of its grandeur and Chris-

tian elevation. Arnold must have been great and noble anywhere;

but great and noble was he especially at the head of his three

hundred scholars, every one of whom he watched anxiously, as the

purchased of Christ. He felt that as a teacher he had "a mighty

game to play, where the pawns were living creatures, and the

adversary the devil." The following extract from a letter written

just as he arrived at Rugby, and before he had entered upon his

duties fully, will show how grave and lofty were his views of the

work to which he had consecrated himself:

—

i f Next week will he the grand experiment ; and I look to it natu-

rally with great anxiety. I trust I feel how great and solemn a duty

I have, to fulfill, and that I shall be enabled to fulfill it by that help
which can alone give the ' Spirit of power, and of love, and of a sound
mind,' the three great requisites, I imagine, in a schoolmaster. You
need not fear my reforming furiously : there I think I can assure you ;

but of my success in introducing a religious principle into education, I

must be doubtful : it is my most earnest wish, and I pray God that it

may be my constant labor and prayer ; but to do this would be to

succeed beyond all my hopes
;

it would be a happiness so great, that

I think the world could yield me nothing comparable to it. To do it,

however imperfectly, would far more than repay twenty years of labor

and anxiety."

—

-Life, vol. i, p. 226.

And again, speaking of the requisites of an assistant master :

—

"The qualifications which I deem essential to the due performance
of a master's duties here, may in brief be expressed as the spirit of a
Christian and a gentleman,—that a man should enter upon his busi-

ness not etc Traoipyov, but as a substantive and most important duty

;

that he should devote himself to it as the especial branch of the minis-
terial calling which he has chosen to follow

; that, bclonrun" to a rreat

public institution, he should study things lovely and of°good report

;
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nnd that he should have sufficient vigor of mind and thirst for know-

Icdge to persist in adding to his own stores without neglecting the full

improvement of those whom he is teaching."

—

Life, vol. i, p. 92.

To estimate the difficulty of the task which Arnold had before

him, it must be recollected that when he commenced his duties

at Rugby, the school had fallen so low, that an eminent man
remarked " that he had gone to galvanize a dead jackass,"—that

a general feeling of dissatisfaction with public schools prevailed

in England at the time,—that classical studies were attacked with

especial violence,—and, worse than all, men eminent both for

piety and public station, such as Wilberforce, had raised their

voices against the system, because of its really unchristian charac-

ter. That these voices were not lifted up without cause is certain.

Dr. Moberly, head master of Winchester School, writes, that when
lie went to the university, the tone of the young men there, whe-

ther they came from Eton, Winchester, Rugby, Harrow, or wher-

ever else, was decidedly irreligious. " A religious undergraduate

was very rare, very much laughed at when he appeared :" indeed,

such were " hardly to be found at all among public-school men

;

or, if this be too strongly said, hardly to be found, except in cases

where private and domestic training, or good dispositions, had

prevailed over the school habits and tendencies." So deeply,

indeed, was Arnold himself impressed with the clangers of public

schools when free from the restraints of religion, that he unfolded,

in one of his early sermons to his pupils, the cause which led good

men to declare that "public schools are the seats and nurseries of

vice," and, at a later period, set forth the evils by which he sup-

posed that " great schools are likely to be corrupted, and to be

changed from the likeness of God's people to that of a den of

thieves." The chapter of the work before us, in which the me-

thods and the spirit of Arnold's school government are set forth,

is admirably clear and minute ; but we can only indicate, in this

place, its general features.

His whole management of the school was founded on the con-

viction, that what he had to look for, both intellectually and

morally, was not performance, but promise; and that the very

freedom of school life might be made the best preparation for

Christian manhood. Perilous, indeed, he knew the probation to

be
;
so perilous, that with his tender feelings he could never receive

a new boy from the hands of his father without trembling ; but

this very perception of the dangers of the system only prepared

him the more effectually to guard against them. But he believed

also that the period of this dangerous probation, through which
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even- youth must pass, might be made shorter at a public school

than elsewhere ; and his constant anxiety was to shorten it, by in-

stilling the principles of manly piety into the boy's mind as early

as possible. He labored, therefore, not merely to check particular

vices, but to create a feeling of abhorrence for evil, as such. " I

always think," said he, " of the psalm, ' Neither doth he abhor

anything which is evil.'"

" Among all the causes which in his judgment contributed to the

absence of this feeling, and to the moral childishness which he consi-

dered the great curse of public schools, the chief seemed to him to lie

in the spirit which was there encouraged of combination, of compan-
ionship, of excessive deference to the public opinion prevalent in the

school. Peculiarly repugnant as this spirit was at once to his own
reverence for lawful authority, and to his dislike of servile submission

to unlawful authority ; fatal as he deemed it to all approach to sym-
pathy between himself and his scholars ; to all free and manly feeling

in individual boys ; to all real and permanent improvement of the

institution itself; it gave him more pain when brought permanently
before him, than any other evil in the school. At the very sight of

a knot of vicious or careless boys gathered together round the great

school-house fire, 'it makes me think,' he would say, 'that I see the

devil in the midst of them.' From first to last it was the great subject

to which all his anxiety converged. No half year ever passed with-

out his preaching upon it ; he turned it over and over in every possible

point of view ; he dwelt on it as the one master fault of all. ' If the

spirit of Elijah were to st:md in the midst of us, and we were to ask
him, " What shall we do then ?" his answer would be, " Fear not, nor

heed another's voice, but fear and heed the voice of God only." ' "

—

Life, vol. i, p. 103.

In the system of school instruction itself there was nothing pe-

culiar : all depended upon the principles on which the instruction

was given, and the impulses which his own example afforded.

Even the ordinary instruction given to the classes was invested

with the same sense of moral responsibility as the exercises more
directly religious. .Mere talent was not so respectable in his eyes

as mediocrity combined with conscientious industry. On one

occasion he had spoken somewhat sharply to a dull pupil, when
the boy looked up in his face and said, "Why do you speak

angrily, sir ?—indeed, I am doing the best that I can." Years after-

ward he used to tell the story to his children, and say, "I never

felt so much ashamed in my life—that ] 00k and that speech I have

never forgotten." To all cruuuniiig \ iC was a deadly foe : his ob-

ject was rather to awaken the minds of boys than to load them with,

information which they could not digest. "You came here," ho

would say, "not to read, but to learn how to read :"—and both in
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iheir translations from ancient authors, and in their original com-

jwsitions, he strove to bring out their own powers : and for this

end their subjects were so selected as to oblige them to read and

think for themselves. " I call that the best theme," he said, "which

shows that the boy has read and thought for himself; that, the

next best, which shows that he has read several books, and digested

what he has read ; and that, the worst, which shows that he has

followed but one book, and followed that without reflection."

Besides the incidental religious instruction which he imparled in

the course of the regular recitations, he made the Scripture lessons

a vehicle of more direct teaching. A deep impression was made

upon the minds of the boys by the mere spectacle of a man, whose

greatness seemed to them almost awful, treating the Scriptures

with so deep a sense of reverence as Arnold always displayed for

them. "He appeared to me," writes a pupil, whose intercourse

with him never extended beyond these lessons, " to be remarkable

for his habit of realizing everything that we are told in Scripture.

You know how frequently we can ourselves, and how constantly

we hear others, go prosing on in a sort of religious cant or slang,

which is as easy to learn as any other technical jargon, without

seeing, as it were, by that faculty which all possess of picturing to

the mind, and acting as if we really saiv things unseen, belonging

to another world. Now, he seemed to have the freshest view of

our Lord's life and death that I ever knew a man to possess."

It was in the school chapel that Arnold's greatest power over his

pupils was gained. Before his time, the school had a separate

chaplain, and preaching to the pupils had never been deemed an

essential part of the head master's office. But with such views of

the office as he held, such an arrangement could not last ;
and,

accordingly, in 1831, he asked for, and obtained the chaplaincy,

without additional salary, and from that period to the end oi his

life he preached regularly on every Sunday afternoon. And such

sermons! 'so clear, so pointed, so full of the very warnings and

instructions that his audience demanded ; so affectionate, yet so

severe ; so mild, yet so decided :—and yet we arc told that they

were written always between the morning and afternoon service,

and that he preached them while the ink was hardly dry
!
A volume

of the school sermons has been republished in this country :
would

that such sermons could be preached on every Sunday in every

school and college in the land !

" But more than either the matter or manner of his preacliiiur. was

the impression of himself. Even the mere readers of his sermons

will derive from them the history of his whole mind, and of his whole
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management of the school. But to his hearers it was more than this.

It was the man himself, there, more than in any other ptace, concen-

trating all his various faculties and feelings on one sole object, com-
bating face to face the evil with which, directly or indirectly, he was
elsewhere perpetually struggling. ... It is difficult to descrihe, without

seeming to exaggerate, the attention with which he was heard by all

above the very young boys. Years have passed away, and many of

his pupils can look, back to hardly any greater interest than that, with

which, for those twenty minutes, .Sunday after Sunday, they sat beneath

that pulpit, with their eyes fixed upon him, and their attention strained

to the utmost to catch every word that he uttered."

—

Life, vol. i, p. ] 51.

We should delight to dwell longer on Dr. Arnold as a school-

master, and lo quote some of the many anecdotes with which the

biography abounds, illustrative of his affectionate interest in the

boys, and kind, familiar intercourse with them; but our limits warn

us to bring our article to a close. No wonder that he gained the

hearts of his pupils : no wonder that the university should soon feel

the influence of the Rugby men ; and that religious undergraduates

should have become as common at Oxford as they were rare before

Arnold's time. And no wonder, that before his death, it was known

all over England that Rugby was a Christian school, and that the

happy contagion spread to many other of the large seminaries.

God prospered the work of the good man's hands.

A few words, now, upon the great features of Dr. Arnold's cha-

racter, as they developed themselves not only in the school, but in

his writings, his politics, and, in short, in his whole life. Of his

gentleness, his ardent affections, his enthusiasm, his humility, and

his industry, the preceding pages speak : but there is one great cha-

racteristic, so strongly marked as to put all the others in the shade,

lo which we wish to direct the special attention of our readers,

namely, the thorough love of truth, without regard to consequences,

which was the guiding principle of all his opinions and actions.

The majesty of such love of truth consists in its being a conquest

of human passions. The mere preference of truth to error, as

such, is not so wonderful :— it is the natural tendency of the human

understanding, which cannot love error for its own sake, which

cannot rest in anything but truth, if the play of its faculties be un-

disturbed by opposing or distracting forces. But the actual world

in which we live is full of such forces. The needle is true to

the pole, only when there is no disturbing attraction to deflect it:

in man, the love of self, developing itself in ambition, in avarice,

in lust, in indolence, is stronger than the love of truth. All these

must be subdued before she can occupy her rightful throne of
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supremacy in the soul ; and mighty men alone achieve sucli victo-

ries. It is for this reason, that the heart worshipers of truth have

been so few in the world. In all time there have been, as there

are now, brawlers, and partisans, and controversialists, enough, on

all sides, of all possible opinions, all proclaiming their supreme

devotion to the truth ; and all ready to fight for it, weep for it, pray

for it, suffer for it, live for it, die for it,—anything but love it.

Why? Because, in doing all these brave and noisy things, men

can gratify their own passions, while in loving the truth they must

crush them. The real follower of truth takes the wreath from his

own brow to bind it upon hers ; the man who only acts the hero

for her, expects her glory to be reflected upon her champion, and

would pluck the noblest garland of praise from her shrine to crown

his own forehead withal. So, the question is not, with most men,

in regard to any doctrine, " Is this true ?" but, " Does it accord with

my system ? will it advance my sect ? will it please my party 1 will

it strengthen my reputation V —or, as Carlyle says of Voltaire,

—

"
' Can others be convinced of this ? can I truck it in the market for

power?' To suclf questioners, truth, who buys not and sells not,

goes on her way and makes no answer."

The man who conquers these passions, who gets above the pre-

judices of his time, who emerges from the Cave* or the Den, whose

ears are not stunned by the babbling of men's tongues in the Forum,

whose eyes are not dazzled by the shifting lights of the Theatre, is,

as we have said, a mighty man. Strong indeed he must be, to

achieve such a conquest, and stronger, immeasurably, does the

conquest make him. To such a man, Christ has promised that

" he shall know the truth, and the truth shall make him free :" such

a man, "resting and assuring himself upon God's protection and

favor, gathcrcth a force and faith which human nature itself could

never attain."! These, then, freedom and power, are the gifts,

great and precious, which the earnest love of truth brings to her

votary. The bonds which fetter the limbs of others, he breaks, as

did Samson the green withes of the Philistines : the hollow

conventionalities which enslave and palsy the minds of ordi-

nary men, are but gossamer to him : the many-tongucd voice of

popular hate, or of popular applause, falls unheeded on his ear
:
he

is ever free and strong. His name may, and probably will, be cast

out as evil ; his very virtues may be stigmatized as crimes ;
his

ardor may be called imprudence, his firmness obstinacy, his bold-

ness temerity : he may, and probably will, make enemies on the

• Bacon—Idola Spccus, Tribus, Fori, Theatri. f Bacon, Essay on Atheism.
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right hand and on the left, and bring upon himself sorrow, reproach,

and suffering ; but none of these things move him :

—

Through all changes and all chances, he undaunted still advances,

Lord alike of success and disaster
;

for he knows, that whatever becomes of himself, the cause for

which he lives, the truth for which he toils, must and will finally

triumph. In this class of great men Thomas Arnold must be

enrolled. If there was one feature that characterized him more

strongly than all others, it was his earnest love of truth, and his

fearless honesty in proclaiming it. We shall allude to a few points

in his history illustrating this assertion.

Consistent, then, in the first place, with this great characteristic

of earnest truthfulness, was his advocacy of private judgment as

the right, nay, as the duty, of every Christian man. His faith in

Christianity was complete, but it was not gained by the surrender

or the sacrifice of his mental powers. He held no opinions on

which he feared the fullest light of day to fall. "Faith, without

reason," says he, " is not properly faith, but mere power worship;

and power worship may be devil worship."

" There is no eml to the mischiefs done bv that one very common and
perfectly unscriptural mistake of opposing faith and reason, or whatever
you choose to call the highest part of man's nature. And this you will

find that the Scripture never does : and observing this, cuts down at

once all Pusey's nonsense about rationalism : which, in order to be
contrasted seripturully with faith, must mean the following some lower
part of our nature, whether sensual or merely intellectual ; that is, some
part which does not acknowledge God. But what he abuses as ra-

tionalism is just what the Scripture commends as knowledge ; and to

this is opposed, in Scriptural language, folly, and idolatry, and blind-

ness, and other such terms of reproof According to Pusey, the forty-

fourth chapter of Isaiah is rationalism, and the man who bowed down
to the stock of a tree was an humble man, who did not inquire, but be-

lieve. But if Isaiah be right, and speaks the word of God, then Pusey,
and the man who bojvcd down to the stock of a tree, should learn that

God is not served by folly."

—

Life, vol. ii, p. 52.

Nor did he hold this theory merely for himself, and require others

to renounce their own judgment in favor of his. Even in the school,

he always desired his pupils to form their opinions for themselves,

and not take them in trust from him. " It would be a great mis-

take," he would say, "if I were to try to make myself here into a

pope."

Consistent, also, with this honesty of heart, was his preference

for the comprehensiveness of Bible truth, rather than for fixed sys-
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[cms, creeds, and formulas ; and, as a necessary consequence, the

liberal and catholic feelings with which he regarded all branches

of the Christian church. Whoever were on Christ's side were on

his : the bigotry which seems to be the second nature of so many
Church of England preachers was a stranger to his bosom. Un-
like them, and their pitiful imitators in this country, he could enter

without fear into a Presbyterian church; (and call it a church, too;)

could find "the singing of the congregation" delightful, and could

be edified by the prayers, though they were not to be found in the

book. Every man who preached the gospel of Christ in its purity

was in the apostolical succession for him. More strongly still was
this love of truth, victorious over all prejudices of education, place,

and connections, displayed in his writings upon the Church of

England. We have before spoken of his article in the Edinburgh,

for 1826; and of his Essay on Church Reform, in 1833; both

of which must have sounded like the voice of doom in the ears of

the slumbering drones that infest and curse the Establishment. It

was bold, indeed, in a young clergyman of the Church of England

to expose the "parrot-like" phrases, of which the lovers of old

abuses are so fond, such as, " the venerable Establishment;" "the

heroic martyrs of the church;" "the mild and tolerant spirit of its

doctrines and ministers :" bold, indeed, to speak of "the constitu-

tion in church and state," as being like " the feet of the image in

Nebuchadnezzar's dream, which were made part of iron and part

of miry clay,—the church [the clay part] patched up in a hurry

three hundred years ago, out of elements confessedly corrupted,

and ever since allowed to subsist, unlooked to and unmended, as

if, like the water of the Thames, it would grow pure by the mere

lapse of time." In short, he did not hesitate to call it a "corrupt

system, which in many points stands just where it did in the worst

days of Popery, only reading 'king' or 'aristocracy' in the place

of pope." And this, too, while he loved the church most ardently,

and was himself, with all his interests, bound up in her welfare
;

was himself one of her ministers, and had to break through the

esprit du corps completely, before he could open his mouth.

With such views and feelings, it was in entire harmony with his

leading principles to throw the whole weight of his character and

influence against the Oxford heresy. Let it be remembered that

the men who were engaged in this attempt to carry the Church of

England back to the embraces of Rome were eminent for their

ability ; that they had risen up in the same college in which Arnold

had lived
; that for one of them, at least, he cherished an affection-

ate regard
; that their views were put forth under the guise of great
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love for the church, and great enmity to Rome ; that the highest

dignitaries of the church seemed afraid, at first, to censure the

movement, while some of them, not very indirectly, gave it their

countenance ;—and Arnold's honest boldness will appear in strong

relief. Nor did he, like many others, stop at half measures ;—he

went at once to the root of the matter. He saw through the utter

falseness and emptiness of the claim of apostolical succession, as

every right-minded man must, who knows anything of church his-

tory ;—and he was too good a logician not to see that if this claim

were admitted, all the rest might as well be yielded at once.

The Tractarians commenced their labors by giving forcible expo-

sitions of the moral and social evils of England : evils whose ma-

lignant presence Arnold keenly felt and earnestly deplored ; and he

was, therefore, the more indignant when he found that the only

panacea which they had to offer was the apostolical succession,

—

that to the millions who were crying for bread they had nothing to

offer but a stone.

" My quarrel with Newman and with the Romanists, and with the

dominant party in the church up to Cyprian,—and all that I have named
are exactly in the same boat,— is, that they have put a false church

in the place of the true, and through their counterfeit have destroyed

the reality, as paper money drives away gold. And this false church
is the priesthood, to which are ascribed all the powers really belonging

to the true church, with others which do not and cannot belong to anv,

human power. But the priesthood and the succession are inseparable,

—-the succession having no meaning whatever, if there be not a priest-

hood. It has always vexed me to see the clergy coqucting as they do

with the doctrine of succession, and clinging to it. even while they

stoutly repudiate all those notions of the priesthood which the succes-

sion doctrine really involves in it.'"

—

Life vol. i, p. 229.

Here is a passage which we recommend to the notice of our

" evangelical" brethren of the Episcopal denomination in this

country:

—

" It is by this handle that the Xewmanites have gained such ground,

especially with the evangelicals,—for they, too, have been fond of the

succession notion, and when the doctrine has been pressed to its con-

sequences, they have, in many instances, embraced them, however
repugnant to their former general views of doctrine."

—

Life, vol. i, p. 233.

Arnold could no more find the church system, or rather the priest

system, in Scripture, than he could the worship of Jupiter. lie

deemed it absurd to hold the apostolical succession,—the corner-

stone of priestcraft, and therclore of Popery,—short of Romanism.
So too, he believed that tradition, as an authoritative interpreter of
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Scripture, is not only valueless, but absolutely destructive to all

genuine interpretation : and that " church authority, whether early

or late, is as rotten a stall' as ever was Pharaoh's,— it will go into a

man's hand to pierce him. I am as well satisfied that if you let in

but one little finger of tradition you will have in the whole monster,

horns, and tail, and all."

Now, we think that Arnold's course on this subject was an ex-

hibition of honest boldness such as the world rarely sees. One

man, and one only, holding a high station in the Church of England,

has ventured to go so far as he ; and the name of Richard Whately
is held in honor among all men who can appreciate whatever is

noble or lofty in our human nature. But what Episcopal preacher

of any eminence in this country, whether high-church or low-church,

would venture to hold such opinions as these,—or, holding them,

to avow them? Puseyism, indeed, they will assail, but who among
them will attack that which gave Puseyism its vantage-ground

—

the apostolical succession ? We have yet to see the man, of the

present generation, bold enough for this.

Consistently, too, with his earnest truthfulness of character, Dr.

Arnold was r\o party-man, either in church or state. Although his

sympathies were always with the people and his votes were gene-

rally given to the whigs, neither of the great rival parties of the

day could claim him as their own, and both regarded hirn as a

''crotchety" man, full of notions of his own, and entirely too stiff

to be useful in a day of strife. " If I had two necks," says he, " I

should think that I had a very good chance of being hanged by

both sides."

"Be of one party to the death, and that is Christ's; but abhor

every other : abhor it, that is, as a thing to which to join yourselves
;

for every party is mixed up of good and evil, of truth and falsehood
;

and in joining it, therefore, you join with the one as well as the other.

If circumstances should occur which oblige you practically to act with

any one party, join it with a sad and reluctant heart; for it is in Christ's

cuu.se only that we can act with heart and soul, as well as patiently

and triumphantly sudor. Do this amidst reproach, and suspicion, and

cold friendship, and zealous enmity ; for this is the portion of those

who seek to follow their Master and -him only. Do it, although your

foes be of your own household ; those whom nature, or habit, or choice,

had once bound to you most closely. And then you will understand

how, even now, tberc is a daily cross to be taken up by those who
seek not to praise men, but God

;
yet you will learn no less, how that

cross, meekly and firmly borne, whether it be the cross of men's ill

opinion from without, or of our own evil nature struggled against within,

ia now, as ever, peace, and wisdom, and sanctificalion, and redemption,

through Him who first bore it."

—

Sermons, vol. iii, p.2C3.
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It is clear, then, that he opposed the spirit of party, not from any

fear of the embarrassments into which it might lead him,—for his

earnest resistance cost him greater sacrifices than yielding would

have done,—but because he hated it, as the foe of truth and good

But while he sedulously kept himself free from all entangling

political alliances, there was no concealment of his real political

opinions ; all England knew him as the great enemy of toryism. His

political doctrines might be summed up in one word

—

progress. " It

boots not to look back,'' said he,—"Forward, forward, forward, should

ever be our motto." He had cast off utterly that prejudice of anti-

quity which binds so many strong minds as with fetters of iron. And
well he might, for this prejudice has cost mankind more wretched-

ness and suffering, and has hindered the progress of right, and truth,

and happiness, more, perhaps, than all other causes put together.

It is true that a just respect for antiquity finds support in the best

principles of our nature. It is just, to a certain extent, that we
should regard that which has triumphed over time, as containing

within itself the seeds of immortality. But there is a limit to the

application of this just reverence, beyond which it becomes a blind-

ing prejudice. To the man who has gone beyond this limit, hoary-

error is more venerable than recent truth. He would rather err

with former ages than be right with the present. Such a man is

your thorough conservative,—a man who would rather dwell in

the old tottering edifice until the winds batter it down about his

ears, than live in peace and comfort under one built on new-fangled

principles of political architecture. In religion, he thinks that

the old times were better than the present ; and, although the

church, with all her faults, is purer and more energetic now than

she has been at any former period in the history of Christianity, he is

perpetually groaning over departures from old standards, and pre-

dicting that the love of change will one day sweep off all that is

lovely and of good report from the face of the earth. The spirit

of progress is not in him. 1 lis face is not turned toward the future

in hope, but toward the past in sadness. Inslcad'of the true, this

man loves the old ; and change, of whatever sort, he resists, simply

because it is change. This spirit—ihc spirit of "letting well enough

alone'
1—Dr. Arnold considered to be, next to priestcraft, the great-

est evil with which mankind have been afflicted. " Conservatism,"

in his mouth, " was not merely the watchword of an English party,

but the symbol of an evil against which his whole public life was

one continued struggle, and which lie dreaded in his own heart not

less than in the institutions of his country."* " I have prayed that,

* Life, vol. i, p. 181.
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with God's blessing, no excesses of popular wickedness, though I

should be myself, as I expect, the victim of them ; no temporary
evils produced by revolution, shall ever make me forget the wick-
edness of toryism,-—of that spirit which has, throughout the long
experience of all history, continually thwarted the cause of God
and goodness." The following passages are as pregnant with
wisdom as they are alive with earnestness :

—

" It seems to me that the real parties in human nature arc the con-
servatives and the advancers ; those who look to the past or present,
and those who look to the future, whether knowingly and deliberately,'

or by an instinct of their nature, indolent in one case and restless in
the other, which they themselves do not analyze. Thus, conservation
may sometimes be ultra democracy, sometimes aristocracy, as in the
civil wars of Rome, or in the English constitution now; and the advance
may be sometimes despotism, sometimes aristocracy, but always keep-
ing its essential character of advance, of taking off bonds, removing
prejudices, altering what is existing. The advance in its perfect form
is Christianity, and in a corrupted world must always be the true prin-
ciple, although it has in many instances been so clogged with evil of
various kinds, that the conservative principle, though essentially false
since man fell into sin, has yet commended itself to good men while
they looked on the history of mankind only partially, and did not con-
sider it as a whole I myself am conservative in all my instincts,
and am only otherwise by an effort of my reason or principle, as one
overcomes all one's other bad propensities. I think conservatism far
worse than toryism, if by toryism be meant a fondness for monarchical
or even despotic government : for despotism may often further the
advance of a nation, and a good dictatorship may be a very excellent
thing, as I believe of Louis Philippe's government at this moment,
thinking Guizot to be a great and good man who is looking steadily
lorward

: but conservatism always looks backward and never forward,
and therefore, under whatever form of government, I think it the
enemy of all good."

—

Life, vol. i, p. 396, vol. ii, p. 19.

.

One other lesson the Life of Dr. Arnold teaches with great em-
phasis, namely, that the man who devotes himself earnestly to the

good of his race, and pursues a straightforward course of truthful

honesty, will, in the long run, however he may be slandered and
proscribed for a time, reap the surest reward, not merely in the
conscious gladness which the fearless performance of duty always
brings with it, but in the applause of all whose good opinion is

worth possessing. In his lifetime he was opposed and suspected
by men of every party : high-churchmen denounced him as a lati-

tudinarian and a rationalist; low-churchmen as leaning toward
Kome

; the tories deemed him a restless and unprincipled Jacobin
;

and the liberals as a stern and unbending clmrch-and-stale man ;
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and even his friends, for many years, considered his course as

rash, ill-considered, and imprudent. Yet, one by one, the very
measures which, when he first broached them, startled all men by
their unspeakable boldness, took their place as accomplished

facts ; one by one his adversaries fell off: and at last, even before

he died, he came to be looked up to, by the people of England,

as a great leader in the cause of truth and freedom. And now
that he is gone, a universal chorus of praise and admiration of

his virtues rises up from men of all opinions ; and all sects are

uniting their contributions to erect a fitting memorial over his

grave.

There are many of Dr. Arnold's opinions with which we have

no sympathy. His theory of a " Christian state" we consider to

be the fond dream of a noble mind ; and have not thought it neces-

sary to give any detail of it in this article. But of the spread of

his writings we entertain no fear : for the diffusion of his spirit we
pray most ardently and earnestly. On a fitting occasion we hope

hereafter to give a more extended notice to some of the works

placed at the head of this article, especially of the History of Rome
and the Lectures on Modern History : in the mean time we advise

our readers to read the Life, assured, if they do this, that they

will need no urging to become familiar with all the works of

Thomas Arnold.

Carlisle, February 1, 1S40.

Art. VII.— 1. Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation. Second

Edition, from the third London Edition, greatly amended by the

Author, and an Introduction by Rev. George B. Ciieever,
D. D. New-York : Wiley & Putnam. 1845.

2. Explanations : a Sequel to " Vestiges of the Natural History

of Creation:' By the Author of that Work. New-York :

"Wiley &. Putnam. 1846.

The first of these books contains an ingenious attempt to explain

the formation of the world, and the production of the creatures

which inhabit it, by the operation of mechanical and chemical

laws ; and ends with the logical consequences of such an hypothe-

sis, a material psychology, and a sensual theory of morals. The
author endeavors to mask his atheism by professing to admit God
as the creator and legislator of the primordial matter, but denies
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him any direct agency in the subsequent work of creation, and in

the government of mundane affairs. His Sequel is an elaborate

but unsuccessful defense of his system of nature against the assaults

of his reviewers, and a protest against the competency of the sci-

entific class to decide upon the truth of speculations founded upon
scientific data.

(

The author informs us that he " has thought that the time was
come for attempting to weave a great generalization out of the

[physical] truths already established, or likely soon to be 50." Now
we shall be the last to deny that many truths do still lie concealed

in the domains of science ; but what, we would ask, does this

writer know of these hidden truths, that he requires us to yield oar

assent to a bold induction from them—an induction which banishes

God from his own universe, makes man an electro-chemical ma-

chine, annihilates all moral distinctions, and destroys the most con-

solatory of human hopes ? Coming truths do indeed often cast their

shadows a long distance before them ; but the shadows arc almost

always so ill-defined, that we can form no safe judgment of the

nature of the realities which produce them. No man, whose intel-

lect has been trained in the severe school of the inductive method,

would dare to use them either as the warp or woof of a "great

generalization." Established truths are solid and unyielding ; they

have form, consistency, and cohesiveness, and cannot be stretched

and mutilated to suit the Procrustean bed of any and every hypo-

thesis. But fancied truths are elastic and pliable as the imagina-

tion which conceives them ; they can be compressed or expanded

to any required dimensions, and distorted to any desirable shape.

They are like venal oracles, whose responses never fail to conform

to the wishes of him who consults them. A generalization, in

whose texture such accommodating materials are combined with

established truths, like a web in which warp of iron is filled with

woof of gossamer, must fall to pieces with the slightest shock.

Yet just such a web has our author woven, from beginning to end.

With a scope so unlimited, the author ought at least to have con-

structed a system logically consistent in all its parts. But he has

not done this. His materialism is indeed consistent with itself

throughout; but on this trunk of materialism he has ingrafted

branches from a stock of a different order, which can draw no life

from its root, and which wither and die when fed by its poisonous

sap. The wholesome fruits of the tree of life ripen not upon the

fell Cicuta. He has mingled together incompatible doctrines, and
vainly sought, by an alchemy peculiarly his own, to fuse them into

Vol. VI.— 19
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a unity of precious gold. Systems of belief the most heterogene-

ous and contradictory, which never looked each other in the face

except in deadly hostility, are huddled together, cheek by jowl, in

his book, as if by proximity alone they could be made to shake

hands, and forget all past animosities. He professes much reve-

rence for a sort of Deity, to whom he acknowledges no allegiance,

and owes no duty ; and from whom he expects no protection,

hopes no reward, and fears no punishment. He pretends to believe

the Bible ; and yet discards its light, stultifies its revelations,

and builds up a scheme of nature which is abhorrent to its teach-

ings. He honors man; yet claims a pair of monkeys as his pro-

genitors. He loves virtue
;
yet oilers no inducement to practice it,

except present gratification or tranquillity. He hates vice
;
yet can

perceive no other than organic differences between the vicious and

the virtuous. He explains creation without a creator, the origin

of organic life from the forces of inorganic matter, and the sponta-

neous transmutation of species by a law of universal development;

yet sees evidences of design in creation, and believes in final causes.

He talks about God as a supreme cause; yet admits no efficient

cause but law, ami no basis of law but matter. He alledges that

mind and electricity are identical, that the brain is a galvanic bat-

tery, and that all mental phenomena depend on certain conditions

of matter; yet he imagines it possible that something may be in

reserve for man "behind the screen of nature." He admits that

God is ever present in all things
;

yet thinks that it would be a

wearisome task for him " to be constantly moving from one sphere

to another, to form and plant the various species which may be

required in each situation at particular times." He denies that

God exercises "an immediately superintending power over the

mundane economy ;" yet feels assured that " benevolence is a lead-

ing principle of the divine Mind." He seems to suppose that the

most rational conception which we can form of- God is that of a

being who reposes
<l

in silent contemplation of his works, unof-

fended by evil, pitiless of suffering, satisfied with one eternal round

of such doings as we see exemplified upon earth ;" and then shrink-

ing back, as if by a revulsion of his better nature, from the isolated

sternness of so chilling an idea, 'which he confesses that the ma-
jority of mankind can never be persuaded to believe, he recognizes

"moral emotions and doings as a means of rising to and commun-
ing with God."

When Gcoffroy St. Hilaire piomulged his Theory of Analogues*

* See WlieweU's History of Inductive Sciences, vol. iii, p. 457.
19*
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to which, by the way, our author is largely indebted, he said, "I

take care not to ascribe to God any intention." He proposed to

study the structure and functions of animals in their resemblances

to other organizations, by which they are gradually derived from

the original type, and without any reference to final causes. And

when Cuvier speaks of the consistency of the organs with the part

which the animal has to play in nature, Geoffroy replies, " I know

nothing of animals which have to play a part in nature."* This

was honest and bold. The French naturalist saw the logical

results of his theory, and did not shrink from avowing thorn. lie

had at least the merit of consistency. But the author of the Ves-

tiges, fearful that his conclusions may alarm his readers, drags in

his passive Deity, whenever he wishes to close a chapter with an

eloquent flourish, or to lull the apprehensions which weak minds,

forsooth, may feel, at the startling nature of certain hypotheses,

founded on assumptions of unusual hardihood. With all the beauty

and apparent sincerity of these passages, we are unable to divest

them of a literal meaning somewhat like the following :
—

" Be not

alarmed, neophyte of nature's mysteries ; the dose is quite harm-

less. Swallow it, and make no wry faces. Behold what copious

draughts I myself have taken, and yet mark'what a healthful thcist

I am, and how pious a man !" This writer is not the first of his

school who has commended to the unwary a poisoned cup with a

honeyed brim. It has been an approved artifice of atheistic stra-

tegy ever since Epicurus set the example. A stronghold, impreg-

nable to assault, may be taken by mining; and the author's admis-

sions in regard to a Deity are put forth with no other aim than to

mask his subterranean approaches to the citadel of his reader's

faith. If he can convince men that God's part of the work of cre-

ation terminated with the single act of calling matter and its laws

into being, he knows, or ought to know, that then their minds will

have been brought to a point from which there is but a hair's

breadth to atheism on one side, and material pantheism on the

other. It is not more difficult to conceive uncreated matter than

uncreated spirit. Why then should God exist for no purpose but

to cause the existence of that which could have existed eternally

as easily as himself? There is then no God, or matter is God.

By a similar step the atheism of Anaximander was a natural offshoot

from the dualism of Thales. The founder of the Ionic school

assumed an uncreated Intelligence and uncreated matter. His

disciple repudiated the notion of God, as unnecessary to an cxpla-

* See Whewell's History of Inductive Sciences, vol. iii, pp. 461, 4G2.
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nation of the world, and proceeded to frame a cosmology purely

material.*

But while this writer's admissions of God, revelation, and final

causes, may gain him a courteous reception and a gracious audi-

ence with many who would shut their doors in his face if he ap-

peared in his real character, they at the same time expose him to

a mode of attack from which he might have escaped by imitating

the honesty of Gcoffroy. lie presents an unprotected flank to the

entire battery of arguments which can be drawn from the Bible,

and from the existence of an Intelligent Cause and a Benevolent

Contriver;—a battery which can sweep off his array at the first

discharge. We shall, however, leave the weapons of the theolo-

gical armory for the use of the doctors of divinity, and especially

of Dr. Cheever, whose Introduction to this book proves that he can

wield them well. But that class of men, to whose minds Dr.

Cheever's arguments would address themselves with decisive

force, is not the class to which the book will do serious mischief.

There is another, and, we fear, a more numerous class, whose faith

in divine revelation is not settled and firm, and who will conclude,

that if the author has erected his edifice on the truths of nature,

we may well hesitate fo believe the Bible, for nature and the Bible

tell different stories. Both cannot be true, and nature cannot be

false. The writer has also displayed great ingenuity in arranging

the proofs of his materialism, and has made out a case, which, on

the surface, looks extremely plausible. His book is well calculated

to bewilder even right-minded persons, who have not enough of

scientific knowledge to expose its assumptions, and detect its falla-

cies. It becomes necessary, therefore, to meet him on his own
ground, and to show that though nature cannot be false, she may

' find, and has found, a false interpreter. It is not our purpose,

however, to follow out the details of his argument, for this would
require a volume larger than his own. Nor is this necessary ; for

the whole entablature of his scheme of nature rests upon three

columns, and if we can remove the pedestals of these, the super-

structure will tumble about his cars. The supports of his grand

laiv-creation are three hypotheses, which we may call his cos-

mogony, zoogony, and zoonomy ; or, in more popular terms, his

nebular hypothesis, his hypothesis of the origin of organic life by
spontaneous generation, and his hypothesis of the gradual develop-

ment of the various species oi plants and animals by the transmu-

tation of the lower into the higher.

Before entering upon the discussion of these points, we beg the

• History of Philosophy, vol. i, pp. 101-103.
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reader to recollect that the case is one in which the onus probandi

rests upon the party that brings it into court. He must produce

his witnesses and his stone records, prove his facts, and make out

his hypothesis, not as possibly true, but as true, or at. least proba-

bly true. We are not required, as counsel for the defense, to prove

anything whatever. If we can satisfy the jury that his witnesses

have given false testimony, and that he has put erroneous construc-

tions upon the language of the documents admitted in evidence, in

matters of vital importance to his case, his hypothesis falls to the

ground, and we claim a. verdict in our favor. Let us now examine

the three main points on which the decision of the question depends.

J . Cosmogony. The primordial matter was " a universal firc-

mist," which, by some change in the condition of its heat, separated

into nebulae. A nucleus, formed at or near the centre of a nebula,

was the next step toward the integration of these fiery infinitesi-

mals into a system with a single sun, while two or three nuclei in

the same nebula would result in a binary or ternary system. Our
solar system is a type of the others, and a dynamical theory of its

development will explain the formation of all. A nucleus, then,

being formed at the point which is now the sun's centre, the nebu-

lous matter flowed toward it in obedience to the law of gravitation,

and the confluence of opposing currents produced a rotatory motion.

The velocity of rotation was accelerated as the radius of the con-

tracting mass diminished, and the increasing centrifugal force flat-

tened the revolving spheroid, till the equatorial parts began to solidify

by refrigeration into a crust, which the continued contraction of

the interior fluid at length detached from its mass. This ring, not

being of uniform structure, was next broken into several fragments,

the largest of which attracted the rest to itself, and taking the

spherical form, revolved around the central mass with a velocity

equal to the rotation of that mass at the moment of its detachment.

By these throes of parturition the planet Uranus became the eldest

born of our nebulous mother, and after a similar gestation, it in

turn gave birth to satellites. In like manner the central body threw

off .Saturn, Jupiter, and the younger children of the family in suc-

cession. But by some mishap the fragments of the ring between

Mars anil Jupiter, instead of collecting, as was intended, into a

goodly member of the fraternity, gathered into four dwarfs ;* thus

illustrating, on a large scale, the mystery of'fissiparous reproduction.

Having given birth to Mercury, the spoiled child of his mother, the old

lady settled down into a quiet and careful matron, keeping good order

in her household, and dispensing her bounties to all her offspring.

* Five, if we include the new planet.
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It will be perceived that this is not the nebular hypothesis of

Herschel and La Place. The author has indeed attempted to

draw an outline of that hypothesis, but he has presented it in a

loose and unguarded manner, with certain appendages which lead

us to question the profundity of his knowledge of mechanical forces,

and to challenge his capacity as an expounder of nature's jurispru-

dence. The following extract will inform our readers what is the

nebular hypothesis which La Place reduced to form. It is from

the pen of Whcwcll.

.
" La Place conjectures that in the original condition of the solar

system the sun revolved upon his axis, surrounded by an atmos-

phere which, in virtue of an excessive heat, extended far beyond

the orbits of all the planets, the planets as yet having no existence.

The heat gradually diminished, and as the solar atmosphere con-

tracted by cooling, the rapidity of its rotation increased by the laws

of rotatory motion, and an exterior zone of vapor was detached

from the rest, the central attraction being no longer able to over-

come the increased centrifugal force. This zone of vapor might

in some cases retain its form, as we see it in Saturn's ring ; but

more usually the ring of vapor would break into several masses,

and these would generally coalesce into one mass, which would

revolve about the sun. .Such portions of the solar atmosphere,

abandoned successively at different distances, would form planets

in the slate of vapor. These planets, it appears from mechanical

considerations, would have each its rotatory motion, and, as the

cooling of the vapor still went on, would each produce a planet,

which might have satellites and rings, formed from the planet in

the same manner as the planets were formed from the atmosphere

of the sun."*

There are serious objections to the hypothesis, even in the mo-
dest form in which it is here presented. An hypothesis is worth-

less, unless it will give a consistent explanation of the associated

facts. This hypothesis will account for many facts in the solar

system, but not for the inclinations of the axes of rotation to the

planes of revolution, nor for the retrograde motions of the satellites

of Uranus, nor for the superior density of Uranus to that of Saturn,

nor for the rotatory motions of Jupiter and Saturn being more rapid

than those of the smaller and denser planets, nor for the existence

and anomalous motions of comets, nor for the great inclination of

some of the planetary orbits to the plane of the sun's equator. The
law of inertia requires that the direction of the sun's axis should

remain the same, from the commencement of its rotation to the

• Third JJridgewatcr Treatise, pp. 143, 144.
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present time; and the law of centrifugal force requires that the

great circle of each detached ring should lie in the plane of the

sun's equator. There is another objection, which seems to us to

be still more fatal. The moons of Jupiter and the earth turn upon

their axes in the same time that they revolve round their primaries.

But the hypothesis requires that satellites, thrown off as rings of

vapor, should follow the same law as their primaries, and increase

the velocity of their rotation as they condensed into the solid state.

These objections, to the most defensible form of which the hypo-

thesis is susceptible, ought certainly to prevent its being taken as

the basis of a system of reasoning in favor of a universal creative law.

Let us next examine that bolder phase of the hypothesis which

our author has presented in his book. In his solicitude to dispense

with the agency of God, he goes back three steps behind the start-

ing point of La Place, and, by so doing, proposes a problem which

he not only fails to solve, but which is absolutely insolvable. The
problem of La Place may be enunciated thus : Given a solar nu-

cleus with a nebulous atmosphere rotating on an axis, to demon-

strate the possibility offorming a system of -planets and satellites

by dynamical laws. The following is our author's problem : Mat-

ter expanded by Jicat so as to Jill space, and the laws of matter

given, to develop the bodies of the universe. The data of La Place

leave room for the personal agency of God ; our author leaves him

nothing to do but to sit still and look on. La Place solved his

problem
; yet he called his hypothesis a conjecture, and published

it with great diffidence, as possibly, rather than probably, true.

Our author signally fails in his solution, yet takes his hypothesis

as a fact on which to build his subsequent reasonings,—the corner-

stone of his " great generalization." We say this advisedly, though

lie denies, in his " Explanations," that the overthrow of the nebular

hypothesis can weaken, in the least, his subsequent argument in

favor of a universal creative law. lie has the hardihood to say

this, when it is obvious to the most superficial reader that he has

made the fact of the creation of the solar system by law—a fact

which he attempts to prove in no other way than by assuming the

truth of the nebular hypothesis—the basis of an argument a fortiori

on which he rings the changes through the remainder of his book.

If the hypothesis is immaterial to his purpose, why does he invoke

its aid in the establishment of conclusions which could be esta-

blished just as well without it ? The reader can judge what use

he makes of it from the following extracts :

—

" We have seen powerful evidence, thai the construction of this

globe and its associates, and inferentialiy that of all the othor globes
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of space, was the result, not of any immediate or personal exertion onhe part of the Deny but of natural laws which are expressions oi InsWilL What 1S to hinder our supposing that the organic creation is alsothe result of natural laws, which are in like manner an express on ofhis will ? More than tins, the fact of the cosmical arrangements bein^an effect Of natural law, is a powerful argument for the organic arrange-
ments bang so likewise; for how can we suppose that the august Bern*who brought all these countless worlds into form by the simple estatblishmem of a natural principle flowing from his mind, was to interfere
personally and specially on every occasion when a new shell-fish or
reptile w as to be ushered into existence on one of these worlds ? Surely
this idea is too ridiculous to be for a moment entertained "

We see that matter has originally been diffused in one mass, ofwhich the spheres are portions. Consequently inorganic matter must
be presumed to be everywhere the same, although probably with dif-
ferences in the proportions of ingredients in different globes, and alsosome differences of conditions. Out of a certain number of the elements
ol inorganic matter are composed organic bodies, both vegetable and
animal

;
such must be the rule in Jupiter and Sirius, as it is here. We

therefore are all but certain that herbaceous and ligneus fibre, that
flesh and blood, are the constituents of the organic beings of all those
spheres which are as yet seats of life."

"As one set of laws produced all orbs, and their motions, and oco*-
nostic arrangements, so on. set of laws overspread them all with life.
he whole productive or creative arrangements are therefore in perfect

unity. — Vestiges, pp. 11G, 122, 123.

Through such flights of adventurous speculation does this writer
soar, upborne by Ins elastic hypothesis. Remove the buoyant
median which sustains him, and he will fall, flapping his useless
wings like a bud in a vacuum. Let us see whether or not this
can be done.

The first step in our author's cosmogony is to break up the
universally diffused and intensely heated vapor (which he takes
as Ins starting point) into distinct nebulae. He says that "the
tarnation of systems out of this matter implies a change of some
kind with regard to the condition of the heat." What change we
ask; and by what law ? Radiation is impossible; for the Incan-
descent vapor fills space. Conduction is impossible ; for the vapor
is in equilibrium, and, of course, has a uniform temperature It
cannot become latent

;
for that would imply an increase in the

capacity of the vapor for heat
; and it is well known to everybody

except the author, that this is an effect of expansion, and not of
contraction. Jt cannot disappear by chemical action; for chemical
processes which increase the density of bodies, increase their tem-
perature also, and the new supply of free heat could not be got rid
ol. It is amusing to see how jauntily he trips along over tins dif-
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ficulty, as if it were but a pebble in his path ; when to a well-trained

and logical mind it would be an impassable barrier to further pro-

gress. " We do not know enough of the laws of heat to enable us

to surmise how the necessary change in this respect was brought

about, but we can trace some of the steps and consequences of the

process." This is what we call leaping the fence instead of open-

ing the gate.

In the next place, granting him a nebula, how is a nucleus to be

formed in it ? Here again he cuts the knot which he cannot untie.

"Of nebulous matter, in its original state, we know too little to enable

us to suggest how nuclei should be established in it. But sup-

posing that from a peculiarity in its constitution nuclei are formed,"

then all becomes easy : gravitation will do the rest. He admits that

lie knows no law by which a nucleus could be formed in a nebula

;

and then presumes that it was formed : we alledge that we know
no law by which a nucleus could be formed ; and therefore presume

that it was not formed. Let the reader choose between the two

presumptions. Even Epicurus, who carried out materialism to a

greater extent than any man has ever done since, if we except the

author of the Vestiges, saw that, a nucleus could not be formed

by the atomic theory of Democritus, and was compelled to ascribe

to his atoms two species of innate motion, one oblique to the other,

by which their contact, and the nucleus of a future world, became

possible.* But this writer, with his nebulous fluid in so highly

elastic a state that it is millions of times rarer than atmospheric

air, not in motion, but in equilibrium, imagines that he can establish

a nucleus by some law which he cannot imagine !

Let us now grant him his nucleus, and see with what facility he

will set his nebulous sphere a whirling. " It is a well-known law

in physics, that when lluid matter collects toward or meets in a

centre, it establishes a rotary motion." We tell him that there is

no such law in physics, nor any law by which matter impelled or

attracted by a single force can be made to move in any other than

right lines. Nothing less than two forces can produce curvilinear

motion, and equal forces in opposite directions neutralize each

other. In his Explanations the author admits this as an "abstract

truth," but contends that no actual confluence corresponds to it.

If this is an abstract truth, what becomes of his " well-known law

in physics ?" What is an abstract truth in physics but the expres-

sion of a physical law ? He is constructing a system by law, and

gives no reason why the matter on which he operates disobeys law.

We are aware that the elder Herschel suggested the possibility

* History of Philosophy, vol. i, p. 150.
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of a confluence of nebulous matter producing rotary motion ; but

he did not justify the suggestion by explaining the mode. The
discoveries of this truly great man have gained him immortal honor,

and added much to human knowledge ; but his speculations have

never commanded the assent of scientific men, and we cannot per-

mit his unsupported conjecture to overthrow a fundamental law of

motion. The author, in his Sequel, cites Professor Nichol, an

eloquent advocate of the nebular hypothesis, as authority that "it is

barely possible that such a flow of matter from opposite sides could

be so nicely balanced in any case, that the opposite momenta or

floods would neutralize each other, and produce a condition of rest."

We bow to truth, but not to authority ; and the truth is, that such

opposing momenta could not but neutralize each other, unless some
disturbing force turned them aside from the attracting centre.

Neither Dr. Nichol nor the author of the Vestiges has attempted

to show how such a disturbing force could be generated. Their

difficulty is rendered vastly more formidable by the fact that the

rows of converging particles are not confined to one plane, but

move in every possible radius of the nebulous sphere. Even if

the opposing forces in one plane should happen to produce a small

resultant in any direction, those of another plane would be just

as likely to produce a resultant in another direction ; and if any

rotation were established, it would be the effect of a composition

of an infinite number of partial and conflicting resultants, each of

which must be very small, into a final resultant which must be

much smaller. Do these writers consider that such an infinitesimal

force as this will not answer the demands of their hypothesis ? Do
they reflect that they must account for the production of the entire

quantity of motion now existing in the solar system ? Whatever
the author of the Vestiges may think, the contraction of the ne-

bulous mass, after its rotation was established, could generate no

motion at all. The shrinking of the revolving nebula would ac-

celerate the velocity of its rotation, because the different parts

would thereby rotate in smaller circles, and the superior momentum
of the outer portions would be distributed throughout the entire

mass, but the momentum of the whole system would remain for

ever the same. All this is so plain to those who have any clear

conception of the relations of force and motion, that nothing more
need be said about it. The writer's scheme for producing the rota-

tion of his nebula, reveals his ignorance of the first principles of

mechanics ; and we advise him to study the laws of nature, by the

rigorous methods of analysis, before he again ventures to set him-

self up as their expounder.
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The author refers to the whirlwind, whirlpool, and funnel vortex,

as minor results of that "well-known law in physics" which, in

his Sequel, he admits to be in conflict with " abstract truth," and

therefore no law at all. As he again calls in the same phenomena

to aid him in his Explanations, we will show that these vortices

are established by conditions which do not and cannot exist in a

nebula. It may be stated, as a preliminary remark, that in each

of the examples referred to, there is a partial displacement of the

fluid at the points of convergence, while in a nebula the fluid con-

verges toward a point of superior density. An eddy, or whirlpool,

in water, is the effect of two forces, the momentum of a current

and gravity, acting in different directions. When water flows past

an obstruction which narrows its channel, it communicates motion

to the contiguous fluid below the obstruction, and by thus drawing

it away, causes a depression of the surface below the general level

of the stream. Gravity then causes a reflex current to restore the

equilibrium ; and a rotation about the point of greatest depression

is the result of the joint action of the two forces. Similar eddies

are formed by wind on the leeward side of buildings which obstruct

its motion. Can the author find any force in his nebula to give a

lateral direction to the converging fluid ?

A whirlwind is produced somewhat differently. In consequence

of local heat, a column of air becomes rarefied, and ascends; or, as

Dr. Hare suggests,* an electrified current of air counteracts, within

its sphere, the pressure of the atmosphere, and ascends in obedience

to its elastic force, while a horizontal conflux of the surrounding

air, in obedience to pressure, takes place toward the rarefied column

to restore the equilibrium. The rotary motion is caused by a force

which gives to the horizontal currents a direction oblique to the

axis of the rarefied, column. This disturbance is an effect of the

diurnal motion of the earth and its atmosphere. It is well known
that the momentum of the air, due to the earth's rotation, is greater

as the latitude is less. Therefore the aerial currents from the

direction of the equator would be carried forward a little to the

east of the rarefied axis ; and those from the direction of the

pole would incline as far to the west. The result would be a

gyratory movement from right to left in north latitudes, and from

left to right in south latitudes : and these are the actual directions

of the rotation of whirlwinds in the two hemispheres, as numerous

observations have abundantly proved. We aver that no cause of

a tangential force like this can be shown to have existed in a

primeval nebula.

* Transactions of the Am. Phil. Soc, vol. v, New Series, p. 317.
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The vortex in a funnel is not caused by the confluence of the

liquid toward the orifice, but by inequalities in the surface of the

vessel ; or, more commonly, by a horizontal rotation of the liquid,

established in the funnel by the act of filling it. If we. stop the

orifice, and pour in the liquid obliquely, we shall perceive a gyratory

motion, though there is, of course, no determination of the liquid

toward a point ; and if we immediately open the orifice, the gyra-

tion will be accelerated by the combined influence of gravity and

the previously established horizontal momentum, until the centri-

fugal force displaces the liquid about the axis of the funnel, and a

vortex is formed. But if the funnel be symmetrical, its surface

smooth, its axis vertical, and its orifice closed till the agitations

caused by filling have entirely ceased, no vortex nor any tendency

to rotation will be perceived, however frequently we repeat the ex-

periment. With these precautions, the equilibrium of the liquid

in the funnel is as perfect as it is in the nebulous vapor before

the process of condensation commences ; and gravity being the only

moving force, no rotation can be established in either case. The
author fails, therefore, in the third step of his law-creative process.

He cannot establish a perpetual motion without the assistance of

a power disconnected with his machinery, and independent of it.

His cosmological problem is unsolved, and insolvable ; and the

very hook of his chain of reasoning is broken, and will not sustain

a single link.

We have thus followed our author down to that condition of his

nebula which La Place assumes as his starting point—a nebulous

atmosphere, with a solar nucleus, rotating upon an axis. Let us

next examine his contrivance for detaching a ring. La Place sup-

poses the ring to have been thrown off in the state of vapor by the

centrifugal force. Our author supposes that the equatorial parts

of the oblate nebula solidified by refrigeration, and that the subse-

quent contraction of the fluid mass caused a separation from the

"solidifying crust." His meaning can be nothing but this, that

the cohesion of the crust aided the centrifugal force to resist the

central attraction. There are two objections to this scheme,

each of which is fatal to it. If the mass of the sun were expanded

uniformly, so as to fill the dimensions of the earth's orbit, its matter

would be many thousand times rarer than air ; and if we imagine

it expanded to the dimensions of the orbit of Uranus, the tenuity

of its vapor, though expressible by numbers, would be inconceivable.

The solidification oi a crust to form the planetary rings would,

therefore, be impossible. Secondly, the fragments of a solid ring
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could not form, by agglomeration, a perfect spheroid like a planet,

but an irregular angular mass. Much less could they form a

spheroid capable of contracting so as to throw off a succession of

secondary rings, as the elder planets must have done.

Let us now glance at some of the subsidiary props with which

our author attempts to support his hypothesis. He tells us that

" the planets show a progressive increase of bulk, and diminution

of density, from the one nearest to the sun to that which is most

distant;" and he argues that this is precisely what the hypothesis

would lead us to expect. This is an instance of our author's

facility in bending facts to suit theory. Any astronomical liber

primus will assure him that the density of Uranus is more than

twice that of Saturn ; and that his law of bulks, even if he amends

the mistake of nature, and puts the four asteroids together, lias four

exceptions to four examples. If his statement of the facts would

raise a presumption in favor of the hypothesis, the actual facts

must make as strongly against it. The point of his weapon is

therefore turned against his own bosom ; but as he admits the

objection in his Explanations, we will imagine that we see the

upright thumbs of the spectators, and spare the disarmed

gladiator.

The author sees also in the ring of Saturn a powerful argument

in favor of his hpyothesis. We will not stop to question whether

a " solidifying crust," detached by the shrinking of the planet, could

spread itself out to the breadth and thinness of the ring of Saturn

;

but, after making a single remark, we will yield him all the foot-

hold which the ring of Saturn will give him. This ring is an ex-

ception to the ordinary working of his creative laws, and he was

bound, as a matter of course, to give us a reason for so wide a

deviation from an established rule. His explanation amounts to

this : The rings which formed the planets and satellites broke up

in consequence of inequalities in their structure; Saturn alone

happened to throw off a pair of rings so uniform that they could

not break up. Now a man who knew something of the celestial

mechanism has assured us that "inequalities are necessary to

maintain the ring in its equilibrium about Saturn. For if it were

perfectly similar in all its parts, the equilibrium would be troubled

by the smallest force, such as the attraction of a comet or satellite;

and the ring would finally be precipitated upon the body of Saturn."*

* La Flace, Mtchanique Oleste, vol. ii, p. 512.
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Every person who understands the distinction between stable and

unstable equilibrium will perceive at once that La Place is right,

and the author of the Vestiges wrong.

Another argument is drawn from the experiments of Plateau, an

account of which is given in the Explanations. The Belgian

professor succeeded in throwing off a ring from a globule of oil

suspended in a mixture of alcohol and water, by means of a

copper disc, which was first put into rapid rotation, and then sud-

denly stopped. These experiments are interesting illustrations of

molecular attraction and centrifugal force ; but they lend no aid to

the nebular hypothesis. All the conditions under which the ring

of oil is produced are different from those which could exist in a

nebula. The oil, poured into the mixture, collected into a sphere, as

was to be expected. If he had proved that the particles of oil,

distributed throughout the mixture, could produce a revolving

sphere by collecting at a common centre, he would have done

something to the purpose.

But the author places his chief reliance upon the appearances

presented by different nebula: as seen with telescopes. " Nebulous

stars exist in every stage of concentration, down to that in which

we sec only a common star with a slight bur around it. It may
be presumed that all these are but stages of a progress, just as if

seeing a boy, a youth, a middle-aged man, and an old man together,

we might presume that the whole were only variations of one being.''

This is an example of reasoning by illustration—a method in which

this writer delights, and which is well suited to his prolific imagi-

nation. Let us try to answer him in kind. Suppose four human
beings placed at different and unknown distances from our eyes.

We see the gray hairs and wrinkles of the nearest, and we know
that he is an old man. The second cannot be distinguished from

a middle-aged man; the third looks like a stripling; and the fourth

like a small boy. But a telescope shows the wrinkles and gray

hairs of the second; and a higher power reveals the same on the third.

May we not reasonably suspect that a still more perfect instrument

would prove that the supposed boy is also an old man ? Now
every improvement in the telescope enables us to resolve nebula?,

before unresolved, into clusters of stars. May we not, then, begin

to suspect—nay, even to form a strong presumption—that they

arc all resolvable ? May we not safely conclude that they are not

embryotic worlds at all, hut veterans, full of years and strength,

called into existence in the beginning, when "God created the

heavens and the earth ?" Our author, in his Sequel, clings to

the unresolved nebula- with a tenacity which shows how well he
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loves his hypothesis, and how clearly he sees that it cannot survive

them. As one after another disappears before the unrelenting

sweep of Lord Rosse's gigantic reflector, he grasps the few that

are left, or which he hopes may be left, with the desperation of a

drowning man. The fact is, this great telescope is making sad

havoc among the old nebula: on which the hypothesis of llerschel

was based ; and it is possible that not one of them may survive its

keen encounter, much less the most unsubstantial of them all, the

nebular hypothesis

.

2. Zoogoiuj. The author next draws a rapid outline of the

geological history of our planet, and summons the fossil relics of

nature's ancient charnel-house to prove a general progress in

vegetable and animal life from simple to complex forms. Our
limits forbid us to give this part of the book more than a passing

glance ; and we waive the discussion of it with less reluctance

because a scientific protest against it, drawn up by the hand of a

master, has already been placed upon record. A writer,* "whose
foot is on his native hills" in geological questions, has shown that

the author of the Vestiges is not only incompetent to translate

the hieroglyphics of nature's fossil archives ; but that he plays the

interpolator with the translations of men who are competent, by

foisting in spurious passages which corrupt the genuine meaning

of the text. But whatever may be the author's qualifications for

the work which he has undertaken, it is obvious to all who have

kept themselves informed of the progress of fossil discovery, that

the time for generalization has not yet arrived. The scale of ani-

mated nature formed to-day, will require a new adjustment to-

morrow ; for the labors 'of geologists are constantly revealing new
proofs of the antiquity of some of the higher forms of the vertebrata.

A few years since, the discovery of the footmarks of birds in the

new red sandstone was received with strong distrust. Geologists

were slow to believe that the genealogy of these creatures extended

back to so remote an era, because none of their remains had yet

been found in those ancient strata. But the industry of Hitchcock

has already placed the fact beyond dispute or doubt ; and men are

hardly recovered from their surprise at so unexpected a revelation,

when it is announced that the vestiges of birds and reptiles have

been discovered in the carboniferous series of Pennsylvania.!

These facts are fatal to the hypothesis that " species followed each

other in an order at once of development and of time." We might

take our stand on the single fact, that the highest class but one of

* Edinburgh Review for July, 1845.

f Silliman's Journal for April, 1815.
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the vertebrata existed in the first geological series which was
formed after the appearance of dry land above the surface of the

primeval ocean, and challenge our author to explain the fact con-

sistently with his hypothesis. He cannot do it, even with all the

latitude which his theory of loops in the ascending line of develop-

ment gave him in his third edition ; nor with the far wider scope

which that fortunate after-birth of his prolific imagination, his

theory of stirpes, gives him in his Explanations. Besides, what
proof have we that land mammifers did not exist at the age of the

new red, or even in the carbonigenous era ? Not a bone of the

birds which left those footmarks in the soft sand upon the shore

of the ancient sea has been exhumed ; and mammals are not so

much in the way of writing autobiographies upon the sea-beach as

birds are. Dr. H itchcock, referring to the effects of his discoveries,

says :

—

"And really this new field promises much fruit to geologists.

It has already learned them to be cautious in asserting the non-

existence of land animals from the absence of their remains in a

formation. In the valley of the Connecticut, for instance, more
than thirty species of such animals, some of them of giant size,

have left no ether certain evidence of their existence save their

foot-prints and a few coprolites. And we can hardly believe that

birds were the only vertebral animals that dwelt in that valley

during the red sandstone period."*

But if we admit that part of the argument contained in the author's

geological and fossil history, which is intended to prove a general

progress of animated beings during the formation of successive

strata, we shall not narrow, in the least degree, the grounds of the

defense of creation by a Creator. Nobody supposes that the

supreme Being docs not make use of means to accomplish his

purposes, nor that time is a matter of the slightest consideration

with him. He to whom " one day is as a thousand years, and a

thousand years as one day," might, beyond all question, have caused
the earth to go through that series of changes which geology claims,

and have peopled it with successive species of plants and animals,

each adapted to the conditions in which it was placed, and each

disappearing when the conditions were no longer favorable to its

existence, or when more powerful and hostile species invaded its

territories and usurped its dominion. Whatever conception this

writer, " who cannot separate nature from God himself," may form
of that being, it is less difficult fur us to believe that "God created

every living thing that movelh," than that he elaborated a system of

* Repurt on Ichnolithology, or Fossil Footmarks.
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material laws by whose spontaneous action every living thing that

moveth was gradually developed. And we confess our total in-

ability to comprehend the condition of the mind of that man who
could make the impious declaration, that the production of any

living creature, however humble to the vulgar eye, "would have

been a most paltry exercise of creative power." If it were a paltry

exercise of creative power to make a mollusk, would it have been

a less paltry exercise of the infinite Intelligence, while framing a

system of laws, to make the necessary arrangements by which a

mollusk should appear at a particular time? But if the mollusk

was not a part of the original conception in the legislative Will, its

creation was entirely fortuitous, and the veil which covers the

writer's atheism becomes transparent.

Let us now examine that point in the author's argument for which

the geological history was intended to be so shaped as to prepare

the mind of his reader, the origin of organic life. The problem

is to develop a living being from brute matter by the unassisted

operation of the laws of this same brute matter. The agent which

is to bear him triumphantly over the wide gulf which separates

death from life, and vivify the senseless atoms at his bidding, is

electricity—an agent which he informs us " is almost as metaphy-

sical as ever mind was supposed to be." Let us see how easily

and logically he makes out his electro-creation. "The fundamental

form of organic being is a globule, having a new globule forming

within itself." Globules have been produced in albumen by

electricity;' and the production of albumen by artificial means,

,
the only step in the process wanting, though it has not yet been

effected, " is known to be only a chemical process, the mode of

which may be any day discovered in the laboratory." The con-

clusion is, that "the first step in the creation of life upon this planet

was a chemico-elcctrical operation, by which simple germinal

vesicles were produced." The ordinary chemical forces of a few

inorganic elements, excited to a peculiar action by electricity, pro-

duced " the type of mature and independent being in the infusory

animalcules, as well as the starting point of the fetal progress of

every higher individual in creation, both animal and vegetable."

Now we hardly know which is most wonderful, the extraordinary

facility of this writer in arriving at conclusions, or the omnivorous

credulity revealed by his array of pretended facts to support them.

Some crystals resemble shrubs ; therefore a vegetable, with its

admirable apparatus for the decomposition of carbonic acid, am-

monia, and water, and its complicated organs of assimilation and

reproduction, may be formed by the mere juxtaposition of lifeless

Vol. VI.—20
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particles in obedience to molecular forces ! Because positive

electricity looks like a tree, and negative electricity like its roots,

therefore a tree is the brush realized ! His long paragraph upon

these electrical resemblances does not contain a particle either of

scientific fact or rational argument. He also believes the stories

about electrical horticulture and agriculture ; but we hope he has

learned, ere this, that the conducting wires, of whose efficacy he

speaks, have failed to produce any fertilizing effects in all tiie

experiments which have been made with them throughout Europe

and America. If he has not, we commend to him an article in a

recent number of the London Chemist for his enlightenment. A
Dr. Forster had announced certain astonishing results of electro-

culture, during the previous year, upon his farm in Scotland.

Some gentlemen went to visit his apparatus ; but not finding the

doctor at home, they inquired of a shrewd lad who worked on the

farm, whether the crops were better where the poles and wires

were placed than on the rest of the field. He answered, "Weel,
the crap sud be hotter, considering the additional pickle dung it

got besides the wires ; but that he could not say there was really

any difference observable." The following extract describes the

hopeful condition of the experiment at the time :

—

" The poles and wires are placed in two very small fields, one
of which is in pasture, and the other in a crop of barley. The first

had not a living animal upon it ; and humane and considerate it

certainly was, for the total want of anything in the shape of grass,

beyond the roots, would have starved any hill ewe, nibble she

ever so eagerly. The devoted field, instead of being electrified,

seemed to be paralyzed ; and will to all appearance require some
'additional pickles' to revive its sensibilities after the shock it has

sustained. Then as to the barley, it seems neither to have suffered

nor been ameliorated by the magic wires, for no perceptible differ-

ence can be seen over the field."*

We have not yet done with our author's facts. He tells us that

shell has been formed upon a cloth-dresser's wheel. What of that ?

Shell is neither a living nor an organized body. It is a compound
of gelatine, a proximate organic principle, with carbonate of lime.

Did th5 wheel produce the gelatine, or did it come from the

animal substances used in dressing the cloth ? Again, Prevost
and Dumas formed globules in albumen by electricity. Very
likely

; but were they living globules ? Were they even organized
globules ? Not at all. They were organic globules, because
they were formed in an organic body; but had they the new

* London Chemist for October, 1815
20*
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globules forming within them ? Perhaps they bore as perfect resem-
blance to the nucleated cells, which- are the basis of vegetable and
animal substances, as the arbor Diana to a shrub, or the electrical
brush to a tree, or the ovum of the mammal tribes to the young
of the mfusory animalcules! What a pity the French chemists
id not preserve and nourish these precious germs ! They mighthave been the basis of a new stirps-the root of that « higher typeo humanity" for which this writer looks and longs: those^ favored
alter children of Nature, who have not lived till the throes andtroubles of her maternal state were past '"

The author next brings forward his witnesses to prove thatanimals have come into existence otherwise than from living ccrmswinch were produced by creatures like themselves.
° &

"Perhaps the prevailing doctrine is in nothing placed in ereater dif

n he chambers of the eye, the interior of the brain, the serous sacsand other places having no communication from without "
I here is another series of facts akin to the above, and whichdeserve no less attention. The pig, in its domestic state is subiecto the attacks of a hydatid, from which the wild animal s free hence
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lhese samples the author takes for granted thevcrj thing which he ought to prove, if he would make them of the
leas avail m his argument. That these creatures live nowhere
*rt in the situations in which they have been observed, is a gra-
tuitous assumption, unsupported by the shadow of proof, or even
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in the decomposition of the juices of saccharine fruits, and the

creature might have found a- nidus for his larva as soon as such

fruits began to ripen and decay. Again, was it provided with

malice aforethought, in the grand scheme of law, that pigs should

be afflicted with measles, and that children should be tormented

with entozoa? If he spurns the monstrous conclusion, then these

creatures were made for a different purpose, and must find their

. proper home in other situations. But the ova of the entozoa are too

weighty to be transported by winds. No matter. Food is brought

from various and far distant localities, and the ova of these creatures

may very easily be brought with it ; and though we repudiate the

idea that they were created to inhabit the viscera of men and

animals, their development in such situations is certain. It is also

.certain that other creatures, whose appropriate residence is known
to be elsewhere, have often lived and grown in the human stomach.

Finally, the pymelodcs cyclopum, found in the small mountain

lakes in South. America, can be accounted for as easily as the

gasterosteus aculcatus, found in the salt-pans of the graduating-

housc at Nidda, in Hesse Darmstadt.* The ova of these diminutive

fishes are conveyed to all places by the birds which feed upon
them, and start into life wherever the conditions are favorable to

their development. The author gains nothing by any of the cases

he has cited ; and the argument from analogy,"that, as all the animals

with whose origin we are acquainted proceed from ova produced

by their like, so probably all others arc produced in the same
manner, remains in full force. Such a conclusion will not appear

unreasonable until the advocates of equivocal generation can offer

something more substantial than conjectures in favor of their

hypothesis. The argument of Professor Owen,t against the equi-

vocal generation of the infusoria, bears with almost equal force

against the spontaneous production of any of those minute animals

whose origin we are unable to trace out with certainty. Speaking
of the multitudes of ova deposited by the polygastria in the stag-

nant pools which they inhabit, he says :

—

" When the once thickly tenanted pool is dried up, and its bottom

converted into a layer of dust, these inconceivably minute and light

ova will be raised with the dust by the first puff of wind, diffused

through the atmosphere, and may there remain long suspended,

forming, perhaps, their share oi the particles which we see flicker-

ing in the sunbeam, ready to fall into any collection of water,

* Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry, p. 121.

f Lectures on the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology of the Invertebrate

Animals.
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beaten down by every summer shower into the streams or pools

which receive, or may be formed by, such showers, and, by virtue

of their tenacity of life, ready to develop themselves wherever

they may find the requisite conditions for their existence.

" The possibility, or rather the high probability, that such is the

design of the oviparous generation of the infusoria, and such the

common mode of the diffusion of their ova, renders the hypothesis

of their equivocal generation, which has been so frequently in-

voked to explain their origin in new-formed natural or artificial

infusions, quite gratuitous."—P. 31.

The author holds in reserve his main fact in order to make a

decisive charge at the end of the battle, d la mode de Napoleon

;

and when, at last, the critical moment has arrived, he throws into

the melee his bristling phalanx of acari with a flourish of trumpets.

He believes that an animal has actually been produced from in-

organic elements by an electrical current : not a nucleated cell,

not a mere monad, as his hypothesis would require, but a highly

organized creature of the articulate sub-kingdom. He sees no

difficulty in the generation of a perfect insect, composed of oxygen,

hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen, in a solution of silicate ofpotassa

;

but cannot suppose that the microscopic eggs of the mite, which

swarms in chemical laboratories, could by any possibility have

fallen into the solution ! He assumes at once, as an established

fact, what few, if any, scientific men believe, and what Mr. Crosse

himself never presumed to assert. After describing the conditions

under which the acarus appeared, Mr. Crosse says :

—

"The most simple solution of the problem which occurred to

me was, that they arose from ova deposited by insects floating in

the atmosphere, and that they might possibly be hatched by the

electric, action. * * Again, we have no right to assume that

cicctric action is necessary to vitality, until such fact shall have been

most distinctly proved. * * I never, for a moment, entertained

the idea that the electric fluid had animated the organic remains

of insects, or fossil eggs, previously existing in* the stone or silica ;

and have formed no visionary theory which I would travel out of

my way to support. * * I do not mean to assert that electricity

has anything to do with their birth, as I have not made a sufficient

number of experiments to prove or disprove it ; and besides, I

have not taken those necessary precautions which present them-

selves even to an unscientific view."*

The contrast between the philosophic caution of the experimenter,

and the reckless assumption of the author, is by no means crcdit-

* Annals of Electricity, vol. ii, pp. 250, 233, 254.
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able to the latter. But lie informs us that Mr. Weekes used all

possible precautions; and appends to his Sequel an account of

the experiments given by Mr. Weekes himself. He used a solu-

tion of ferrocyanide of potassium, a compound which contains

carbon and nitrogen, so that his electrical creator might have the

necessary raw material to work upon, in the manufacture of living

animals. The solution was placed in a wide-mouthed glass jar,

from which the air was next expelled by a stream of oxygen, and

the aperture closed with a metallic stopper, through which the

conducting wires and a safety tube passed. In the bend of the

safety tube he placed a globule of mercury, to serve as a valve for

the escape of the gases arising from the decomposition of the in-

closed materials, without admitting the external air. A tumbler,

partly fdled with the same solution, was left open; and the electric

current from a constant battery was passed through both vessels.

On the one hundred and sixty-sixth day, acari appeared in the

tumbler ; and on the day after, " swarms of acari were found on

the cards, about the tumbler, both within and without, and also on

the platform of the apparatus." In the inclosed solution a few acari

were discovered at the end of two years and two months.

A reader unacquainted with chemical manipulations might regard

this, as our author dues, an experimentum crucis ; but the practical

chemist will at once detect a source of fallacy which vitiates the

entire experiment; and makes him regret that "two excellent

batteries," which might have been better employed, had been
" worn out " in such useless labor. The defect was in his valve.

There is no adhesion between mercury and glass ; and every

chemist knows that a globule of mercury in a bent lube will not

prevent the slow passage of gases between the metal and the

vitreous surface. Had the gaseous contents of the jar been tested

at the termination of the experiment, atmospheric air would have

been found in it. Besides, the motions of the globule of mercury,

caused by the discharge of gas from the jar, and even by the

changes of atmospheric pressure and temperature, could very easily

have rolled in a few ova of the " swarms of acari " about the ap-

paratus, some of which might have fallen into the tube above the

mercury. The marvel is not that ova got into the jar, but that they

did not get in sooner. Mr. Weekes must explain another difficulty

before his conclusions will be entitled to the slightest consideration.

If electricity were the vivifying agent, why did it not accomplish

its work as quickly in the closed, as in the open vessel ? One word
more, and we have done with the Acarus Crossii and all other acari.

If either Mr. Weekes or Mr. Crosse will repeat the experiment with
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such precautions as were used by. Professor Shulze, of Berlin, to

prevent the introduction of living germs into the interior of the

apparatus, he will arrive at the same results. Not a living creature

will be produced, however long he may continue the experiment,

and however many excellent batteries he may wear out.

.
We conclude, therefore, that organized and living bodies have

never yet been formed by the chemistry of man. It remains to

notice some considerations which induce us to believe that such a

result can never be accomplished. No animal, unless possibly some
of the infusoria, can exist upon inorganic elements.* Modern
physiology has established this very important truth, that vegetables

are the producers, and animals the consumers, of organic matter.!

Plants, then, must have flourished upon our planet before animals

could have existed. Under the influence of light, living plants

decompose carbonic acid; water, and nitrogenous compounds, and

form albumen, fibrin, and casein. Animals convert these first into

chyle, then into blood, and finally into muscular fibre, gelatinous

and cartilaginous tissues, and the other products which subserve

the purposes of their economy. These are all processes of trans-

formation, not of production. How then,.when observation proves

that an animal, already endowed with life, cannot assimilate in-

organic matter, can we suppose that inorganic matter may become
a living being in obedience to chemical forces 1 If inorganic

elements will not sustain animal life, how can they produce it ?

In chemical operations upon inorganic bodies, certain binary

compounds are formed, in which the chemical forces are in a con-

dition of stable equilibrium. But organized bodies are ternary

or quaternary compounds, in which the forces are in unstable

equilibrium. Disturb this equilibrium, and the affinities which

produce binary compounds come into play, and the organic body

undergoes spontaneous decomposition. Binary compounds are

more stable than ternary, and ternary than quaternary. The more

complicated the body, therefore, the less resistance will it offer to

the stronger affinities, and the more rapid will be its' decomposition.

The great question is, how elements are brought into this condition

of unstable equilibrium, and how that equilibrium is maintained?

If we admit what Mulder seems to claim,\ that the elements possess

dormant forces, in obedience to which they will combine in such an

order as to form organic bodies whenever the proper conditions

arise to excite them to action ; still the question, what and where

• Mulder's Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology, p. 109.

\ Chemical and Physiological ]5alanee of Organic Nature.

X Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiology, p. 65.
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is the power to establish these conditions, remains unanswered.

According to our author, this power is electricity. But Faraday

has demonstrated that electrical and chemical forces are identical.*

The statement then amounts to this, that chemical force can excite

itself to a mode of action contrary to its own laws. But, says our

author, digestion has been carried on in the stomach of an animal

after death, by substituting a galvanic battery for its brain. The
digestion might have proceeded just as well without the battery,

for animal digestion is a process very different from vegetable di-

gestion. Chymitication is a purely chemical process, in which an

organized is transformed into an organic body, as muscular fibre

into albumen. The process is independent of vitality, and is

" exactly similar to those processes of decomposition or transfor-

mation which are known as putrefaction, fermentation, or decay "f
In some cases, digestion proceeds with such energy after death,

that the stomach itself becomes a prey to its decomposing force.

If the author's battery had re-established the circulation of the

blood, and restored the power of assimilation, and re-awakened

consciousness and sensation, he might, with some color of truth,

have made the daring and reckless assertion of " the absolute

identity of the brain with a galvanic battery."

How then are the forces which are concerned in organization

excited in dead matter ? The riddle of the Sphinx is yet un-

solved. The dark question, propounded in every form, by every

generation of men, is an enigma still. Wherein does a grain of

wheat that will germinate, differ from one that will not? Wherein

does an egg that may be hatched by incubation, differ from one that

cannot? In a word, what difference exists between a dead man
and a living one ? The organic matter and the organs are there,

with their elements united in obedience to chemical affinities, or,

if you prefer, by their electrical forces. Why do they not perform

their appropriate functions 1 The wonderful apparatus of cords

and levers is there; why docs not the man move? The eye is

there, with its lens and its retina; why docs he'not see? The
ear is there, with its delicate web of nerves

; why does he not hear ?

The lungs arc there; why does he not breathe? The heart is

there ; why do not its systole and diastole send the warm blood

bounding through the arteries ? The brain is there ; but where

are consciousness, and memory, and imagination, and reason ?

No response can be given to these interrogatories, save that the

power which moved this complicated machinery has departed. The

* Researches in Electricity, series viii, article 918.

| Liebig's Animal Chemistry, p. 10S.
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chemist has gone from his laboratory. Life is not there. Now
physiologists of the materialist school may sneer if they will, at

what, they are pleased to call the "vulgar error" of regarding "life

and vitality" as "realities;"* but we must still be permitted to em-

ploy those terms to indicate the unknown cause of certain pheno-

mena, which cannot be referred to any known cause. We must

speak of life as a reality, until they favor us with some proof more

convincing than their mere dictum, that its phenomena are but

results of the ordinary forces of matter. Such proof they cannot

give ; for all the changes which chemists have effected in organic

bodies, have been transformations doicnivard, toward the inorganic;

and not upward, to the more highly organized. The chemist can

transform starch into sugar, and sugar into alcohol, and alcohol

into acetic acid; but he cannot reverse the order. He may change

woody fibre into starch, and starch into gum, and gum into oxalic

acid ; but he cannot take a single step on the ascending ladder of

organization.

" Facilis descensus Averni

:

Noctes atque dies patet atri janua Ditis :

Sed revocare gradum, superasque evadere ad auras,

Hoe opus, hie labor est."

3. Zoonomy.

" The whole train of animated beings, from the simplest and oldest up

to the highest and most recent, are to be regarded as a series of advances

of the principle of development, which have depended upon external

physical circumstances, to which the resulting animals are appropriate."

" I suggest as an hypothesis countenanced by much that is ascer-

tained, and likely to be further sanctioned by much that remains to be

known, that the first step [after the production of living germs by

electricity] was an advance, under favor of peculiar conditions, from the

simplestforms of being to the next more complicated, and this through the

medium of the ordinary process ofgeneration?''
" The idea, then, which I form of the progress of organic life upon

our earth—and the hvpothesis is applicable to all similar theatres of

vital being—is, that the simplest and most primitive type, under a laic to

irhich that of like-production is subordinate, gave birth to the type next

above it, that this again produced the next higher, and so on to the very

highest ; the stages° of advance being in all cases very small, namely,

from one species only to another, so that the phenomenon has always

been of a simple and modest character."— Vestiges, pp. 15 I, 155, 170.

This hypothesis, which our author announces with as much

parade and solemnity as if it had never before been thought of,

is but another phasis of the monstrous doctrines of Lamarck and

* Draper's Chemistry of Plants, pp. 6, 41.
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St. Hilairc. He differs from the latter in attempting to reconcile

the doctrine of final causes with transmutation of species, and unity

of plan in organized bodies. This, so far as we are informed, has

never before been seriously undertaken by any physiologist; and we

award him full credit for originality in his endeavor to make out a

logical impossibility, and to balance himself securely upon both horns

of a dilemma * He differs from the former, chiefly, in substituting

an unintelligible for an intelligible cause of the supposed transmuta-

tions. Lamarck attributed the transmutations to the efforts of

animals to satisfy the wants incident to the various conditions in

which they were placed.! The organism was not adapted to the

mode of life, but the mode of life gradually developed the required

organism. The duck, for example, was not made web-footed thai

it might swim; but finding itself in circumstances in which it was

obliged to seek its food in water, the repeated stretching of its toes

in the act of swimming extended the skin between them into a web.

The quadrumana were not provided with four hands to enable them

to climb trees ; but having a liking for fruits, their efforts at climb-

ing, though rather clumsy at first, developed after awhile the ap-

propriate prehensile apparatus. Here we have a process which,

however visionary, is at least comprehensible. But our author,

wliilc he sees a progressive tendency in nature, can give us no

better account of the cause of each advance toward perfection, than

that it was made "under favor of peculiar conditions," but "the

nature of these conditions we can only conjecture."!

If he intended to give us any definite conception of his plan, he

ought to have informed us whether he means to be understood that

the original organic germs are identical as well as similar; whether

or not the progress of external conditions caused the successive

stages in tlie development of living forms ; and whether there has

been one line of organic development, or many. After a diligent

search through his two volumes, we are forced to the conclusion,

either that his opinions are rudimental, so that he does not know

himself what he means; or that they have been developed in

double lines, so that he means one thing at one time, and another

.at another. In the Vestiges, he docs not alledge, in terms, that

all germs are identical ; but many significant expressions, as well

as the general scope of the reasoning, lead us to infer that he

intended to be so understood. In the Explanations^ he denies

that he has asserted their identity, but still is careful not to assert

* See Whewell's History of the Inductive Sciences, vol. iii, p. 674.

f Philosophic Zoologique, torn, i, p. 232.

% Vestiges, pp. 155, 161. § P- 77.
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the contrary. Now the primitive germs of all organic beings are

identical, or they are not. If they are identical, why is one in-

variably developed into a cryptogamous plant, another into a cro-

codile, and a third into a man? If they are not identical, how can

lire laws of nature, which are uniform in their operations, produce

different bodies from the same materials, under the same circum-

stances, by means of the same electrical forces ?

Again, law brought about successive changes in the surface of

the land, in the composition of the atmosphere, and in the distri-

bution and temperature of the seas ; and then law developed, from

pre-existing species of plants and animals, new forms and higher

species adapted to the new conditions. What we wish to know is,

whether the advance in living beings was a consequence of the

geological progress, or a mere sequence in time, depending upon a

different law. If he affirm the former, then it can be demonstrated

that the favorable conditions have existed without the correspond-

ing organic advances having been made. Was poor Australia, for

example, so far belated in the race of development, that when it

was discovered by civilized men, it was not a fitting abode for any

quadrupeds higher than kangaroos ? If he affirm the latter, then

he gives up the grand idea which it is the object of his book to

illustrate, a unity of plan in creation. He actually affirms both.

" There are, indeed, abundant appearances as if, throughout all the

changes of the surface, the various kinds of organic life invariably

pressed in, immediately on the specially suitable conditions arising, so

that no place which could support any form of organic being might be

left for any length of time unoccupied."
" Organic life presses in, as it has been remarked, wherever there is

room and encouragement for it, the forms being such as suit the cir-

cumstances, and in a certain relation to them, as, for example, where

the limestone-forming seas produce an abundance of corals, crinoidea,

and shell-fish."—Vestiges, pp. 114, 120.

Finding this proposition utterly untenable, he wheels about, in his

Sequel, to the opposite ground, with apparently the most innocent un-

consciousness that he is perpetrating a downright self-contradiction.

" The groves which formed the coal-beds might have been a fitting

habitation for reptiles, birds, and mammals, as such groves are at the

present day
; yet we see none of the last of these classes, and hardly

any trace of the two first, in that period of the earth. Where the

iguanodon lived, the elephant might have lived ; but there was no ele-

phant at that time. The sea of the lower Silurian era was capable of

supporting fish ; but no fish existed. It hence forcibly appears that

theatres of hfr must, have lain vnscrvieeablc, or in the possession of a

tenantry inferior to icfiat inight have enjoyed them, for many ages.

—Explanations, pp. 106, 107.
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This is certainly a "bouleversement 1** as complete as he attri-

butes to Uranus ; and his retrograde motion is as decided as that

of the satellites of the sun's first-born. We think, however, that

the logical bouleverscmcnt is more easily explicable than the plane-

tary, if we may judge by his excruciating attempt to explain the

latter. t He was stunned by the hammer of his rock-delving op-

ponent, the geologist of the Edinburgh Keview, and recoiled to

this new position in a stale of dizzy bewilderment. He returns to

the charge, however, with the pertinacity of another philosopher of

the same school, when under the "noble stroke" of his antagonist,

" Ten paces huge

He back recoiled ; the tenth on bended knee

His massy spear upstayed."

This is not his only bouleversement. In the Vestiges, lie

contends for a "general scale" of animated being; but finding that

the vertebrate sub-kingdom descends so low as the cyclostomous

fishes, which he admits to be inferior to the Crustacea and cepha-

lopoda, creatures belonging to the articulata and mollusca, he makes

his line so flexible that it can be bent downward into loops, and so

slack-twisted that it diverges, in some' places, into two or more

separate threads.! But, in the Sequel, lie abandons the general

scale, and assumes " a plurality of lines, in which the orders, and

even minuter subdivisions of each class, are ranged side by side."$

His genetic plan seems to be this : if we imagine the radiata,

mollusca, articulata, and vertebrata, arranged horizontally one

above the other,—each of those grand divisions being composed of

its classes, orders, genera, and species, stratified also in their

ascending order, the mammalia being the upper crust,—then each

line or "stirps" ascends vertically through these divisions, and

sends off lateral branches in each. This fanciful scheme brings

no positive support to his argument ; for he. has not defined the

boundaries of his stirpes, nor traced any one of them upward or

downward more than a single step, nor even attempted to prove

that they have any existence except in his own imagination. When
Macleay and his coadjutors proposed their intensely artificial system

of natural arrangement,—the celebrated hypothesis of circular

groups, each circle containing five minor circles within itself, like

the wheels within a wheel seen by the prophet,—they thought it

necessary to construct some of these groups ; to point out the af-

finities which united the different parts of a circle, and the analogies

between the typical, sub-typical, and aberrant groups in each, to

* Vestiges, note, p. 7. f Explanations, pp. 15, 1G.

X Vestiges, pp. 143, 111. § Explanations, p. 49.
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ihe corresponding groups in other circles, so as to give at least an
air of probability to their scheme.* But our author, being " only
a general student," submits to no such drudgery. He does not
pretend to show that his hypothesis of stirpes is consistent with the
facts, or with any of them. All the information which he conde-
scends to give us, is the following remarkably definite and satis-

factory statement

!

" The lines or stirpes have all of them peculiar characteristics, which
persist throughout the various grades of being passed through : one pre-
senting carnivorous, another gentle and innoceut animals, and so on."

" There is a unity, in all instances, in the moral as well as physical
characters of the various members of one stirps : we only sec it ad-
vancing from low to high characters, just as we see the fcetus of a
high animal passing through various inferior stages before it reaches
its proper mature character."

—

Explanations, pp. 49, 53.

It would really have been kind in him to enlighten us in regard
to our own ancestry a few steps beyond those novi ho?ni?ics, the
chimpanzes, by informing us what reptile, fish, or insect, has moral
and physical characters in unity with ours, even if he found it dif-

ficult to trace out the respectable lineage, by the blazons of fossil

heraldry, to the Adam and Eve of his own peculiar Genesis, a pair
of omnivorous animalcules. The only advantage which he can
derive from this new hypothesis, is to make it more difficult for his

opponents to prove a negative : a thing which they are no more
required to do, in the present case, than if he had asserted that the
moon was made of green cheese. It is the aprcs coup of a re-

treating enemy, who makes a feint to show a bold front while lie

abandons his ground. The facility with which he shifts his posi-
tion, proves him to be an adroit tactician ; and to possess in its-

highest development the trait which Napoleon attributed to this

writer's countrymen— inability to discover when he is beaten.
We will now look the hypothesis of development by transmutation,

whether in one line or many, more directly in the face. The fads
adduced in support of the doctrine are the common stock-in-trade
of the atheistic school of physiologists ; and we must admit that in

his operations with this stock the writer exhibits one proof at least

of talent—the ability to do a large business with a small capital.
He repeats the old story of the cabbage and cauliflower, of oats
changing to rye, and forests of pine to beach and poplar; appeals
to what he calls the abortive or rudimental organs of animals, to
the similarity of the skeletons of the vertebrata, to the successive

* See Macleay's Horn Entomologies and Swainson's Classif.calion of
Animals.
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stages in the progress of the mammalian foetus, to the changes pro-

duced in men and puppies by external conditions and modes of life,

and concludes from nil these that men are the offspring of monkevs

;

and that in two generations, by one incubation and one gestation, a

rat maybe hatched from a goose's egg ! The evidence would have

been less equivocal, perhaps, had he informed us that a higher mam-
mal than a rodent had been produced in that manner, without losing,

with the bodily form, the mental peculiarities of his grandmother.

We cannot admit that oats have been changed, by cropping

down, into barley, rye, and wheat,* until the experimenter will

inform us what precautions, if any, were taken to prevent the

accidental presence of other grains in the soil. It is well known
that seeds will in many instances germinate after passing through

the alimentary canal of birds and quadrupeds ; and this is un-

doubtedly the true explanation of the fact that plants, whose seeds

are too heavy to be transported by winds, often spring up in local-

ities where they had not previously appeared, whenever the con-

dition of the soil becomes favorable to their growth. Thus, for

example, when a forest of pines is consumed by fire, the potash,

collected during many ages, is restored to the soil, and the germs
of other trees, lying dormant in the ground, finding in the potash

their appropriate nutriment, are immediately developed.! Again,

the similarity of structure observed in the vertebrate animals is an

interesting proof that they were formed according to one general

plan, and this nobody denies
; but it lends no countenance to the

hypothesis that one type can by any possibility be changed into

another. The rudiment al organs, such as undeveloped feet in ser-

pents, and mamma: in the human male, can be regarded, according

to our author, "in no other light than as blemishes or blunders" in

a system of creation by the direct agency of God ; but they are

only " harmless peculiarities " in a system of creation by law. We
cannot comprehend this distinction. He tells us that he goes

beyond Lamarck "to a very important point, the original divine

conception of all the forms of being which natural laws were only

instruments in working out and realizing."^: If these organs are

blemishes and blunders winch impeach the divine skill in one case,

do they not equally impeach the divine foresight in the other ? J^ut

his assumption, that these organs arc useless, is altogcthergratuitous.

There are other organs in animals of which anatomists have not

yet discovered the use
;
but it is not their custom to pronounce

them blemishes and blunders on account of their own ignorance.

* Explanations, p. 70. f Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry, p. 151.

% Vestiges, p. 177.
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The author's capital argument, in support of his doctrine of

development, is drawn from the resemblances of the mammalian

foetus, in its different stages, to successsivc divisions and classes of

inferior animals. The brain of a human embryo, for example,

first resembles that of an avertebrated animal, then that of a fish,

and successively that of a reptile, bird, rodent, ruminant, monkey,

and man. The heart, also, at a certain stage, is like that of an

insect ; afterward it is two-chambered, like that of a fish ; then

three-chambered, like that of a reptile ; and finally it becomes

a full, four-chambered, mammal heart. The inference which lie

wishes us to draw from these resemblances, is, that every human
being was once a zoophyte, and that he has passed in succession

through every grade of being. The discoveries of Tiedemann

and Serres warrant no such conclusion. All they prove is this :

that some parts of a mammal fcetus of the highest order do bear

some resemblance, in certain stages of their development, to cor-

responding parts of some of the inferior animals, at some stage of

their development. So the eggs of a duck and hen do bear some

resemblance to each other; but still the differences between them

are so profound, that nothing but a duck can proceed from the one,

and nothing but a chicken from the other. The heart and brain,

like all the other organs of the human fcetus, are in a state of for-

mation, and consequently imperfect ; but they are never anything

else than human hearts and brains. In other words, the two-cham-

bered heart of the foetus is not the heart of a fish because it is two-

chambered ; and the brain of a six months' fcetus is not the brain

of a calf because it bears some resemblance to a ruminant's brain.

However strongly the brain and intermaxillary bone of an eight-

months' child may be "characteristic of the perfect ape," yet that

child is not born an ape, neither does he grow up an ape. In our

author's reasonings upon this point we have an example of a lead-

ing trait in his mental character, which has been exposed by his

Edinburgh reviewer almost as strongly as in his own writings—

a

facility in perceiving. rescmhlances, and an almost entire inability

either to discover differences, or to comprehend them. This man

would believe that snow and frozen carbonic acid are identical,

because they have several similar properties ; and when he has seen

the evening clouds assuming shapes and hues as if

" Built like a temple, where pilasters round

Were set, and Doric pillars overlaid

With golden architrave ; nor did they want

Cornice or frieze, with bossy sculptures graven ;

The roof was fretted gold ;"
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he has, doubtless, believed that a substantial stone-and-mortar

temple was only an exhaled Pandemonium.

Again, it is admitted on all hands that a species, whether animal

or vegetable, is capable of a certain degree of modification in accord-

ance with external conditions. Hence, the varieties in the Bras-

sica oleracea, as scon in the cauliflower and red cabbage ; hence,

the pointer, poodle, mastiff, grayhound, and other varieties among

dogs ; and hence, the Caucasian, Mongolian, American, and Afri-

can races of the human species. It is nevertheless true that these

deviations from standard types arc confined within rigorous limits,

which, though difficult to define, are never passed over. Not only

is there no blending or intermingling of species, but the different

varieties return to their original form, whenever the causes in which

they originated cease to operate. When the cabbage and cauli-

flower are removed from the influence of cultivation, they manifest

a tendency to return to the bitter sea-side plant. Dogs of different

races have run wild in the West India Islands, and have all reverted

to their original type, the shepherd's dog.* Mr. Lyell has also

mentioned a still stronger case, indicating beyond dispute the reality

and persistency of species. " Of the ox, undoubtedly, there are

many very distinct races : but the bull Apis, which was led in solemn

processions by the Egyptian priests, did not differ from some of

those now living. The black cattle that have run wild in America,

where there were many peculiarities in the climate not to be found,

perhaps, in any part of the old world, and where scarcely a single

'

plant on which they (cd was of precisely the same species, instead

of altering their form and habits, have actually reverted to the exact

likeness of the aboriginal wild cattle of Europe."!

It is in the face of such fads as these, and a multitude more

which might be adduced, that the author of the Vestiges builds up

his air-castle of development by transmutation, and alledges that

"species is a term, not a fact." Then, indeed, men may claim

sonship to monkeys, and the apish propensity to "play fantastic,

tricks before high heaven," evinced by at least one individual of the

human family, is satisfactorily accounted for.

But supposing the peculiar conditions favorable for an advance to

a higher species, in what manner is the advance made? Nothing

easier. " To protract the gestation over a small space is all that

is necessary." True, he can only conjecture how this might be

done; "but though this knowledge were never to be clearly attained,

it need not much affect the present argument, provided it be satis-

• Lyell's Geology, vol. i. p. 501. f Principles of Geology, vol. i, p. 50'2.
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factorily proved that there must be some such influence within the

range of natural things." no ! this writer may go on piling as-

sumption upon assumption, like Ossa upon Pelion ; and if any one

is so skeptical as to ask him for a particle or two of proof, he puts

en an air of the most provoking nonchalance, and says :—Never

mind about the proof ; I will show you that this is within the range

of possibilities : or, if it is not now possible, it might have been

possible in the geological ages, when possibly the operation of these

conditions was more powerful than at present ! So, then, it would

appear, that when the earth became too cold, and its vegetation too

scanty for the shivering and starving mastodons, they were in cir-

cumstances so extremely favorable, that some lucky matron among

them, by a slightly protracted gestation, produced a species a little

higher in the stirps ! But what proof has he that there is some such

influence within the range of natural things? " Sex is fully ascer-

tained to be a matter of development." To this the best anato-

mical authorities give a simple negative ; and besides, everybody

knows that gestation is not more protracted when a male is pro-

duced, than when a female is. But bees have the power of

"adjusting the law of development to the. production of a particular

sex." In support of this assertion he cites the authority of Huber,

whom he entirely misapprehends and misrepresents. So far from

supposing that the sex of bees can be adjusted by the bees them-

selves, Huber not only supposed, but proved, that all the working

bees, erroneously called neuters, are females.* But as only one

prolific female can exist in a hive, the female larva? are reared in

such a manner that their organs of reproduction are not sufficiently

developed to render them fruitful. As the Chinese inclose the

feet of their female infants in wooden shoes, so that they never

attain their mature size, nor become fitting- instruments of loco-

motion, in like manner the bees, by rearing their female young in

narrow cells and feeding them sparingly, prevent the natural de-

velopment of their ovaries. But the larva: contiguous to the royal

cell do sometimes, by accident, obtain a share of the luxurious viands

designed exclusively for her majesty's table, and become prolific

workers. For this they pay the .forfeit of their lives, being de-

stroyed by the jealous and vindictive queen as soon as she is in a

condition to attack them. Bees, therefore, will do nothing for our

author, except to convict him of distorting facts and misquoting

authorities.

There is one class of phenomena which this writer passes by in

* NouvcHcs Observations sur les Abcilles.

Vol. VI.—21
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discreel silence, but which presents a conclusive argument against

his hypothesis of transmutation. It would seem that nature has

set up impassable barriers to prevent confusion of species, and that

she guards their outposts with the eye of a watchful sentinel. The
penalty for overstepping her landmarks is death ;

for she has de-

nounced the annihilating curse of sterility upon unlawful progeny,

and never fails to execute her malediction. We refer to hybrids.

The development system can give no rational explanation of the

admitted natural repugnance to unions which produce such fruits,

nor of the fact, that the offspring of such unions arc almost always

unfruitful in the very first generation, and arc never capable of con-

tinuing their race through several generations. We do no more

than allude to this subject, the discussion of which would be more

appropriate in a scientific treatise than in these pages. We refer

the reader to Lyell's Geology, b. iii, for copious and valuable

information upon this question, and upon the whole doctrine of

transmutation. That learned and judicious writer is a firm believer

" that species have a real existence in nature ; and that each was

endowed, at the time of its creation, with the attributes and organi-

zation by which it is now distinguished."*" Owen, Agassiz, and Lie-

big, take the same ground. Cuvicr " did not admit the analogy be-

tween the skeleton of the vertebrates and the skin of the articulates;

he could not believe that the taenia and sepia were constructed upon

the same plan ; that there was a similarity of composition between
the bird and the echinus, the whale and the snail, in spite of the

skill with which some persons sought gradually to efface their dis-

crepancies."t De La Bcche thinks "there are likely to be few,

seeing the beauty of design manifest in creation and so apparent in

animals and vegetables, who will not rather consider that there has

been a succession of creations as new conditions arose, than that.

there should be an accommodating property in organic existence

which might ultimately convert a polypus into a man."! And
Moses, whose authority our author is willing to admit, whenever,

by any juggle of interpretation, the language of Moses can be made
to coincide with his own views, informs us that " God made the

beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and

everything that creepeth upon the earth after his kind:' Our
author himself confesses that no instance of the development of

any species into a higher has been recorded during the historical

era; but this era is only a day it* the cycle of nature's gestation ;

* Principles of Geology, vol. i, p. 528. -j Laurillartl, Elog. de Cuvier, p. 66.

X Researches in Theoretical Geology, p. 203.

21*
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and as an epheraeron, having weaned himself by watching tadpoles

through his day-long life, would die at evening in the full belief

that ;i tadpole could never be transmuted into a frog, so our ephe-

meral human race live, observe, reason, and die. To all this there

is but one answer. As to what occurred upon our globe during

the pre-human epochs, we have no source oi information but geo-

logical monuments ; and in regard to this particular subject of

transmutation, the old " Medals of Creation" are silent. On this

point, therefore, our knowledge and his are equal, and the sum
of both is zero. Pope's significant couplet may tell the rest

:

" Say first, of God above or man below

What can we reason, but from what we know V

We have now done with this anonymous writer, and his anoma-
lous book. If we have been so fortunate as to convey to the reader

our strong convictions, that not one of the three hypotheses, by

which the scheme of law-creation is upheld, has any foundation in

nature and truth, the object of our writing has been accomplished.

We say nothing of the author's degrading psychology, which is

phrenology pushed to its extreme development of materialism, and

makes man a brute ; nor of his selfish and sensual theory of morals,

which, borrowed from Epicurus, annihilates all morality, makes
virtue a name, and pleasure the propter quean of existence ; nor

of his stern and gloomy theology, which denies a special providence,

and robs (rod of his highest attributes. All these are the legiti-

mate offspring of his physical system. They grow out of it. as

naturally and necessarily as the vine from its roots, and grapes from

the vine. "But the vine is the vine of Sodom; and the grapes

arc grapes of gall." Away with the miserable logic that could

frame such a system, and the pitiful credulity that could embrace

it. Leave us still, in these scenes of toil and trial, which are.

incident to our earthly condition, not the cold assurance that we
arc under "a system which has the fairness of a lottery,'' that

"there is no partiality against us,"' and that we must "take our

chance in the melee ;" but the power to look upward and to rec-

ognize the countenance of a Creator and a Father.

Dickinson College, Jan. 31, 1S4G.
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Art. VIII.—CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. The Preacher's Manual: Lectures on Preaching, furnishing Rules and
Examples for every Kind of Pulpit Address. By Rev. S. T. Stur-
tevant. Reprinted entire from the last London revised Edition.

8vo., pp. 624. New-York: J. C. Riker, 129 Fulton-street. 1846.

Several works upon tho composition and delivery of a sermon have
long been before the public, and have undoubtedly exerted a salutary

influence upon the pulpit. The earliest, and the one which has been
most approved, is that of M. Claude, a famous French Protestant,

who flourished the latter part of the seventeenth century. Upon
Claude's Essay little improvement has been made until the present

work appeared. Here we have the whole theory of sermonizing,

drawn out in all its prms, with appropriate illustrations, taken from the

best authors. Indeed, this work seems to leave little to be desired

touching the vastly important subject of sermonizing, so far as mere
canons for the structure of a sermon can go. We hesitate not to say,

that the minister of the gospel, old or young, who fails to procure

and study " Sturtevant's Manual," will deprive himself of one of

the best human helps which is to be obtained, in the great work in

which he is enjra^ed. The work, as to type, paper, Arc., is highly
creditable to the enterprising publisher, and we have no doubt that he
will be amply rewarded tor furnishing the ministers of the gospel in

this country with this learned and able work in so convenient a form.

In their behalf, we cordially thank our worthy friend Riker for the

timely and liberal outlay which he has made for their accommodation.
And I need not pledge them for a liberal patronage, so long as all know
that they always buy the books they need, when the price comes within

the reach of their means.

2. History of the English Rt volution of 1640 ; commonly called the Great

Rebellion : from the Accession of Charles I. to his Death. By F.

Guizot, the Prime Minister of France. Translated by William
Hazlitt. 12mo.,pp. 515. New-York: D. Appleton & Co. 1846.

The historical works of "the prime minister of France" are so

well known, that little need be said to invite public attention to any
work which might issue lrom the press, under the sanction of his

name. But the history of such a period—of such events as those

embraced within the range of "The Great Rebellion"-—by such a

writer, must excite no ordinary interest in the public mind. From the

cursory examination which we have given the book, we feel warranted

in giving our readers a pledge, that all reasonable expectations will

be realized in the perusal. It is truly consoling to a liberal mind
to see that the prejudiced and dreamy commentaries of a class of

the English historians, upon this very important period of their history

—such, for instance, as those who have followed the refined but reck-

less and skeptical Hume—have lost their influence, and are rapidly

going to oblivion. We will merely add that the work appears in a
neat and an attractive form.
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3. The History of Silk, Cotton, Linen, Wool, and other Fibrous Substances:

including Observations on Spinning, Dyeing, and Weaving ; also an

Account of the Pastoral Life of the Ancients, their Social State and
Attainments in the Domestic Arts. With Appendices on Pliny's

Natural History, etc., deduced from Copious and Authentic Sources.

Illustrated by steel engravings. One volume, octavo. New-York:
Harper 6i Brothers.

This work will be esteemed of peculiar value from the prodigious

amount of curious, original, and striking information it affords respect-

ing the early history and progress of the above-named useful and im-

portant arts. We scarcely remember to have met with a single

volume more copious in anecdotical illustration than this: the numerous
authorities cited by the author bear ample testimony to the indefatiga-

ble labor and research bestowed upon the work. Although primarily

designcd for popular use, this valuable work must prove eminently

serviceable to those engaged in the cultivation of silk, cotton, linen,

wool, &c, from the vast extent of its information on these important

branches of commerce. The work is splendidly embellished.with steel

engravings ; and bound in truly elegant style, richly gilt. It is quite

a book for the boudoir.

4. Cosmos: a Survey of the General Physical History of the Universe.

By Alex. Vox Humboldt. New-York: Harper & Brothers.

The Harpers are issuing in numbers this great work of the veteran

and distinguished geographer Humboldt. It embraces a very wide

range of scientific inquiry, as its title sufficiently indicates ; and sets

forth the final conclusions of a long life of arduous and well-directed

study. It is not to be supposed that all will agree to the justice of

these conclusions ; but no scientific mind can fail to be interested in

the book which contains them. The work is published in shilling

numbers.

5. Vital Christianity : Essays and Discourses on the Religion of
Man and the Religion of God. By Alexaxder Vexet, D. D., Pro-

fessor of Theology in Lausanne, Switzerland. Translated, with an

Introduction, by Robert Turxbull, Pastor of the Harvard-street

Church, Boston. 12mo., pp. 355. Boston: Gould, Kendall, & Lin-

coln. 1845.

The new evangelical school of divines, which have recently arisen

and are now acting effectively upon the dead mass of degenerate

Christians in Switzerland, are also giving instructions to the churches

throughout the world. The present volume is a spirited and powerful

effort to exhibit true Christianity in its purity and spirituality. The
work can scarcely be read without profit, though occasionally we may
find it necessary to except to the author's views. Upon the whole it

is an able, earnest, truthful book.
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6. The Life of Julius Ccrsar. George Feck, Editor. 18mo.,pp. 180. New-York:
Lane & Tippett

Tins is llie first of a series of small volumes publishing by the Religious Tract
Society of England. They are upon "common subjects written with a decidedly
Christian tune." Each volume will be complete iu itself, will compare with the
ahove in size and character, and will be issued monthly. The Agents design to

bring them out promptly on their being received, and there is no doubt but they
will constitute a portable library of general knowledge superior to anything of the
kind heretofore published. "The Life of Julius Ca?sar" is composed from the
original Latin works, and while it is condensed into a small space, it is still ex-

ceedingly comprehensive, and conveys all the important facts in the history of one of

the greatest military chieftains and conquerors who ever lived. The volumes will

be sold separately or in libraries, in uniform binding, and numbered. We earnestly

bespeak the attention of the young to this new scries.

7. Resources and Drill cs if Christian Young Men. A Discourse to the Graduating
Class of Wesleyan University, August, 1845. By Stephen Oein, D. D. George
Peck, Editor. ISmo. New-York : Lane & Tippett 184G.

This is an able, spirited, and timely effort to make a truly Christian impression,
and give a Christian bias to our "young men," just as they are entering upon the
active duties of life. We scarcely know whether to admire most the sound reason-
ing, the wise counsi 1. or the eiirnest and solemn warnings of this eloquent and pow-
erful discourse. We have not space to enlarge upon its merits; but sure we are
that it should be read and studied by every young man in the laud, especially those
who emerge from our literary institutions and look toward a field of "action" The
discourse is neatly got up in a portable form, and is thus rendered more convenient
and attractive than it would In- in the usual pamphlet form. We earnestly recom-
mend this effort of our trul) able and excellent friend to the attention of all:—for

though it i* especially addressed to " Christian young men," there are instructions

in it adapted to all classes and to both sexes. May God grant it his blessing!

8. Hislvni of the Great Reformation of the Sixteenth Century, in German/,
Sicitzcrlan '. $c. B) J. II. Mehle D'Acbigxe, D. D., President of the Theolo-
gical School of Geneva, an 1 Member of the Societe Evangelique. New-York:
Lane & Tippett.

We are happy to announce this work with the imprint of the Methodist Book
Concern. Of the work itself nothing need be said, as happily it is already known.

9. Travels in Egypt, Arabia Petrea, and the Holy Land. By Rev. Stephen
Om.n, D. P.. I-b. !>•. President of the Wesleyan University. With twelve Illus-

trations on Steel. 2 vols. New-York : Lane & Tippett.

These interesting Travels are now to bo had at our Book Room, with our Sun-
day-school imprint, :;! reduced prices. We hope no Sunday-school library, or
family, will be without them.

10. Suggestions for the Conversion of the World, respectfully submitted to the
Christian Church. By Robert Youkg. 18mo., pp. 116. New-York : Lane £
Tippett

The solemn and momentous inquiry, How it the world to be conrcrted? is one
which comes homo to i very pioii - lie irt. Here the question is answered upon the
principles of true Christian philosophy. Let the book be read, and its "sugges-
tions" tested by experiment, and wo sh-d! soon sen more abundant reason than
ever to expect the speedy " conversion of the world."
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1 1. Short Sermons on Important Subjects. By Jonathan Edmondpox, A. M. "With

an Introduction by Rev. J. P. Durbin, D. D., lute President of Dickinson College,

Carlisle, Pa. First American from the fifth London Edition. 8vo., pp. 535.

Phila.: Sorin&Ball. 1846.

The author of these sermons is a Wesleyan Methodist preacher, who has written

several works of great worth, for their sound orthodoxy and excellent practical

tendency. The present volume is made up of sermons suited to the use of families

and private individuals. They have the great merit of conveying much useful

instruction within a narrow compass. The sermons generally occupy scarcely three

fiagcs each, and may be read in a few minutes. The stylo is plain, perspicuous,

brcible, and elegant. The work cannot fail to have an extensive circulation, and
to ilo much good. The mechanical execution is highly creditable to the enter-

prising publishers.

12. The Attraction of the Cross; designed to illustrate the leading Truths. Obli-

gations, and Hopes of Christianity. By Gardiner Sprino. I). D., Pastor of the

Brick Presbyterian Church in the City of New-York. 12mo., pp. 113. New-
York: M. VY. Dodd. 1846.

We cannot be expected to agree with all there is in this book; yet the points in

which we do most cordially coincide with the learned and pious author are so much
more numerous and of so much greater importance, than those upon which we
differ with him, that we shall institute no controversy with him. Dr. Spring is a
moderate Calvinist—thoroughly evangelical, and eminently practical. The present
work fully sustains his high character as a divine and as a scholar.

13. Norse's Ccrographic Maps, Nos. 1 to 4. New-York: Harper & Brothers.

These very beautiful Maps, executed in colors, form the commencement of a

scries which, when completed, will constitute the most elegant, competent, and the

cheapest atlas yet produced. Each number (price 25 cents) conlains four maps,
of the size of 15 by 12 inches: these Maps, embracing the whole field of ancient

and modern, including sacred, geography, have been prepared with great labor and
expense, and in many instances founded on new and important data. As a popular
atlas for colleges, schools, and private use, we have seen no work possessing so

many, and valuable, advantages; it is deserving of the widest patronage.

14. The Pilgrim's Progress; with a Life of John Bunyan. By Robert Soutrey,
LL. D. Illustrated with fifty cuts by Adams. New-York: Harper & Brothers.

This is a new and very attractive edition of the world-renowned and matchless

allegory of Bunyan: the embellishments are well designed, and engraved on wood
by Adams ; and. as far as we have examined, admirable illustrations of the text.

The Memoir of the illustrious author, by Southey, although a very eleeant and
poetical, is far from being a true and faithful, portraiture of Bunyan. Dr. Southey'a
Life will, however, be perused by many with high satisfaction. This very neat

and compact edition is so beautiful in its interior and exterior, that few works
would be more suitable for a Christian present to the young.

15. Aids to English Composition; prepared for Students of all Grades, embracing
Specimens and Examples of School and College Exercises, and most of the high-

Departments of English Composition, both in Prose and Verse. By It. G. Par-
ker. A new Edition, with Additions and Improvements. New-York: Harper
& Hiothers.

The previous edition of this very useful book gained for its author a decided

reputation: the improvements introduced both as to materials and illustrations,

as well as plan and arrangement, will be found greatly to increase its value.

The scope of the work is wide, and comprehensive: it combines a vast amount of

instructive matter, and cannot fail of proving very beneficial to those who, with or

without the adjunct of a tutor, are pursuing the subject of which it treats: indeed,
all who value and aim to acquire the use of elegant diction will find the work a

desideratum.
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16. Sermons by Rev. Hugh Blair, D. D. New-York: Harper & Brothers.

Every English reader knows well this distinguished writer on the Belles Lettres

and Rhetoric. A volume of ethical and religious discourses from such a pen cannot

fail of being generally acceptable. The present edition is handsomely produced
by the Messrs. Harper in octavo, and on good paper, so that old as well as young"
eyes may enjoy the rich treat, of perusing these admirable, and truly splendid pro-

ductions. The topics comprise the whole range of moral and religious teaching:

no better book, perhaps, could be placed in the library of the youthful or aged; it

will prose equally instructive to both classes.

17. Journal of the Texian Expedition against Meir : including Ike subsequent

Imprisonment of the Author, hi* Sufferings, and ultimate Escape from the Castle

of Perotc : together with his Refections on the political Prospects, and probable

future Relations, of Texas, Mexico, and the United States. By General Tho-
mas J. Green. New-York: Harper & Brothers.

This is a personal narrative of Jeep, absorbing interest, delineating the name
rous perils, sufferings, and hazardous exploits of a small but heroic band of Tertians

in the cause of liberty. There are scenes of an intense and vivid description in

this work, which arc scarcely to be equaled by works of fiction. The cruel-

ties and perfidious duplicity of Santa Anna are laid bare with no sparing hand:
and the author has contributed, also, by his dark pictures, to add no small share of

ignominy to his name, by his personal revelations. There is much local and sta-

listicol information obtainable from this work about a country little known.

13. Miscellaneous Essays. ByJohn Abercrombie. New-York: Harper& Brothers.

The well-earned reputation of this excellent writer in the department of moral
philosophy cannot fail of insuring the attention of all thinking renders. The pre-

sent volume is a posthumous collection of essays on theoretical and practical morals

and religion. The doctor is orthodox and sound, and as to his style and mental
strength, let his admired works on the '-Intellectual Powers," and the "Moral
Feelings," bear testimony.

] 9. The Extent of the Atonement in its Relation to God and the Universe. By Tho-

mas VV. Jkxkyn-, D. 1)., President ofCoward College, Loudon. Second American
from the third London Edition*. 12mo., pp. 266. Boston: Gould, Kendall &
Lincoln. Sold by J. \V. Colby, 122 Nassau-st., New-York. 184G.

20. The Union of the Holy Spirit and the Church in the Communion of the World.

By Thomas W. Jenky.v, 1). 1 >., &c. 12mo., pp. 304. Sold as above. 1846.

These books are learned, evangelical, and full of instruction—the first is moderately

Calvinistic.

21. Critical Exposition of llaplism; embracing the Mosaic Baptisms, Jewish Tra-

ditionary Baptisms, John's Baptism, and Christian Baptism : clearly establishing

the Scriptural Authority of Affusion and Sprinkling, and of Infant Baptism.

By Lkicestlr A. Sawyer, A. M., President of Central College, Ohio. Cincin-

nati: H. W. Derby & Co. New-York: Appletons.

22. Elements of Moral Philosophy, on the Basis of the Ten Commandments; con-

taining a Complete System of Moral Duties. By Leicester A. Sawyer, A. M.,

Sec. 12mo., pp. 335. New-York: Mark Newman. 184").

23. Catechism of Christian Morals; and also of Christian Doctrines: together

with Devotional Exercises and Hymns: adapted to the Use of Families and

Sabbath Schools. Bv Leicester A. Sawyer, A. M., Sac. 18mo,, pp. 72. New-
York: Payne & Burgess, CO John-street.

The author entertains some peculiar views of the nature of virtue, which we
have not space even to state.
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